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Chapter 1
Jane Lead (pronounced Leed or Leeds by contemporaries) and sometimes 
written with a final ‘e’ (especially in printed German translations of her 
works) was among the most prolific published female authors of the long 
eighteenth century.1 More than a dozen different printed titles bearing 
Lead’s name, with one consisting of multiple volumes, were originally issued 
in english between 1681 and 1702.2 her final work ‘the resurrection 
of Life’ (1703) was issued posthumously in German translation and has 
recently been re-translated into english.3 Moreover, during Lead’s lifetime 
four of her works appeared in a second edition, while from 1694 several 
writings were also published in translation at amsterdam—primarily in 
German, with two rendered into Dutch as well.4 In addition to these 
languages one tract was translated into Swedish, most likely from the 
German version, although this remained in manuscript.5 Besides being the 
author of extensive spiritual diaries, theological treatises, epistles and some 
verse, during the last decade of her 80-year life Lead became the centre of 
an extensive correspondence network stretching from pennsylvania to the 
electorate of Saxony. Yet as her son-in-law and amanuensis Francis Lee 
conceded, outside a small community of believers Lead’s writings were 
largely ignored in her own country. Instead they enjoyed a widespread if 
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mixed continental reception among an audience of assorted Spiritualists, 
Behmenists and pietists—not to mention occasional curious readers, such 
as Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.6
although the devotional writer William Law (1686–1761) initially 
claimed to know little of Lead, within a few years he was recounting 
the philadelphians’ thirst for ‘visions, openings and revelations &c.’ in 
private correspondence. Since Law later transcribed many of Francis Lee’s 
manuscripts he doubtless learned much there concerning Lead.7 other 
eighteenth- century figures familiar with Lead’s name are largely identifiable 
through ownership inscriptions in printed english editions of her writings. 
these included a Mr. portales, most likely Charles portales (1676–1763), 
an early supporter of the French prophets, and the Methodist preacher and 
writer Cornelius Cayley (1727–1779).8 the latter may have been drawn 
to Lead because of an interest in the doctrine of the universal restoration 
of all humanity. Indeed, Cayley’s reading extended to richard Coppin 
(fl.1646–fl.1659), who like Lead was incorporated within a catalogue of 
authors advocating the possibility of universal redemption.9 other owners 
of works by both Lead and Coppin included the publisher henri Lion,10 the 
bookseller John Denis the elder (c.1735–1785),11 and the alsatian artist 
philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg (1740–1812).12 It should be noted that 
after obtaining his copy of one of Lead’s books Denis published the third 
edition of The Restoration of All Things (1779), a defence of universal 
salvation by the nonconformist minister Jeremiah White, to which Denis 
added a preface. Furthermore, in partnership with his son and namesake 
Denis sold several volumes in english and French by the polymath and 
mystic emanuel Swedenborg. Significantly, several people attracted to 
Swedenborg’s teachings were also readers of Lead. these included de 
Loutherbourg, an elected member of the royal academy, who dated 
two of the five known copies of Lead’s works in his possession ‘1796’; 
de Loutherbourg’s associate and self-described ‘Lover of the Lamb of 
God’, Mary pratt; the former vegetarian turned Methodist ralph Mather 
(1750?–1803); the clergyman John Clowes (1743–1831); the huguenot 
surgeon and pharmacist Benedict Chastanier (c.1739–c.1818); and the 
surgeon and apothecary henry peckitt (1734?–1808), who possessed a 
manuscript account of Lead’s last hours.13 Some owners, however, have 
proved more difficult to trace: a. Bremner (Strand, 1782), thomas Kane 
(9 June 1772), and an alexander Leslie of aberdeen (no date).14
From 1771 to 1782 some of Lead’s works had been advertised for sale 
in book catalogues issued by George Wagstaff.15 But as the  nineteenth 
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century progressed they seem to have become rarer, prompting a handful 
of reprints: one perhaps marking the centenary of her death, another issued 
with the approval of Zion Ward and his Southcottian followers.16 hence 
rather than purchasing books between 1825 and 1834 a certain John 
phillips transcribed extracts from Lead’s printed english writings together 
with an english re-translation of a German account of her last hours. In 
addition, phillips made excerpts from books held in the British Museum by 
the Behmenists John pordage and Quirinus Kuhlmann. phillips’s interest 
in Lead was shared by a Miss peacock and Samuel Jackson, the english 
translator of Johann heinrich Jung [heinrich Stilling].17 eventually 
phillips’s transcripts were acquired by the jeweller and goldsmith 
Christopher Walton (1809–1877), an undeservedly neglected figure 
who contributed substantially to the demise of his own legacy through 
an unfortunate mix of humourlessness, appalling inter- personal skills and 
inability to adequately organise his immensely rich manuscript and rare 
book collections.18 By about 1871 Walton owned copies of several printed 
titles by Lead together with important manuscript accounts.19 Yet Walton, 
himself a Methodist, judged Lead harshly, remarking:
It would not, perhaps, be difficult to dissect Mrs. Lead’s character, 
and demonstrate the philosophy of her prophetic assumptions, from a 
consideration of the constitution of her mind, the character of the piety of 
the Cromwell-Muggletonian-fanatic days in which she lived, her intricate 
study of Behmen’s works … and the popular spiritual topics of her age.
acknowledging that she was a woman of ‘great piety’ and not wishing 
to ridicule her writings, a disappointed Walton still complained that Lead, 
the ‘chief heroine’ of the philadelphian Society, had buried her profound 
spiritual experiences in ‘a huge mass of parabolicalism and idiocratic 
deformity’.20
a few nineteenth-century commentators were more charitable. 
one reckoned Lead a woman of ‘elevated and enthusiastic piety’ while 
 others suggested that the visions and spiritual experiences of this ‘most 
singular’ if then lesser-known english disciple of Boehme had influenced 
Swedenborg’s theological system.21 nonetheless, Lead’s prophetic 
pretensions and obscure style were derided as a ‘lamentable example of 
bad english’ and ‘confusion of thought’, amounting to nothing more than 
a ‘wonderful concatenation of folly’ and ‘strange farrago of nonsense’.22 
this unflattering verdict, pronounced by Walton’s correspondent the 
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 clergyman and translator robert Charles Jenkins (1816–1896), brings 
to mind the Quaker historian rufus Jones (1863–1948) who felt Lead 
was too emotional, criticising her ‘ungrammatical’ language and ‘involved 
style’, which was ‘full of overwrought and fanciful imagination’.23 
Similarly, the peace activist Stephen hobhouse (1881–1961) dismissed 
pordage and Lead as ‘Christians of a dangerously psychic type’ whose 
‘visionary eccentricities and speculations’ resulted in ‘confused writings’.24 
even the anglo-Catholic writer evelyn Underhill (1875–1941) thought 
Lead and the philadelphians exhibited mysticism ‘in its least balanced 
aspect mingled with mediumistic phenomena, wild symbolic visions, and 
apocalyptic prophecies’.25
Such criticism was not new. It went back to an early eighteenth- century 
life of Lead in Latin by Johann Wolfgang Jaeger, a German professor 
of theology hostile to mysticism and chiliasm.26 Jaeger was doubtless 
responding to the popularity of philadelphian texts within radical pietist 
circles and the legacy of that appeal saw greater interest in Lead’s writings 
among German rather than english speakers—at least until the mid-
1970s. Most notable in this regard were studies by C.W.h. hochhuth and 
especially the Swedish scholar nils thune, whose work remains valuable 
despite its then fashionable preoccupation with applying psychology to 
the study of religion.27 also noteworthy was the viennese psychoanalyst 
herbert Silberer’s pioneering Probleme der Mystik und ihrer Symbolik 
(1914) which inspired Carl Jung’s Psychology and Alchemy (1944).28
although Lead was discussed during the 1960s within the context 
of monographs focusing on the reception of Boehme’s thought and the 
doctrine of universal salvation,29 it was only with a second-wave of feminism 
that she began to be studied in her own right by north american scholars 
such as Catherine Smith and Joanne Sperle. Indeed, Smith’s earlier work 
drew attention to supposed similarities between feminist theory and 
mystic philosophy, positioning Lead within a tradition stretching from the 
eleusinian mysteries through the protestant reformation to present-day 
feminism.30 In the wake of Second Wave Feminism it is unsurprising that 
within the last 20 years Lead’s reputation has undergone a remarkable 
ascent from the depths of disdain to the peaks of veneration. So much 
so, that she is now lauded as an example of ‘female genius’ and regarded 
by her most recent biographer, Julie hirst, as the most important female 
religious leader in late seventeenth-century england.31
* * *
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Including this brief survey of Lead’s legacy there are 12 chapters in this 
volume. the next focuses on the period of Lead’s life before she became 
a widow in 1670 and suggests that Lead was far more radical than has 
been supposed. Making use of a great many archival discoveries it provides 
mainly circumstantial but nonetheless cumulatively overwhelming 
evidence that Lead’s relatively well-known autobiography (printed in 
German in 1696) conceals almost as much as it reveals. Constructed to 
reassure its intended audience of continental Spiritualists, Behmenists and 
pietists of Lead’s upright character, respectable social status and divinely 
bestowed gifts this so-called ‘Life of the author’ adopted a similar strategy 
to that observable in a number of philadelphian publications which 
masked private heterodox beliefs and rituals with public professions of 
irenic conformity. accordingly key names, activities and teachings were 
omitted from Lead’s German biography because in the political, military 
and religious contexts of the mid-1690s detailing past associations would 
have damaged Lead’s reputation among her heterogeneous readership.
Chapter three covers the period from 1670 to 1695—that is from the 
beginning of Lead’s widowhood until she went blind. here the focus is as 
much on extensive and overlapping domestic and continental networks of 
assorted millenarians, prophets, theosophists and devotees of mystic and 
spiritualist authors generally as on Lead herself. It also traces an evolution 
of Lead’s thought as she came under successive influences and began to 
develop her own distinctive beliefs. this was a religious journey with staging 
posts: an initial Calvinist obsession with sin and predestination wedded to a 
conventional protestant understanding of the coming apocalypse; then the 
introduction of Jacob Boehme’s teachings and accompanying visions of a 
female personification of divine wisdom; finally, the adoption, albeit with 
inconsistencies, of the doctrine of the universal restoration of all humanity. 
It was the last, together with Lead’s apparent dependence upon visions and 
revelations, that repulsed certain former admirers of her writings, turning 
them into some of Lead’s most vehement critics. the fourth chapter covers 
the period from 1696 to 1704, that is from Lead’s first published message to 
the philadelphian Society until her death and burial. It outlines how Lead’s 
little band of supporters intended to warn and prepare prospective believers 
of the coming philadelphian age through a flurry of publications. Yet this 
coordinated publicity campaign abruptly fractured the philadelphians’ 
precursor society, which hitherto had negotiated a path between secrecy 
and openness. Consequently, only the minority who favoured a public 
testimony owned the philadelphian name. Wanting to expose her visions 
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and teachings to public view Lead was given the opportunity to do so 
through a succession of mainly male patrons and amanuenses. accordingly, 
she became synonymous with the philadelphian Society. at the same 
time Lead’s principle supporters set about fashioning an image of irenic 
conformity and social standing for the philadelphians at large. hostile 
observers, however, readily compared philadelphians with Quakers. Some 
even incorporated them within a catalogue of innumerable sects or else 
grouped them with foreign Quietists and pietists. More damaging still was 
the allegation that Lead envisaged herself as the woman clothed with the 
sun (revelation 12:1), indeed as the grandmother of a new Christ.
In chapter five, ‘Jane Lead and the tradition of puritan pastoral 
theology’, amanda Capern argues that Lead and the philadelphians 
were part of a continuous, evolutionary tradition of transatlantic radical 
Calvinist protestantism. Lead’s works are compared with those of 
eleanor Davies to suggest that the pastoral imperative of puritan and 
dissenting protestant nonconformity led to emphasis on the ideas of 
John the Baptist, the noahic covenant and the operation of the holy 
Spirit in salvation. Lead’s household worship and feminine spirituality 
took millenarian thinking towards a new spatial and sensate imagining 
of the last days. Lead’s eschatology also moved beyond Behmenism to 
foreshadow ideas about the invisible church later seen in Jane Wardley, 
ann Lee and the Shakers. In Capern’s view, Lead was thus crucial in the 
shift from a logocentric to an experiential Calvinist puritanism. Chapter six 
by Warren Johnston examines Lead’s apocalyptic thought, analysing her 
application of scriptural prophecies, her own prophesying on the coming 
of the millennial kingdom, and her belief in her privileged place alongside 
biblical prophets and visionaries. It describes how Lead’s understanding 
of the Book of revelation concentrated on a mystical interpretation that 
saw the fulfilment of apocalyptic prophecies playing out within individual 
believers. though focusing largely on Lead’s thought in its own right, 
the chapter also compares her ideas to more standard and widely accepted 
historicist interpretations of apocalyptic prophecies that had developed in 
england throughout the early modern period and into the restoration. 
this demonstrates how her thought diverged from prevailing english 
apocalyptic ideas of the late seventeenth century.
the seventh chapter by Stefania Salvadori examines Lead’s teaching 
of twofold corporality, arguing that it was a major influence on German 
radical pietism. Focusing on Lead’s interpretation of Boehme’s work and 
 reading of the Genesis story, this chapter discusses her teaching concerning 
the four-stage process of spiritual growth that leads to both physical 
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and  spiritual transfiguration. as well as describing the mystical death and 
 resurrection of the new adam in believers’ souls, Salvadori explores the 
role of the heavenly Wisdom and of the Bridegroom Christ in preparing 
and completing the restitution of the paradisiacal perfect body, showing 
how Lead tried to combine spiritual regeneration and gradual refinement 
of the new magical body with the corporal earthly life. Chapter eight, 
‘Mystical Divinity in the Manuscript Writings of Jane Lead and anne 
Bathurst’ by Sarah apetrei brings to light two previously unknown 
manuscripts, situating them within the broader difficulties that printing 
mystical works could cause female prophets and visionaries. positioning 
her discussion within recent work on scribal publication as an alternative 
to print publication, and in particular the challenges that female authors 
faced, apetrei locates Lead’s and Bathurst’s manuscript writings within a 
context extending to works by, among others, the nun Gertrude More, 
the prophetess Grace Cary and the visionary antoinette Bourignon. 
apetrei also provides transcriptions of her manuscript discoveries in two 
appendices that will be helpful to future researchers.
In chapter nine Lucinda Martin offers a corrective to previous 
discussions of the way in which Lead’s writings reached German pietist 
circles. Most accounts of Lead’s reception on the continent begin with 
one of her manuscripts falling into the hands of the radical pietists Johanna 
eleonora and Johann Wilhelm petersen in 1695. Yet Martin demonstrates 
not only that Johann Georg Gichtel distributed Lead’s texts in manuscript 
before the petersens, but also that Gichtel’s correspondence contributed 
to Lead’s thought and the production of certain texts. She argues that 
Lead’s influence began much earlier and was more multilayered than 
has been assumed, since her thought was transformed by a series of 
mediators, including Gichtel, the petersens and others. In addition, 
Martin explores the nature of international correspondence networks 
among nonconformists and millenarians, showing how shared tenets were 
debated and developed in the discursive space of these epistolary networks. 
Finally, the chapter traces the evolution of the key philadelphian doctrine 
of universal salvation to discussions within such networks, disputing the 
notion of a one-way knowledge transfer from england to Germany.
Chapter ten by Lionel Laborie is entitled ‘philadelphia resurrected: 
Celebrating the Union act from Irenic to Scatological eschatology’. this 
chapter examines the state of the philadelphian Society in the aftermath 
of Lead’s death in 1704. It challenges the centrality of her matriarchal 
authority and portrays her instead as a controversial, divisive figure among 
the philadelphians, whose Society had already collapsed by the time of her 
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death. Laborie shows how the arrival of the Camisards in London in 1706 
gave the philadelphian Society a second life, as both movements merged 
into the ‘French prophets’ the following year in celebration of the Union 
act. Yet if the prophets became notorious for their spiritual performances, 
he argues that this owed more to the philadelphians’ influence among 
them than to their actual French followers. overall, he concludes that the 
philadelphians proved far more radical than hitherto acknowledged and 
that Lead’s english legacy was almost non-existent.
In chapter eleven philip Lockley looks at Lead’s prophetic afterlife 
among several transatlantic traditions of millennial religion in the 
nineteenth century, most notably Shakers, Mormons and Southcottians 
(the followers of Joanna Southcott). he shows that Shaker and Mormon 
interest in Lead was later than previously assumed, while Southcottians were 
more consistently linked to the transatlantic influence of Lead’s prophetic 
writings. Sifting printed records and scattered sources, this chapter traces 
how Lead’s prophecies were compared to Southcott’s writings before 
1814, and later used by Southcottian followers of Zion Ward and James 
Jezreel. Southcottian links are also shown to lie behind notice of Lead 
within transcendentalist literary circles on either side of the atlantic. 
the twelfth and last chapter by Bridget Jacobs examines contrasting 
treatments of Lead among two north american twentieth-century 
millenarian movements. Jacobs notes that throughout the nineteenth and 
into the early twentieth century Lead had faded into near-obscurity in 
the english-speaking world. however, several waves of Lead reprints still 
circulated within millenarian circles. two notable north american groups 
encountered these texts and incorporated them into their own theologies 
and writings. Mary’s City of David, an american Southcottian communal 
group, acquired and read closely most of Lead’s extant works, eventually 
embedding them into their print canon. the Latter rain movement, a 
mid-twentieth century offshoot of pentecostalism, instead constructed a 
masculinised version of Lead whose anonymous ‘prophecy out of the past’ 
was reworked into a voice purportedly coming directly from God that 
proclaimed the imminent reign of the Latter rain over earth.
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Chapter 2
there have been several secondary accounts of Lead’s life. the earliest 
was published eight years after her death in Latin as Dissertatio historico- 
theologica, de Johannæ Leadæ Anglo-Britan by Johann Wolfgang Jaeger 
(1647–1720), chancellor of tübingen University. this was subsequently 
twice reprinted, first with an appended discussion of Lead’s contemporary 
the French mystic Madame Guyon (1648–1717), then as a section of the 
second volume of Jaeger’s monumental Ecclesiastical History where he 
reviewed the profusion of new-spawned sects as part of a broader attack 
on mysticism and chiliasm.1 although Jaeger drew on an unnamed learned 
informant for some aspects of his discussion of Lead’s life, visions and 
doctrines, his narrative of Lead’s childhood, adolescence and marriage was 
based primarily on her recollections and spiritual diaries. While the diaries 
had been issued in three volumes as A Fountain of Gardens (1696–1701), 
Lead’s autobiography was most likely dictated after she went blind to her 
Lead’s Life and times (part One):  
Before Widowhood
Ariel Hessayon
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Department of history, Goldsmiths, 
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son-in-law and amanuensis Francis Lee. edited and then issued in German 
translation—probably by Loth Fischer of Utrecht—these reminiscences 
appeared as ‘Lebenslauff Der aVtOrIn’ towards the end of a collection 
of six of Lead’s ‘priceless’ works (amsterdam, 1696).2 elements were 
thereafter reworked into the publisher’s preface to Lead’s The Wars 
of David (London, 1700).3 Like Jaeger, subsequent biographers have 
naturally relied on both sources, particularly ‘the Life of the author’. For 
the period before Lead’s widowhood these have since been supplemented 
with a handful of scattered references, nearly all printed, notably heralds’ 
visitations for London and norfolk.
What has not been noticed is that the ‘the Life of the author’ was 
constructed to reassure its intended audience of continental Spiritualists, 
Behmenists, pietists and other assorted ‘lovers of her writings’ of Lead’s 
upright character, respectable social status and ‘God-given high-talents’.4 
accordingly it conceals almost as much as it reveals. Indeed, in chapter. 4 
we shall see that a similar strategy is observable in a number of philadelphian 
publications, which masked private heterodox beliefs and rituals with 
public professions of irenic conformity. thus key names have been 
omitted from ‘the Life of the author’, while the activities and teachings 
of others have been passed over silently or treated superficially. Doubtless 
this was because some of these individuals, including one of Lead’s older 
brothers and several relations by marriage, had been parliamentarian 
stalwarts and functionaries during the english Civil Wars. this suggests 
that in the aftermath of the revocation of the edict of nantes (1685), 
the Glorious revolution (1688–89), William III’s campaign in Ireland, 
Jacobite  risings in Scotland, and a resurgence of apocalyptic exegesis 
more generally, the spectre of revolutionary radicalism still engendered 
fear within the British Isles and continental europe at a moment when 
the nine years’ War (1688–97) had yet to be concluded. Consequently, 
detailing past associations would have damaged Lead’s reputation among 
her heterogeneous readership.
My challenging reading of what is quite familiar published evidence 
has been made possible through a great many archival discoveries. these 
constitute the cornerstone of what has been a painstaking reconstruction. 
Moreover, since most of what follows is substantially new in the sense 
that it was previously unknown, I have tended to disregard the secondary 
literature dealing with this period of Lead’s life. Unfortunately, much 
is superficial at best, ill-informed and incorrect at worst. It should be 
added that because of the nature and paucity of the extant evidence Lead 
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is  intermittently absent from the ensuing account. Instead I have chosen 
to focus on the wider contexts, particularly the intricate and extensive 
networks of kin, friends and neighbours that were an integral aspect 
in the formation of early modern english identities. although mainly 
circumstantial, cumulatively the evidence is overwhelming. It suggests that 
Lead was far more radical than has been supposed. Indeed, her religious 
beliefs were largely moulded by a militant puritanism that she may have 
shared with an elder brother but which conflicted with her parents’ more 
moderate attitude, reflected in their outward adherence to the Church of 
england.
I
Jane was baptized on 9 March 1624  in the parish of Letheringsett, 
norfolk.5 She was a younger daughter of hamond Ward (c.1577–1651), 
and his wife Mary (1582–1657). Jane’s father was the son of richard Ward 
(d.1579?) of Clentigate in redenhall, norfolk and elizabeth, daughter of 
hamond Claxton of Chediston, Suffolk. her mother was the daughter of 
Sir James Calthorpe (1558–1615) of Cockthorpe, norfolk and Barbara 
(c.1553–1639), daughter of John Bacon of hessett, Suffolk.6 altogether, 
Lead’s parents had 16 children: 12 sons and 4 daughters.7 Only 11, 
however, are named in the herald’s visitation of London of 1633, indicating 
that five doubtless died young (four sons, including one named Francis, 
and a daughter called ann).8 the eight surviving sons were James Ward 
(d.1678) who about 1626 married Sarah, daughter of thomas Wright 
of Kilverston, norfolk9; hamond Ward the younger (c.1605–fl.1661), 
a London merchant; John Ward (baptized 1 november 1608, but not 
named in the 1664 visitation of norfolk); richard Ward (baptized 6 august 
1610); Charles Ward (1612–1664), who became rector of acle, norfolk; 
William Ward (baptized 7 February 1614); edward Ward (baptized 18 
January 1616), sometime of Lisbon; and philip Ward (fl.1650), sometime 
of Massachusetts.10 the three surviving daughters were Jane the elder, 
who married William reade of Walpole, Suffolk; Susanna (1620–1678), 
who married henry Ferrour (d.1686) of St nicholas, King’s Lynn11; and 
Jane the younger (1624–1704), who as we shall see married William Lead 
(1620–1670) of St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn.
Jane stressed that her father was ‘called the squire Ward’, and hamond 
the elder certainly displayed the outward signs of gentility.12 he was styled a 
gentleman and bore the coat of arms azure, a stag statant and an orle flory, 
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counter flory or. he also possessed land in redenhall and nearby topcroft, 
where by 1606 he was living in a building known locally as the hall.13 
Moreover, his property transactions helped cement his relationship with 
both his wife’s family and with his eldest son and heir’s  landowning father-
in-law.14 In addition, through various land transfers and co- appraising the 
estate of a deceased baronet hamond often dealt with prominent members 
of the county community, including a norwich alderman.15 about 1623 
he purchased the manor of Laviles in Letheringsett together with the hall, 
which had been built around 1600.16 It was here in the parish church 
dedicated to St. andrew that Jane was baptized, and it was in the chancel 
of this same church that hamond would be laid to rest following his death 
on 20 March 1651.17
according to Jane, her parents were ‘esteemed in their honesty 
around the norfolk countryside’, leading ‘honourable and modest lives’ 
and adhering to the customs and doctrines of the Church of england. 
this depiction of a conformist religious background is matched by a 
corresponding silence in the ecclesiastical records. Furthermore, the burial 
of one of hamond’s sons at Bedingham rather than neighbouring topcroft 
in September 1621 was doubtless not because of a dispute with topcroft’s 
rector robert Cook, but rather in accordance with local custom since 
topcroft hall was under the jurisdiction of the vicar of Bedingham.18 Jane 
added that her father had her ‘educated in all good outward manners and 
morals befitting the dignity and class of his house’.19 although nothing 
more is known of the education she received (presumably from a tutor 
at home),20 it is noteworthy that her elder brother Charles attended the 
free school in nearby holt where he was taught by master thomas tallis 
for six years before going up to Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge 
in april 1630.21
Jane dated her spiritual awakening to her sixteenth year when ‘some 
inner promptings’ began growing within her, as a result of which she 
‘became convinced of the vanity of youth’. then on Christmas Day 1640 
she remembered receiving a divine gift manifested ‘by means of a beam of 
Godly light’ which burst into her ‘mind and faculties’ during the yuletide 
feast. as was customary, the gentry assembled at her father’s house at 
Letheringsett hall were celebrating the feast of Christ’s nativity by 
happily ‘indulging in music and dancing’. Jane, however, was ‘overcome 
by a feeling of sadness’ and rather than continue dancing ceased on the 
instruction of a ‘strange’ yet gentle inward voice that promised to lead her 
in ‘another dance’ away from vanity.22 In this she not only anticipated early 
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Quaker opposition to music and dancing,23 but was also in accord with 
those among the godly who believed the celebration of Christmas to be a 
superstitious relic of popery (observance of the feast was to be abolished 
by parliamentary ordinance in June 1647).24 So she withdrew from the 
party to her father’s study, where she confided the nature of her religious 
experience to a preacher ‘who was chaplain to a certain knight that dined 
regularly with my father’. he advised that Jane remain steadfast, with the 
assurance that God had ‘something good and great in store’ for her.25
John Cliffe has pointed out that ‘many puritan gentry kept chaplains’,26 
and although neither knight nor chaplain were named in Jane’s narrative 
it is possible that the former was Sir Valentine pell (1587–1658) and the 
latter William Gurnall (1616–1679).27 pell is certainly alluded to later in 
‘the Life of the author’ and will be discussed shortly. as for Gurnall, he 
was born and baptized in the parish of St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn the 
eldest son by his second wife of Gregory Gurnall (c.1582–1631), linen 
draper and future mayor of the borough. his mother was Katherine, the 
widow of John Cressy (d.1615) locksmith, and a sister of John Lead—
making William Gurnall a cousin by marriage of William Lead, Jane’s 
future husband.28 Gurnall was admitted at emmanuel College, Cambridge 
in March 1632 and was thus a contemporary of several future Cambridge 
platonists including peter Sterry and John Sadler. he graduated with the 
degree of Bachelor of arts in 1635 and proceeded Master of arts in 1639. 
Gurnall’s whereabouts in 1640 are unknown so he may have served as a 
chaplain while awaiting ecclesiastical preferment.29 In 1644 he was presented 
to the rectory of Lavenham, Suffolk by his patron the diarist, antiquary 
and parliamentarian Sir Simonds D’ewes. afterwards Gurnall found fame 
through the publication of a three-part work of ‘spiritual consolation and 
exhortation’, The Christian in Compleat Armour (1655–62).30
another possible influence on Jane’s spiritual development may have 
been her elder brother Charles, who had graduated Ba in 1634 and 
Ma in 1637. having entered holy orders and been ordained a deacon 
(peterborough, 12 June 1636) and a priest (norwich, 4 September 1637), 
he officiated in the cures of Fakenham and Letheringsett. In april 1641 
a certificate supplied by the rector of Syderstone and thomas Lougher 
(d.1645?), rector of Letheringsett, attested that Charles had ‘demeaned 
himself soberly’ and was ‘in all things conformable to the doctrine and 
discipline of the Church of england’.31 Lougher’s testimonial suggests 
more than a cursory relationship with the Ward family, although it should 
be noted that he had been presented to the living in 1629 not by hamond 
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but by John Jermy (d.1630/31), who held the advowson.32 at any rate, 
Jane’s parents ‘spared no effort’ in attempting to free their daughter from 
what they regarded as her unhealthy preoccupation with sin, not to mention 
Jane’s ‘melancholy fantasies’ that her soul would suffer eternal damnation 
for having ‘persisted in a falsehood’ about a trifling matter.33
In august 1642 Civil War broke out in england between Charles I 
and parliament. Significantly, ‘the Life of the author’ is silent about the 
conflict. Instead Jane recounted that she remained in a lingering state of 
‘spiritual perplexity’ and despondency for ‘three whole years’. then, by 
her own account, at the age of 19 (but actually 18) she went to London 
in search of spiritual comfort for the ‘malady’ she had been stricken with. 
even so, Jane only went with her father’s approval, having implored a 
‘recently married’ brother with whom she had been secretly corresponding 
to politely intercede on her behalf.34 he was described as a merchant and 
hence can very probably be identified as hamond Ward the younger.
hamond the younger had married Sarah Skottow by licence on 
22  april 1632 at St Giles Cripplegate, London. She was the daughter 
of John Skottow (d.1625/26) a wealthy merchant of norwich who had 
bequeathed her 1,000 marks (just over £666) as her dowry. this was with 
the proviso, however, that Sarah wed with the consent of her mother 
and four uncles.35 One of these uncles was augustine Skottow (d.1636), 
a norwich alderman whose will bore the formulaic scribal preamble 
characteristic of orthodox Calvinist doctrine. In addition, augustine 
Skottow made bequests to seven ministers including William Bridge, 
lecturer at St George tombland, norwich who suffered deprivation 
for nonconformity in 1636; George Cocke, rector of Barsham, Suffolk; 
William Stynnet, rector of St John Maddermarket, norwich; and John 
Ward, rector of St Michael-at-plea, norwich who was suspended in 
1636.36 another of Sarah’s uncles was timothy Skottow (d.1645), a 
norwich goldsmith who in 1642 was appointed to receive and weigh plate 
donated or loaned to supply revenue for the parliamentary cause.37
hamond the younger’s links with norwich extended in 1634 to 
trading yarn supplied by the city’s worsted weavers. his business partner 
in this venture was edmund trench, a puritan merchant.38 Besides wool 
hamond had also imported tobacco.39 he had been living in London 
since at least 1633, first in the parish of St Stephen Walbrook and then 
from summer 1634  in St Clement’s eastcheap—although he may 
have held property elsewhere in the City since he was also assessed in 
neighbouring St. edmund the King, Lombard Street in 1638.40 With his wife 
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Sarah, hamond had four children though only one survived infancy. Sarah 
too succumbed and was buried at St Clement’s eastcheap on 26 December 
1638.41 nearly 16 months later hamond married elizabeth, daughter of 
robert tichborne (d.1644/45), skinner of St Michael-le-Querne, by 
licence.42 they would have seven children. three survived infancy, the 
eldest son taking his father’s name.43 thereafter hamond served two 
terms as a churchwarden at St Clement’s eastcheap, from easter 1641 
to easter 1643.44 In March 1642 hamond purchased property in St 
Olave, Southwark from his brother-in-law robert tichborne as part of 
the latter’s marriage contract with the daughter of a norfolk gentleman.45 
the following month he was named an ensign and tichborne a captain 
in the third regiment of London’s militia, a force under the command 
of philip Skippon recruited to defend parliament and the City.46 then in 
October that year he brought the sum of £71-14s.-8d. to Goldsmiths’ 
hall in support of the parliamentary war effort.47 the following month he 
added to this by loaning £10 to parliament.48
Jane recalled spending the first six months after her arrival in London 
tirelessly attending both public religious services and conventicles. yet her 
soul remained unmoved. then through supposed divine guidance she 
stumbled upon a congregation that introduced her to the ‘richness and 
breadth’ of God’s ‘love and grace’. Foremost ‘marshal’ on this path was Dr 
tobias Crisp (1600–1643), whose sermon on the new covenant touched 
her in ‘a most wonderful way’.49 according to the antiquary anthony 
Wood, the ‘puritanically affected’ Crisp had left his rectory at Brinkworth, 
Wiltshire for London in august 1642 so as to avoid the insolence of 
Cavalier soldiers. Crisp died of smallpox on 27 February 1643 and was 
buried in the family vault at St Mildred, Bread Street, the parish of his 
birth, with his sermon on ‘the new Covenant of Free Grace’ taken from 
Isaiah 42:6–7 published posthumously as part of Christ Alone Exalted 
(1643).50 the preface to this collection contained a defence of libertinism 
as ‘the preaching of the free Grace in Christ’ while in his explication of 
romans 6:14 Crisp himself maintained that ‘when we come under grace 
by Christ, the dominion of the Law, or rather the dominion of sin … is 
captivated and subjected by Christ’ so that ‘we are discharged from the 
fault and guilt’ of sin.51 Consequently, several contemporaries  considered 
him an antinomian.52 yet like another of Crisp’s hearers, the future 
ranter Lawrence Clarkson,53 Jane joyfully departed from his sermon and 
thereafter committed herself along the spiritual path outlined by Crisp. It 
was at this moment that she had a conversion experience, when ‘the Light of 
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the Divine Countenance’ shone upon her and brought her soul out of its 
‘State of Obscurity and Darkness, and out of the Pains of Hell’. Jane beheld 
a vision in her mind’s eye of something akin to a legal document, namely a 
pardon with a seal upon it, signifying that her past transgressions had been 
absolved and blotted out. henceforth she was comforted and assured of 
God’s love.54
that Jane identified ‘Dr Crisp’ as a spiritual mentor in the context of 
the mid-1690s is significant. For in January 1690—just months after the 
toleration act—Crisp’s son Samuel had republished 42 of his father’s 
sermons, adding to them transcriptions of 10 more from manuscript notes. 
this precipitated further controversy, especially among nonconformist 
ministers, and in J.F.  Maclear’s judgement both ‘heightened mistrust 
between presbyterians and Independents’ and ‘foreshadowed the great 
division of eighteenth-century nonconformity between “high Calvinism” 
and the moderate puritan tradition’.55 perhaps the mention of Crisp’s 
name signalled a staging post in Jane’s religious journey since by then 
she had rejected predestination in favour of the doctrine of the universal 
restoration of all humanity.
equally noteworthy were tobias Crisp’s mercantile family ties. For his 
father had been a London alderman while tobias himself had married 
Mary, daughter of merchant rowland Wilson the elder. his brother-in- 
law was rowland Wilson, a freeman of the east India Company who was 
involved in the Spanish wine trade and whom Keith Lindley has  identified 
as ‘a leading City parliamentarian’ during the Civil War. Moreover, 
tobias’s widow would marry the Massachusetts Bay Company investor, 
Virginia tobacco trader and regicide Owen rowe.56 all of which suggests 
that Jane’s merchant brother may have had dealings with this powerful 
commercial network.
Jane remained in London for a further six months; that is until roughly 
autumn 1643 when—with the war turning in the King’s favour and Jane 
freed from her ‘sadness’—her worried family wished that she return home 
to norfolk. Suspecting their daughter had been ‘led astray’ and ‘poisoned 
by errors’ they were apprehensive lest she accept a marriage proposal 
‘without permission’ from a co-religionist. they had reason to be anxious 
for Jane had been tempted to marry a man who had chosen the same 
‘spiritual path’ had not her brother—the head of the household where she 
lodged—intervened. accordingly, she ‘acquiesced’ to her parents’ request 
‘out of an indebted obedience’.57
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II
In March 1643 hamond the younger, then serving as one of the 
churchwardens at St Clement’s eastcheap, was named by the house of 
Lords as one of eight parishioners empowered to sequester the minister for 
‘popish Doctrine, Drunkenness, tavern-haunting’ and other scandalous 
activity.58 In april 1644, however, he himself was brought into custody by 
order of the Committee for advance of Money for failing to pay substantial 
arrears on his assessment. the charge was eventually dropped in May 
1647,59 by which time his finances were sufficiently healthy to enable him 
to act as a joint creditor with a London grocer whose estate was valued at 
almost £50,000.60 assessments and tithe payments indicate that hamond 
was then living in the northern part of St Clement’s eastcheap, within 
the jurisdiction of Langborne ward, occupying a house in three Kings 
Court.61 By this time he had also become a citizen of London, purchasing 
his freedom from the Mercers’ Company on 17 May 1644. Over the next 
14 years he would take on 10 apprentices, the first being a nephew.62
Chancery cases and notarial documents indicate that besides loaning 
money and binding apprentices hamond the younger had trans-atlantic 
commercial interests. One suit concerned the purchase of oil and iron 
hoops in the Canary Islands from a sea captain who subsequently perished 
in a shipwreck. additional merchandise included Canary wine valued at 
£980.63 another related to the acquisition of goods from Lisbon where 
along with John Mules, a portuguese-speaking merchant described as 
hamond’s ‘great acquaintance’, his brother edward acted as a factor. 
Indeed, the siblings were said to correspond frequently concerning 
‘matters of trade and merchants affaires’.64 another brother, philip, was 
based at Massachusetts where he facilitated hamond’s corn trading.65 
Significantly, in april 1649 hamond was one of 19 men appointed as 
commissioners for the sale of prize goods.66 Other appointees included 
Owen rowe (husband of tobias Crisp’s widow), the tobacco and slave 
trader Maurice thomson and robert tichborne, a political Independent 
and member of George Cockayn’s gathered congregation (Cockayn had 
provided a commendatory epistle to Crisp’s posthumously published 
sermons). tichborne was a signatory to Charles I’s death warrant and, as 
we have seen, also hamond’s brother-in-law through his second marriage 
to elizabeth.67 that Jane omitted to mention her elder brother’s links to 
a regicide is unsurprising.
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Over in norfolk, hamond the elder was named in several parliamentary 
ordinances issued between February 1645 and november 1650. together 
with just over 65 colleagues he was responsible for maintaining the 
parliamentary war machine in england and Ireland by recruiting troops 
in the county and levying taxes.68 In addition, he served as a Justice of 
the peace at quarter sessions held at Fakenham and Little Walsingham in 
1650.69 While his eldest son James had some goods distrained for neglecting to 
pay his share for the repair of the bridge at twyford,70 one of his younger 
sons, Charles, was presented to the rectory of acle in December 1645. 
this was achieved through the patronage of James Calthorpe, a nephew 
of hamond the elder’s wife, afterwards knighted during the protectorate 
and high Sheriff for Suffolk in 1656.71
Meanwhile, Jane had rejected a suitor. although he was someone 
of whom her parents ‘well approved’, she felt he placed more value on 
‘outward things’ than ‘indwelling’ matters. So she dedicated herself instead 
to Christ ‘as his Bride’. thereafter she rejected ‘all candidates and comers’ 
until her twenty-first year; i.e., about 1644. For it was at this moment in 
her life that Jane was introduced to her future husband, a ‘god- fearing’ 
and devout merchant named William Lead. She had made William’s 
acquaintance ‘on account of the fact that he was the son of the brother of a 
certain knight who had married my mother’s sister’. Moreover, this knight 
had been ‘entrusted with the care of his dead brother’s son, in addition to 
the goods and chattels bequeathed him’.72 these circuitous allusions were 
doubtless to avoid naming the man who had helped broker her marriage. 
and Jane succeeded, since scholars were hitherto unaware of his identity. 
yet it has been a straightforward task to unmask him as Sir Valentine pell.
Valentine was one of the children of Jeffrey pell (d.1615) merchant 
of St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn and himself the son of a mayor of 
the  borough.73 Baptised at St Margaret’s on 5 March 1587, he had 
matriculated at peterhouse, Cambridge in 1604 where he took notes on 
several treatises by aristotle. afterwards he attended Gray’s Inn to train 
as a lawyer.74 his sister Mary (1588–1633) had married John Lead at St 
Margaret’s on 9 December 1613 making him an uncle by marriage of 
William Lead. In addition, Valentine pell, along with his brother John, 
was named as a supervisor of his brother-in-law John Lead’s will.75 For his 
own part, Valentine married Barbara Calthorpe (1592–1667) at St Luke’s, 
norwich on 2 March 1617. his wife was a younger sister of Mary, 
Jane’s mother.76 he was knighted on 2 July 1641. the following year 
Valentine’s loyalty to the parliamentary cause resulted in his appointment 
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as captain of a troop of horse, a command he entrusted to a surrogate.77 
During the Civil War he played a prominent administrative role in norfolk 
through overseeing the collection of assessments, including those imposed 
on delinquent royalists. Indeed, he served as high Sheriff for norfolk in 
1645.78 afterwards Sir Valentine pell was a member of the Committee for 
norfolk during the Commonwealth.79 Besides introducing Jane to her 
future husband Valentine was in regular communication with both his 
nephew hamond the younger and his brother-in-law hamond the elder. 
the former provided news from London and acted as an agent to transfer 
money, while the latter requested favours through the reduction of taxes 
levied on certain friends.80 Valentine pell, moreover, had been one of the 
guardians of his nephew James Calthorpe who, as mentioned above, held 
the advowson of acle.81 Little wonder that Jane did not reveal the name of 
this parliamentary official that was so intimately connected with her family.
III
William Lead’s father John was the son of John Lead (d.1595), cordwainer 
of St Margaret’s, King’s Lynn.82 John Lead the elder had purchased his 
freedom in 1541–42, afterwards taking on six shoemaker apprentices. he 
had been elected to the Common Council in 1560 but was never selected 
as an alderman, despite 35 years’ service. he had married Margaret 
houghton at St Margaret’s on 8 august 1575 and had six or more 
children. at least four survived infancy and adolescence: Katherine (1576–
fl.1648), Margaret (1577–fl.1608), John (1578–1639) and edmund 
(1583–1608).83 edmund Lead died a bachelor. he was a merchant of 
modest wealth who possessed three tenements and a coal yard in King’s 
Lynn. Besides bequeathing some household goods (featherbed, bolster, 
pillow, rug, blankets, little trunk, old cloak and gold ring), he had shares 
in a flyboat called the ‘Joanne of Lynn’.84 Margaret married thomas Dixe 
(d.1649), merchant and common councilman.85 Katherine married twice. 
as we have seen, her first husband was John Cressy (d.1615) locksmith. 
Besides having a house in Checker Street, Cressy also possessed property on 
Stone Bridge and in Dampgate, the latter acquired as Katherine’s dowry. 
In addition, he had a lease from edmund Lead for property near Baxter’s 
Bridge as well as land and houses in aylsham, norfolk.86 her second 
husband was Gregory Gurnall (c.1582–1631), linen draper, common 
councilman (from 1607), alderman (from 1618), and mayor of King’s 
Lynn in 1624. among their children was the preacher William Gurnall. 
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Katherine survived both her partners and was bequeathed land and 
properties together with £130 from the sale of her house in Dampgate.87
John Lead, father of William Lead, was apprenticed to John Bassett 
(d.1611), merchant and alderman, and made a freeman of the borough in 
1603–04.88 about april 1605 John Lead and some other english merchants 
docked at Lisbon with a cargo of 600 quarters of wheat (equivalent to 
4,800 bushels), which they valued at £1,469-12s.-6d. Unable to speak 
portuguese and ignorant of the local customs they employed John 
rolls, a resident englishman, to maximise their profits. afterwards Lead 
journeyed to southern Spain remaining there roughly two years and all the 
while maintaining correspondence with rolls.89 Unfortunately for Lead a 
cargo of wheat belonging to him and other merchants, including thomas 
Carrow of King’s Lynn, was seized by the purveyor of the King of Spain’s 
galleys in October 1605 at el puerto de Santa María. although Lead and 
Carrow eventually received financial compensation after appealing to the 
Spanish court Lead was subsequently imprisoned, probably at Seville, and 
the money seized.90 Following his release, possibly on the intercession 
of the earl of Salisbury, he gave evidence in December 1608 during Star 
Chamber proceedings against thomas Baker, an alderman and former 
mayor of King’s Lynn. among other charges, Baker was accused of 
sexually assaulting two Dutch ship-boys, thrusting his hand into a young 
man’s britches, and having his bare buttocks whipped with a birch rod.91
During the 1610s Lead was among the leading Lynn merchants trading 
with the netherlands. From amsterdam he imported a variety of goods—
mainly to Lynn but also to Boston—including rye, raisins, brown paper, 
cork, broad cloth and sheep’s leather. In addition, he sent out leather and 
cloth to amsterdam as well as exporting wheat to toulon.92 as we have 
seen, John Lead married Mary daughter of Jeffrey pell on 9 December 
1613. though the full value of Mary’s dowry is unknown it included 
the sum of £50.93 the couple had eight or more children, with at least 
three surviving infancy: William (1620–1670), Mary (1632–fl.1654), and 
Margaret (fl.1639).94 Between easter 1630 and easter 1633 Lead served 
as one of the two churchwardens at St Margaret’s.95 he was also elected 
to the Common Council on 6 July 1632 but like his father never became 
an alderman.96 his wife was buried at St Margaret’s on 4 July 1633 and 
after a short but expensively treated illness he followed her to the grave on 
4 February 1639.97
John Lead made provision for his children William, Mary and 
Margaret. Besides bequeathing to his daughters money and household 
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goods ( bedsteads, featherbeds, bolsters, valences, blankets, sheets, pillows, 
childbed linen, curtains, chairs, stools, embroidered cushions, rugs, 
needlework, and rings of ruby and gold), he also left them property. this 
was an inn called ‘the Boar’s head’ in Dampgate purchased from his 
brother-in- law Gregory Gurnall and which had originally formed part of 
his sister Katherine’s dowry. In addition, he passed on rents from properties 
in Wiggenhall St Mary Magdalen together with his house in Bridgegate 
Street. William was named his father’s executor with John and Valentine 
pell nominated supervisors of his will. From Valentine pell’s papers it is 
clear that between John Lead’s death and William Lead’s agreement to 
a financial settlement on 11 June 1642 at least part of the property in 
Bridgegate Street was rented annually for £8-10s.-0d. additional sums 
amounting to just over £420 were collected through bonds and  obligations, 
while borrowed money was repaid. Several debtors and a creditor were 
fellow common councilmen. Moreover, John Lead had invested in 
an eighth share of two ships, the ‘Bonadventure’ and the ‘edward and 
John’. the ‘Bonadventure’ usually sailed from London or Gravesend and 
according to the historian G.a. Metters ‘was involved very heavily in the 
coal trade from newcastle’ in 1639. although domestic returns were small 
but steady bringing in £19-13s.-0d., riskier voyages to Bordeaux, Spain 
and portugal proved more profitable returning about £120 altogether. 
the ‘edward and John’ in Metters’ opinion was ‘probably a smaller vessel 
… employed almost exclusively in the coastal coal trade’. Frequent repairs, 
however, meant that profits, while fairly regular, tended to be moderate.98
By 20 May 1639, just months after his father’s death, William Lead 
was living at ‘the three Golden Lions’ in Lombard Street, London. 
he remained in the capital during the early part of the Civil War before 
occasionally staying with Sir Valentine pell at Dersingham in the ‘norfolk 
countryside’.99 his absence from King’s Lynn coincided with the take-over 
of this strategic port at the mouth of the river Great Ouse by a royalist 
faction, not to mention the subsequent siege of the borough in august 
1643 by parliamentary forces commanded by the earl of Manchester. 
Following a brutal bombardment which damaged St Margaret’s church as 
well as the market place and a number of houses, the town was stormed 
by land and sea. the defenders surrendered on 16 September and shortly 
afterwards Oliver Cromwell’s brother-in-law Valentine Walton was 
appointed governor.100
as for William and Jane, they were married between 15 June and 14 
July 1644, possibly at Letheringsett or Dersingham.101 It was evidently a 
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happy union; Jane remarked that they ‘lived together in love and unity 
for twenty-seven years’.102 her marriage portion appears to have been 
£230.103 Interestingly, during her widowhood she would use the imagery 
of worldly transactions to describe the spiritual marriage between the virgin 
soul and Christ her bridegroom. hence she wrote of ‘a Stock of Spiritual 
Goods’, a ‘great and large’ dowry, ‘jointured … Lands and possessions’, 
and ‘eternal revenues’ belonging to the Lamb’s wife.104
It is usually—but wrongly—assumed that William and Jane Lead settled 
in London. In fact, they dwelled at King’s Lynn between at least 1647 and 
1657. thus William was made a freeman of the borough by birth in 1646–
47. thereafter he was elected to the Common Council on 21 May 1649 
and became an alderman on 20 august 1655.105 the man he replaced on 
the aldermanic bench was John Bassett, the eldest son of his father’s former 
master and one of the people with whom he had the witnessed the will of a 
King’s Lynn gentleman in October 1652.106 Jane remarked that together 
with William she had raised four daughters. two would eventually marry, 
but ‘two died in childhood’. While two babies may have been christened 
at Letheringsett or Dersingham before 1647, two were certainly baptized 
at St Margaret’s: Mary on 18 January 1649 and Barbary on 24 February 
1653. evidently there was no opposition within this godly household to 
infant baptism.107 the minister John almond (c.1608–1653), it should 
be added, was a royalist who took the unusual step of recording in St 
Margaret’s parish register the burial on 30 January 1649 of ‘King Charles 
king of Great Brittaine’.108 as for the church where Jane and her husband 
may have worshipped, its ‘offensive’ stained glass windows had been 
broken in 1643—probably by parliamentarian soldiers—and then taken 
away by parishioners to be replaced with white glass, with many brass 
plates also removed from gravestones.109
In December 1656 William Lead occupied a property leased from an 
alderman and former mayor of the borough. this was a brewery situated 
near Lady’s Bridge which was described as a messuage with two acres of 
pasture adjoining and which contained an assortment of brewing utensils 
including copper coolers and water pipes.110 Merchant William may 
still have been, yet this suggests diversification of business interests, an 
impression confirmed by a complicated Chancery case concerning the estate 
of robert Morris a King’s Lynn inn-holder. the defendants were William 
and Jane Lead together with their brother-in-law philip read sometime 
of Watlington, norfolk (he had married William’s sister Mary). Morris’s 
goods had been inventoried and appraised in March 1653 and William 
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claimed that he had subsequently purchased some of them for £100-2s.-
11d. at a sale conducted by the undersherriff of norfolk. In his defence 
Jane said ‘she beleiveth the answere of her said husband to be true & 
knoweth nothing to the contrary she having not beene in any co[u]rte privy 
to any transacc[i]ons’. proceedings in the case spanned from June 1659 to 
november 1660, with William and Jane giving evidence at poole, Dorset 
on 26 april 1660.111 It is likely that they had left King’s Lynn by this date 
since William had been discharged at his own request from the aldermanic 
bench on 16 november 1657.112
IV
Meanwhile, hamond the younger’s growing prosperity enabled him to 
purchase the manor of Bedwellhay Grange in the Isle of ely for £618-19s.-
2d. on 9 March 1649.113 thereafter he also bought a former possession 
of the dean chapter of ely cathedral, namely the manor of Sutton, for 
£2,048-8s.-2d.114 Between June 1657 and March 1660 hamond was one 
of several notable personages in the Isle of ely named in parliamentary 
ordinances concerning the collection of assessments and the upkeep of the 
militia.115 For much of the Commonwealth and protectorate, however, he 
was mainly at St Clement’s eastcheap or else a few miles away at tottenham 
high Cross, where at an unknown date he acquired a mansion.116 When 
residing at St Clement’s eastcheap hamond was active in vestry affairs 
until February 1658, even having a room assigned for his maid at a nominal 
rent.117 More importantly he maintained his commercial connections with 
the Iberian peninsula and the Canary Islands. thus in February 1653 
along with some other London merchants he petitioned the Council of 
State for protection for a ship bound for the Canaries.118 two years later 
he and other merchants petitioned the protector bemoaning losses and 
damages sustained in trading with portugal, probably as a consequence of 
royalist piracy. Further petitions concerned the sale of Spanish wines and 
the redemption of captives held at algiers.119
Some of hamond’s wealth was used to subsidise scholarship and 
he was one of the many London merchants who acted as patrons of 
thomas Fuller’s Church History of Britain (1655), an ambitious work 
that has been called ‘the first comprehensive english protestant account 
of Christianity in the island from the earliest times’.120 yet all the while 
he was embroiled in litigation in the court of Chancery—sometimes as 
defendant, sometimes as complainant—in cases over money and property 
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that tended to join him with siblings and kinsmen against contending 
parties.121 Following the death of his and Jane’s mother, Mary Ward, and 
her burial at Letheringsett on 30 March 1657 he transferred land and 
property in Letheringsett to his older brother James and James’s son and 
heir.122 another transfer in november 1661 was of £600 of east India 
Company stock to John Bathurst.123 presumably this was the east India 
Company committee member, fishmonger and London alderman of that 
name.124 But whether this was the same John Bathurst who in 1676 would 
entertain the Behmenist prophet Quirinus Kuhlmann and whom we shall 
encounter shortly is difficult to say.
as for William and Jane Lead, nothing is known of their life together 
after the restoration of the Stuart monarchy in May 1660. William died 
on 5 February 1670 and was buried the next day at St Botolph without 
Bishopsgate, London.125 the anniversary of his passing became a day of 
spiritual reflection and commemoration for Jane.126 William died intestate 
and administration of his estate was granted in the prerogative court of 
Canterbury on 2 March. according to Jane, the loss of ‘such a magnificent 
husband’ was immediately the cause of ‘great suffering’ and ‘worldly 
sorrows’ because she and her two surviving daughters, Barbary and r., 
were defrauded of ‘what was rightfully theirs’. apparently her husband 
had unwisely ‘invested and risked a large part of his possessions’ with an 
agent overseas. Following William’s death this factor received everything 
and ‘relinquished nothing’. Jane was therefore left ‘mired in a manifold, 
deep and most desperate poverty’.127
* * *
When Jane Lead became a widow both her parents, hamond and 
Mary Ward (neé Calthorpe), were dead. So too were her father- and 
mother-in- law John and Mary Lead (neé pell). as were her uncle and 
aunt, Sir Valentine and Dame Barbara pell (neé Calthorpe), her cousin 
James Calthorpe, her brother-in-law William reade, her sister-in-law 
Sarah Ward (neé Skottow), not to mention at least six siblings (including 
ann, Francis and Charles Ward), and a number of nephews and nieces. 
Moreover, the fate of seven more siblings is uncertain (hamond, 
John, richard, William, edward, philip and Jane the elder), as is what 
befell her brother- and sister in-law philip and Mary read (neé Lead). 
among Jane’s living relatives were Jane’s eldest brother James Ward 
(d.1678) of twyford, norfolk together with his eldest son James and his 
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 grandchildren hamond, elizabeth and Katherine; Jane’s sister Susanna 
(d.1678) together with her husband henry Ferrour (d.1686) of St 
nicholas, King’s Lynn and their children William, elizabeth and Barbara; 
Jane’s sister-in-law elizabeth Ward (neé tichborne) together with her 
surviving children hammond, robert and elizabeth; Jane’s brother-
in-law the regicide robert tichborne (d.1682); and Jane’s cousin the 
preacher William Gurnall (d.1679).128 In a society where kinship—
along with social status, neighbourliness, church membership, mutual 
economic interests, patronage and friendship—was an integral element of 
social networks, the religious beliefs and political views of Jane’s extended 
family may well have shaped her identity and influenced her behaviour as 
a single then married woman to a considerable degree.
had Lead predeceased her husband, for example as a victim of the Great 
plague of 1665, too little would have been known of this woman’s spiritual 
development to merit detailed investigation. Indeed, prior to widowhood 
Jane’s only known words were taken down by a clerk in Chancery. at best 
her piety might have been memorialised through an account of her godly 
life and character. this was how tobias Crisp’s daughter Mary Carleton 
(d.1670) was remembered.129 alternatively, her virtues and sufferings 
might have been honoured through a funeral sermon similar to that 
preached by William Gurnall for Lady Mary Vere.130 But Jane outlived 
William Lead. and it was during her 34 years of widowhood and the 
concomitant loosening of patriarchal constraints that she was afforded the 
opportunity of relating her spiritual experiences and having them recorded 
and disseminated. accordingly, it is to this fundamental chapter of her 
long life that we now turn.
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Chapter 3
this part of Lead’s life and times covers the period from 1670 to 1695; 
that is from the beginning of her widowhood until she went blind. Because 
of her extensive spiritual diaries it is much better documented than the 
preceding chapter. even so, Lead’s memory began to deteriorate with age 
with the result that her recollection of certain dates is not always reliable. 
added to this are some stylistic interventions introduced by Lead’s first 
amanuensis to his manuscript transcripts of her earliest writings not to 
mention subsequent minor editorial intervention on their publication. all 
of which means that when reading Lead’s printed works we should not 
assume that every sentence is an exact copy of the original, even if we can 
be confident that the text accurately conveys her sense.
In the following discussion I have supplemented familiar published 
evidence with more discoveries. the suggestion that Lead was more 
radical than has been supposed is here reinforced. My argument again 
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relies somewhat on association, with the focus as much on extensive and 
overlapping domestic and continental networks of assorted millenarians, 
prophets, theosophists and devotees of mystic and spiritualist authors 
generally as on Lead herself. What we see in this part is an evolution 
of Lead’s thought as she came under successive influences and began 
to develop her own distinctive beliefs. It was a religious journey with 
staging posts: an initial Calvinist obsession with sin and predestination 
wedded to a conventional protestant understanding of the coming 
apocalypse; then the introduction of Jacob Boehme’s teachings and 
accompanying visions of a female personification of divine wisdom; 
finally, the adoption, albeit with inconsistencies, of the doctrine of the 
universal restoration of all humanity. It was the last together with Lead’s 
apparent dependence upon visions and revelations that repulsed certain 
former admirers of her writings, turning them into some of Lead’s most 
vehement critics.
I
In ‘the Life of the author’ Lead recalled being ‘visited once again with a 
vision from God’. this vision was of an unprecedented intensity in which 
she was ‘given to understand’ that:
the loss of outward things, and all impediments and various sufferings 
served only to prepare the path by which the heavenly powers and gifts 
could descend into our souls unhindered, and make us forget and abandon 
all that perpetually distracts and opposes the outward person.
thereafter Lead was daily inspired by ‘new revelations’ which broke 
forth with such frequency that she was initially incapable of finding someone 
who might ‘accept and understand’ what had been made manifest within 
her. this sequence of events was said to have begun in 1668—about two 
years before her husband’s death. In A Fountain of Gardens, however, 
Lead’s ‘First Vision’ was dated april 1670; some two months after she 
became a widow. It is difficult to reconcile the chronology here unless, as 
seems likely, the supposedly earlier vision of 1668 was misdated: in Jane’s 
narrative its message of spiritual fortitude in the face of worldly sorrows is 
placed after God withdrew William Lead from the earth and ‘transferred 
him to the upper regions’. Moreover, elsewhere Jane maintained that the 
‘Spirit of prophecy’ had been declared unto her ‘since 1670’.1
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at any rate, in april 1670 Lead visited an unnamed female friend in 
the countryside. While walking in isolated woods and contemplating the 
‘paradisical World’ she saw a vision of an ‘overshadowing bright Cloud’. 
In its midst was a woman ‘most richly adorned with transparent Gold, her 
hair hanging down, and her Face as the terrible Crystal for brightness, 
but her Countenance was sweet and mild’. Immediately Jane heard a 
voice informing her that the figure she beheld was God’s ‘eternal Virgin- 
Wisdom’ come to unseal the ‘treasures of God’s deep Wisdom’. this 
female personification of divine wisdom, whose face shone like the sun, 
would be like a ‘true Natural Mother’ for Jane, serving as a womb for Jane’s 
spiritual rebirth. three days later while sitting under a tree the same figure 
reappeared in ‘greater Lustre and Glory’ with a majestic crown upon her 
head, saying; ‘Behold me as thy Mother, and know thou art to enter into 
Covenant, to obey the New Creation-Laws, that shall be revealed unto 
thee’. then she held out a golden book with three seals upon it. hidden 
within this sealed book were the ‘deep Mysteries of the Divine Wisdom’ 
which only the eternal virgin’s offspring could break open. accordingly, 
Jane bowed and prostrated herself at the virgin’s feet. having returned 
home to London and encouraged to wait by a ‘highly illuminated’ man 
somewhat acquainted with these matters, she received another vision six 
days later. Now the Virgin Queen was accompanied with an innumerable 
train of virgin spirits and an immense army of angels. Jane agreed to join 
the virgin’s company and was immediately surrounded by this heavenly 
host and made a spirit of light.2
It is tempting but, as we shall see, problematic to identify the ‘highly 
illuminated’ man in Jane’s account with Dr John pordage (1607–1681), 
whose spiritual meditations and journal from 21 June to 12 July 1675 was 
entitled ‘Sophia: that is the lovely eternal virgin of the godly wisdom’.3 
pordage had formerly been rector of Bradfield, Berkshire where, together 
with his wife Mary (d.1668)—whom he had married for ‘ye ex[c]
ellent Gift of God he found in her’—and a woman named Mary pocock 
(fl.1649–fl.1691), he had established a spiritual community before 
September 1650. Members adopted biblical names; thus pordage was 
‘Father Abraham’, his wife Mary, ‘Deborah’, while pocock was ‘Rahab’. 
afterwards they were joined by thomas Bromley (1630–1691) and 
edmund Brice (fl.1648–fl.1696), two members of Oxford University, 
who heard pordage preach a sermon ‘in Great power’ at St Mary’s, the 
University church. another who became convinced of the ‘extraordinary 
power & operation of ye Spirit’ and joined himself and waited with them 
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was philip herbert (1619–1669), fifth earl of pembroke. So too did 
Joseph Sabberton, a former parliamentarian army officer who became 
pembroke’s steward after the restoration.4 yet they were repeatedly 
denounced by the minister richard Baxter, who considered pordage and 
his ‘family’ to be the principle english followers of the German Lutheran 
mystic Jacob Boehme (c.1575–1624). Baxter claimed that they ‘pretend 
to hold visible and sensible Communion with angels’, distinguishing 
between good and evil spirits by sight and smell. although he maintained 
that they also espoused community of goods, Baxter conceded that their 
tenets did not extend to polygamy (community of women). Indeed, these 
Behmenists were said to abhor sexual relations and, advocating chastity as 
an alternative, apparently objected to the lawfulness of marriage; Bromley 
for example died unwed and childless.5
pordage, Bromley and Sabberton are all referred to as highly illuminated 
men in ‘the Life of the author’; as leaders of a society ‘gripped and 
moved’ by the ‘self-same spiritual benediction’ whom Lead encountered 
after ‘diligent searching and enquiry’. Indeed, there was mutual rejoicing 
when they finally ‘found each other’ and came together to await God.6 In 
her preface to two posthumously published treatises by pordage issued 
together under the title Theologia Mystica, or The Mystic Divinitie Of the 
Æternal Invisibles (1683), Lead called him a ‘holy Man of God’ possessed 
of profound spiritual insight; ‘not only a Seeker, but a successful Finder of 
that rich pearl of the Gospel’. yet there has been much confusion as to 
when Lead first became acquainted with the man whose ‘great and spiritual 
advantages’ enabled him to satisfy her enquiring mind with answers 
concerning some ‘deep and weighty’ points of divinity. For although 
Lead affirmed that this was in 1663, her recollection is contradicted by all 
other evidence.7 thus in one version of richard roach’s early eighteenth- 
century retrospective and self-serving history of the philadelphian Society, 
Lead was said to have joined in the work after the death of pordage’s wife 
Mary, who had been buried at Bradfield on 25 august 1668.8 Moreover, 
writing in her spiritual diary on 1 January 1682—just three weeks after 
pordage’s burial—Lead recorded that her friend had stood with her ‘in 
pursuance of the great things of the Kingdom’ for 10 years; i.e., since 
the end of 1671.9 to complicate matters further, Lead’s future son-in-law 
Francis Lee reckoned that her ‘familiar friendship’ with pordage began in 
either august 1673 or 1674.10 So perhaps Lead’s printed testimony may 
have been incorrectly transcribed: instead of 1663 she meant 1673, by 
which date both she and pordage had suffered the loss of their spouse.
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according to Lead, the society she joined ‘grew mightily in size’ 
eventually numbering more than 100 adherents. Foremost among their 
‘much reputed elders’ was Dr pordage, who became ‘a special instrument 
to encourage, impel and assist’ Lead in strengthening the dispensation 
of divine grace.11 pordage had an equally high regard of Lead’s spiritual 
abilities, prizing her ‘extraordinary gift’ of revelation. therefore, they 
agreed ‘to wait together in prayer and pure dedication’ in expectation of 
God’s coming.12 So that they could be united in their ‘secret devotion’ 
pordage welcomed Jane into his house where they ‘lived together in great 
spiritual happiness for around six years’ until his demise; that is from 
roughly 1676 to 1681.13 Most likely this was in the London suburb of 
St andrew’s, holborn where at the time of his death pordage occupied a 
property at red Lion fields.14
From 13 March 1676 pordage is mentioned or alluded to frequently 
in Lead’s Fountain of Gardens, even providing—along with Bromley—a 
posthumously published testimony of his ‘fellow traveller’ appended to 
the first volume of these spiritual diaries.15 Doubtless because Lead held 
pordage in great esteem, indeed she ‘never knew anyone who possessed 
such a high and splendid recognition of God’s deepest secrets’, he was 
entrusted with joyfully recording her ‘new heavenly revelations’.16 Lead’s 
reliance upon pordage as her amanuensis is evident to the modern reader: 
with the exception of her first vision of april 1670 all subsequent entries 
in A Fountain of Gardens appear to date from august 1673 when, as 
we have seen, Lead’s ‘familiar friendship’ with pordage may have begun. 
this dependence was also recognised by contemporaries. thus gaps 
in her published spiritual diaries were commonly attributed to missing 
passages in pordage’s manuscript copy. as the editor’s introduction 
preceding the final instalment indicated, the death of Lead’s ‘Intimate 
Friend, who diligently transcribed all her Spiritual papers, has prevented 
us from seeing many things, that would Doubtless have been preserved 
by him’.17 Consequently it is unsurprising that in an echo of another 
authorship controversy, namely that Jacob Boehme did not write Boehme, 
the patristic scholar henry Dodwell (1641–1711) alleged in a letter to 
Francis Lee that Jane Lead did not write Lead:
I know not how your Mother in law is qualifyed to write the style in which 
her Books are penned. But this I have observed, that there are many things 
ingredient in that style, which are quite out of the way of the education, or 
conversation, or even reading of women. It consists of many Latine terms, 
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of terms of art, of the old platonick Mystical Divinity, of all the modern 
enthusiasts, of Jacob Behm, of the Judicial astrologers, of the Magic Oracles, 
of the alchymists, of which too many are in english, but not ordinarily to 
be met with. I very much doubt whether she would be able to give an 
account of the terms used in the writings which go under her name, if she 
were critically examined concerning them. But I think I have discovered the 
footsteps of another and a more likely author of them. I mean Dr. pordage. 
I find she has been intimate with him ever since the time that she has set up 
for prophetick visions … these things make it very suspicious to me, that 
the words and style of all her Books are that Drs, and none of hers.18
Dodwell, like Lee, was a nonjuror and he initiated their correspondence 
in October 1697, shortly after the public emergence of the philadelphian 
Society. aghast that Lee seemed to be promoting schism from the 
Church of england, Dodwell drew upon his extensive knowledge of early 
Christianity—specifically the second century Montanist controversy and 
the example of tertullian—to warn repeatedly against both the transitory 
attractions offered by the ‘Spirit of enthusiasm’ and the beguiling 
utterances of charismatic female prophets.19 Besides these precedents, 
Dodwell’s attack on Lead can be situated more broadly within the context 
of contemporary fears of heterodox women of the type outlined by 
Lucinda Martin in her contribution to this volume. Lee, who would write 
The History of Montanism, responded at great length. explaining that 
until she went blind in late 1695 his mother-in-law regularly recorded her 
‘experiences and discoveries’, he acknowledged that pordage ‘contributed 
much to the preservation of the greatest part’. Comparing what Lead 
wrote on loose slips of paper to the Sibylline leaves—the Sibyls were 
pagan prophetesses, one of whom supposedly predicted the coming of 
Christ—Lee declared that having compared the originals with pordage’s 
transcripts he could find no interpolations designed to improve Lead’s 
style or sense, except for minor adjustments to punctuation and occasional 
transposition of the verb. Furthermore, Lee attested that he had ‘daily 
undoubted proofs’ of Lead’s ability to write in such a style on a wide 
variety of subjects. In short, Lead was the author of the works published 
under her name.20
although Dodwell may have overstated the case for stylistic 
intervention, he was surely closer to the mark with regard to content. this 
is contrary to the view of Lead’s modern biographer Joanne Sperle, who 
has asserted that Lead had a ‘profound influence’ on pordage not only 
as a nurse tending his ailing body but also as a spiritual companion and 
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 conversation partner.21 While Lead and pordage may have been mutual 
mentors his influence on her was transformative. as we saw in chapter 2, 
Lead’s religious beliefs were largely moulded by a militant puritanism that 
conflicted with her parents’ moderate anglicanism. Indeed, her youthful 
preoccupation with sin and subsequent embrace of what was considered 
antinomian doctrine left an imprint that could not be erased by mysticism: 
Calvinist covenant theology and predestination. the residue of these 
teachings informed Lead’s The Heavenly Cloud Now Breaking (1681) 
issued some six months before pordage’s death and, as Lee stressed, ‘never 
transcribed by him nor … revised as to the prose’.22 Nonetheless, it was 
presumably pordage who introduced Lead to Boehme and perhaps also 
alchemical terminology.
among the heterodox views developed by Boehme was his 
understanding of the trinity, which he had been accused of denying 
through his introduction of a fourth person, Sophia (symbolizing the 
Noble Virgin of Divine Wisdom). although Lead never went so far as 
to proclaim belief in a Quaternity, or the four-fold nature of God, her 
adoption of Boehme’s teachings on Sophia invited Dodwell’s charge that 
by calling her Virgin Wisdom a goddess she was reiterating an ancient 
Gnostic heresy, even making this figure the ‘Mother of the Son of God 
as to his eternal generation’.23 While Lead’s reverence for Virgin Wisdom 
derived from Boehme, either directly or else mediated by pordage, her 
independent- minded elaboration of this figure was also shaped by her 
Calvinist heritage as well as by idiosyncratic apocalyptic exegesis.
thus in a vision dated 11 May 1676 concerning the fulfilment of 
prophecies, Lead felt the stirrings of a new everlasting body growing 
within her that would bring forth that ‘perfect Life, without the stain of 
Sin’. perfect life, however, would only be granted to those predestined to 
it by God the Father, who would bring forth this ‘New Creation’ through 
Wisdom.24 elsewhere she anticipated the ‘bright Star’ of Virgin Wisdom’s 
day, describing how the ‘eternal Virgin Wisdom’ who had ‘brought forth the 
Son of God before all time’ would soon give birth to a ‘new Generation of 
Virgin Spirits’. as heirs to eternity ‘Wisdom’s Off-spring’ would  constitute 
the glory of God’s spouse, the New Jerusalem (revelation 21:2).25 But as 
Warren Johnston shows, besides referring ‘again and again’ to the New 
Jerusalem, Lead conflated Virgin Wisdom with the woman clothed with 
the sun (revelation 12:1). hence just as the child brought forth by the 
pregnant woman of the apocalypse signified for Lead the introduction of 
sin and sorrow into the world through the failings of the first woman, eve, 
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so from eternal Virgin Wisdom would a new birth spring forth in which 
there would be ‘nothing but Joy, Life, Blessing and eternal power and 
Dominion’. this ‘glorious Son of Might’ was the man-child that would rule 
the nations (revelation 12:5).26 Modern commentators have invariably 
understood Lead’s ambiguous prophecy in a spiritual sense. as we 
shall see in chapter 4, however, certain contemporaries were to allege 
something altogether more dramatic; which brings us to someone whose 
martyrdom at Moscow Lead was to recall some dozen years after the 
event, namely the ‘Coolman’ who perished by fire.
* * *
In October 1676 the ‘learned’ poet and prophet Quirinus Kuhlmann 
(1651–1689) of Breslau was in London, ‘city of miraculous delight’, 
defending the published writings of the ‘most highly Illuminated’ Jacob 
Boehme.27 Whether or not Kuhlmann subsequently returned to the 
continent is unclear but between 10 March 1677 and 3 March 1678 he 
can be placed intermittently at Bromley-by-Bow near London.28 From 
what Kuhlmann called the ‘Rose-lilly’ at Bromley—the lily-rose was an 
emblem for the sprouting of Boehme’s new spirit—he then embarked on a 
journey for Constantinople (‘eastern rome’), intending to present Sultan 
Mehmed IV with a copy of Jan amos Comenius’s Lux e tenebris (1665). 
this book incorporated miscellaneous contemporary prophecies generally 
focused upon the imminent destruction of the papacy and the habsburg 
empire.29 While at Bromley-by-Bow, Kuhlmann had stayed with John 
Bathurst (d.1694?), a blind merchant. In 1697 the Lutheran spiritualist 
Friedrich Breckling (1629–1711), who had spoken several times with 
Bathurst at amsterdam, recalled that Bathurst had bemoaned Kuhlmann’s 
excesses and ingratitude.30
to finance Kuhlmann’s mission to the Ottoman empire Bathurst 
reportedly gave him an enormous amount of money, variously reckoned 
at more than 30,000 florins or 36,000 guilders. accompanied by his wife 
Magdalena von Lindaw (a widow almost twice his age), together with 
her three children, Kuhlmann journeyed through Calais, paris, Marseille, 
Malta and Smyrna before arriving at Constantinople. It was a wasted 
effort.31 Upon his return Kuhlmann abandoned Magdalena at amsterdam 
in spring 1679 before travelling to London again and then temporarily 
settling in paris, ‘the lily city’. From there he wrote several epistles between 
mid-December 1679 to March 1681 including to his former partner the 
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Dutch prophetess tanneke Denijs; to his former wife Magdalena; to the 
elderly visionary antoinette Bourignon; to Bathurst (then at Jamaica)32; 
and to his ‘much esteemed friend’ Breckling at amsterdam.33 Shortly 
thereafter Kuhlmann was back in London writing to the Jesuit scholar 
athanasius Kircher and to Louis XIV ‘king of the lilies’.34 From late May 
to mid-June 1681 Kuhlmann was at Islington, probably staying with 
Bathurst who had settled there on returning from the West Indies.35
Kuhlmann clearly had messianic pretensions, believing that he was a 
new Christ and ‘a partaker both of the celestial & terrestrial nature’. With a 
reportedly pious lady who conjured spirits he hoped to generate a child that 
would be the grandson of God. She was the daughter-in-law of Bathurst’s 
wife and can probably be identified as either Mary Gould (Maria anglicana) or 
esther Michaelis de paew. their unborn offspring was to be a new Solomon, 
the instrument through whom the philosopher’s stone would be produced. 
perhaps Kuhlmann regarded Solomon as the male personification of Divine 
Wisdom, a counterpart to Sophia. at any rate, his claim was confirmed by 
that ‘doctor of the devil’ Dr hollgraffen. But Mrs Bathurst’s daughter-in-law 
conceived a daughter who was born and buried at amsterdam.36
In his three-part epic apocalyptic poem Der Kühlpsalter (amsterdam, 
1684–86), Kuhlmann named a number of people whom he regarded as 
forerunners, kindred spirits and acquaintances. among them were Injur 
(‘Injurien’) and Lead.37 the former was anne Jurien or Jewrin, sometime 
of St Sepulchre’s, London. Suggestively, her extensive but unpublished 
spiritual diaries recorded that on 23 June 1678 a year of jubilee was 
proclaimed and prophesied to her by an angel in a dream.38 after being 
widowed she married the similarly widowed Bathurst by licence on 9 
October 1681.39 as anne Bathurst she became a leading light among the 
philadelphians.40 then there was the prophetess tanneke Denijs (d.1702?) 
who visited London in 1679 and who would travel from holland to 
england and back, probably in 1690, to facilitate the dissemination of pre- 
philadelphian writings in the Dutch republic.41 another figure mentioned 
by Kuhlmann, albeit disapprovingly, was the apostate Baptist prophetess 
anne Wentworth.42 the author of four published pamphlets and some 
letters, Wentworth was a ‘familiar acquaintance’ of Kuhlmann’s and knew 
Lead too. Lead thought her a sincere if ‘very precipitate’ woman prone 
to melancholic delusions, alluding to one of Wentworth’s prophecies in 
an entry dated 29 December 1677. Upon consideration Lead was advised 
that the spiritual community of which she was a member should have ‘no 
part’ with Wentworth, neither as divine avenging agents, nor ‘in  desiring 
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plagues and Vials of Wrath to come so immediately upon the Formal 
Churches’ (revelation 161:1).43 evidently Lead was not a woman alone in 
the wilderness. Indeed, we shall see that the story concerning Kuhlmann 
and the grandson of God was to be circulated in the context of Lead 
allegedly envisaging herself as the grandmother of a new Christ.
* * *
all the while Lead’s family were anxious about her welfare, and perhaps 
also the company she was keeping. thus on 30 august 1676, about six 
months after she had moved in with pordage, Lead was visited by her 
daughter r. who informed her mother that an opportunity had opened 
for Lead’s ‘redemption out of all Straits and Cares’. Urged to forsake 
her current arrangement Lead was invited to leave London and instead 
live with her brother, who would provide for her for the remainder of 
his life. She recalled that he dwelled some hundred miles from the capital 
which makes it almost certain that this sibling was Jane’s eldest brother 
James Ward of twyford, Norfolk.44 Indeed when James composed his will 
on 26 april 1678 he bequeathed Jane £5 and appointed her one of his 
executors.45 Nonetheless, acting upon a ‘Divine Impulse’ Jane had drawn 
up a ‘Spiritual Contract’ with pordage and resisting temptation refused 
to break her covenant with her ‘elect’ friend.46 Lead remained loyal to 
pordage until the end. a few days before his death and in some agony 
he called for her. and when pordage drew up his will on 28 November 
1681 Lead was one of four witnesses along with pordage’s daughter Sarah 
Stisted, elizabeth Douglas and elizabeth Blagrave.47
II
With the passing of her spiritual mate and with both surviving daughters 
possibly now married—r. died at an unknown date having given birth 
to a daughter while Barbary married one Walton—Lead seems to have 
become financially dependent on another man.48 this was Dr edward 
hooker (c.1614–c.1705) a licentiate of the College of physicians. hooker 
has been undeservedly neglected. Lead called him pordage’s ‘true hearted 
and right worthy Friend’. It was hooker who acted as pordage’s literary 
executor issuing—thanks to the generosity of William Burman physician of 
Wilmington in Kent—two of pordage’s treatises posthumously as Theologia 
Mystica (1683). hooker also provided a prolix 100-page  prefatory epistle 
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to this collection which was preceded by Lead’s briefer address to the 
‘impartial and well-disposed’ reader.49 Besides his passion for theosophy 
hooker was by this date the author of some devotional works entitled 
A Notion for the Ocean and Divine breathings (now respectively lost or 
misattributed). In addition, he owned a substantial library—although 
shortly before his death its impressive holdings in hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
english and various foreign languages had been successively depleted by 
the Great Fire of 1666, robbery and pilfering. pride of place in hooker’s 
collection undoubtedly went to ‘all the works of Jacob Behme and his life 
… and edward taylors compendium of Jacob Behmes works in the inside 
of the cover of which … are some verses’.50
hooker may have financed Lead’s first publication The Heavenly Cloud 
Now Breaking, which was printed for the author in June 1681.51 While 
the verses incorporated within this text were Lead’s own compositions, 
hooker appended a verse postscript to Lead’s second publication The 
Revelation of Revelations.52 the printing of this book was finished on 8 
December 1682 and undertaken by andrew Sowle, whose main business 
was printing for the Quakers. the title-page indicates that the work was 
sold by Sowle at ‘the Crooked Billet’ in Shoreditch as well as by Lead from 
what may have been her new residence ‘at the Carpenters’ in Bartholomew 
Close (St Bartholomew the Great). this part of London was said to be ‘a 
creditable place to live in’ and was situated near the thriving second-hand 
book trade in Little Britain. Interestingly one of the places where Lead and 
some of her fellow philadelphians would meet was also in the proximity 
of Bartholomew Close, namely Westmoreland house.53 Revelation of 
Revelations was Lead’s first book intended for the public, with Heavenly 
Cloud issued beforehand as an introduction. While pordage saw the former 
work, which was based on what the author had ‘seen, heard, tasted and felt’ 
since October 1679, hooker may have again financed publication.54
Lead’s association with hooker appears to have lapsed at an 
undetermined date. She is not named in hooker’s unpublished writings 
of 1688 and 1690, while his verse postscript was omitted from the second 
edition of Revelation of Revelations (1701).55 Moreover, when Francis 
Lee wrote to hooker concerning Theologia Mystica—probably in the late 
1690s—the two had not met.56 perhaps hooker was one of several people 
who in the years following pordage’s death gradually fell away from Lead’s 
spiritual community leaving their society ‘much scattered and distracted’.57 
Lead’s fortunes revived, however, when a wealthy widow was so taken 
with the message of Revelation of Revelations that she invited Lead to 
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her home outside London. Meetings then took place at this residence 
until the widow’s death, which seems to have been before the Glorious 
revolution of 1688–89.58 perhaps this woman was the ‘honourable and 
pious Lady’ to whom Lead lent a now lost autograph manuscript.59 all 
the same, during the 1680s Lead was part of a dwindling and ineffectual 
circle. their number had declined still further by the beginning of the 
1690s. But it would be a mistake to think that Lead persevered almost 
alone.60 For besides an unnamed ‘distressed Christian’ whom she recorded 
visiting on 20 September 1684, Lead wrote of her ‘fellow Waiters and 
Believers’ who walked with her in ‘unity of Love and Life’.61 regrettably 
most have received little or no attention in modern scholarship.
Foremost of these unheralded figures was Joseph Sabberton. probably 
the son of a Norwich tanner,62 Sabberton was a cornet in the Maiden 
troop mustered at Norwich in august 1643. having served initially in 
Oliver Cromwell’s cavalry regiment, he rose to the rank of Captain under 
the command of General edward Whalley.63 During the Commonwealth 
he purchased property, notably the manor of terrington, Norfolk.64 
But Sabberton lost these estates at the restoration and with them an 
annual income of about £300to £400. a royalist agent characterised 
him as a witty, active, discontented person ‘above ordinances’,65 while 
another unsympathetic source considered him an authority among the 
philadelphians’ precursor society. this is confirmed by the published 
accounts of both Lead and richard roach, the latter recalling an eminent 
assembly in London headed by Captain Sabberton.66 Joseph Sabberton was 
most likely also the man of that name who in 1680 publicised a medicine 
containing scurvy grass that was available from him at the Norwich coffee 
house near aldersgate, London. Suggestively, this supposed elixir was 
advertised in a sheet printed by John Gain, the same man who printed 
works for Kuhlmann. Moreover, pordage’s second son and namesake was 
another manufacturer of medicine concocted from scurvy grass.67 So too 
was the physician Charles Blagrave.68 he was the son of elizabeth Blagrave, 
one of the women who along with Lead witnessed the elder pordage’s will.
elizabeth Blagrave (d.1693) had deposed on pordage’s behalf when 
he was charged with blasphemy in 1654. She was, moreover, the widow 
of the regicide and former Mp for the borough of reading, Daniel 
Blagrave.69 elizabeth was the recipient of a letter dated 12 June 1687 
which mentioned several people associated with the precursor society 
including thomas Bromley as well as some obscure women: Mrs Cawton, 
Mrs Deboray, Mrs Melson and Mrs pocock. the writer hoped that 
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Mrs  Blagrave could  interpret his strange dream and also referred to 
the preface of one of Boehme’s works. he was J.B., i.e. probably John 
Bathurst.70 together with his wife anne, Bathurst reportedly remained 
among the philadelphians’ forerunner society, who were said to gather 
each week to share their ‘dreams, visions and revelations’.71 Significantly, 
two of four witnesses of John Bathurst’s will (3 November 1692) were 
witnesses of elizabeth Blagrave’s will (3 april 1693): Samuel Sankey and 
John Coughen.72 Samuel Sankey (fl.1706) was the nephew of Francis 
pordage, John’s younger brother, and had sold Charles Blagrave’s remedy 
from ‘the three Brushes’ in Southwark. he may also have been the 
Mr Sanchy or Sancky who corresponded with thomas Bromley.73 John 
Coughen (c.1638–1717?) was then an extra-licentiate of the College of 
physicians. his role in the foundation of the philadelphian Society was far 
greater than has been appreciated—as richard roach would eventually 
acknowledge.74
Coughen was the Dutch-born son of an english merchant resident 
at amsterdam who had corresponded with the Independent minister 
Joshua Sprigg about the Jewish pseudo-messiah Sabbatai Sevi.75 although 
educated at Cambridge and then ordained at ely, Coughen converted to 
Quakerism in 1663 becoming ‘fam[e]d and renown[e]d’ among them. 
after conversing with an english minister at haarlem named edward 
richardson, however, he was persuaded to return to the Church of england. 
thereafter Coughen studied medicine at rotterdam and Leiden before 
returning to england.76 It should be added that richardson (d.1678), 
who had fled england after being implicated in the yorkshire plot of 
1663, was influenced by the prophecies of the Dutch Fifth Monarchist 
Johannes rothe and was also a friend of Kuhlmann’s.77
another noteworthy member of Lead’s spiritual community was helen 
pight (1611–fl.1692). She was twice married and had 13 children, but 
only one surviving son. helen was the widow of richard pight, formerly 
surveyor of the melting houses at the Mint in the tower of London and 
‘a wilfull man, who brought much trouble upon them’. after becoming 
bed- ridden she experienced a series of visions between December 1680 
and October 1682, followed by a final revelation in October 1692. these 
were transcribed by a Mr Stephens, possibly Samuel Stephens, who married 
anne Bathurst’s daughter elizabeth; the identification is suggested by the 
presence of Bathurst’s hymns and visions in the same manuscript.78 pight 
was very likely the widow elner or elianor pight who received bequests 
from elizabeth Blagrave and Francis pordage (1622–1692?).79
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Like his elder brother John, Francis pordage had been educated at 
Cambridge University with his maintenance supported by a London 
livery company.80 although never ordained he was presented to the 
rectory of Stanford Dingley, Berkshire about 1651 but was ejected at 
the restoration.81 By March 1670 Francis’s wife Katherine had become 
acquainted with the Quaker Isaac penington and over the next five 
years penington sent several letters containing spiritual counsel to the 
couple.82 thereafter Francis and Katherine pordage became pillars of the 
philadelphians’ precursor society, holding meetings at a rented house in 
London.83 Katherine predeceased her husband, who drew up his will on 20 
august 1691 while residing at St Mary’s, Whitechapel. Besides bequests to 
his family, including some of John pordage’s children and grandchildren, 
Francis also left gifts to certain friends. among them were Mary pocock 
(a  spinster whose association with the pordage family spanned more 
than 40 years), elianor pight, Mrs Leaton, Mrs Wells, Jabez Wood of 
Westminster (who witnessed elizabeth Blagrave’s will), Jane Lead and her 
widowed daughter Mrs Barbary Walton. Lead was then living at Francis’s 
house on Lambert Street in Goodman’s Fields, Whitechapel since she was 
given the curtains around her bed as well as an armchair and a little table. 
In addition, Lead received a tenement on Church Street in Coverly Fields, 
Stepney that she was entitled to hold for the remainder of her life once 
ground rent had been paid and covenants performed.84
Within three years of Francis pordage’s demise a number of people 
connected with Lead’s society were either dead or most likely dead: John 
Bathurst, elizabeth Blagrave, thomas Bromley, helen pight and Mary 
pocock. yet just as Lead was negotiating the transition from insignificance 
to obscurity, her star unexpectedly began to rise. as we shall see, this 
was largely because one of Kuhlmann’s former partners circulated Lead’s 
writings within the Dutch republic. Indeed, it was to be claimed that while 
John pordage and thomas Bromley were alive their spiritual community was 
still respected, whereas when Lead became their ‘oracle’ the philadelphians 
accepted the ‘regiment of women’ and were little better than papists, 
idolising individual religious experiences and revelations.85
III
On 18 March 1692 the court of assistants of the Mercers’ Company held a 
vote. they had been petitioned by 20 widows who wanted to be admitted 
as almswomen to one of the ten recently built Lady Mico’s  almshouses. 
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eight were elected by show of hands. among them was Jane Lead, 
whose brother hamond Ward had been a Mercer. Shortly after easter, 
on Monday 4 april 1692 Lead entered her new home. these properties 
had been erected at a cost of £780-5s.-9d. on a 3-acre field managed 
by the Mercers situated near the churchyard of St Dunstan’s, Stepney. 
their construction fulfilled the wishes of Dame Jane Mico (d.1670), 
who had bequeathed the Mercers £1,500 to build an almoner’s house for 
10 poor widows aged 50 or upward. Court minutes, contemporary plans 
and an early nineteenth-century watercolour indicate that the almshouse 
was a single-storey brick structure with a sloping roof subdivided into ten 
apartments. each had slit wooden shutters covering windows at the front 
together with a cellar which gave access—through a bolted door—into 
a 12 foot wide backyard. the front yard was 16 foot wide. Lady Mico’s 
almshouses were rebuilt in 1856 and then again in 1976.86
Lead was still living at ‘the Lady Mico’s Colledge, right against Stepney 
Church’ some two years later when her next publication appeared. 
entitled The Enochian Walks with God, it contained further revelations 
dated from 16 July 1693 to 15 July 1694 which Lead felt impelled to 
issue before she died (she was now 70). Crucially, this work marked her 
public rejection of a fundamental Calvinist tenet—predestination—and 
adoption of the doctrine of the ‘Universal restoration of all Mankind, 
with the fallen Angels’. She was to claim that although she had heard of 
this teaching she had received it neither from the ‘Wisdom of men’ nor 
‘according to tradition’ but rather by divine revelation in 1693. having 
initially been averse to the notion of ‘general redemption’, Lead was 
eventually encouraged by a ‘very Worthy’ woman with whom she walked in 
‘fellowship’ to publish this doctrine as a ‘foundational truth’.87 and while 
Lead may have largely formulated her conception of universal redemption 
independently over several years it should be noted that she had forebears. 
thus besides a congregation of ‘Universalists’ active at King’s Lynn in 
1669,88 various ideas concerning the possibility of universal redemption 
had been espoused during the english revolution by among others 
Gerrard Winstanley, theaurau John tany, richard Coppin and William 
erbery. Indeed, from the early eighteenth century together with these 
figures Lead would be incorporated within a Universalist tradition that 
stretched back to Origen, Clement of alexandria and Gregory of Nyssa.89
But because Boehme’s writings seemed to contradict the notion that 
ultimately all the fallen angels would be saved, Lead would become 
entangled in a damaging controversy with certain ‘highly illuminated’ 
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 followers of the teutonic philosopher. a forewarning of these ‘zealous 
angry Flames’ was provided in her answer to a question that had been 
put privately: if God was pure, holy and good then why was there evil 
and sin in the world? this appeared as a postscript to Enochian Walks, 
which was licensed on 24 July 1694.90 the book was printed and sold 
by David edwards in Nevil’s alley, Fetter Lane (St andrew’s, holborn). 
It was also available both from Lead and her daughter Barbary Walton, 
then lodging at a Mr Mileman’s in New Street, at the end of Dean Street, 
right against the ‘3 tuns’ (St andrew’s, holborn).91 as an impoverished 
widow subsisting on a charitable allowance of £8 per annum paid in twelve 
monthly instalments of 13s. 4d. Lead would have been unable to afford 
printing costs.92 perhaps publication was financed by the same person 
responsible for the posthumous second edition of thomas Bromley’s The 
Way to the Sabbath of Rest (1692). If so, this person was doubtless one 
of Bromley’s many english friends and acquaintances.93 alternatively, a 
German translation of Bromley’s work printed at amsterdam in 1685 
suggests a continental readership for mystical and visionary texts produced 
by members of Lead’s society. the possibility of money coming from 
abroad matches the view of Lead’s editor in 1695 that like Jesus she was a 
prophet not without honour, save in her own country (Matthew 13:57).94 
So it is to the reception of Lead’s writings among Dutch- and German-
speakers that we now turn.
* * *
according to Friedrich Breckling in 1690 tanneke Denijs journeyed 
to england with two companions. Breckling was well informed since on 
tanneke’s return he began living with her at the hague. either Breckling 
or an associate added that the purpose of tanneke’s visit had been to 
disseminate pre-philadelphian writings in the Dutch republic. apparently 
certain Dutch-based readers of Boehme had become tired of the teutonic 
philosopher and, longing for fresh inspiration, ‘fell blindly’ for Lead’s 
works. these were received like ‘a gospel’ and quickly circulated within the 
Dutch republic and German-speaking territories.95 Significantly, another 
person acquainted with Breckling in 1690 was Loth Fischer (d.1709), 
who had left his native Nuremberg for the comparative religious toleration 
of the Dutch republic in the 1680s. as Lucinda Martin outlines in her 
chapter, Fischer had been in communication with his fellow German exile 
and Boehme devotee Johann Georg Gichtel (1638–1710) since 1683. 
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Fischer, moreover, would correspond with Lead and translate many of her 
works into German from 1694—the year that Breckling mentioned Lead 
in his autobiography.96
recalling these events Francis Lee would write of how Lead, ‘an ancient 
devoted matron’, had retreated from the world and ‘retired to end her days 
in a private cell’ (i.e. Lady Mico’s almshouses). Suddenly she found herself 
much noticed abroad. Lee stated that a couple of Lead’s books were ‘sent 
over into a neighbouring land’ by ‘a merchant to his correspondent and 
friend there’.97 this fits the evidence discussed above and suggests that the 
merchant was John Bathurst; his correspondent Friedrich Breckling; the 
courier tanneke Denijs; the year 1690. Lee continued, relating that ‘first 
one book, then another’ was translated ‘without delay into the languages 
of two considerable nations’ to be ‘greedily devoured by abundance of 
pious souls’.98 elsewhere, in his editorial preface to Lead’s The Wonders 
of God’s Creation Manifested, In the Variety of Eight Worlds (1695), Lee 
considered it a providential blessing that German translations of Lead’s 
two earliest books The Heavenly Cloud Now Breaking and Revelation 
of Revelations were being so well received.99 these had appeared 
respectively as Die Nun brechende und sich zertheilende Himmlische Wolcke 
(amsterdam, 1694) and Offenbahrung der Offenbahrungen (amsterdam: 
hendrick Wetstein, 1695). the translator of both works was Loth Fischer 
and it likely that his German versions initially circulated within spiritualist 
and Behmenist circles consisting of Breckling, Denijs, Gichtel and others. 
thus on 14/24 September 1694 Gichtel sent a recently printed copy 
of Lead’s Himmlische Wolcke to the pietists Johann Wilhelm petersen 
and his wife Johanna.100 Moreover, after Gichtel diverged from Lead and 
Fischer on key points of doctrine, he would censure Fischer for extolling 
Lead’s two ‘little books’, adding that manuscript passages from Fischer’s 
German translation of Revelation of Revelations were discussed daily 
within Gichtel’s spiritual community; a celibate household of so-called 
‘angelic Brethren’.101
the question remains, however, as to who financed this venture? 
Lead recalled that about 1694 she suddenly received a letter from a man 
living in a German-speaking territory. he asked her to clarify some of 
the ideas advanced in Heavenly Cloud (whether the english original or 
German version is unclear). thereafter they began corresponding and 
when the unnamed German learned that Lead had written a number of 
things he generously offered to publish her works—not just in German 
 translation but also in english.102 From other sources we know that this 
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person was Baron Dodo von Knyphausen (1641–1698), a privy councillor 
at the Brandenburg-prussia court in Berlin who had invested in the trade 
of african commodities.103 Indeed, Gichtel claimed that Fischer ‘would 
have gotten stuck with his translation’ of Lead had not B[aron] von 
K[nyphausen] given him an annual pension of 400 guilder.104 Knyphausen 
had met Breckling as early as 1679 and temporarily provided shelter to 
antoinette Bourignon (1616–1680) at his Lütetsburg estate in east Frisia 
until she fled following an accusation of witchcraft.105 this ‘distinguished 
gentleman’ was also a patron of the petersens to whom in 1695 he 
sent a manuscript copy of Lead’s tract dealing with ‘the return of all 
Creatures’, identified as Lead’s Eight Worlds.106 It was later issued with 
a ‘further manifestation’ that had been prompted by Lead’s vigil on 17 
October 1695 for a deceased female friend, together with an answer to 
a question posed by a ‘Noble and Worthy Inquirer’.107 presumably this 
was von Knyphausen, who was most likely also the author of ‘Entretiens 
sur la Restitution Universelle de la Creation; or A Conference upon the 
Universal Restitution of the Creation’. this ‘ingenious’ manuscript treatise 
was advertised in a 1697 publication by Lead and written in vindication 
of her position by an ‘Illustrious person’ against the protests of a certain 
learned physician. It was subsequently attributed to ‘a Noble Eminent Lord 
and Minister’ at the court of the prussian king.108
as we have seen, the petersens received Lead’s works from Gichtel as well 
as von Knyphausen. In addition to Himmlische Wolcke Gichtel sent them 
three more books on 20/30 May 1695. One was doubtless Offenbahrung 
der Offenbahrungen because Gichtel referred to their discussion of this 
text in a letter dated 11/21 June 1695.109 a further letter from Gichtel of 
6/16 august 1695 outlined Lead’s biography.110 about now the petersens 
probably made contact with Lead using von Knyphausen as an intermediary, 
and Johann petersen would maintain his correspondence with Lead until 
shortly before her death.111 While this burgeoning epistolary network 
enabled Lead to disseminate her writings within German-speaking circles 
possessed of what she considered to be a greater spiritual understanding 
than many of her compatriots, it also facilitated the reception of their 
writings in england.112 although it must be stressed that the balance of 
books circulating within these spiritual communities was weighted more 
towards the export of english authors—notably Lead, pordage and 
Bromley—than the import of their continental counterparts, there were 
nevertheless signs of mutual influence. thus among the writings originating 
abroad discussed by Lead and her circle would be texts concerning 
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universal salvation, apparitions and the appearance of a new Christ.113 an 
early example was a little book by the ‘Celebrated Dr. petersen’ containing 
a ‘Narrative of some strange transactions and revelations’ experienced 
by rosemunda Juliana von asseburg over about a dozen years. published 
in english translation as A Letter to some Divines with a preface by Francis 
Lee, it occasioned some objections by a learned physician to whom Lee 
responded on 9 September 1695.114
another of Lead’s correspondents was Loth Fischer. he can be placed 
at Utrecht from November 1693 and would maintain his association with 
Lead until her death. about autumn 1694—and certainly before the end 
of May 1695—Fischer began writing to Lead, imploring her to send him 
more of her manuscripts since he had heard that she ‘had written much’. 
hard pressed to satisfy the demands of an impatient readership, Fischer 
promised at the conclusion of Offenbahrung der Offenbahrungen that 
while awaiting further manuscripts from Lead he would begin translating 
pordage’s Theologia Mystica. after Lead acceded to Fischer’s request 
further German translations of her works would be issued at amsterdam 
in 1696.115 But in the meantime a key actor had entered the scene: Francis 
Lee (1661–1719).
* * *
Born at Cobham, Surrey the younger son of a minor family with 
connections to the aristocracy, Francis Lee was a solitary child profoundly 
affected by his mother’s premature death.116 On 11 September 1675 he 
entered Merchant taylors’ school, London. he was then admitted a 
probationer fellow at St John’s College, Oxford in June 1679 from where 
he graduated Ba on 9 May 1683, proceeding Ma on 19 March 1687.117 
Lee quickly gained a reputation for the ‘indefatigable’ industry with 
which he pursued the study of Oriental languages, especially hebrew. 
Consequently he was dubbed ‘rabbi Lee’ at Merchant taylors’, a nickname 
he retained throughout his life. a memorandum of 1685 indicates that 
Lee divided his time at university between prayer and learning, focusing 
upon the hebrew Bible, the Greek New testament, Latin, Italian, French, 
arabic, mathematics, philosophy, history and poetry. So excessive was 
his devotion to God and scholarship that he soon ‘impair’d his eyes’. In 
later life Lee developed a cataract in his left eye, prompting him to warn 
against reading by candlelight. yet Lee was not a dull man, claiming that 
had he been able to write the ‘real & Secret history of his own Life’ it 
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would not be believed. Judging from thomas haywood’s self-censored 
unpublished 1722 biography, which drew on Lee’s private papers, friends’ 
recollections and personal knowledge, this was true.118
Lee was an ‘Original, Genuine, unprevaricating’ nonjuror. Deeply 
loyal to James II he had considered taking up arms during the Duke of 
Monmouth’s rebellion (1685) to help quell the ill-fated rising. after the 
Glorious revolution his eyes were said to sparkle with an irregular fire when 
speaking of the deposed king and Lee later admitted that he would have 
‘gladly laid down his life’ to serve James’s son the Old pretender, James 
Stuart.119 Following the revolution in both ‘Church & State’ Lee felt 
obliged to leave Oxford, quitting the university in December 1688. taking 
advantage of a College statute which enabled fellows to travel abroad for 
five years he went initially to Ghent, Bruges, Ostend and Brussels about 
July 1690 and then towards the end of 1691 on what amounted to a 
Grand tour.120 Lee journeyed first to holland, entering Leiden University 
on 11 June 1692 to study medicine.121 he then passed through German-
speaking territories en route to the Italian peninsula. having viewed the 
‘Libraries and Curiosities’ of rome, Florence, Naples and Milan he reached 
padua where on 1 September 1692 Lee was admitted as a medical student 
at the university. he did not take a degree, however, and eventually moved 
to Venice. there with an unnamed friend Lee hired a house.122
at Venice Lee began practising medicine, apparently with ‘most 
uncommon Success’.123 Since June 1691 Lee had also been supported 
by an annuity of £100 per  annum granted by John Stawell, baron of 
Somerton; one of three students who had been under his care at Oxford.124 
But the young Lord Stawell died about January 1693 leaving huge debts. 
the management of Stawell’s estate together with the claims of various 
creditors was discussed in both houses of parliament, with the issue of 
Lee’s annuity pleaded on his behalf by his elder brother William. During 
these proceedings, which spanned from mid-March to early april 1694, 
it was alleged that Francis Lee had gone abroad to serve as tutor to James 
II’s son at the French royal château of Saint-Germain-en-Laye. although 
the accusation was false, Lee was nevertheless deprived of his  annuity. 
Uncharacteristically he was still angry about it several years later.125 
Lacking funds he was forced to return home in late 1694. Lee’s itinerary 
on this eventful journey included Vienna, prague, Dresden, Leipzig, 
halle, Berlin, hanover and Leiden.126 as we shall see, certain connections 
he made during these travels prepared the way for the subsequent spread 
of philadelphian principles.
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On reaching Leiden and in the process of making preparations to sail 
to england, Lee met with some learned men ‘at different stages’ during 
the remainder of his time in the Dutch republic.127 they were keen to 
read Lead’s writings. two were ‘perfect strangers’: Dr William Scott 
or Schott physician to George William, Duke of Zell,128 and a Dr B. at 
the hague.129 a third man was Benjamin Furly (1636–1714), Quaker 
merchant of rotterdam, who had a considerable reputation ‘both for 
learning and prudence’.130 Furly would be mentioned in philadelphian 
correspondence and when his library was auctioned in 1714 it contained 
two works by Lead in German translation—one of which was Himmlische 
Wolcke.131 Furly, moreover, was acquainted with the physician and future 
philadelphian John Coughen, who had deposited an almanac containing 
a prophecy of Charles II’s death by poison at Furly’s house.132 eager 
to receive a transcript of Lead’s writings, Furly recommended that on 
arriving in england Lee visit Lead. perhaps because he had seen a copy 
of Enochian Walks, which supplied Lead’s address, Furly knew where she 
lived and so gave Lee directions. accordingly, soon after returning home 
Lee made an appointment to see Lead at Lady Mico’s almshouses.133 he 
was accompanied by two young foreign students of divinity, for whom the 
multi-lingual Lee acted as interpreter. One was almost certainly heinrich 
Johann Deichmann of hanover, a future secretary of the philadelphian 
Society; the other quite likely a Mr Scheller.134
thereafter Lee began visiting Lead regularly and as their friendship grew 
so he was permitted to view her writings. For the most part these consisted 
of ‘loose papers, like the Sibylline leaves’, supplemented with pordage’s 
transcripts. Some Lee edited as a ‘little book’—probably The Laws of 
Paradise—which was afterwards translated into German by Dionysius 
andreas Freher (1649–1728), an immigrant from Nuremberg.135 
Disseminated by Loth Fischer the work had a mixed reception, with 
certain readers ‘edified’ but others critical of what they perceived as 
Lead’s tendency towards advocating ‘a monastical or eremetical faith’. 
Further objections were soon raised against Lead’s books generally: they 
savoured of ‘popish enthusiasm’ and were ‘contrary to the spirit of the 
reformation’. as a nonjuror and devotee of Catholic mystics, notably 
his namesake St Francis de Sales, Lee was equally suspect. the upshot 
was that, as Lead’s editor, Lee became inextricably linked with her. With 
an increasing number of letters to deal with (forwarded from abroad by 
Fischer), Lead also came to depend upon Lee as her secretary and when 
she went blind towards the end of 1695 he became her amanuensis.136
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all the while Lee declined to fulfil the residency requirements of his 
Oxford fellowship. Consequently it was declared void about august 1695 
and his place at St John’s filled the following June. although an ‘unkind’ 
rumour spread that Lee had been expelled ‘either for Schism, or heterodox 
opinions’, the real reason was his refusal to take priest’s orders according to 
the founder’s statutes, and consequently the oath of allegiance to William 
III. Deprived of his fellowship on a matter of conscience and with meagre 
financial resources, this became a ‘remarkable time of trial’ for Lee. he 
was, however, now free to marry. having resisted a tempting proposal 
from a certain Lord’s daughter, Lee settled on someone ‘much inferior … 
in respect of person, Birth & Fortune’. this ‘serious, sober, virtuous 
Gentlewoman’ was Lead’s long-suffering widowed daughter Mrs Barbary 
Walton. Friends were surprised that so ‘thoughtful, Contemplative, & 
abstracted a scholar’ should ever wed. But having developed a spiritual 
friendship with Barbary, in whom he saw ‘a simplicity that was without 
guile’, Lead assured him that their union would be blessed. Nonetheless 
Lee remained uncertain how to proceed in what was for him a ‘great 
affair’, and so decided to await divine guidance.137
In the meantime, through von Knyphausen’s generosity Lead had 
vacated her ‘cell’ at Lady Mico’s almshouses and by the beginning of 
October 1695 had begun renting a ‘little house’ close to Lee’s lodging. 
Since Lee was probably then living with his brother William, a silk dyer in 
New George Street near Spitalfields, the property that Lead occupied was 
doubtless at hoxton Square in Shoreditch, where she can be placed from 
mid-July 1697 until her death. the annual rent was £16 and she also paid 
scot and lot, a rate that would have entitled Lead to vote in parliamentary 
elections had she been a male householder.138 at this house Jane, Barbary 
and Francis started ‘waiting upon God’, giving themselves up to ‘instant 
prayer and holy watchfulness’ for 40 days in the hope that they would be 
joined by fellow believers. Despite the misgivings of Lee’s friends and the 
opposition of his brother, who left ‘no stone unturned to break asunder 
this knot’, the 40-day wait continued. It culminated in Francis’s marriage 
to Barbary in the presence of their ‘spiritual friends’ on 12 November 
1695.139
the devotions of Lead’s family at hoxton evolved into daily private 
meetings at about 11 o’clock with a celebration of Christ’s resurrection 
every Sunday.140 yet with the exception of richard roach (1662–1730) 
almost no one joined them. Like Lee, roach was educated at Merchant 
taylors’ and subsequently St John’s, Oxford where he graduated Ba 
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and was elected to a fellowship before proceeding Ma in 1689 and BD 
in 1695.141 Unlike Lee, however, roach remained at Oxford after the 
Glorious revolution and evidently took the oath of allegiance since he 
retained his fellowship. he also subscribed to the thirty-Nine articles 
on being presented to the rectory of St augustine, hackney in March 
1690.142 By July 1695 roach was in communication with his former 
 colleague Lee, as well as with Lead, Bathurst and Deichmann.143 then 
after the 40-day wait and with her eyesight failing Lead dictated a letter to 
roach. Claiming that she had received visions from the Virgin Wisdom, 
whom she regarded as a divine oracle, Lead related how a stream of light 
emanating from the Virgin had entered roach and that he was anointed to 
be a priest in the Virgin’s orb. Lead, moreover, had been commanded to 
escort roach’s spirit to the ‘high court of the princely Majesty’ where his 
commission was confirmed with a new name: Onesimus. She concluded 
by referring to her two most recent treatises, Laws of Paradise and Eight 
Worlds, adding that in 1696 further proof would be given of the coming 
Virgin Wisdom’s day.144
Lead’s 1695 publications benefited from the lapse of the Licensing act 
on 3 May (which marked the end of pre-publication press censorship), and 
may have been financed by von Knyphausen. they were printed and sold 
by tace Sowle from an address near the Quaker meeting house in White-
hart- Court in Gracechurch Street. Like her father andrew, who had 
printed Lead’s Revelation of Revelations, tace specialised in printing for 
the Quakers and usually charged about £25 for 100 copies of a book.145 
Significantly, another work printed by Sowle that year was Unpremeditated 
thoughts of the knowledge of God. Written by a woman under the pseudonym 
Irena who styled herself a ‘Lover of truth and peace’, it can be confidently 
attributed to rebecca Critchlow. She became a correspondent of richard 
roach and would hold philadelphian meetings at her house in Baldwin’s 
Gardens (St andrew’s, holborn).146 One additional work by a future 
philadelphian needs to be mentioned here. this was A New Years-Gift, or 
a Token of Love (1693) by Mary Sterrell, which dealt with the theme of a 
year of jubilee in a manner reminiscent of anne Bathurst. Intriguingly the 
pair may have shared a common huguenot background.147
* * *
In March 1707 the correspondent of an Oxford antiquary wrote 
concerning Francis Lee’s anonymous translation of four books commonly 
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ascribed to thomas à Kempis which had recently appeared as the second 
volume of The Christian Pattern: or, the Imitation of Jesus Christ (1707). 
the letter-writer recalled that Lee had married the daughter of Jane Lead, 
‘famous for her pretended visions and revelations, and one of the first 
beginners of the enthusiastic sect of the philadelphians’. But he hoped 
that Lee had long since given up those ‘extravagant religious whimsies and 
fooleries’.148 Lee himself became extremely reticent about this episode in 
his life, refusing to fully answer his biographer’s questions on the subject. 
Instead he made an enigmatic remark: ‘there is a secret Idolatry in 
spiritual Friendship’. as we shall see, considering some of the allegations 
that were levelled against the philadelphians dignified silence was perhaps 
Lee’s best recourse. all the same, it is noteworthy that Lee was said to 
have retained particular philadelphian beliefs until the very end, notably 
some derived from Boehme and especially Origen—presumably on the 
doctrine of universal salvation.149
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Chapter 4
 I
at an unknown date Lead claimed she heard a voice emanating from ‘out 
of the throne of the Majesty on high’. It was subsequently published 
as A Message to the Philadelphian Society, whithersoever dispersed over the 
whole Earth (1696). this appeared together with ‘a Further Manifestation 
Concerning this Virgin philadelphian Church’, which had been received 
on 1 January 1696, and some clarification a few days later as to when 
‘such a prefect Virgin-Church should be consummated in the earth’.1 
philadelphia, meaning brotherly love in the original Greek, was the sixth 
of the seven churches in asia Minor to whom John sent a book containing 
his revelation (revelation 1:11, 3:7–13). these seven historical churches 
were understood by Lead as types. thus the first and eldest church was 
a prefiguration of the Church of england; the second foreshadowed a 
‘more refined Order’, presbyterianism; the third Independency; the fourth 
anabaptism; the fifth, the Fifth Monarchists; and the sixth most likely the 
Quakers. each of these churches had in turn been ‘refused’, ‘excluded’, 
‘dismissed’, ‘passed away’ and ‘disowned’. Consequently, they were now to 
be superseded by a visible church in which God himself would be manifest. 
Moreover, just as Christ had been born of a virgin mother, so another 
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virgin—identified as the woman clothed with the sun (revelation 12:1)—
would with her ‘pure Spirit’ and ‘bright Sun-like’ body ‘all impregnated 
with the holy Ghost’ bring forth her first-born: the philadelphian church. 
although this ‘real Mount Sion’ church was presently hidden, perhaps in 
the womb of the ‘Morning Sun’, the last ‘half time’ during which the 
‘Virgin-Spirit’ must remain concealed in the wilderness was drawing to a 
close (revelation 12:14).2
Lead’s Message to the Philadelphian Society was printed and sold by 
John Bradford from an address in Jewen Street near Crowder’s Well alley 
(Cripplegate ward). Bradford had been freed by Lead’s former printer 
andrew Sowle and then married Sowle’s eldest daughter, making him 
the brother-in-law of another of Lead’s former printers, tace Sowle. he 
was also a Quaker.3 Later that year Bradford printed another work by 
Lead: The Tree of Faith. Lead’s authorial reputation, however, had been 
damaged by an impostor ‘scandalously’ issuing things under her name. So 
to protect it notices were adjoined to these texts cataloguing her published 
works. these advertisements indicate that before 1697 Lead’s books were 
issued in quarto, octavo and duodecimo, with prices ranging from 6d. to 
1s.4 Baron Dodo von Knyphausen may have again financed publication. 
In addition, Dutch versions of Lead’s Heavenly Cloud and Revelation of 
Revelations were issued at amsterdam in 1696, as was a German translation 
of six collected works supplemented with Lead’s autobiography.
Clearly this flurry of publications served a purpose. Within england 
the intention was to warn and prepare prospective believers so as to 
become ‘true members of the Glorious Church of philadelphia’. Or to 
quote from richard roach’s poem ‘Solomon’s porch’, which heralded the 
‘philadelphian age’:
When the fair Virgin pilgrims Stage is done,
her travails ended, and her Garland won;
a temple-Glory of Living Stones to rise;
Whose Base shall fill the earth; whose head the Skies.5
this suggests a coordinated publicity campaign by Lead’s little band 
of supporters, who regarded her as especially favoured with a timely and 
‘most Wonderfull series of Manifestation & revelation’. hitherto the 
philadelphians’ precursor society had negotiated a path between secrecy 
and openness, combining private prayer meetings and selective circulation 
of members’ spiritual diaries through scribal publication with  public 
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preaching and print publication. But when in 1697 those clustered around 
Lead openly ‘engaged in ye publick testimony’ for the ‘Glorious Kingdom 
& reign of Christ wth his Saints in ye restoration of ye Universal Church 
& ye Great Sabbath of ye World’ the precursor society fractured. the 
minority, who were ‘animated to bear a publick testimony to ye World’, 
called themselves the philadelphian Society. the majority, however, 
disowned the philadelphian name, with some clandestine ‘waiters for ye 
kingdom’ even accusing the philadelphians of schism. roach would deny 
the charge by portraying the philadelphians’ ‘separation from ye Body of 
their Brethren’ as amicable.6
yet this rupture within the precursor society may explain why anne 
Bathurst’s spiritual diaries remained in manuscript whereas every scrap 
that could be found by Lead was printed. Contrary to roach’s claim that 
Bathurst’s writings were too ‘highly tinctur’d in the Seraphick Love for 
this rougher age to bear’ she may have sought privacy. Indeed, as Sarah 
apetrei points out in this volume, Bathurst felt compelled ‘to attend to 
my Inward teachings, and not to Look out after national Concerns, 
or the publick affairs of the world’.7 Lead on the other hand wanted 
to expose her visions and teachings to public view—and was given the 
opportunity to do so through a succession of mainly male patrons and 
 amanuenses. Consequently when the first instalment of Lead’s spiritual 
diaries appeared as A Fountain of Gardens together with Francis Lee’s 
lengthy editorial preface dated 1 January 1697 Lead became synonymous 
with the philadelphian Society. Lee and roach, on the other hand, 
remained guarded: their printed contributions appeared anonymously or 
pseudonymously under the names timotheus and Onesimus respectively.8
according to the various versions of roach’s unpublished history of 
this small religious community, the philadelphians were not a ‘peculiar 
sect’ or party. rather, while the term was a particularly appropriate 
description of certain ‘Spiritual people’ in england, indeed of a blameless, 
weak community treated with contempt even by their fellow Christians, 
it signified more generally a belief in ‘ye Coming of Christ to his Glorious 
Kingdom’.9 Besides this strong millenarian aspect, philadelphian teaching 
emphasised the fulfilment of prophecies and full completion of divine 
promises—including the conversion of the Jews (usually regarded as 
‘antecedent to the coming of Christ’), as well as the ‘call of the Turks 
and other Infidels’;10 the ‘deeply Mystical Work of the Regeneration and 
Ascension of Souls’;11 primitive Christianity as practised by the apostles;12 
peace, love and protestant church unity;13 the reformation of Manners;14 
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charity;15 and the ‘absolute necessity’ of private and public revelation, 
which superseded insufficient human learning, and on which subject Lee 
had written a very large but unfinished manuscript treatise.16
Comparing them with the essenes who were best prepared among the 
Jews to receive Christ’s message because they were more conversant with 
the mysteries of religion, roach traced the philadelphians’ origin to the 
spiritual community centred around John pordage and his wife Mary at 
Bradfield, Berkshire (mentioned in Chap. 3).17 We have seen that from 
autumn 1695 a private week-day prayer meeting was initiated at Lead’s 
rented property in hoxton Square. It is unclear if the hoxton gathering 
pre-dated what roach called the ‘long rooted & Mother meeting’ of 
the philadelphians at Baldwin’s Gardens in St andrew’s, holborn. all the 
same, he indicated that the Baldwin’s Gardens meeting was held at Mrs 
Bathurst’s on Sundays for the ‘General resort of those who were of this 
way’.18 at some point Mrs Bathurst combined with Mrs Joanna Oxenbridge 
(fl.1687–fl.1704). She was the widow of Clement Oxenbridge, who had 
managed the post Office during the protectorate and had also been an 
associate of the conspirator John Wildman. Since Mrs Oxenbridge’s 
husband had impoverished himself by investing over £5,000 in an attempt 
to improve the post Office she was compelled to petition the treasury for 
an annual pension of £60 to provide for her five children. to this would be 
added a £20 bequest from Mrs Bathurst.19 Both women were said to have 
received ‘great & wonderful experiences’ and roach considered them two 
of the ‘principle persons in carrying on ye Spiritual work’.20
about the end of March 1697 there appeared the first volume of 
Theosophical Transactions by the Philadelphian Society. edited by Lee 
and roach, this short-lived journal consisted of ‘conferences, letters, 
dissertations, inquiries’ and the like for the advancement of ‘piety & Divine 
philosophy’.21 While its title partly recalled the royal Society’s Philosophical 
Transactions, the sub-title ‘acta philadelphica’ suggests a parallel with the 
acts of the apostles.22 yet its publication caused a stir resulting in the 
Baldwin’s Gardens meeting becoming overcrowded as ‘so many flocked’ 
there.23 this necessitated moving to a larger place, namely hungerford 
Market. Situated near Charing Cross between the Strand and the thames, 
this was also the site of a French church.24 their first meeting was held 
there on Sunday, 18 July 1697. It was attended by Lead and her family 
as well as by Caleb Gilman (1670–fl.1708), who noted the fact in the fly-
leaf to his copy of Boehme’s Aurora.25 evidently the philadelphians hoped 
to attract a large gathering to the hungerford meeting since they  publicised 
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it through the circulation of an announcement. among the variety of 
curiosity seekers and scoffers who attended was the former Baptist turned 
Quaker richard Claridge, who recorded his impressions of a meeting 
held on Sunday afternoon, 15 august 1697. Claridge noted that when he 
entered the men’s hats were off and that an unnamed man was preaching 
in a ‘very careless and lazy posture’. this preacher declared on several 
occasions that:
God had in this latter day committed to and entrusted them with a more 
peculiar dispensation of the Spirit, though a small remnant of poor despised 
people, than any professors of Christianity had been, or were under, since 
the apostles’ days.
another speaker was a woman called Cresilla, who to Claridge’s 
annoyance was fashionably dressed. She talked much of ‘the spiritual 
flesh and blood of Christ, pretending it was a great mystery’. Moreover, 
Claridge observed that:
they held universal redemption, pretended to a special dispensation of the 
Spirit, were against water-baptism, and outward breaking of bread; but were 
for justification by Christ’s imputed righteousness; and that though the guilt 
of sin was taken away in believers, and the power and dominion of sin much 
subdued, yet corruptions and imperfections remained during life.26
the hungerford meeting endured about six months subjected to on 
the one hand ‘great Opposition’ and violence from the ‘rude multitude’, 
and on the other increasing internal divisions that eventually tore it apart. 
Beforehand, however, Lead and her family had absented themselves on 
the pretext that it was ‘inconvenient’ to travel such a ‘great distance’ 
from hoxton.27 Instead they obtained licence to gather at Westmoreland 
house, near Bartholomew Close (St Bartholomew the Great); a site 
formerly occupied by a presbyterian congregation. One Sunday, probably 
29 august 1697, a ‘very great concourse of people’ came. among them 
were some boys and ‘rude fellows’ who caused trouble, yet there was also a 
‘sober sort of company very attentive and inquisitive’. they outnumbered 
the philadelphians, who could be counted on one hand: Lead, Francis 
and Barbary Lee, a woman using the pseudonym hephzibah (possibly 
Mary Sterrell), and ‘the good honest man’ (perhaps heinrich Johann 
Deichmann).28 although the audience at Westmoreland house was said 
to have been ‘more favourable & civilized’ the volume of  disturbances 
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gradually increased. So Lead’s group was driven to relocate, firstly to 
twisters alley near Bunhill Fields (St Giles-without-Cripplegate); then 
after a ‘considerable time’ to Loriners’ hall (which stood on the corner 
of aldermanbury postern and London Wall, facing the north end of 
Basinghall Street), and finally—sometime after easter Sunday 1699—
back to hoxton.29 again, it is noteworthy that Loriners’ hall was an 
established venue for nonconformist preaching. It was used, for example, 
by a particular Baptist congregation in 1699 and subsequently by an 
Independent congregation in 1704.30
to recap, the philadelphian Society emerged openly at a particular 
moment: after the revocation of the edict of nantes (1685), the Glorious 
revolution (1688–89), the toleration act (1689), and the lapse of 
the Licensing act (1695). the protestant prince of Orange become 
William III of england had defeated the Catholic James II in Ireland and 
suppressed Jacobite risings in Scotland, while the nine years’ War (1688–
97), which pitted a coalition lead by William known as the Grand alliance 
against the territorial ambitions of Louis XIV, was shortly to be concluded 
with the treaty of rijswijk. More broadly, this period has been viewed by 
some scholars as the beginning of an english enlightenment, a so-called 
‘age of reason’ brought into being by certain interconnected factors. 
among them was the formal creation of a royal Society, a body populated 
by experimental scientists who attempted to achieve public respectability 
through their apparent scepticism, empiricism, affected disinterest and 
use of non-sectarian language. Isaac newton’s Principia Mathematica 
had been published in 1687 forcing open-minded readers capable of 
understanding its contents to reconsider their views of the universe. added 
to this was the contribution of Baruch Spinoza and his followers who, 
if Jonathan Israel is to be believed, provided the intellectual backbone 
of the european radical enlightenment. another disputed strand of 
enlightenment rationalism was anti-trinitarian thought, which arguably 
contributed to the gradual development of an alternative reasonable form 
of protestantism through its hostility to papal authority, Catholic dogma 
and superstition against a backdrop of growing anticlericalism and interest 
in the historical Jesus. Stripped of its mystery this naked Christianity 
meshed with an acceptance of the cessation of miracles while dismissing 
the pretensions of those tarnished with the brush of enthusiasm.
at first glance the philadelphians do not fit comfortably within this 
framework. Indeed, their belief in the continued communication of higher 
knowledge through visions and revelations, apocalyptic  expectations, 
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privileging of individual religious experiences, engagement with prophecy, 
theosophy and mysticism, not to mention their reverence for female figures 
and secret heterodox rituals (of which more shortly), collectively positions 
them as an alternative to some scholarly conceptions of the enlightenment. 
yet it simultaneously situates them at the heart of what Clarke Garret 
dubbed the Mystical enlightenment.31 this is not a paradox given how 
elastic and comprehensive our understanding of the enlightenment has 
become.
another context was the proliferation of religious societies. roach’s 
associate the educator Charles Bridges estimated that there were about 
50 in London. these were mainly concerned with eradicating ‘vice and 
debauchery’, with some also instrumental in founding free schools for 
poor children. Significantly, the establishment of these Charity Schools 
fostered links with likeminded pietists at halle—a university Lee had 
visited on his travels. Indeed, Lee would anonymously translate and 
probably provide the preface to the english version of Pietas Hallensis 
(1705), an account of an orphanage and other charitable institutions in 
Saxony by the educator and social reformer august hermann Francke 
(1663–1727).32 accordingly the philadelphian Society was preceded by 
the Society for the reformation of Manners (1690), but anticipated the 
Societies for promoting Christian Knowledge (1698) and for propagation 
of the Gospel in Foreign parts (1701). at least one philadelphian had 
also been inspired by the religious society for young men initiated by the 
palatinate-born Church of england clergyman anthony horneck (1641–
1697), who had drawn up strict rules for their conduct.33 this was John 
Coughen (encountered in Chap. 3), who had been close to horneck and 
actively perpetuated his legacy—as roach later reported when recounting 
the philadelphians’ origins to Francke.34
then there is 1697. the year had been carefully selected since it was 
based on the extensive apocalyptic exegesis of two biblical commentators 
that can be connected with the philadelphians—thomas Beverley 
(d.1702) and edward Waple (1647–1712). an Independent minister 
and prolific author, Beverley had predicted that, in Warren Johnston’s 
words, ‘the fall of the beast, the resurrection of the two witnesses, and the 
advent of Christ’s millennial kingdom on earth would all begin in 1697’.35 
Specifically, Beverley envisaged philadelphia as partly arising out of a 
combination of protestant sufferings in France, and an undefiled remnant 
of protestant churches. this would lead to a settlement ‘upon the pure Laws 
and Ordinances of Christ’: the ‘Philadelphian state’.36 the appointed time 
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of ‘Christ’s coming to judge the world’ was Monday, 23 august 1697 and 
it is no coincidence that on that very day the philadelphian Society finalised 
their constitutions at Westmoreland house.37 although Beverley was forced 
to issue a public apology when his prophecy failed, roach recalled that 
Beverley had sought out and conferred with the Society when they openly 
declared and warned the world of the coming ‘Kingdom of Christ’.38 and 
while it is difficult to determine the extent of this collaboration, it should 
be noted that through their network of international correspondents the 
philadelphians facilitated the publication of several of Beverley’s treatises 
in German translation at Frankfurt.39
Similarly, in his annotations on each chapter of revelation, Waple 
predicted that about 1697 there would be ‘some more than ordinary 
appearance’ of the ‘Philadelphian State’. he too incorporated recent events 
such as the revocation of the edict of nantes and the capture of Savoy by 
a Waldensian force in 1690 within his apocalyptic chronology, reckoning 
that 1697 would mark both the end of ‘the Beasts Months’ and the ‘Days 
of the Witnesses’ (revelation 11:3).40 Waple was archdeacon of taunton 
and vicar of St Sepulchre’s, a church standing at the eastern end of Snow 
hill, London. Like his friend Lee, he had been educated at Merchant 
taylor’s school and St John’s, Oxford. Lee considered him an expert on 
ancient Christianity possessed of ‘a very slow & examining genius’ who 
shunned the limelight.41 Waple would name Lee in his will together with 
the engraver Dionysius andreas Freher, to whom Waple bequeathed the 
care of his manuscripts and his ‘annotations on the revelations’.42 Waple 
and Freher also shared an ardent interest in mystical theology, particularly 
Boehme.43 Freher for his part would serve as one of the conduits between 
the english and German philadelphians.44
 II
Just as Lead’s autobiography of 1696 had been crafted to reassure readers of 
her respectability, so Lee and roach were the principle movers in fashioning 
an image of irenic conformity and social standing for the philadelphians at 
large. thus roach portrayed a meeting of the philadelphians’ precursor 
society headed by Joseph Sabberton (noted in Chap. 3) as an ‘eminent’ 
assembly frequented by ‘Gentry and persons of Quality’, including a number 
of women.45 Similarly, just as pordage had written ‘against the errors of 
the Quakers’—notably their refusal to accept the sacrament of baptism, 
receive communion and be married in church—so philadelphians  likewise 
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stressed how they differed from Quakers.46 Denying that they were a new 
sect or faction, they did not challenge the authenticity of the Bible and 
outwardly conformed by hearing the word preached in protestant churches. 
In addition, they acknowledged the authority of civil government and did 
not have a reputation for disturbing church services. they were ‘not for 
turning the World upside down’ as some had misrepresented them. nor were 
they ‘so silly as to place religion in Thouing and Theeing, in keeping on 
their hats’.47
hostile observers, however, readily compared philadelphians with 
Quakers. One thought them derived from the ‘same Enthusiastical 
Stock’ and so alike as to be almost indistinguishable, noting that some 
Quakers attended philadelphian meetings. another complained that the 
philadelphians were but:
a young Sprout from the Quakers, as very much resembling them in 
many particulars; for they have no Ministers, no Sacraments, no rule of 
Faith. Men and Women preach indifferently, and rave extravagantly, being 
very ignorant, and accordingly uttering whatsoever occurs next to their 
enthusiastick Imaginations.48
a huguenot traveller and subsequent supporter of the French prophets 
was more sympathetic, observing that this lately sprung sect of ‘Mystical 
theologists’ were popularly classed as Quakers, and ‘not without reason’, 
although their recently published and ‘very obscure’ writings suggested 
a different conclusion.49 nonetheless, this was a minority view. More 
commonly the comparison was extended as in an attack on the ‘delusions and 
errors’ of antoinette Bourignon and ‘all other enthusiastical Impostures’, 
whose author insisted that english Quakers and philadelphians were ‘of 
the same kidney’ as foreign Quietists and pietists, with all standing ‘upon 
the same foundation’.50 Indeed, some polemicists even incorporated the 
philadelphians within a catalogue of ‘Innumerable Sects’ reminiscent 
of thomas edwards’s Gangraena: Socinians, anabaptists, Quakers, 
Muggletonians, antinomians, Seekers and Familists.51
While the ‘little Company’ that made up the philadelphian Society was 
understandably concerned with how contemporaries perceived them—
particularly through the circulation of printed statements portraying 
them as a peaceable, reputable non-sectarian body—their public identity 
conceals some affinity with the Quakers.52 although Lead intimated and 
roach stated that the philadelphians had superseded the Quakers, they 
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used the same printers.53 Moreover, Lee was a nonjuror (Quakers did 
not swear oaths) and he openly acknowledged that while philadelphians 
differed from Quakers ‘as to their external habits, or Customs’, they 
agreed with them as to the ‘Internal Principle of a Light within’—at least 
when this ‘Divine principle’ was correctly explained. nor in a spirit of 
accommodation did he assert the validity of baptism in general or of infants 
in particular. as for communion, Lee hinted that the philadelphians had 
a great deal to say about spiritually eating Christ’s flesh and drinking his 
blood which could not be declared to non-initiates.54 he had every reason 
to be evasive.
Unbeknownst to the philadelphians, their extensive transnational 
correspondence was being intercepted, transcribed and—when necessary—
translated by the archbishop of Canterbury’s agents from at least June 
1697. among other things, these letters reveal the existence of a heterodox 
ritual known as the Love Feast. there were different ways of celebrating 
this feast, but essentially it was a variation of communion using a mixture 
of bread and wine. the practise appears to have originated with Dr Johann 
Salomon hattenbach (1650–1699), a physician who held conventicles at 
his home in Lübeck and who had introduced the ceremony to certain 
pietists.55 Besides being a correspondent of august hermann Francke, 
hattenbach was referred to as a ‘high elder of ye Love’, an appellation 
which brings to mind the Family of Love. this nicodemite religious 
group was represented by polemicists as a mystical sect who believed in 
an immanent Christ and perfectibility on earth. the philadelphians were 
occasionally confused with them.56 and perhaps not without reason for like 
the Familists and pordage’s community, the philadelphians adopted new 
spiritual names including archippus, Barak, Cyrus, epenetus, eulychus, 
Gideon (Loth Fischer), hephzibah (Mary Sterrell?), Jael, Lydia (Barbary 
Lee neé Lead), Matthias, Onesimus (richard roach), Silas, timotheus 
(Francis Lee), and tychius (one Weinich). Doubtless secrecy was also 
important. as Lee warned roach in august 1697; ‘pray be exceeding 
cautious in your conversation, for I am to suspect that something may 
have come to the archbishops ears from some friends not fully establish’d 
with you. the spies are many, and of serious kinds’.57
additional correspondence indicates that the philadelphians associated 
with some notorious figures. among them was the well-travelled Dr 
Kortholt or Karthold, possibly the ‘K’ referred to by Johann Georg 
Gichtel and discussed in Lucinda Martin’s chapter. this ‘instrument 
of Belial’ reportedly stabbed the son of Quirinus Kuhlmann’s  associate 
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Dr  hollgraffen before fleeing to Lübeck. Besides acquaintanceship 
with the Duke of Zell’s physician Dr William Schott and attempting to 
 manufacture an alchemical medicine for the prolongation of life, Kortholt 
was allegedly inclined to debauchery and polygamy. yet he seems never 
to have progressed beyond bigamy. the woman he took up with was 
an alchemist who claimed to be Charles II’s illegitimate daughter. as 
for Lead, Kortholt declared in a letter probably addressed to Dodo von 
Knyphausen that he thought her ‘simple’. Indeed, having spoken to her 
in London, Kortholt judged Lead’s pronouncements to be ‘but words’, 
adding that most of what was published under Lead’s name was ‘set down 
by others’. For good measure Kortholt claimed some of his own things 
were ‘intermixed’ in the philadelphians’ Theosophical Transactions.58
then there was the most damaging of all allegations namely that like 
Kuhlmann before her, Lead envisaged herself as the grandparent of a 
new Christ. Spread by Friedrich Breckling it caught the attention of a 
Behmenist named Dr Schmidberger who about august 1697 wrote from 
the hague to Gichtel at amsterdam:
I must communicate to you, that besides that Sect, which according to 
the pretension or rather pretence of Dr Schotten [William Schott], does 
wait upon the Incarnation of the Father, yet another in england under 
the Direction of Jane Lead breaks out which have published their acta 
philadelphensia … wherein the son-in-law of Jane Lead, Ly [Francis Lee], 
& an english man, as also some Dutch men, do collabour, as a studiosus 
Deuchman [heinrich Johann Deichmann], and one Frecher [Dionysius 
andreas Freher], which besides & above that they, according to their 
pretence, Jane Lead do beleive to be the apocalyptical woman apoc. 12 as 
is to be seen in the last tractax of her, called the Fountain of Gardens or 
Diarium, yet doe averre that among them/: from out the Daughter of Lead 
:/shall be brought forth a new Christus, who is to be a partaker both of 
the celestial & terrestrial nature even as Quirin Kuhlman, because he did 
converse with these men and women, did appropriate upon him before this 
time, that he, as Christ was the son of the Father, so he Christi, of the Son, 
& of his Kingdom should be, & sit down between the Father.59
the ‘apocalyptical woman’ was the woman clothed with the sun 
(revelation 12:1). Moreover, Breckling noted that the philadelphians had 
excitedly published an account in the first number of their Theosophical 
Transactions (March 1697) concerning the birth of a new Christ to 
humble parents living at Guttenberg, a town near Bayreuth in northern 
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Bavaria.60 But just as Mrs Bathurst’s daughter-in-law had conceived 
a daughter (see Chap. 3), so Lead’s daughter Barbary gave birth to a 
daughter on Whitsunday, 23 May 1697 who was baptized Deborah 
Jemima on trinity Sunday.61
although space precludes further discussion of philadelphian networks 
and beliefs it should be emphasised that while they were maligned as 
enthusiasts they were not the victims of religious persecution. On the 
contrary, having offered a public apology for his involvement with the 
philadelphian Society to the archbishop of Canterbury, bishops and 
clergymen of the Church of england on 23 august 1697 roach was 
merely required to respond to five written queries. among them was the 
question whether the ‘revelation to which Mrs Jane Lead pretends in her 
first & second Volume of ye Fountain of Gardens be true?’ In addition, 
roach was asked how he could minister publicly to his congregation at 
St augustine, hackney while simultaneously ministering privately with 
women preachers.62 roach responded at length in november 1697 and 
though he was subsequently expelled from his fellowship at St John’s, 
Oxford in March 1698—ostensibly for non-residence but more likely for 
frequenting conventicles—he remained rector of hackney until his death.63
* * *
the philadelphians remained in public view for six years. On Sunday, 
13 June 1703 they issued a protestation at hoxton against the:
Degeneracy & apostacy of ye Christian Churches from their first Love, 
ag[ains]t yt Spirit of Faction & party, ag[ains]t ye Formality supineness & 
deadness of this Sardian age & Spirit in wch ye outward Churches stand.
Sardis was the fifth of the seven churches enumerated in revelation 
1:11 and the ‘Deadness and Coldness’ of the Sardian age was believed to 
precede the philadelphian. having fulfilled the ‘Days of their Testimony 
in Ashes’ and having long endured the ‘Contradiction of Sinners’ the 
philadelphian Society thus retreated from the world. Likening each of 
the six years of their open existence to a day of the Lord they accordingly 
welcomed their seventh year as a Sabbath of rest. Following the conclusion 
of their ‘First Ministration and Testimony’ the philadelphians consoled 
themselves with scriptural precedents.64 But consolation was offset by 
knowledge of their failure: there had been few living stones, no temple of 
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wisdom, no angelic trumpet heralding the everlasting gospel, no universal 
jubilee, no blessed millennium when ‘Divine SOphIa’ would sing the 
praise of ‘Great and powerful CyrUS’.65 Quite the opposite, and almost 
immediately satirists exulted:
Good English Folk, come shake both Sides and head;
For after all her Vaunt poor Philly’s Dead.
Who in this nation made such a fearful riot,
Folks could not eat and drink their common Dyet,
nor play, nor fight, nor go to Church at quiet.
Whose notions soard above the starry Sky-Balls,
Beyond the reach of dim, and clearer eye-Balls.
Icarus like she flew to near the flame,
Melted her waxen wings, and down she came.66
 III
Jane Lead died at hoxton between 5 and 6 o’clock on tuesday, 8 august 
1704 aged 80, possibly of stomach cancer. She was interred three days 
later on 11 august in the nonconformist burial ground at Bunhill Fields, 
the site chosen at her own request so that she might be laid to rest near 
several of her spiritual friends. richard roach, who attempted to succeed 
her as leader of the philadelphians, preached the funeral sermon between 
9 and 10 o’clock in the evening, taking 2 Corinthians 5:1–10 as his text. 
evidently the notion of the tabernacle of Lead’s earthly body dissolving 
while her soul ascended to occupy a divinely built house in the heavens 
was an appealing one. this motif was reaffirmed in Lead’s tombstone, 
which consisted of a cross on top flanked by an alpha and an omega, with 
a skull below adorned with a crown of glory (1 peter 5:4). her epitaph 
read, ‘1704. exuvias Carnis hic deposuit Venerabilis ancilla Domini Jane 
LeaD, anno peregrinationis suæ LXXXI’ (‘Here lies the shed outward 
garment of the flesh of the Venerable Handmaid of the Lord, Jane Lead, in 
the year of her pilgrimage, 81’).67
thereafter Lead’s body, which she had compared to a ‘heap of nasty 
rubbish’, continued to decompose.68 Or as Francis Lee put it in an 
elegiac letter of September 1704 to an unknown aristocrat (probably the 
widowed Baroness von Knyphausen); ‘It having pleased the Infinite Good 
to call up his dear and faithful handmaid … by loosing the bonds of her 
mortal flesh … thereby delivering her from all the evils and calamities’ 
endured during her ‘long exile from the land of her eternal nativity’.69 
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Lead’s  spiritual form, however, reportedly had an afterlife, appearing 
in accounts of visions granted to several followers. the most vivid was 
that recounted by one hannah, later identified as Johanna halberts of 
Utrecht.70 this woman had borrowed and read a book containing Lead’s 
two earliest publications, Heavenly Cloud and Revelation of Revelations; 
though whether in German translation by Loth Fischer of Utrecht (with 
whose daughter halberts was acquainted), or a Dutch version is unclear. 
Despite being warned that Lead’s speculative writings were nothing but 
the dreams of an old english woman, halberts was so awed by them that 
she wondered there was yet such a person living in the world. eventually 
an inner voice told her she would see Lead. On 19 august 1704 according 
to the Julian calendar, halberts disclosed to a certain woman that she had 
had a premonition of Lead’s death. this had supposedly been revealed to 
her in a ‘wonderful vision’ during a dream on the night of 3–4 august, five 
days before Lead’s demise:
I beheld a Matron sitting, to my appearance very pious and modest of a 
grave deportment and civil look. She was pretty well in age, not very tall … 
but lusty and fatt. She was of a pale dead colour, and cloathed … with a 
black vestment, like a rain-Cloath from the top of her head to the Feet; 
the cloath being a vail of black silk, as if she was in mourning.71
to her great surprise underneath this garment Lead was entirely naked. 
Overcoming her abhorrence of indecency, halberts timidly approached 
so as to observe what was upon Lead’s heart. Casting her eyes on Lead’s 
exposed breast she saw Christ crucified hanging on the cross, with the 
Blessed Virgin Mary on one side and Christ’s disciple John on the other. 
On closer examination halberts perceived blue swollen veins and that 
Jesus together with his two companions were alive, ‘not painted or 
imprinted’ upon Lead’s bosom. Marvelling at this vision she folded her 
hands and lifted her heart up to God in worship. She then began to 
pray in earnest at which Lead opened her eyes and turned to speak—
but remained silent.72 halberts’s account of a flabby elderly woman of 
moderate stature accords with other descriptions of Lead except for the 
omission that she was then also blind. Moreover, during her terminal 
illness Lead had assured her followers that her agonies would not surpass 
Christ’s suffering on the cross. here, as Sarah apetrei has suggested, in 
‘her final sublime indignity, the passion was literally subsisting in Jane 
Lead’s flesh’.73
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Other visions followed. One to Francis Lee and his wife Barbary, in 
which Lead encouraged them to wait upon God patiently; one to Mrs 
Joanna Oxenbridge; and one to richard roach to whom, after ‘a sudden 
lightning flash as it were of Divine power’, Lead appeared in spirit 
‘descending from ye heavens’. In an early self-serving draft of his ‘account 
of the rise and progress of the philadelphian Society’ roach claimed he had 
witnessed a ‘small Globe beginning to descend from ye highest region’ 
and that he heard the words ‘the Still eternity displays it Self ’ (the ‘Still 
Eternity’ was envisaged by Lead as the beginning and highest of the eight 
worlds allotted to human souls). thereupon the ‘holy power and Sacred 
Union’ opened roach’s understanding as the ‘mantle of that great Saint’ 
Lead fell upon him.74
these visions had a two-fold purpose. First, they sustained the devotion 
of believers by attesting to Lead’s sanctity, comforting them with the 
knowledge that with the ‘pangs of death’ her ‘astonishing’ and prolonged 
suffering was finally at an end as her spirit transcended what she called her 
great burden: the ‘old stitched’ coat of her fleshy prison.75 as a correspondent 
of roach’s consoled, she was ‘a woman of ye cross, & acquainted with 
sorrows’. In other circumstances the ‘loss of so great a person’ might 
have been ‘very considerable’. yet Lead’s demise, together with that of 
anne Bathurst, another ‘eminent pillar’ of the philadelphian Society, could 
presage the ‘near approach of a wonderful resurrection’. Indeed, just as 
Isaac was not blessed by God until abraham’s death (Genesis 25:11), so the 
passing of the ‘first generation’ presented an opportunity for their successor 
to renew their millenarian mission with greater vigour and usher in an age 
of peace.76 Second, roach invoked Lead’s authority as a prophetic figure 
highly favoured with the ‘Virgin Wisdom of God’, as a notable example of 
the ‘Female Embassy’ sent to prepare the way for the recovery of paradise on 
earth, to bolster his claims to leadership of the philadelphians.77
* * *
What happens to a small religious group on the death of a central 
charismatic figure is a well-worn question. Disappointment as prophecies 
come to naught, falling away from the faith, leadership struggles, schism, 
new personalities and fresh predictions, promoting certain doctrines at 
the expense of others—including adapting and usually softening the 
original message to suit changed political and religious contexts, as well as 
 rewriting the movement’s history so as to give greater prominence to the 
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triumphant second generation of leaders are all occurrences familiar to 
students of the subject. We see all this in the philadelphians with the added 
peculiarity that so many of their guiding spiritual lights, so many readers 
and indeed authors of their texts, had been women. there would be a 
second incarnation, as the movement was reborn, reinvigorated by the 
arrival of the Camisards at London in 1706. as Lionel Laborie shows 
in this volume that too, however, would ultimately end with personality 
clashes, dissension, fragmentation, disappointment, ridicule and failure.
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Chapter 5
Saints should rejoice in nothing more, than to see a crucified Christ in one 
another.*
the historiography of puritanism has contained a puzzle for some time. 
While some historians would argue that it is not meaningful to speak 
of the existence of puritans (or their -ism) after, say, 1660, when the 
radical impetus of puritan revolution was supposedly brought to a halt, 
others would agree with John Spurr that there was an evolutionary but 
continuous tradition of radical protestantism.1 the continuity theory is 
one in which ‘the hotter sort’ of protestants of the elizabethan church 
did not disappear with the discontinuation of their name.2 Instead, they 
were succeeded by a late seventeenth-century network of individuals and 
sects who were keen to preach pure doctrine in their efforts to return 
the Christian faith to its primitive form and to continue to perform 
their godliness in public.3 In Spurr’s analysis the ‘good old cause’ of 
the religious civil wars survived both the exportation from england 
of the Calvinist-Bezan Westminster Confession and the expulsion of 
godly ministers from the english church in 1662.4 In this model, later 
english puritans—or,  dissenters and  after-dissenters from the anglican 
Church—shared certain key beliefs and practices. It has been argued, 
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for example, that protestant nonconformity had a distinct ecclesiology 
based on the doctrine of the invisible church and also that there was a 
continuity of evangelical identity expressed as spiritual witnessing and 
informal extemporaneous prayer practices.5 there are key questions to 
ask, then, about what ideas gave shape to puritan theology over time. 
this chapter aims to throw light on the origins and afterlife of the ideas of 
Jane Lead and to demonstrate by this means that the puritan continuity 
thesis can be upheld and even extended not only chronologically but 
also geopolitically.
 I
Jane Lead is remembered for three things. the first is that she was one of 
the main english exponents in print of Jacob Boehme (c. 1575–1624), 
the German mystic whose cosmological visions from 1600 led to the 
publication of several influential works, perhaps most notably The Way 
to Christ (1624).6 the second is her association with another english 
Behmenist, John pordage, whom she met in august 1673 or 1674 and 
whose household she subsequently joined.7 the third is that she formed, 
with anne Bathurst, Francis Lee and richard roach, the philadelphian 
Society in 1697. the Society, which gained financial backing from Baron 
Knyphausen, set up a spiritual community in lodgings in hoxton Square, 
though it also gathered in several other domestic and public spaces.8 Lee 
and roach believed equally with Lead and Bathurst in the effectual nature 
of feminine spiritual agency. Francis Lee, for example, argued that Christ 
had been born of woman to mediate between God and man after the 
ejection from paradise.9 the feminised spirituality of the philadelphians 
was not unique. In Germany Johanna eleanora petersen believed in the 
promises made by God to the daughters of eve in Genesis 3:15 and used 
this to make the chiliastic argument that all things would be restored in 
the last days.10 German pietism promoted female agency in private Bible 
study meetings which were based in small domestic congregations to bring 
to life the Spenerian idea of ‘little churches within the church’.11 Jane Lead 
and the philadelphians were, therefore, not just part of a longer english 
puritan tradition, they were also part of what Diarmaid MacCulloch has 
recently called the protestant reformation’s ‘spectrum of radicalisms’ 
across europe.12
the english radical protestant (or puritan) tradition from which Lead 
emerged was essentially Calvinist and, like all puritans, she was intensely 
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interested in personal salvation. During the 1640s her religious beliefs 
were shaped by hearing the sermons of tobias Crisp, among others, and 
it can be argued that she was radicalised by the wider spiritual revolution, 
as well as by dissemination of Boehme’s works by radical publishers 
and booksellers such as Giles Calvert.13 Lead shared the context of 
religious debate and heightened spiritual expectation with male radical 
co-religionists in overlapping social networks, and sermon and prayer 
groups.14 She also shared the context with a number of female prophets 
and visionaries, including eleanor Davies whose prophetic career gained 
new currency in the wake of the collapse of the english church. there was 
also a transatlantic dimension, the support of new england religious exiles 
being reflected in the prayers of thanksgiving and fasting amongst those 
saints who returned to old england to establish congregations in ‘the 
new england way’.15 religious experimentalism undermined the formal 
authority of the visible church and sacralized informal and domestic 
space. ariel hessayon has uncovered the remarkably complex network 
that gathered around John pordage and his Biblical Family between 1649 
and 1650. this included the female prophet, elizabeth poole, as well as 
abiezer Coppe, inspired author of A Fiery Flying Roll. pordage styled 
himself as abraham, the biblical patriarch; his wife, Mary, as Deborah, a 
mother of Israel. Lead inherited pordage’s abrahamic vision of an inward 
household offering salvation to Israel and it can be argued that it was this 
inward-seeking communitarian and associative behaviour that linked all 
radical protestant sects.16 even eleanor Davies attracted to her estate a 
group of Diggers, including Gerrard Winstanley who, in 1650, came to 
hear her preach in a barn that she was the spiritual incarnation of the high 
priest Melchizedek.17
there was a problem inherent in Calvinism—predestination was 
inescapable. alexandra Walsham has recently defined english puritanism 
as ‘an affective, evangelical piety rooted in an experimental application 
of the Calvinist doctrine of predestination’.18 experimentalism, of 
course, engendered a continuous search for truth and authority. Some 
radical protestants located both in the holy Scriptures, while others 
wished to transcend what MacCulloch has called ‘the noise of theological 
controversy’ to wait patiently for the silent workings of the holy Spirit.19 
Lead looked for inspiration and truth in the holy Spirit, though one of 
the features of her pastoral theology as it developed was that she retained 
the intellectual remnants of Calvinist predestination alongside ideas 
acquired from Boehme and pordage. her first work—The Heavenly Cloud 
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Now Breaking—was published in 1681, a few months before pordage’s 
death and while she was facilitating publication of his Theologia Mystica. 
pordage’s pastoral impulse had actually been to abandon predestination 
altogether: ‘here is no Election or Reprobation takes place amongst these 
Spirits, as being all of them the Sons of God’s Eternal Love’.20 however, 
Lead retained more than echoes of the doctrine of reprobation in her first 
works. ‘the spirit of Daniel came upon me’, she said, before prophesying 
that prince Michael would defeat the evil monarchy.21 this was very 
similar to eleanor Davies’s use of Daniel 7 in A Warning to the Dragon of 
1625, as well as some of Davies’s 1640s works in which she equated prince 
Michael not with Charles I but with James I, whose Calvinist credentials 
were rather more credible.22 Davies’s path to salvation lay along a linear 
chronology—‘the beginning of the Creation to the building of the new 
Jerusalem, the second comming of Messiah, it shall be seaven Weekes 
or Seaven Moneths’—and she quantified exactly the number of those 
saved (144,000), implying a finite number also for the damned.23 Lead, 
however, abandoned linear eschatological thinking in favour of a more 
spatial imagining of the last days. of the reprobate she spoke much more 
obliquely in The Heavenly Cloud than Davies had ever done. nevertheless 
the reprobate were there, hiding behind a pseudo-pelagianism which 
manifested itself as the saved taking the ‘Golden Stone’.24 at the end of The 
Heavenly Cloud Lead admitted that there was a sealed number who were 
saved and in this way she offered assurance of the glory that awaited the 
elect if they followed ‘the Love-harmony and Spirit of Faith’.25 however, 
she did also say that God’s ‘Divine ray’ would pass over the reprobate 
and, indeed, it would ‘glide away without making any impression’.26
Comparing Jane Lead with eleanor Davies—the only woman prophet to 
write more works (if not words) than her—is enlightening. together they 
exemplify the way in which shared Calvinist doctrinal roots could lead to 
seemingly different soteriological positions. although much has been made 
of Lead’s arrival at a doctrine of universal salvation, she sometimes buried 
the doctrine of election’s logical partner—reprobation—in a language that 
lent only a visual imagery to God’s judgement of the damned and she 
emphasised the operation of the holy Spirit rather than lingering over 
Daniel 7. Davies’s works, by contrast, always featured descriptions 
of the tortured fate of the damned and these were rooted in a legalistic 
Biblical exegesis. however, Davies was not averse to offering some hope 
(even to the reprobate) and her prophetic theology was actually intended 
to be pastoral. For example, Davies used the idea of Christ’s descent into 
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hell as a way of slipping in double covenant theology—a ‘first adam’ 
to ‘second adam’ translation of the law into God’s promise through 
Christ’s spilt blood. Covenant theology—very much around because 
of the Westminster Confession—offered, according to Davies in 1647, 
‘the mystery of the general redemption’.27 rather like Winstanley, who 
proposed ‘a heterodox marriage of universal redemption with particular 
election’, Davies spoke of a ‘common Salvation’, hidden in Christ’s 
retention of the keys to the mystery of death and hell.28 Lead’s pastoral 
theology relied on a fine distinction being made between redemption 
through Christ and salvation through Christ in order to maintain a tenuous 
link with the doctrine of predestination. For example, Lead also utilized 
the concept of the power of the keys in The Heavenly Cloud: ‘the prince 
of the new and everlasting Covenant’ would guide believers ‘through the 
passage-gate of Death’.29 the First adam/Second adam escape clause, 
then, used by both Lead and Davies, was a way of ameliorating the full 
impact of double predestination for pastoral purposes and only matters of 
presentation—legalism versus visual symbolism—created an appearance of 
totally different theological formulation.
If Lead’s theology drew, at least to some extent, on Calvinist covenant 
theology, where does this leave the appeal and influence of Boehme on her 
thought? Lead’s version of radical protestantism was arguably what nabil 
Matar once defined as a ‘doctrine of realised eschatology’.30 eschatological 
thinking of the exact (and exacting) kind promoted by eleanor Davies 
and others was found wanting by some religious visionaries as a form of 
practical divinity. after all, millenarian thinking could sew its own seeds of 
doubt. When Davies’s first prediction for the end of the temporal world 
came and went with the execution of William Laud in 1645, she needed 
to re-set the date to 1700. She was not the only one to do this—in 1711 
thomas Beverley’s The Grand Apocalyptic Question made a case post facto 
for the currency of his prediction that the world would end in 1697.31 By 
drawing on Boehme, Lead’s pragmatic eschatology could take the form of 
an elaborate vision of paradise, one that replaced the old chronologies with 
a more elastic and spatially (instead of temporally) imagined doctrine of 
salvation. nigel Smith has argued that the richness and density of Boehme’s 
visionary writing lent authenticity to his prophetic message and the same 
can be said of Lead’s writing which appropriated his theology in pastorally 
strategic ways.32 Lead could also divert attention away from reprobation 
by claiming to have personally seen and felt God’s promise of the union of 
the invisible church with Christ. the early foundations of this paradisical 
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theology can be seen in both of the works published during Lead’s initial, 
short-lived, writing career between 1681 and 1683. For example, in The 
Heavenly Cloud Lead vested salvation in ‘Christ’s ascension Ladder’. the 
ladder involved a two-way exchange that effectively removed the passivity 
inherent in the Calvinist doctrine of election: the elect ascended the ladder 
and the holy trinity descended to join in ‘the celebration of the Marriage 
with the Lamb’.33 God appeared as a ‘paradisical Body’ to meet and greet, 
in an actual, tangible sense, ‘those in whom I will be glorified … in one 
Spiritual Body at one table’.34
as all puritan theology was pastoral theology per se, this was rather 
more forgiving than some formulations, but the more evangelical end 
of the spectrum of radical protestantism did struggle to provide Biblical 
precedents. according to Daniel neal’s The History of the Puritans (1738) 
a crucial Biblical prophet was John the Baptist because he could be 
used extensively to demonstrate the value of suffering in the service of 
God.35 John’s message gave assurance of election because reprobates were 
oblivious to God and the Spirit of truth. this left believers free to think 
they were of the elect because they saw, heard and felt (even channelled) 
the holy Spirit. Lead retained the concept of the absoluteness of God’s 
sovereignty (with all that implied), but she stressed, for example, God’s 
mystery and his oneness with eternity. the promises of John ran like a 
thread through her works. The Heavenly Cloud led with John’s message of 
resurrection of and in Christ, inviting believers to prepare for ascension to 
heaven. the work embodied sin in flesh, but carnality was then potentially 
erased by transformation into spiritual flesh and the mystical spiritual death 
fused the fate of the elect with that of Christ. the elect experienced ‘a new 
Creation’ and became ‘the first springing plants of this new Creation’.36 
Christ, himself, Lead claimed, had experienced ‘a four-fold transmutation 
in his heavenly humanity’.37 the route to spiritual incarnation for humans 
consequently involved a four-step plan to regeneration, or a process of 
salvation that could be explained, rather than an arbitrary pre-ordained 
journey that ended—potentially at least—in eternal death. paternal 
elders were central to this narrative. they came ‘to full and perfect age’, 
implying that everyone could attain perfection as they emerged from 
their spiritual war and the ‘Sealing angels’ arrived ‘with Viols filled 
with the Love oil of the holy Ghost’.38 Some of Lead’s imagery was 
alchemical and linked to traditional and commonly held principles about 
the four humours and the transforming effects of distilled cures. In spiritual 
change effected through the body itself the mystical transformations 
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of Christ’s body at holy Communion were invoked. those saints who 
were already ‘ascended and Glorified’ would descend for the saints to 
follow and ‘th’ elected Seed shall all be then brought in, Christ then shall 
reign, and put an end to Sin’.39 the mystical union was brought about 
by love, that expression of God’s relationship with the elect. this vision, 
then, of the potential for universal salvation, strengthened by messages of 
God’s love, co-existed with an older Calvinism.
In The Heavenly Cloud Lead claimed that there would be ‘yet more 
wonder and hidden things, that have been under a Seal’ and that she 
would be able to reveal details of the ‘last age’ guiding the way to 
‘consummation’ of the mystical union.40 It was the classic pastoral 
hook, or the promise of more to come, as the Spirit transported the 
elect on a journey of ‘inward Spiritual Death, resurrection, ascension, 
and Glorification’.41 the second work, when it came—The Revelation 
of Revelations—similarly buried old doctrine behind and within the 
imagery of new ideas, but it drew on Boehme also to develop a highly 
feminised language of salvation by introducing the ‘Virgin Wisdom’ as 
‘Sophia’ for the first time, claiming that when the higher ‘priestly order’ 
arrived, ‘as to outward Sex, there shall be no distinction’.42 the imagined 
ecclesiology was the ‘true temple’ or invisible church of believers.43 the 
walls and liturgical contents of the invisible church were plain, even erased 
as a visible space, but the imaginative visual landscape of worship was 
cluttered. the ‘tabernacle Body’ was familial and domestic, a place where 
believers would ‘all come to be Kings in God’s house, and of his own 
Family’ awaiting Melchizedek and the ark of the Covenant.44 as will be 
seen, when Lead’s thinking developed, the powerful feminine paradigm 
of maternity and birth (as an antidote to death) emerged to dominate in 
some of her writing and helped to gender and feminise the narrative of 
seventeenth-century puritan religious radicalism.
 II
In 1694 Lead embarked upon her second writing career with The 
Enochian Walks with God. In The Enochian she called herself ‘a Spiritual-
traveller Whose Face towards Mount-Sion above was Set’.45 She told her 
readers that, like enoch, they too could walk with God. the language of 
reaching out to the elect suffused all of her works in the 1690s and the 
approach was pastorally effective among her followers. She spoke of the 
‘power of the everlasting Gospel’ and of her personal ‘Gift’ and ‘heavenly 
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power’ to set ‘the sure Foundation for both his [Christ’s] present and 
future appearance in the World’.46 her theology continued to combine 
Behmenist and paracelsian ideas with covenant theology. For example, 
The Tree of Faith of 1696 (which had a title modelled on the third part of 
Boehme’s The Treatise of the Incarnation) spoke of her vision of ‘the eagle-
Bird’ which nested to hatch a ‘great Wonder’ and included the concept of 
‘a pure bright attractive eye’ that would bring together those numbered 
to be in faith’s tree.47 apart from the obvious association of the light 
with God’s saving goodness, the idea of ‘the wonder eye of eternity’ was 
first expounded by Boehme in 1620 and had been repeated in pordage’s 
Theologia Mystica.48 In another passage of The Tree of Faith she spoke of 
‘the high and approving eye’ and, later, in The Ascent to the Mount of 
Vision, in 1699, she again beckoned believers to ‘turn thine eye into that 
Central Light’.49 the eye was everywhere, sometimes figured as ‘the Light 
orb’ from which ‘wonders’ flowed.50 In A Fountain of Gardens—her 
longest and most well-known work of 1696—she spoke of ‘the priestly 
and prophetical Kingdom upon the earth’ which would help believers to 
‘draw in any Light’.51 Lead appeared to include herself in this temporal 
priestly order: ‘I saw in vision, a bright round Ball, pourtraid [portrayed] 
like a Man’s Face, breaking through a Cloud, and immediately two Stars 
broke through after it, which were very bright and blazing’.52
Boehme’s other central belief—in the Virgin Wisdom—made its way as 
well into all of Lead’s texts of the 1690s. In The Ascent to the Mount of Vision 
and The Signs of the Times, which also came out in 1699, Lead enumerated 
and diarised millennial prophecies that were couched in a Behmenist topos. 
Signs of the Times was framed as a numerically ordered series of signs, 
sign XXVI being that ‘the tyde must turn, and the Satanical powers 
and Kingdom must give way to the Virgin with her Male-Birth’.53 the 
marriage and birth paradigm was proxy-human, sign XXVIII promising 
that ‘heaven-born Children’ would escape the temporal world to be 
‘instructed in all the divine arts in the royal Court of God their Father, 
and the new Jerusalem their true native Mother’.54 thus, Lead blurred 
the distinction between humanity and the son of God.55 The Ascent to the 
Mount of Vision announced that ‘the Woman Cloathed with the Sun’ will 
‘travail … bringing forth the Man-Child’ and God ‘[i]n swallowing up all 
into his eternal Virgin-Womb … brings forth distinct Figures in the Image 
of his own Glory’.56 the link between maternity and the doctrine of  election 
runs through other texts. In The Tree of Faith the doctrine of election 
was re-cast and feminised as ‘a new Birth-nature’ for ‘all the Children 
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of God by Faith in Christ Jesus, and so Born from the Virgin-Womb of 
the Jerusalem-Mother’.57 this formulation allowed Luther’s first pillar of 
salvation—faith—to peep through and hinted at the connection between 
maternity and salvation for all. A Revelation of the Everlasting Gospel 
Message of 1697 spoke similarly of ‘the eternal Womb’ that gave birth to 
those possessing the image of God or ‘angelical essence’.58 A Fountain 
of Gardens turned textual formulations into visual ones by paraphrasing 
revelation 12 and speaking of the woman bathed in light giving birth. In 
this way, Lead collapsed Biblical texts comfortably into Behmenist ideas 
expressing the notion of the Virgin Wisdom (Sophia) giving birth to the 
incarnate God in Christ.
Sylvia Bowerbank has argued that Lead’s first entry into the 1690s 
world of print with The Enochian was ‘pivotal … because she went 
beyond what had been revealed by Boehme to declare the doctrine 
of apocatastasis, the universal restoration of all creation to its original 
harmony’.59 however, if Lead shifted to a Creationist topos to escape the 
uncomfortable logic of double predestination, she also vested Christ’s 
efficacy in his role as ‘the second adam’.60 A Revelation of the Everlasting 
Gospel Message did speak of ‘the eternal womb’, but it also alluded to the 
need for God’s power to counter ‘the dark abyss’ and bring the saved 
from Lucifer into the light.61 thus, the fate of the damned continued 
to be referred to obliquely in her later works, just glimpsed occasionally 
through the opaque filters of her imaginative writing. For example, in 
The Tree of Faith she warned of a potential collective damnation at the 
day of judgement: ‘o england, england, understand the Day of thy 
Visitation … take care, o england, lest this Star do from thee glide 
away’.62 the metaphor she used to hide the doctrine of reprobation was 
the star over Bethlehem, which ‘calleth the ransomed ones from all 
nations, Languages and tribes to come to the Brightness of its rising’, 
but ‘Clouds of ignorant Suspicion’ over ‘the true heir of the new 
Jerusalem Mother’ could shut out the corrupt as the sand ran out of the 
‘Glass … now turn’d up’.63 the pastoral message lay in Lead’s millennial 
visionary encouragement of unity. In The Messenger of An Universal 
Peace in 1698 she offered readers the city of philadelphia and ‘the Unity 
of philadelphian Love’.64 ‘o england, england … a wonderful Morning-
Light is springing’, she said, though it was conditional upon joining ‘the 
new philadelphian temple’.65
It can be argued, then, that one of Lead’s key strategies for pastoral 
success was to embed the idea of promise through an expanded and re- 
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imagined covenant theology. A Revelation of the Gospel Message took as its 
didactic texts Jeremiah 33:9 and revelation 21:5 which, read together, 
offered considerable hope that God intended universal salvation. although 
Jeremiah was often used as a text of doom about Jerusalem’s ruination and 
the exile and judgement of the Jews, Lead chose its closing sections to 
proffer the message about God’s new Covenant. overturning the adamic 
covenant, the new promise wrote the law into the hearts of Jews and 
gentiles alike and Lead added in parenthesis on the title page ‘the whole 
race of the apostacy’.66 Judgement was tempered by revelation 21:5 
because of the Biblical promise ‘Behold I make all things new’.67 this 
hinted that exile and suffering would end and were not, in themselves, 
indicative of exclusion from the new Jerusalem. the central argument 
of A Revelation of the Gospel Message was that sin was not eternal, but 
removed for all through judgement from Christ’s ‘Mediatorial throne’.68 
the all, however, was a rather elastic and equivocal concept.
Understanding Lead—as with other evangelical protestants—is to 
understand that sin and its consequences were frighteningly ineluctable. 
the beauty of God’s covenants was that they could temper the implications 
of his overwhelming power. abraham’s covenant with God was alluded to 
repeatedly in Lead’s works. In The Tree of Faith she talked of ‘the Branches 
of faith, growing up from the root and stock of abraham’.69 her tree of 
faith was genealogical, like the Jesse tree, ‘from the very Day of our being 
born into it’.70 perhaps even more tellingly The Tree of Faith had appended 
to it The Ark of Faith and in this work she went beyond the usual Calvinist 
sliding scale of covenantal old testament doctrines of salvation—adamic, 
Mosaic, abrahamic—to the noahic covenant in which God gave assurances, 
literally, to all human beings. noah was, according to Lead, ‘heir of the 
righteousness which is by Faith’.71 through noah, the ‘Stumbling block 
even to those who call themselves the Children of abraham’, was removed.72 
the ark was built in the paradise of the Virgin Wisdom. In Ascent to the 
Mount of Vision she spoke of ‘healing in the elijah-Spirit, as a type fore-
runing [sic] Christ’ and she also pushed this work beyond the covenants 
of work and grace.73 She said the ‘first adam’ was given ‘prerogative’, 
but the second, or Christ, not only had vastly more power, he was not 
given it alone; instead it extended to all those who were ‘incorporated 
into his Life and nature’.74 the concept of the Spirit was essential to 
this doctrine: the laws ‘after the manner of the old Covenant, written in 
tables of Stone [Mosaic]’ came to an end with Christ ‘and so is become 
a fiery Law in the Spirit of Life [my emphasis], engraven upon the Mind 
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and the heart; there Springing and rising according to the pure dictate 
of the holy Spirit’.75
one of the most arresting features of Lead’s writing was her attempt 
to visualize—even to give a tangible visual form to—paradise and heaven, 
or those spaces where the elect would be brought to ‘a full and perfect 
redeemed State’ and where ‘Life doth lie’.76 In A Fountain of Gardens 
she gave a daily account of what she had seen. on 16 February 1676 she 
was ‘cast upon the Crystalline shore’ and told to wait because she could 
not pass through ‘his Borders and land peaceably’ in her state of ‘Mortal 
Sensitive Life’ ‘without commencing War’.77 She was called by ‘our new- 
Jerusalem Bride’ and ordered to dwell ‘by this pure Golden Shore’ ‘till 
times-number shall be fulfilled’ while ‘the earthly angry Sea, which 
foameth from the deep sense of a Quagmire Center’ crashed around 
in the ‘Strife and Mutiny’ that would be consumed by the ‘holy Fire’s 
Breath’.78 the whole spiritual journey could be seen by her readers and 
vicariously felt in this passage. transformation involved the senses: ‘this 
Sensation like the new Song, the new name, and the White Stone, they 
only who do experiment … are able to distinguish’.79 religion becomes 
an empirical science and change can be tasted and touched, in the way 
that a physician might scrutinize the body.80 after all, according to one 
seventeenth- century tract on the senses ‘a cleare sighted Soule’ began 
with ‘the Sense of Sinne’ and could hear edification because of ‘the Soule-
ravishing hopes of eternity’, smell ‘the sweet perfume of an undefiled 
conscience’ and taste ‘the apprehension of Gods mercy … by tasting how 
sweet hee [God] is’.81
the pastoral intent of Lead’s message was one shared by all puritan 
ministers. they hoped to offer the saints the secrets they needed to 
imagine their journey to paradise. Such secrets were designed to offer 
the saints assurance that they were close to God and were not of the 
reprobate. Dissenters claimed a witnessing function which came from 
their apocalyptic vision of standing together as the elect in the last days. 
the Quaker women of London, for example, described themselves as 
‘faithful Witnesses both to God and Man, in our own Gift of Grace, in 
which God hath and doth own us’.82 the idea of suffering was vital to this 
message. all of an evangelical faith spoke and wrote as if they were outsiders 
and people separated from the reprobate, their very exclusion being a sign 
of an inward knowledge of God. Samuel Willard’s The Child’s Portion of 
1683—an early Boston imprint that made its way quickly to London—
claimed that ‘the Children of God are so little regarded here in the 
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World … because the World knows not who they are … their glory for 
the present is within; outwardly they look like other men, they eat, drink, 
labour, converse in earthly imployments, as others do; the communion 
which they have with God in all of these, is a secret thing’.83 the secrets 
to salvation were the secrets withheld from the damned. Lead created a 
personalised dialogue of communion between the Saints above and the 
Saints below in which she spoke of the several gifts to the saints, such 
as the gift of revelation and the gift of vision. For Lead these were part 
of the inheritance from the ‘Glorious Virgin’ or ‘She of whom the Lord 
Christ was born in Flesh’.84 the key to Lead’s ecclesiology, then, was 
an invisible church of believers, or saints, that could be made visible by 
selected prophets—such as herself.
one further feature of Lead’s pastoral theology in the 1690s distinguished 
it from the panoply of late seventeenth-century puritan thought. this was 
the degree to which she imposed the feminine imaginary on the invisible 
church of the elect.85 Lead borrowed her imagery from Boehme and 
pordage, but edged even closer than either of them had done to vesting 
the potential for salvation in the feminine. Boehme had argued that the 
life of man, which ‘existeth in the Mothers womb’, was brought into ‘one 
Spirit with God’.86 articulating a similar maternal message pordage had 
said that ‘Spirits’ were fed and nourished by the ‘eternal Mother’ whose 
‘powers are the very Blood, Life and Spirit of Love’.87 In The Enochian 
Lead told her readers that the way to walk like enoch was under the 
auspices of the ‘eternal Virgin … our supernatural Mother’ who was 
responsible for overcoming the lapsed state of adam and eve because the 
‘Virgin-purity’ of her womb ‘brought forth, and made manifest in time, 
angellical Births again for a new-created host of spiritual born Creatures, 
begotten by the holy Ghost’.88 thus Lead collapsed the second adam 
into Marian imagery to offer a maternal creationist doctrine of salvation. 
Later, in A Fountain of Gardens, she used Canticles, or the Song of Songs, 
to conjure up how this spiritual conception might take place. the elect 
were ‘Watered by the rivers of Divine pleasure’, she said, in remarkably 
sexualised language.89 For Lead, then, the secrets of the marriage bed, of 
the domestic and the maternal, endowed her pastoral theology with the 
power to turn her into a female spiritual leader and in her works we see the 
female body used as a palimpsest upon which God bestowed his love and 
offered salvation to the elect, if not really to all.
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 III
the context of the 1690s is important for explaining Lead’s message and its 
potential appeal to beleaguered nonconformists suffering from persecution 
in old england—what ethan Shagan has characterised as ‘the violence 
of moderation’ after the act of toleration—and attempts by the Church 
of england to ‘refashion puritan new england’.90 nonconformists of the 
1690s suffered from a lack of unity and from their own mortality. after 
1695 so many of the remaining ejected ministry of 1662 died that very few 
of them were left in 1700.91 Lodowick Muggleton, the last survivor of the 
‘two last prophets and witnesses of the spirit’, died in 1697 and was seen 
to the grave by a crowd of 248 people.92 the idea of the old puritans came 
to inform Daniel neal’s The History of the Puritans. Gerontocracy meant 
that the nonconformist burying ground of Bunhill Fields began to fill and 
Lead, herself, was to be buried there in 1704. neal was later to claim that 
the disparate dissenting groups did all consciously adopt a ‘Covenant of 
Uniformity’ and there was certainly an ecumenical drive in the Christian 
reformation societies that popped up in the 1690s.93 Suffering, testimony 
and preparedness became central motifs in late seventeenth-century 
puritan writing. the Quakers, for example, reeling from imprisonments in 
the 1680s, began publishing notes from women’s meetings to highlight 
suffering. Mary Foster’s A Living Testimony of 1685 recorded the ‘secret 
Smitings of that Spirit which seeks to Divide and lay Waste the Heritage 
of God’.94 appropriating the revelation to John to legitimise the voice 
and ‘peace testimony’ of elderly Quaker women, Foster claimed that their 
suffering stood against the ‘vain Talkers’, the ‘Mockers, Scoffers, Writers 
and Printers against us’ who denied that they stood in the truth and spirit 
of God as ‘the spiritual eye do see’.95 the agency of puritan women had 
expanded and contracted contingently for at least a hundred years, really, 
from ann Lok’s translation of Calvin’s sermons in the 1550s through to 
the Quakers when they organized around the moral agency of Margaret 
Fell in the 1650s. Male Quakers became genuine co-religionists with 
women and female agency in the movement waxed and waned according 
to circumstances.96 For some puritan groups in the late seventeenth 
century the household became the key locus for evangelical identity, just as 
convents acted as political as well as domestic spaces for english Catholic 
women and their dispersed kin networks.97 Growing out of late sixteenth- 
century godly household manuals, familial (including friendship network) 
puritan worship turned into ‘a very particular form of religious  sociability’ 
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involving book collection and communal reading practices.98 Familial 
language in worship blurred the line between inward piety and outward 
membership of a spiritual household, providing identity to puritan groups 
as their members collaborated in evangelical worship. one Quaker woman 
told Charles II that she was ‘Christ’s Minister’ and she warned him in 1660 
that his reign would only prosper if he allowed her ‘liberty for my own 
practice of my own household ordinances’.99 the idea looked backwards 
to the legitimacy claims of sixteenth-century puritan prophesyings and 
forwards to eighteenth-century domestic sectarianism. Jane Lead’s own 
anti-formalism was so highly developed that in The Tree of Faith she 
argued that ‘Formal Worships set up by Man, and constituted by rational 
Inventions, as a shadow must pass away’.100
anti-formalist thinking meant that puritans in new england as well 
as old england in the late seventeenth century sought to build a new 
Jerusalem that was not imagined as possessing denominational or national 
boundaries. Michael Winship has recently pointed out that the puritans in 
new england were not building ‘a city on a hill’ (Mount Sion) to remain 
separate. they did not expect to remain pure and in splendid isolation 
from the old World.101 the language of inclusivity was actually exclusive 
and the suffering that puritans experienced said more about their hopes 
than their pain. Lead exemplified this. In A Living Funeral Testimony she 
claimed that she knew and felt ‘Internal Communication with the Spirit 
of Christ’ and that it would end her suffering by elevating her spirit to 
a place—a ‘mansion’—of perfection.102 Cosmological imagery such as 
‘the Globe of eternity’ and God’s ‘all-seeing eye’ became ubiquitous 
themes as Lead reproduced her version of Boehme’s flaming eye of God 
encapsulated within the primum mobile that contained angelical and other 
eternal spirits. the eye of God was perceived as watching the saints at 
war during the building of the new Jerusalem. Lead called for peace and 
unity in ‘the latter days’ of spiritual warfare.103 the drive for unity on 
the radical fringes of protestantism can also be seen in the transatlantic 
nature of the debate in print, for example about the threat of antichrist 
during the Salem crisis of 1692 and 1693.104 Graduates from harvard 
released works in Boston and London simultaneously, Benjamin harris 
selling them out of his London Coffee house.105 It can be argued that the 
powerfully  paradigmatic ‘new england mind’, as captured by perry Miller, 
was partly predicated on this shared transatlantic eschatology.106 puritans 
both sides of the pond equated personal salvation with the fashioning of a 
godly community of the elect, wherever the elect happened to be.107 the 
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Baxterian idea of the republic of godly Christians—‘spiritual and eternal 
good is the chief part of the common good’—not only eroded the difference 
between the embodied external and internal self, it also eroded any sense 
of separation between groups of the godly, separated by continents and 
oceans, exilic and self-moderating in reality as well as in their minds.108
It can be argued also that the domesticated invisible church eroded 
the boundaries between the sexed body and the soul. Long before the 
Shakers unsexed their spirituality through celibacy, the pordage ‘Family’ 
had denounced ‘flesh and carnal relations’.109 enlighteningly, Lead’s 
description of John pordage’s last days entirely erased the distinction 
between the temporal and the spiritual body. She said he ‘put off only the 
weak and less honourable Bodie, and put on Immortalitie and Glorie’.110 
puritan women and men watched each other for signs of transformation in 
life, but they watched each other even more closely at times of death when 
Christ seemed not just immanent, but reincarnated in the departing soul. 
Lead said of pordage that his ‘Soul’s hunger to taste of Death’ emulated 
Christ’s endurance in life and descent into hell before resurrection.111 
puritan Christological death could have uniquely feminine bodily 
symptoms. John Batchiler recorded that as Susanna perwich’s torment 
intensified she suffered ‘convulsive motions … and risings of the mother’ 
and these were witnessed as signs of her salvation by the other girls around 
her.112 the soul was unsexed, but it was not ungendered. the barriers 
erected by the sort of rationality that hindered the soul and blocked the 
word and work of God could be thought to exist in men, but perhaps less 
so in women. according to Sarah apetrei ‘women were allied to Christ’s 
intellect, which confounded the worldly wisdom so esteemed by rational 
men’.113 Female physiology, which was imagined as spongy and porous, 
made women more emotional and volatile in bodily ways.114 however, 
understandings of the gendered soul were not quite as binary as this 
might seem to suggest. early-modern people believed the senses could 
be directed by reason and that knowledge—the key to closeness with 
God—was arrived at through passion. the faculty of reason was sensate 
according to richard Braithwait, directing the soul to ‘the best taste’ which 
was ‘to distaste sin’.115 apetrei suggests that it ‘may be possible to regard 
this dialectic as part of a process which finally established the association 
between male qualities and rational thought’.116 Certainly roland Knox’s 
seminal twentieth-century work on Enthusiasm argued that ‘enthusiasts’ 
collapsed grace into nature as they abandoned reason and waited for the 
oracular.117 Knox tersely commented that ‘the unfettered exercise of the 
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prophetic ministry by the more devout sex [women] can threaten the 
ordinary decencies of ecclesiastical order’.118 the loss of bodily control, 
the poetic ecstasy and rapture signalled an emotionalism that could only be 
associated with women in this later binary model. however, if irrationality 
was sometimes gendered feminine by early-modern people, equally it could 
become the key for both sexes as they unshackled the doctrine of election 
from its opposite and unlocked more fully the idea of the operation of the 
holy Spirit. phyllis Mack once pointed out that the concept of Christ’s 
lactating nurture of the elect crept into male as well as female expressions 
of their relationship with God.119 after all, the milk and blood of Christ 
were just different versions of the same fungible fluid concocted in the 
liver according to the early-modern humoral system. rational dissent 
and rational piety of the emerging enlightenment may have invoked 
everything from ‘popular Kabbalism’ to ‘the hermetic symbol of the quest 
for eternal life’.120 however, in some strands of puritan thought, reason 
itself was used to insist that the heightened senses were indicative of a 
state of grace. this led to an anti-rationalist and anti-Cartesian piety that 
was an intellectual hybridity, one that collapsed science and creationist 
understandings of nature and constructed religious appeal.121
Lead’s theology urged transcendence of reason because this made 
possible the escape from temporal corruption. her preaching—oral and 
textual—was designed to be read by believers and unbelievers alike as a 
performative and embodied escape from human reason.122 Loss of control 
was a vital element of the performance of suffering in the manner of Christ. 
Lead revealed her ‘secret Combates that have followed me hard, to shake 
my Faith’.123 Like Jesus she was being tested in the wilderness. In one of 
her last works—The Wars of David—Lead told her readers that ‘the whole 
Life of a Christian is a perpetual Warfare’.124 During the ‘warrings in the 
Soul’ man was transported ‘from a natural to a spiritual estate, which 
at first is legal’, though this was followed by the state of grace during 
which there is ‘perpetual War’ as the ‘Children of Israel’ (whom she called 
the ‘elect Seed’) are brought out of bondage.125 the bondage included 
human reason. therefore, if Lead’s was a form of rational dissent, it was 
predicated on her own claims to salvation through the manifestation of 
the exact opposite.
puritan visionaries such as Lead experienced auditory and visual 
sensory overrides and, as William Lamont once pointed out about the 
Muggletonians, ‘[t]heir real world was in the mind’.126 When Lead and 
other puritan prophets of the spiritual age picked up the Bible to speak with 
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God, he actually answered. tanya Luhrmann has recently pointed out 
that rationality and irrationality are both part of ordinary lived human 
experience.127 oral performance of sensory override can be seen, for 
example, in the simply-expressed Quaker theology of walking in the light, 
which manifested itself at times as embodied gushes of verbal violence. 
elizabeth hooton explained it as the power of the Lord literally rising 
within her body.128 Quakers quaked because they physically felt the release 
of their own sinfulness and this led to ecstasy. Later, in the eighteenth 
century, ann Lee turned her body into a Cartesian tabula rasa that invited 
rejection of corporality in favour of transmogrification into spiritual 
flesh.129 Lee burned with her feminised messianic conviction. She invited 
Shakers to shake because their oral outbursts of God’s word could result 
in the release of speaking in tongues. the Shakers felt themselves bodily 
possessed by something elemental, which they often explained in terms 
used to describe nature, such as wind and fire. they described their 
collective spiritual ecstasy as becoming like clouds, in motion around 
one another as if ‘agitated with a mighty wind’.130 the trembling that 
preceded their eruption into singing and shouting, chanting, jumping 
about and pacing the boards with uncontrollably shaking limbs, marked 
a specific Scriptural rite of passage that expressed ‘the indignation of God 
against all sin’ moving on to ‘joy at the near prospect of salvation’.131 
the narrative was scripturally based, but the feminised radicalism of their 
witnessing for God required that reason be disembodied, de-sexualised 
and speech-disrupted into a new public transcript.132 one Shaker hymn 
linked this bodily freedom to the celibacy that ‘Mother Jane’ [Wardley] 
had encouraged in married couples: ‘a few first receiv’d it, | and their lusts 
forsake; | and soon their inward power | Brought on a mighty shake’.133 
Members of the Cannon Street household congregation believed that 
their salvation lay as much in physical manifestation through absence as 
in wild physical motion. the absence was sex and the physical motion was 
dance: ‘For dancing is a sweet employ, | It fills the soul with heavenly joy, 
| It makes our love and union flow, | as round, and round, and round 
we go’.134 In the familial worship at home, the ecstatic joy felt by the 
Shakers at their perceived salvation embraced them like a tidal wave: ‘at 
Manchester, in england, this blessed fire began, | and like a flame in 
stubble, | From house to house it ran’.135
the Shakers belonged to the same domestic and anti-rationalist puritan 
tradition as Jane Lead and the philadelphians. Like Lead they emphasised 
John’s prophetic message and their covenant beliefs were noahic: ‘When 
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the old world of flesh and blood, | Was swept away by noah’s flood’.136 
Shaker hymns were also intensely feminine and maternal in their descriptions 
of spiritual warfare. one of their hymns—recorded later about this deeply 
secretive and by now american sect—invited singing about ‘the heavenly 
Bridegroom and Bride’ and continued: ‘now Christ is revealed in the 
woman, | and makes her as pure as the light; | this sets the old serpent 
a foaming, | But let him come on to the fight’.137 the Shakers looked to 
the prophesy of the two olive trees seen by Zechariah to ask ‘pray do they 
show us the fitness | of male and the female in one?’138 Shaker meetings 
of ecstatic singing and dancing were punctuated by strict and prosaic 
domestic routines. privacy had little value in the Shaker world because 
it was the collective interiority rather than outward formal arrangements 
for worship that mattered in their quest to build a sinless utopia.139 the 
Shakers simply ensured that men and women in supervisory roles sat in 
offices across the hall from one another, communicating the logistics of 
running sex-segregated dormitories—but not directly opposite, just in case 
they caught sight of one another’s sexed bodies.140 perhaps the one thing 
that most demonstrates the importance of feminine spiritual leadership to 
these later puritans was their invention of the automated washing machine 
in the nineteenth century. after all, as far as the Shakers were concerned 
a washing machine left more time for God to work through the spiritual 
agency of women in domestic spaces.141
 IV
Jane Lead was writing just as radical protestantism found it necessary 
to invent the term theodicy to explain away human suffering under an 
omnipotent God.142 A Fountain of Gardens was an extended, complex 
and reasoning exercise that attempted to release the elect from fear 
of damnation. this was what all puritans wanted from their pastoral 
theology. A Fountain of Gardens bent Calvinist doctrine and cemented it 
to a rhetorically anti-rationalist, ocular and sensate pathway to paradise.143 
Lead incorporated and extended Boehme’s idea of the Virgin Wisdom and 
combined it with hermeticism and the alchemical, but she liberally and 
loosely applied covenant theology as well. Deploying covenant theology 
was a common tactic in puritan works because God’s promises—especially 
to noah—helped to obscure the full impact of double  predestination. 
puritan theology emphasised the transforming nature of the spirit as it 
worked through a much more ancient covenant of grace.144 assurance 
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came in the form of the invisible church, or, in Lead’s words, ‘the living 
stones’ of the tabernacle.145 the invisible church bound the elect, 
wherever they were, by erasing the material world at the same time as 
sacralising multiple (often domestic) places of worship where a sensate 
worship took place that defied all Cartesian logic.146
In her penultimate work—A Living Funeral Testimony—Lead offered 
assurance to ‘the Beloved philadelphian Society’ that they were ‘gather’d 
into one Unity of Spirit’.147 hers was a world in which the elect benefitted 
from ‘peculiar providences … Whereupon chosen out I was, with some 
other precious Stones’ to win ‘the Spiritual Warfare’ thrust upon them 
by ‘the evil one’.148 the philadelphians were saints who surely could 
rejoice in recognizing Christ in one another. Sophia was there in Lead’s 
message, but Christ remained central and, indeed, Lead was engaged in 
imagining Christ’s arrival. this extraordinary event could happen just at 
home and involve a very ordinary-looking ladder. It is this domestic and 
feminised worship under charismatic female leadership that links Lead and 
the philadelphians with later groups of the english evangelical revival 
and the american Second Great awakening, especially the Shakers. the 
feminine content of the radical religious narrative lay in Lead’s suggestion 
that the sensation she felt at her transforming knowledge of God was 
actually a song—a new song. Word was transformed into bel canto and the 
elect felt, saw, tasted and heard that their souls were sinless and that the 
sensate worship brought them to a full and embodied knowledge of the 
passion of Christ. What was significant was not Christ’s humanity, but that 
some of them—the saints—might be merged corporally with Christ. the 
invisible church stretched across time and place and there were only a few 
short steps between the ideas of Lead—with her breath-taking imagined 
paradise—and those of the Shakers as they sang and quaked and danced in 
whirling circles and revelled in the glory of glossolalia.
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Chapter 6
there can be no doubt that the transformation and restitution of the 
world in accomplishment of divine revelation was the central theme in 
Jane Lead’s thought and convictions. this is apparent simply in Lead’s 
self-identification as a prophet. Lead, however, also combined those 
recent and original revelations with the more familiar scriptural imagery 
and prophetic representations of future events found in the Book of 
revelation. her prophesying is permeated with references to the ‘New 
Jerusalem State’, Christ’s coming kingdom on earth, and the promise of 
a ‘New paradisical World’. Lead confirms the advent of the ‘Marvellous 
reign of Christ in his Saints’ in both the ‘ancient prophecy’ of revelation 
and in ‘these latter prophecies’ she was bringing forth.1 even the name 
chosen for themselves by Lead and her followers, the philadelphian Society, 
was a reference to revelation 3 and the church that epitomized the patient 
and faithful followers of Christ among whom the New Jerusalem would 
be fulfilled.
Lead’s prophetic writings have received much attention from modern 
scholars. Of particular interest have been her application of the ideas of 
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the German mystic Jacob Boehme, the importance of the female figure of 
Wisdom in guiding spiritual enlightenment, as well as the importance of 
gendered and androgynous portrayals of the prophetic figures represented 
in her prophesying.2 Included among such analyses have also been 
references to Lead’s place in seventeenth-century english apocalyptic 
thought. her writings are described as containing ‘powerful subversive 
“visions” characteristic of millenarian writings’, part of a ‘repressed’ 
radical millenarian tradition after the restoration and of the inclination 
to internalize mystical experience, disengaging it ‘from overt political 
culture’.3 Lead herself has even been described as ‘one of the last public 
millenarians from a gentry family’.4 however, it is crucial to note that 
the perceived decline of apocalyptic beliefs after 1660, along with their 
supposed connection solely to the failed radicalism of the Civil War and 
Interregnum period, has been greatly overstated by many historians. thus, 
it is not the departure from radical millenarian beliefs that is unique about 
Lead’s thought, but instead her divergence from the predominant norms 
of late seventeenth- century english apocalyptic interpretation. though 
some authors have examined Lead’s apocalyptic ideas more closely,5 they 
have failed to note the continued existence of contemporary hermeneutical 
convictions, as well as neglecting to examine her ideas in contrast to those 
traditions. What has remained elusive, then, is a thorough explanation of 
Lead’s apocalyptic thought in the context of such exegetical conventions: 
this chapter will begin to fill that gap.
 I
In order to present Jane Lead’s ideas in the context of a broader tradition of 
later seventeenth-century apocalyptic thought, it is first necessary to provide 
a brief overview of contemporary interpretive traditions. By the end of the 
seventeenth century, a historicist understanding of the Book of revelation, 
as well as other supporting apocalyptic scripture, was predominant. the 
success of this exegetical method, which saw the prophecies of revelation 
as representing a series of events and figures stretching from the time of 
the apostles to the fulfillment of the Millennium in the impending future, 
was largely founded in england upon the work of the Cambridge scholar 
Joseph Mede. though he died in 1638, Mede’s Clavis apocalyptica (1632) 
was translated into english by order of parliament in 1642 (as Key of the 
Revelation) and his ideas influenced english apocalyptic interpreters into 
the eighteenth century.6
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english historicist interpretation saw the seven seals (revelation 
6:1–17 and 8:1) and the seven trumpets (8:2–9:21, and 11:15–19) as 
the overarching chronological prophecies of revelation. these joined 
together, with each of them marking significant episodes in the history 
of Christianity. the seals and the trumpets began at the founding of the 
Church, continued through the roman persecutions, the conversion of 
the empire, its subsequent fall to Germanic tribes, the corruptions of 
the medieval period, and, finally, to the reformation and the return to 
purified forms. In addition to these major prophecies, other significant 
prophetic imagery included: numerous references to the beast and 
Babylon, representing worldly and sinful institutions; the seven vials 
(16:1–21), whose pouring would result in the destruction of the beast; 
the whore of Babylon (17:1–18) representing worldly degeneracy; and 
the New Jerusalem, which embodied the perfected millennial church and 
state that would rule over Christ’s thousand-year kingdom on earth. the 
prophecy of the woman in the wilderness pursued by the dragon (Chap. 
12) coincided with the exclusion and persecution of proper Christian 
forms of worship during the degeneration of the medieval church, as 
did the two witnesses (Chap. 11). the anchoring of these prophecies to 
specific historical events was aided by references to various time periods 
of 1,260 days, three and a half days, a ‘time, times, and half a time’, and 
42 months—all of which were most often viewed as signifying the same 
period of 1,260 years.7
apocalyptic interpreters did vary in the precise specifics of their 
application of these prophecies to particular historical circumstances. For 
example, while anglican exegetes might see the fulfillment of millennial 
ecclesiastical and temporal government in the episcopal church and the 
english monarchy, nonconformist authors might view the persecution 
of the two witnesses and the woman in the wilderness as ongoing and 
awaiting further church reform before these prophecies would conclude. 
and, of course, dissenters might disagree among themselves on which 
particular forms best suited the coming perfection of the millennial 
church and the government that would support it. however, despite such 
differences, a vast majority could agree on the basic protestant historicist 
presumptions that the beast and Babylon were embodied in the papacy 
and roman Church, that the reformation (in whatever form) marked a 
significant circumstance in the accomplishment of apocalyptic prophecy, 
and that the millennium signified a future, glorious state of the Christian 
church on earth.
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It is apparent in Jane Lead’s writings that she was aware of the continuing 
interest in apocalyptic ideas during her time, as well as the particulars of the 
historicist interpretive framework. In 1683 she noted ‘much controversie’ 
over the prophecy and timing of the Millennium, stating that ‘many have 
Calculated, and puzled their Spirits about it in vain’.8 a decade later she 
mentioned a ‘little tract lately manifested in what way and manner we may 
expect the Lord Jesus his appearance about which so many prophecies and 
sounds in this present age have gone forth’.9 her later works continued to 
acknowledge such apocalyptic views. In her spiritual diary, Lead remarked 
on different opinions concerning Christ’s personal appearance and kingdom 
on earth, and in her final publication, A Living Funeral Testimony, she 
criticized the expectations of ‘any overturning of the Worldly Kingdoms, 
for reformation’ as an idea ‘from the vile Conversation that now so 
Universal is, by which the greater part of the Inhabitants lie buried in the 
Love of earthly things’.10 this statement not only recognized the state of 
contemporary apocalyptic thought but also demonstrated her conviction 
about the limited material impact of prophetic realization.
there is also evidence of knowledge of specific expositors in Lead’s 
works. a letter discussing the legitimacy of ongoing revelation, likely by 
one of her close followers, is included in one of Lead’s writings. this 
epistle cites Joseph Mede’s position on that topic, adding that ‘all of 
the World who have but look’d into him, or even heard of his Name, 
must needs know what was his Sentiment as to the Glorious reign of 
Christ’.11 Connections have also been made between Lead and thomas 
Beverley, the most prolific apocalyptic author of the 1680s and 1690s. the 
constitutions of the philadelphian Society were completed on 23 august 
1697, the day that Beverley dated for the destruction of the beast and the 
advent of the Millennium. Moreover, in 1698 Lead observed that ‘the 
Spirit of prophecy has in some declared that from the year 1697. to 1700. 
a good progress will be made’ towards the beginning of the thousand-year 
reign, a position that was reiterated repeatedly in Beverley’s writings.12 yet 
even with recognition of these exegetical traditions, Lead’s apocalyptic 
ideas would diverge greatly from their path.
 II
In the preface to a 1695 work, Lead’s editor succinctly stated the place of 
her thought in its late seventeenth-century context: ‘What is contained in 
this treatise … will appear more than ordinarily Strange, to the  greatest 
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part of those who shall look upon it’.13 the ‘strangeness’ of Lead’s ideas 
originated from the particular and peculiar perspective from which she 
made and accounted for her apocalyptic beliefs. In her first publication, she 
referred to herself as a ‘heavenly Spy’ who had been privileged with access 
to ‘substantial high, and worthy precious things’, and whose responsibility 
it was to record and present these to the world.14 In short, she was not 
simply an interpreter of scriptural and apocalyptic meaning, but, instead, 
a prophet in her own right. Lead described the qualities of her mystical 
encounters in powerful terms:
the Spirit of truth and revelation openeth himself in the fiery essence of the 
Soul, in a sweet silent stillness, where out all thoughts are excluded; then doth 
the light ray of the Deity rise, and overshadow and fill the temple of the 
Mind with light and glory, then will the soul sink away deeper & deeper into 
the abyss being, where the greatest of Wisdom’s secrets are to be known.15
these visitations provided her access to important, new divine information 
that was on par with scripture itself. the Old testament was ‘appropriated 
to the Ministration of the Father, the new [testament] to the Son’, and 
Lead now was part of the ministration of the holy Ghost, who would 
‘Unseal and reveal what yet never was known or understood’.16 She was 
moved by ‘the same Spirit that did heretofore inspire the holy Men of 
God’ and her prophesying was ‘Now in this last Day more abundantly 
shed forth to multiply the Volumes of Scripture: For whatsoever is purely 
dictated by the holy Ghost, may be called by that Name’.17 Lead’s delivery 
of such revelations was used as evidence that apocalyptic accomplishment 
would soon be achieved in the impending establishment of Christ’s reign 
on earth.18
the prestige of her prophesies, with their neo-scriptural status, was also 
demonstrated in their origins. the purveyors of information in the many 
visitations that Lead received were often the holy Spirit, Christ, or the 
embodiment of divine knowledge, whom Lead designated as ‘Wisdom’.19 
however, she also encountered other personages that gave some sense 
of the importance and purpose of her prophecies and message. these 
included John the Divine, to whom the Book of revelation’s prophecies 
were delivered, and the archangel Michael, whose apocalyptic roles 
included delivering God’s people and battling the dragon (Daniel 12:1 
and revelation 12:7).20 She also compared her prophetic insight to that 
of John himself. Lead claimed that her prophecies came from the ‘sort 
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of Vision the Beloved John was in’, and she recounted the experience of 
a ‘Light Orb [that] opened and all overspread me … so that it brought 
to my remembrance the Lord’s Day, which John saw, and had all his 
revelations in’.21 Indeed, Lead’s role went beyond that of John himself, 
as she was given knowledge of mysteries that he had not been made privy 
to or that he had been told to keep hidden. Introducing her explanation 
of the seven seals, she pronounced revelation’s treatment of them as ‘very 
obscure’, asserting that ‘there is no fathoming of it to the utmost’ until 
Christ comes to provide an explanation. yet she continued by remarking 
that some ‘have been favoured with this light of revelation’ and that the 
meaning of the seals was given to her ‘according as how it was acted … 
in a particular experience of my own in the divine Mystery’.22 She also 
expounded on the meanings of the seven thunders, about which John had 
been told to ‘write them not’ (revelation 10:3–4), as well as professing 
special knowledge of the prophecy of the ‘thousand years reign’ which is 
only briefly mentioned in revelation 20:2–3.23
Lead’s divinely inspired aptitudes were not limited to new insights 
upon existing scriptural prophecies but also extended to being given new 
revelations. In a visitation on 19 May 1677 she was shown a ‘Glassy Book’, 
which she was told ‘would put an end to all other Books: it was beyond 
all literal Ministration’ and comprised ‘all Wisdom, Knowledge, and Sight 
of eternal things’.24 thus Lead claimed here a privileged and prestigious 
access to divine knowledge that she presented to the world in the form of 
new and ongoing revelation; one, moreover, that could supersede existing 
scriptural prophecy. While ‘the old prophecies’ had their place, it did not 
‘put a stop to, and restraint upon the further Manifestation, and revelation 
of what is to be brought forth in this latter day … [when] knowledge of 
the Divine Mysteries must have its unvailing; which are too deep to be 
fathomed by the meerly litteral Wise Ones’.25 the means to attain the 
New Jerusalem, a theme that is ubiquitous in Lead’s writings and central 
to her ministry, was presented to her ‘not by Vision only as in past times … 
but now the Spirit hath moved itself in another degree … into an essential 
Fruition’ that would reward those who adhered to her guidance.26 She 
answered her critics by maintaining that the possibility of new revelations 
had not ended after the age of the apostles and with the completion of the 
biblical canon.27 She warned ‘Let none therefore presume to set bounds 
to the Wisdom and power of the Immense Being, to shut him up to this 
or that Measure or Degree, age or time, who always moveth in eternal 
Liberty’, and she held up her own experiences as proof ‘that revelation 
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hath no cessation, but that it is daily renewed in Vessels, or Instruments, 
rightly qualified to receive it’.28 these new prophecies and revelations 
would educate those on the path to the New Jerusalem, ‘so none may be 
frustrated of what they expect in a Future State’.29 Fulfillment of prophecy 
would extend to ‘both what hath been in past ages given, and hath been 
of late so plentifully renewed’ by Lead herself.30 this demonstrated her 
own principal and essential role in impending apocalyptic accomplishment.
Despite the emphasis placed on the importance of her new revelations, 
Lead’s prophesying also made reference to existing scriptural imagery. 
Familiar apocalyptic motifs were conspicuous in her writings but their 
meanings were largely abstract, adapted to suit her primary prophetic 
message. this usage provided no historical reference points or applications 
in the way that most other late seventeenth-century english apocalyptic 
interpretations did. prominent among the imagery that Lead used were 
the New Jerusalem, the beast and the dragon, Babylon, and the woman in 
the wilderness, along with less frequent references to the seals, thunders, 
and vials.
In her Revelation of Revelations (1683) Lead undertook an explanation 
of her vision of the New Jerusalem. She recounted how her spirit had 
been ‘oft taken up to see the wonderful plat-form of the New Jerusalem’. 
her concern was to discover the meaning of this prophecy for her time, 
and these spiritual visits allowed her to see it ‘descend and cover the 
whole earth’, with ‘multitudes’ fleeing from it but another ‘Numerous 
Company gathered to it from all Quarters … the first-born of this 
Mother-City’.31 Noting that there had been many attempts to present 
and configure the New Jerusalem in the past but ‘the heavenly thing it 
self hath not been brought forth, as now [i]t will be, because the set time 
approacheth’, she later described the gates of the city as a series of ordeals 
and characteristics of the spirit to test those who desired entry there.32 
passage through the seventh and last gate would see pilgrims transformed 
into a pure, spiritual, ‘Cœlestial Body’ that would shed ‘whatsoever 
doth stick in the Curse … together with the Body of fallen Man’ and 
prevent Satan and his agents from being ‘able to overthrow the Lord’s 
personal reign in his Saints’.33 throughout her writings Lead referred 
again and again to the New Jerusalem, elaborating and giving further 
detail about the city and those who would come to inhabit it. as the 
preceding description suggests, citizenship of the city required a spiritual 
transformation guided, as Lead had been, by the figure of Wisdom.34 
Connecting the New Jerusalem to Christ’s millennial kingdom, Lead 
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cited revelation 20:4, the souls who would reign at that time must be 
‘beheaded’, ‘an inward and spiritual Martyrdom … who have their head 
Life, where rational Understanding is seated … cut off ’. this would 
see people abandon worldly reasoning in favor of spiritual knowledge, 
preparing them for this New Jerusalem state.35 In the first pages of her 
first published work, Lead promised her readers that ‘great things are 
prepared [for them] in the New Jerusalem, there to have Communion 
in one Spiritual Body at one table, each according to their measure and 
degree’ of spiritual advancement.36 the progress of the saints towards this 
enlightened state would allow the New Jerusalem to ‘begin to descend 
and spread’ throughout the world.37
the spiritual purity of the New Jerusalem was contrasted in the 
attributes of worldly wisdom, embodied in the figures of the beast, the 
dragon and Babylon. all ‘evil, earthly, Carnal sensual thoughts, and 
Cogitations do proceed from the Center of this earthly principle, and 
from the Nature and Spirit of this great World in us, called the Beast in the 
revelations’, which had ‘many Generations’ to impose his ‘strange Laws, 
and Injunctions … Witchcrafts, and Deceits’.38 Lead deemed human 
‘reason’ the beast’s ‘Fore-head mark’ and ‘mighty Sword and Spear’, 
‘suitable for the Degenerated estate to guide and govern the Outward 
terrestrial Man’. reason acted as a hindrance to spiritual edification, 
‘a Wall of Defence … maintaining its Soveraignty without Check or 
Controll, so long as the Beasts reign is to endure’.39 Similarly, Babylon 
represented a ‘Confusion’ of worldly forms, ‘all Formal worships set up by 
Man, and constituted by rational Inventions … [that] must pass away’.40 
the battle against these influences occurred internally, within the mind 
of each individual. Lead told her readers ‘how thy Michael in thee will 
Fight against the Dragon’ (revelation 12:7–8), describing ‘a head-power 
great and mighty in the Soul-region, to repel and keep down, what the 
Dragon and Beast would do to make Mutiny and riot’.41 the fulfillment 
of the destruction of Babylon (revelation 14:8; 18:2) was an individual 
accomplishment, ‘that in thy self thou maist first behold its Fall’.42 Just 
as participation in the Babylonish kingdom had required the mark of the 
beast, citizenship in the New Jerusalem would require ‘the Seal of the 
Father, Son, and holy Ghost upon their Forehead, to signify that they are 
ordained free denizons here’.43 the pervasiveness of worldly interests and 
pleasures were ‘a Sign of the near approach of the Overthrowing of the 
Kingdom of this antichristian Beast’, as was the arrogance of the dragon 
and its opposition to the spiritual efforts of the saints.44
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another prophecy that appears a number of times in Lead’s work is the 
account of the woman clothed with the sun. revelation 12 describes this 
figure in the throes of childbirth, fleeing into the wilderness and pursued 
by the dragon. as with her explication of other prophecies, this meaning 
is focused on the achievement of spiritual refinement and the approach 
of Christ’s kingdom on earth. the woman’s ‘coming forth out of the 
Wilderness, will signify this great day of Dominion and power over the 
earth’.45 More than simply a symbolic representation of the Church, the 
woman is Virgin Wisdom herself, the source of all spiritual enlightenment 
and Lead’s guide in many of her visions.46 Wisdom ‘is given Command 
and power … within the Celestial region’ and Wisdom’s child will ‘all 
opposing Nations crush, and bring under’.47 after ascending to heaven, 
that ‘man child’ will return to save the ‘remnant of the Virgin-Seed, 
against whom the Dragon still makes War’; these people will then be 
entrusted with rulership over Christ’s kingdom.48 although believing that 
this prophecy was yet to be fulfilled, Lead insisted that it would soon be 
accomplished, with its last ‘half time’ about to expire.49
Other imagery from revelation also found meaning within Lead’s 
explanations. her account of the opening of each of the seven seals contains 
specific characteristics associated with each and described in relation to 
personal and scriptural reference points, but without historical allusions.50 
however, despite this lack of chronological anchoring, Lead does assert 
that the prophecy of the seven seals and the seven thunders were already 
being fulfilled within certain individuals.51 the opening of the seventh seal 
would initiate the sounding of the seven thunders, and together marked 
the establishment and populating of the New Jerusalem kingdom on 
earth.52 Lead also referred to the seven vials in a fairly standard exegetical 
way, as the means that would destroy the beast, the dragon, and Babylon—
though again she did not situate these prophetic events historically or 
chronologically.53 It is noteworthy, however, that other imagery which 
featured frequently in typical late seventeenth-century english apocalyptic 
interpretations—notably the two witnesses and the whore—were rarely 
mentioned by Lead.54
 III
the preceding section described significant imagery from the Book of 
revelation that featured prominently in Jane Lead’s prophesying and 
her explanations of prophetic fulfillment. Most of this application of 
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 apocalyptic prophecy is presented as depicting aspects of individual and 
personal spiritual accomplishment. there is little or no specific indication 
of its placement within the unfolding of history in past, present, or future 
events. Lead did, however, imply that the world would be transformed by 
prophetic accomplishment. exactly how she interpreted the realization of 
these prophecies within historical time now needs to be considered.
the idea of apocalyptic prophecy being fulfilled within the souls of 
individual believers, and at different times in different people, was a 
unique perspective in the context of late seventeenth-century english 
apocalyptic thought. Lead stressed the need to separate the spiritual 
from the temporal spheres. She assured her readers that it should ‘not 
seem grievous, to rend and divide from what is of this evil world’, even 
describing the body as ‘but an outside covering, as the Badgers Skin was 
a covering upon the tabernacle Glory’ (exodus 26:14; 36:19).55 Lead 
regarded interaction with the world through the senses as ‘the great and 
only impediment to all of Divine Vision, prophecy, and revelation’.56 the 
material world was that place ‘where the Dragon and the Beast … exercise 
their Soveraignty’, and the saints could not allow ‘temporal or secular 
Matters to interfere’ with the business of ‘heavenly affairs’.57 Lead also 
noted that few individuals would be given the ability to first fully access 
the spiritual realm. Only ‘some who are alive in this present Generation’ 
would be granted admittance to Christ’s ‘secret Counsel’, those who 
‘had finished their inward transformation, to the utmost perfection’.58 
Indeed, she proclaimed that Christ’s reign had already begun ‘in some 
personalities … now with Christ on the throne, and doth absolutely rule 
… even to the utmost parts of the Souls inward earth’.59 these worthy 
souls would form a new ‘Disciplehood’ and Christ would ‘walk again 
upon an invisible earth, where none but the Spiritual Man can understand 
my Speech, or see my transformed Shape’.60 though this limited number 
of initial inhabitants of the New Jerusalem would eventually expand to be 
‘Numberless’, it would be only the ‘Glorified’ saints ‘whom he hath by his 
Spirit, quickned’ to whom Christ would first appear.61
these exposures to spiritual illumination and to the guidance of Christ 
himself would occur within those chosen individuals. the ‘Kingly Soul’ 
would rule ‘invisibly over all its inward Motions and properties, as over 
peoples, Nations and Languages’.62 Not only would the true believer 
‘become a Christ, (or an anointed) from this Deified root opening within 
their own Soul’, but also their bodies would change into one that would 
‘be able to pass into the invisible Orb where the King of Glory dwells’.63 
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In effect, revelation’s prophecies played out within each person, ‘in the 
Souls inward essence, from whence the Serpent and Beast are cast out’.64 
as noted above, though Christ’s reign and the New Jerusalem would 
ultimately come to cover the whole earth and all people, they would 
initially visit only ‘some’, a limited and varied fulfillment to a few ‘in your 
own heavens and earth’ (revelation 21:1).65 Similarly, the opening of 
the seventh seal, the sounding of the seventh trumpet, the keeping of the 
inward court (11:1–2), and the final battle with Satan all had been, and 
would continue to be, accomplished separately and at different times for 
each person.66 yet even with this emphasis on internal prophetic fulfillment, 
Lead hinted at external results in the world. She noted that, just as the 
seven vials will be poured ‘inward[ly]’, there are also ‘outward Vials to 
be poured forth on the World’, though she stopped short of expounding 
upon them, claiming ‘that is not my Commission’.67
Despite her determination not to discuss the effects of prophecy on 
the ‘outward’ earth, Lead’s writings make it clear that the world must be 
altered by their accomplishment. She told her readers ‘now the antient 
prophesies of a new State of things are to be fulfilled’.68 though again 
referring to ‘a signal Change we in ourselves shall find’, this new state 
would also effect a change beyond each individual, with God forever 
maintaining ‘his Superiority and Kingly power over all principalities 
of the Worldly region; putting all things under, which hath exalted 
themselves above him.’ Lead concluded by asserting ‘this is that great 
and mighty over-turn, which we are looking and hastning for’.69 Such 
an expectation, suggesting a fundamental and sweeping alteration of the 
worldly order, is a familiar theme in later seventeenth-century apocalyptic 
writings. Similarly, Lead pointed to the importance of the Millennium as 
the instigation for this change. her millenarian expectations included the 
reappearance of the church fathers and the prophets, along with those 
who have been spiritually transformed ‘to do Worthy exploits … for the 
state of the prophesies relating to Christ’s thousand years reign … will 
overspread the earth with the Kingly, prophetical, and priestly train’.70 
Despite such statements, however, Lead was vague about what aspects of 
the material world would be transformed. elsewhere she indicated only 
its implications on individuals. She affirmed that the Millennium would 
not be universal, that only ‘some’ would be ‘sprinkled’ in each nation to 
demonstrate that this reign had begun, and that its ‘great renovation, 
and Change’ would only occur ‘Gradually’ throughout the length of the 
thousand years.71
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Whatever the external impact of the Millennium on the world, it is 
clear that Lead believed this period would see Christ’s effective reign on 
earth. She stated that Christ must reign ‘personally’ over the earth, as he 
did in heaven, though again she added the qualification that he would set 
up his reign ‘Spiritually’.72 yet, once more, Lead suggested that Christ’s 
reign would not be limited just to its impact on individual believers. She 
declared that the unrighteous ‘will in no wise enter into Christ’s Kingdom 
… which shall rule over them. For this Kingdom shall not only be inward, 
in the properties of the Soul, but shall also exercise its dominion over this 
visible principle.’73 Furthermore, she asserted that the saints would ‘come 
to bear the sovereignty and dominion’ not only ‘in the microcosm within 
them’ but also ‘in the great world without them’, and ‘in this day it shall 
be said, Christ lives and walks upon the earth in and among his selected 
Number, upon whose Shoulders the Government of his Kingdom is to 
rest’.74 this not only suggests an active presence of Christ, but also Lead’s 
confirmation of the millennial rule of the saints. She called for God to make 
the saints ‘Kings to reign over … the earthly Life’ and ‘to let them know 
their thrones are set, … their Conquering–Crowns … are fitted, and that 
all power and Judgment is given to them’.75 those who had undergone 
their spiritual transformation would be entrusted with the responsibility of 
governing Christ’s kingdom, with access to his personal presence and his 
power.76 again, the indication that this new government would result in a 
change for the world was hinted at but never fully described. Lead alluded to 
putting ‘this lower World into a new Model of Government … all powerful 
… upon earth’,77 a proposition with obvious implications for existing 
rulers and states throughout the world. Indeed, the saints would be given 
the ability to perform miracles, as well as ‘Superiority over all the outward 
Constellations, and changeable motions of the planets; all Sublunary things 
being put under their Feet’.78 Such miraculous and physical powers would 
certainly have a noticeable impact on the material world but the effects 
of this are not explained. Still, Lead’s expression of the idea of Christ 
reigning over the earth with and through the saints during the Millennium 
demonstrated her sharing another common aspect of english apocalyptic 
thought, though without a clear indication of its historical implications.
Lead left no doubt that Christ’s actual return to the earth would not 
occur until after the Millennium. though the saints would rule with 
his power, and with the benefit of his spiritual presence, Christ’s actual 
physical presence on earth again would have to wait until the millennial 
transformation of the world made it fit for his spiritual form. Lead  elaborated 
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on these distinctions in an explanation of the ‘threefold coming of Christ, 
besides his first coming in the Flesh’. She asserted that Christ’s second 
coming had been a spiritual one to all of his followers that had been 
occurring since his departure from the earth; ‘his second, or it may be 
called his third coming’ was to the saints in order to transform their bodies 
into their celestial form so that they could rule with and for him in the 
New Jerusalem. Christ’s final (fourth) coming would take place after the 
entire world had been transformed. this would see the consumption of 
the material world and the formation of a new heaven and a new earth 
that would precede the Last Judgment.79 the New Jerusalem would see 
‘a New and heavenly Generation’ created that would ‘multiply itself over 
the Face of the whole earth’ and ‘make the old hereby to vanish and sink 
away’; until that was achieved, Christ ‘cannot come down in his Visible 
and personal Glory’.80 In this view, the Millennium would be a transitional 
period to prepare the earth for Christ’s physical return, further affirming 
the idea that the world would see substantial change during the thousand- 
year reign of Christ and the saints.
Lead’s pronouncements concerning the millennial kingdom also 
demonstrated her belief that Christ’s reign on earth was imminent, as 
many of her contemporaries likewise believed. at times this recognition 
was couched in more general terms. She warned the faithful to be prepared 
and stated that the time for the establishment of Christ’s kingdom was not 
far off.81 at other times, her statements are more explicit: ‘the great Day 
of Christ’s appearance in the World draweth near’, and ‘the Line of time 
is now far spent, and the Scenes of turbulent Commotions will have their 
pass away’.82 In addition to the accomplishment of scriptural prophecies, 
Lead also interpreted her own prophesying as ‘Confirmation … that doth 
assure us, that this Day is very nigh’, seemingly confirmed by a visitation 
on 1 June 1676 in which a voice advised her ‘the end of all things is at 
hand’.83 Finally, she went so far as to indicate a much more precise dating 
of the beginning of Christ’s reign in the year 1700 by declaring:
One full Circle of a thousand years is already run out, and when the full point 
of the seventh hundred year shall be superadded to it, then the thrones 
and Dominions here below shall begin to bow and stoop to that reign and 
Kingdom, which shall (by the Spirit in meek and holy Souls) be set afoot.84
yet again, however, even in this work published one year before that 
significant date, there is still no exact description of the political impact of 
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Christ’s millennial kingdom, nor how it would affect the material world 
around it.
as has been noted several times, Lead’s prophetic assertions and 
explanations have limited reference to tangible historical events or meanings. 
as the preceding quotation demonstrates, in the very same breath she could 
declare that the kings and kingdoms of the world would begin to bow 
down to Christ, and that it would happen through ‘the Spirit in meek … 
Souls’. how this profound change would come about, and what it would 
look like, was not revealed. the ambiguous state of worldly affairs during 
the Millennium is repeated throughout Lead’s writings. She asserted that 
while Christ’s ‘Kingdom is not come … in power and Soveraignty, so as 
to rule and reign openly over all principalities, and earthly powers; it 
will be the royal prerogative of the Saints … wherein expected may be 
nothing less than turmoils, and perplexities of Nations, and tribulations 
throughout the whole Universe’.85 elsewhere she predicted ‘very near 
approaching … a terrible Blow and Stroke upon the Nations of earth 
will suddenly come’, a ‘great Increase, and Mighty power that will turn 
the World upside down’, and that ‘the Saints shall bear rule, as Kings, 
priests, and prophets … then shall all the Kingdoms of the earth submit, 
and bow to the New Laws of his Kingdom.’86 though the saints are to be 
made kings, priests, and prophets, it is not evident what the nature of the 
saints’ authority will be, whom they will rule over, and to whom they will 
minister and prophesy. In another rather nebulous statement, it is noted 
that God will not allow rulers of the world to continue to reign ‘but by 
degrees, and in his own determinate time, chase them out, and bind them 
up, and triumph over them in the sight of all men’, concluding that this 
will end ‘the time allotted to the Beast, the Dragon and antichrist’.87
Lead implied political alterations for the governments existing during 
Christ’s reign. Christ’s kingdom would be ‘quite different … than what was 
allowed to be’ and he would ‘come to make a total alteration, and throw 
out all Forms and Constitutions’.88 the citizens of the New Jerusalem 
would receive ‘Laws, Institutions, and Ordinances, that relate to this new 
Modell’d World and Kingdom’,89 implying a legal and political system 
during the Millennium that was distinct from existing worldly forms. this 
suggestion is borne out in the claim that ‘a new Model shall be brought in 
… Setting up a Monarchical Soveraignty that shall rule over Nations, by a 
rod of power in the hand of such as shall be found in the Spirit of Moses 
and elias, David and Daniel’ and this ‘may cause a great turn, and overturn, 
in the Kingdoms of this World’ that are under the power of the beast 
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and the dragon.90 rulers would throw their crowns at Christ’s feet, his 
saints would ‘overturn and bear down all earthly powers’, ‘rule and subdue 
all Nations under them’, and ‘make the Kingdoms of this World submit 
themselves, and bow down’.91 though Lead’s editor warned not to ‘lay too 
great a stress upon … the rise or Fall of any earthly Monarch, potentate, 
or State’ as a sign of the Millennium,92 the language in her writings left 
readers to conclude that drastic change would occur within and against the 
governments of the world during Christ’s millennial reign on earth.
existing churches were also forewarned of impending change. 
referring to the fifth commandment (honor thy father and thy mother), 
Lead identified ‘the Idolatrous party who … refuse to submit to the 
reign of Jesus … [at] his Second appearance’.93 With reference to the 
church of Laodicea in revelation 3, the sounding of the trumpets was to 
awaken ‘Luke-warm degenerate, and Formal Christendom’, and the false 
prophet is identified in rational ‘fine spun … Idolatry, even among the 
reformed party’.94 In a more comprehensive comment on ecclesiological 
preparations for Christ’s reign, she instructed the ‘ecclesiastical Order, 
and all other pastors and teachers under what Denomination soever 
… to consider to what your Ministry tends to, which is no more to be 
according to a dead draught of literal Knowledge’.95 In A Message to the 
Philadelphian Society (1696) Lead enumerated a vision of seven english 
protestant denominations in an allusion to revelation 2–3. Included were 
the anglican, presbyterian, Congregational, Baptist, and Fifth Monarchy 
churches, as well as an enigmatic reference, likely to the Quakers,96 a 
‘Body greater then any of these, come up with great Boldness … and 
so visibly distinguishing themselves from all the rest’—all six of these 
would be ‘shut-out’, ‘excluded’, or ‘dismissed’ from the heavenly New 
Jerusalem. the seventh and true church was represented in the prophetic 
figure of the woman in the wilderness, and would be the ‘real Mount 
Sion Church, made up of philadelphian Spirits’ who had come out from 
the other ecclesiastical forms.97 the saints were ‘Wisdom’s royal offspring 
to whom the name of the philadelphian Church doth of right belong’.98 
here again Lead placed herself and her sect paramount in this ecclesiastical 
order and, indeed, at the forefront of apocalyptic fulfillment.
this critique on church forms also demonstrated some willingness to 
remark upon specific circumstances in england in relation to apocalyptic 
accomplishment. at times Lead’s writing takes on the tone of a jeremiad. 
‘O england, england, understand the Day of thy Visitation, for this is 
the acceptable year … take care, O england … let not the Clouds of 
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ignorant Suspicion … concerning the true heir of the New Jerusalem 
Mother … hinder thee.’99 ‘Over thee O City of London! a Mighty angel 
doth fly, with this thundering Cry, saying, Do not despise prophesy … 
the Spirit … must renew paradise upon the earth’.100 these warnings were 
even addressed to William III, ‘him who sits at the helm of Government 
in this nation’, asking him to consider the significance of the  revolutionary 
events that brought him to the throne ten years earlier, ‘by what a 
wonderful hand you have been brought in, and planted here …for what 
end the Key of the Government in these Nations has been intrusted into 
your hands.’101 Lead’s spiritual diary noted a vision delivered to her two 
decades prior to this, on 9 October 1678:
relating to the outwards State of the political Body, in this Nation, that was 
designed to be set in a Flame, Which Flame was in part … to be extinguished: 
that both the Justice and Mercy of the supream Majesty might the better 
appear … to see what God is now doing … in the Kingdoms of the earth 
(and in this england especially) for the advancement of the righteous, and 
peaceable Kingdom of his Son.102
Whether perfect visionary hindsight or true prophetical inspiration, this 
clearly refers to the situation surrounding the popish plot and exclusion 
Crisis. however, Lead did not elaborate, either in 1678 or 1700, on the 
exact details of divine intervention in english affairs during that period.103 
another comment, this time from 1681, makes vague mention of ‘Strife, 
Wars, and great Divisions that are this day enkindled among the Sion-
professors’,104 again hinting at the political disturbances of the early 
1680s and again not providing additional detail as to how prophecy was 
being accomplished in these specific events. though introductory verse 
by ‘Onesimus’ (the spiritual name given to richard roach, a Church of 
england minister and one of Lead’s principal supporters) provides the 
poetic assurance that ‘again shall British piety aspire. / as it sunk Low; so 
shall it now rise higher. / his First-born, God in thee again shall Own 
/ … / and england’s Monarch high shall wear the Nations Crown’,105 
the only basis that Lead indicated for this special status of england and 
London was that she and her followers were ‘hid in thee’, a ‘mighty Star 
that in thy Bethlehem City is born’.106
In contrast to this absence of comment, it is evident that, even among 
Lead’s acolytes, there was the recognition of a need to anchor  apocalyptic 
fulfillment to contemporary events. richard roach, identified above as 
‘Onesimus’, was instrumental in the founding of the philadelphian Society 
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and has been described as singularly important in articulating Lead’s 
visions as an expression of feminist theology.107 roach’s 1727 work The 
Imperial Standard of the Messiah Triumphant was very much akin to 
Lead’s spiritual expressions of prophetic meaning and, indeed, included 
extracts from Lead’s writings. however, two years earlier he had published 
The Great Crisis: or, the Mystery of the Times and Seasons Unfolded in which 
he had clearly connected the accomplishment of apocalyptic prophecies to 
unusual natural occurrences, as well as recent political affairs such as the 
revolution of 1688–89 and the rise of toryism and Jacobitism in Queen 
anne’s later reign.108 roach even equated the philadelphian Society with the 
two witnesses of revelation 11, proving a chronological correspondence 
between the founding of the group and that prophecy.109 roach’s concern 
in linking worldly circumstances of the recent past and present had much 
more in common with the predominant interpretive frameworks of the 
apocalyptic authors of his time than did Lead’s apocalyptic utterances.
* * *
this chapter has considered Jane Lead’s usage of apocalyptic prophecies, 
and her interpretation of their meaning and fulfillment. It demonstrates 
Lead’s focus on her special prophetic inspiration and the primary function 
of scriptural revelation in confirming that vision. though there is not 
room to undertake a detailed elaboration of prevailing later seventeenth- 
century english apocalyptic exegesis, it can be stated for certain that 
Lead’s great emphasis on the spiritual fulfillment of prophecy and her 
lack of explication of the impact of that accomplishment on existing 
material conditions and institutions make her ideas unique. It is for their 
idiosyncrasies, then, that Lead’s apocalyptic ideas have gained attention. 
and it is their disconnection with a continuing tradition of apocalyptic 
thought that are their claim to fame.
Lead’s ideas leave many questions unanswered. While, of course, any 
understanding of the enigmatic imagery and messages of the Book of 
revelation was not an exact science, most early modern exegetes attempted 
to find historical, political, social, and ecclesiastical correlation—in the 
past, present, and even the future—for their interpretations. But, other 
than enigmatic and abstruse references, Lead did no such thing. Instead, 
her explanations show a highly individualized and internalized application 
of major prophetic events. Lead’s exegesis had meaning largely within her 
own prophesying and unique understanding of scripture. It is uncertain 
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whether only she herself would experience these prophetic fulfillments 
or if prophecy was fulfilled repeatedly as each believer was enlightened. 
It is also unclear how Christ’s millennial reign would affect the world 
that would be subject to that reign, or how the suggestions of worldly 
transformation would be carried out. even if Lead and her followers did 
understand her millenarian ideas fully and clearly, such an appreciation 
remained inaccessible to a majority of Christian believers.
It was not unusual for any group or person to feel that they were singularly 
identified in scriptural messages in general and in apocalyptic accomplishment 
in particular. Of course orthodox apocalyptic interpretations privileged 
certain people or denominations above others: persecuted dissenting 
groups, for example. however, such explanations included apparent and 
transparent apocalyptic fulfillment that would be available for all to see as 
it played out in political events and religious activities. the achievement of 
apocalyptic prophecy for Lead, however, was exclusive and unavailable for 
scrutiny to a majority of the world. Within her explanation, the internal, 
spiritual accomplishment of prophetic meaning was restricted to only the 
very few initiates to the New Jerusalem and Christ’s second coming in 
their souls. While Lead’s Millennium would eventually spread throughout 
the world, apocalyptic understanding and accomplishment would come, 
first and foremost, privately to a very limited group of her immediate 
followers, as well as those who read and believed her writings. It was not 
represented in historical terms or through means that were accessible to the 
rest of Christianity. though interesting in themselves, Jane Lead’s unique 
apocalyptic beliefs should not be viewed as an example simply because of 
their presence in her thought. Instead, historians should see her ideas as 
an anomaly, a departure from the prevailing apocalyptic views that were 
still plentiful in england in the later seventeenth century. It was Lead’s 
claims to a prophetic voice equal, or even superior, to biblical prophecy 
that colored and motivated the ambiguity and opaqueness of apocalyptic 
meaning in her writings. She was, like John in the Book of revelation, a 
purveyor of mystical and mysterious visions, not the interpreter of them.
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Chapter 7
From the end of the seventeenth to the beginning of the eighteenth 
century heated debate concerning the connection between mystical 
and human marriage broke out among pietists,1 especially among more 
radical authors.2 as recent literature has clearly demonstrated, this debate 
was rooted in a broader discussion about the regeneration process, 
 specifically postlapsarian nature and the restoration of the image of God 
in humankind.3
pietism usually interpreted rebirth (Wiedergerburt) as a spiritual 
process, through which God permeated human beings with a new nature. 
Believers’ souls were so connected with God, that they were not only 
forgiven of their sins, but restored to the lost imago Dei. according to 
philipp Jacob Spener, the father of churchly pietism, this inner process 
involved putting off the old nature and putting on the new one, so as to 
complement rebirth by renewal (erneuereung) and live a godly life with 
the support of the holy Spirit.4 although Spener had stressed that believers 
needed to become a new creation in Christ and incited them to grow 
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in holiness, he distinguished sharply the inner process of rebirth and 
its consequence in the practice of the Christian life from any physical 
transformation of the believers in new creatures, which could eventually 
occur in an undefined eschatological future. during their life on earth, 
reborn Christians could and should live within society acting as a spiritual 
elite within the Church so as to promote the community’s renewal.5
radical pietism departed from Spener’s teaching, reinterpreting it in an 
original way. if, according to Spener, Christians who experienced an inner 
revival had to promote a reforming impulse within the Lutheran Church, 
radical pietism placed the true spiritual community outside and often 
in opposition to all human churches, considering their claim to reform 
empty words, dramatically refuted in practice. the true ‘Christian Church’ 
gathered only the reborn believers, whose outward behavior was as pure as 
their inward faith since their souls were married with the Savior’s and enjoyed 
therefore a substantial union with him. this spiritualistic understanding of 
the connection between God and the believer was connected with chiliastic 
expectations, which became the focal point of the theology and piety of 
many pietistic groups and thinkers, acting as an accelerating factor to their 
radicalization.6 radical pietists could not content themselves merely with 
representing a spiritual elite inside the churchly—i.e., sinful—community, 
and by trying to promote a future—yet historically undetermined—
purification of it; they strove rather to immediately form the first group 
of the chiliastic true Church which had to be established before setting up 
Christ’s millennial kingdom on earth. the more imminent the supposed 
apocalyptic end became, the more compelling the need to define forms 
and content of the true elect community.
to depict the essential connection between Christ and the spiritual 
Church, radical pietists did not hesitate to recall traditional bridal mysticism: 
the rebirth and the outbreak of the chiliastic era were depicted as the 
final union between the bride—respectively interpreted as the single soul 
and the whole community of true believers—and the holy bridegroom.7 
Within this context the concept of rebirth (Wiedergeburt) underwent 
a radicalization and was usually interpreted as a consequence of divine 
direct and personal revelations, which acted free of and beyond all human 
definitions and radically transformed human beings. But how was this 
transformation to be accomplished? Were reborn believers restored to the 
lost imago Dei only inwardly, or was their outward appearance adapted to 
adam’s prelapsarian perfection? indeed, in some radical pietistic groups the 
central theological problem became whether or not the  private renewal of 
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individual believers could imply physical transmutation, since the human 
body was considered to be ruled by weakness and postlapsarian sins and, 
therefore, unsuitable to enter the millennial kingdom. Consequently, many 
authors questioned whether rebirth (i.e., a personal inward communion 
with God) could coexist with the human marital state (a sign of the 
postlapsarian world), prompting true believers to ‘ascetical’ attitudes so 
as to prepare not only their spiritual but also their physical transmutation.
Jacob Boehme’s theosophy played a central role within the different 
traditions that collectively constituted radical pietism.8 during the late 
seventeenth century, however, his continental reception was often indirect, 
mediated by the so-called ‘english Behmenists’ and in particular, Jane 
Lead.9 recent studies have pointed out how Lead freed the teaching of the 
‘first German philosopher’ from many of its intricate cosmo-ontological 
implications. Moreover, focusing on Boehme’s interpretation of adam’s 
creation and fall, as well as on the mediating role of the ‘heavenly Sophia’ 
in the restitution of the original divine likeness of humankind, Lead closely 
related the eschatological expectations of Christ’s second coming with the 
doctrine of the mystical regeneration of human souls. hence she provided 
an essential starting point for radical pietistic discussion.10
the idea of the renewal of humankind into the birth of a ‘new adam’ 
deserves particular attention,11 since the opposition of a restored righteous 
nature, on the one hand, and the sinful essence of the ‘old adam’, on 
the other, is not restricted in Lead’s thinking to symbolic meaning, 
nor reduced to a simple spiritual purification of the believer. rather, it 
suggests the beginning of a concrete ‘transfiguration of the body’, which 
enables true Christians to enter an essential connection with God. the 
metaphor of the heavenly marriage between the regenerated soul and the 
Bridegroom Christ expresses, in Lead’s works, the final goal of a process 
of unio mystica interpreted as a slow—yet progressive—renovation of the 
earthly body into a spiritual one.
this chapter discusses these aspects of Lead’s thinking underpinning 
her description of the regeneration process of the believer. Following a 
brief overview of Lead’s anthropological premises and her interpretation of 
Boehme’s work, this chapter then analyzes the four stages of the ‘mystical 
path’, through which believers enter the perfect union with the celestial 
Bridegroom and receive the total restitution of the paradisiacal perfect 
body. after the dissolution of the corrupted nature in the mystical death, 
reborn Christians enter a dual state: while still living in their carnal body, 
they receive a new spiritual body, made of heavenly substance. the heavenly 
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Wisdom’s maternal role is radicalized in order to depict the generation of 
the new creatures in believers’ souls and prepare the final restitution of the 
paradisiacal body, which is completed by Christ, the heavenly Bridegroom. 
and even if the complete—both physical and spiritual—transfiguration 
takes place only at the end of time, it can however be experienced prior 
to that by the ‘elected folk’, i.e., the reborn Christian. this chapter also 
provides a new insight into Lead’s teaching of twofold corporality, showing 
how she tried to combine spiritual regeneration and gradual refinement of 
the new spiritual magical body with the corporal earthly life.
 Jacob boehme’s anthropology
Before examining Lead’s works some context is necessary. teaching 
distinguishing spiritual from material corporality has a long history, going 
back to neoplatonic philosophy, patristic debates and Kabbalistic tradition. 
Such teaching, however, cannot always be reduced to mere opposition and 
mutual exclusion. on the contrary, it entails several attempts to connect 
spiritual and corporal dimensions by a tertium quid: the halfway reality of the 
‘subtle’ or ‘spiritual body’.12 this concept was used by paul in 1 Corinthians 
15:44 to indicate the resurrected body prepared for eternity and inherited 
in the resurrection in order to replace the pre-death physical body, which is 
a mark of the postlapsarian nature and destined to perish. the new ‘subtle 
body’ is on the contrary imperishable, glorious and powerful (1 Corinthians 
15:42–43) and in orthodox theology was closely connected with Christ’s 
body and blood in the eucharist and with the mystical body of the Church. 
however, the idea of a ‘subtle body’ often became controversial, indicating 
both adam’s nature before the fall and an invisible, spiritual body subsisting 
beside the natural body before the resurrection.13
Jacob Boehme (c. 1575–1624) was a clear reference point in the early 
modern ‘spiritual body’ debate. the life and writings of this German 
shoemaker are well known and have been closely examined. Many of the 
influences on his thought (particularly Christian Kabbalah,14 as well as 
the teachings of paracelsus, Caspar Schwenckfeld and valentin Weigel) 
have been explored, so that his theosophical system now appears as a kind 
of reassembled compendium of different mystical and esoteric traditions. 
ranging from alchemical ideas to neoplatonic thought, from mysticism 
to the hermetic tradition, Boehme’s theosophy had an enormous impact 
during the early modern period among readers from a variety of cultural 
milieus. in the eyes of contemporaries and subsequently of his english 
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and German followers, he represented a kind of prophet, disclosing 
the deepest secrets of divine and natural principles. it was, however, his 
cosmological and anthropological teachings, both resting on an indissoluble 
connection of material and spiritual worlds, that drew most attention.
Boehme’s theosophy is extremely complicated and cannot be summarised 
without oversimplification. But it is nonetheless useful here to highlight 
at least its central features, particularly with regard to its ‘soteriological 
narrative’. Briefly, the creation represents a continuing process of divine 
self-expression which transcends the inner-trinitarian life. God’s revelation 
outside himself is his expression in an extra-divine existence, up to his 
externalization in nature. the first step of this process is the revelation 
of himself in the ‘virgin Sophia’, as divine Wisdom. the latter is a first 
hypostasis which enables God’s self-contemplation outside the trinity 
and assures at the same time the original connection between divine and 
human, spiritual and material natures.15 virgin Wisdom comprises all 
divine essences, ‘models’ and archetypes and enables therefore not only 
God’s self-contemplation but also the second step of the process, namely 
God’s self-expression in the creation.16
Sophia, moreover, represents the perfect connection between God and 
the first man, adam, who replaced the fallen Lucifer in eden and restored 
a new harmony after the implosion of the ‘angelic kingdoms’ into chaos 
(Genesis 1:2). in Boehme’s view, adam is created fully in God’s image 
and enjoys perfection of vision and knowledge as a consequence of his 
participation in heavenly Wisdom. this essential connection with Sophia 
is primarily the expression in the first man of the teleological direction of 
the creation, according to which all desires have to be set ‘into the light’, 
into God’s glory. adam’s soul is consequently connected to God’s will.17 
even his body partakes of the paradisiacal substantiality of the divine, since 
it is made not of earthly materials, but of celestial Quinta Essentia.18 adam 
therefore embodies the archetype of the human being and represents 
the microcosm in which God’s manifestation is originally reflected in the 
creation. this is not in opposition to the spiritual essences, but rather an 
expression and externalization of them. adam’s spiritual, ‘crystalline’, 
heavenly corporality or Kraftleib, to use Boehme’s term,19 can be compared 
to angelic corporality,20 and is, therefore, incorruptible. it suffers no hunger, 
tiredness or sleepiness.21 above all, it is characterized by androgyny and the 
ability to procreate magically through the power of imagination.22
yet this ‘subtle body’ is dramatically lost as soon as adam desires to 
follow his own will rather than God’s.23 according to Boehme, the images 
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of adam falling asleep in eden and of God taking a rib and forming eve 
already represent the departure of the virgin Sophia, the split of androgyny 
and the fulfillment of the first fall.24 the loss of original perfection worsened 
with the second fall: by eating the fruit of the forbidden tree adam and 
eve undergo a spiritual and a physical degradation. the ‘crystalline’ body 
of the first man becomes mortal and bestial, filled with sinful desires and 
exposed to weakness, hunger and death.25 it is here that postlapsarian 
human history begins. God is unwilling to let his perfect image in human 
beings fall into definitive alienation and to interrupt his continuing process 
of self-manifestation. therefore, he opens his work of redemption by 
‘putting on’ human nature and dying on the cross, to cover his wrath with 
his love. in Boehme’s soteriological narrative Christ is the ‘second adam’ 
who restores the divine image in souls, leading fallen nature back to its 
previous, perfect essence, restoring the intimate communion between 
human and divine will, but also overcoming the corruptibility of flesh and 
sexual differentiation.26 this work of the conversion and transformation 
of human nature represents a central part of the cosmic restitution of the 
whole of the creation, which Christ fulfills together with the virgin Sophia. 
and it steadily draws believers into a salvific relationship with the Lord.
to conclude, Boehme’s salvation narrative stretches from the creation 
to the apocalypse and includes perdition and the subsequent return to 
the paradisiacal state. Christ is the link between the restoration of original 
perfection and its eschatological fulfillment in human beings. his redeeming 
work cannot be reduced, however, to the doctrine of imputative justice. as 
in the process of alchemical transmutation, he reveals through his passion, 
death and resurrection, the way to self-purification and of  renovation that 
true believers must freely imitate.27 By embracing the example of Christ’s 
crucifixion and shaping their lives according to the sacred events of the 
Lord’s earthly drama, human beings can experience the inward rebirth 
until the final restoration of the image of God in their souls is completed 
following the general resurrection after death. however, Boehme’s 
teaching introduced a critical problem: does the soul’s regeneration imply 
a progressive recovery of the paradisiacal body during life on earth?
 the androgynous adam and the heavenly sophia 
in Jane lead’s thought
the idea of a perfect, androgynous, prehistoric man; his original connection 
with the heavenly Sophia; adam’s double fall; and spiritual rebirth 
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as a restored connection between the human soul and divinity provided 
a widely shared soteriological framework in the early modern period. 
although Boehme postulated the restoration of a ‘subtle body’ for reborn 
souls not before the (still undetermined) eschatological end, the doctrine of 
corporal transmutation became increasingly important among his readers. 
When chiliastic expectations were the focal point of their theology, many 
groups and thinkers also radicalized the doctrine of physical transmutation, 
arguing that the transformation of their natural bodies could accelerate—
or confirm the imminence of—Christ’s second coming.28 this is evident 
in the case of radical pietist heinrich horch (1652–1729).29 While 
imprisoned in Marburg Castle from november 1699 to July 1700 because 
of his chiliastic views, the former theology professor pulled out his hair and 
removed his teeth (both signs of the transience of mortal bodies according 
to Boehme) to anticipate—or accelerate—his physical transmutation into a 
new heavenly body, and in so doing confirming his inward rebirth.30
in identifying the conceptual frame of such radical attempts to make the 
physical transmutation an essential consequence of spiritual purification, 
it should be emphasized that the pietistic reception of Boehme’s teaching 
was deeply conditioned by a transcultural process. Most German readers—
including horch—did not engage with the writings of the German 
philosopher directly. rather, they re-discovered them through works by 
english Behmenists.31
Literature on the subject has highlighted how Boehme’s works quickly 
spread in england, starting with their translation between 1644 and 1662 
by John Sparrow and John ellistone. they sparked great interest among 
many radical groups and thinkers, with each giving a personal interpretation 
and shape to Boehme’s doctrine, mainly by combining elements with 
other traditions.32 the most famous english Behmenist was John pordage 
(1607–1681),33 under whose tutelage Jane Lead (1624–1704) came into 
contact with the works of the German philosopher.
Lead’s mystical career together with her leadership of the philadelphian 
Society is well known and discussed earlier in this volume.34 Considering 
herself an instrument of God, she quickly assumed the role of spiritual 
guide for the followers gathered around her, preaching the conversion 
and experience of inward union with Christ. her writings—especially the 
reports on her mystical visions—were translated into German from the 
mid-1690s and found an enormous resonance on the continent.35
recent studies have noted the central features of Lead’s thinking.36 
indeed, it is now clear that there were both significant similarities as well 
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as differences between Lead and Boehme.37 Lead, for example, shared 
Boehme’s anthropological premises. She describes the first man in eden 
as the ‘virgin adam’ who had in himself a feminine essence as long as he 
lived in perfect connection with holy Wisdom. the first man, however, 
lost his androgynous perfection as soon as he ‘looked outward, as if he 
were not sufficient of himself to increase and multiply for the replenishing 
of paradise, God having created him Male and Female in himself.’38 
Subsequently, Lead assumes that adam’s first fall overturned God’s perfect 
design, causing the spiritual and physical degradation of the human being 
and, as the spiritual body was replaced by the material and ‘animal’ one, it 
marked the beginning of the ‘fleshly generation’ of human beings.39
Similarly, Boehme and Lead state that human history is defined by the 
loss of God’s image as a consequence of the first man’s adultery with the 
heavenly Sophia and subsequent disobedience by eating forbidden fruit. to 
escape the consequences of the double fall of the first human pair, which 
determines the sinful earthly life, Lead encourages true believers to strive for 
the reunion with Sophia and for the spiritual marriage with Christ, to restore 
the imago Dei in the human soul.40 yet behind this common soteriological 
framework, Lead develops her own doctrine, putting at the core of her 
messages some ideas that remained peripheral in Boehme’s thinking.
additionally, millenarian stirrings, particularly in the 1690s, made Christ’s 
salvific work imperative: he was expected to shortly restore the whole 
creation.41 according to Lead, to prepare for their Savior’s return and to enter 
his kingdom, Christians have to experience their regeneration both spiritually 
and physically, since the sinful soul and the material body cannot take part 
in the ‘nuptial feast’ and enjoy their reunion with Christ. For this purpose, 
true believers have to be born into a new life, killing the old adam. unlike 
Boehme, Lead describes Sophia neither in terms of ontological speculation 
on the nature of God, nor as a spiritual medium, in which the divinity reveals 
itself. rather, she characterizes divine Wisdom as a mother in whose womb 
rebirth takes place and who introduces regenerated souls to union with the 
heavenly bridegroom. Mystical marriage, however, is the ultimate goal of a 
process of self-denial and transmutation. So it is to this i now turn.
 the beginning of the mystical process 
and the nothingness of the soul
among Lead’s earliest published works, the 40-page tract titled, The 
Heavenly Cloud Now Breaking supplies a concise, yet clear introduction 
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to her teaching, describing the mystic ladder with which to ascend into 
heaven and take part in the ‘wedding banquet’.42 the work is addressed to 
all those who are ready to divest themselves of their essence of ‘sin, curse, 
bondage and sorrow’.43 no soul can in fact attain real freedom and peace 
if plunged into the ‘dying pool’ of the world, far away from Christ, the 
healer of all spiritual maladies. true believers are, therefore, invited to eat 
at the ‘Supper of God’.44
presenting herself as a friend and servant of heavenly Wisdom, Lead 
develops the image of the ‘godly supper’, avoiding any discussion on the 
sacraments, instead applying it to the different stages of the mystical path 
of regeneration. according to Wisdom’s order, Lead discloses the way to 
enter into the ‘nuptial feast’ with Christ and, for this reason, introduces in 
the preface a preliminary distinction: there are four groups of souls, each 
of them is invited to taste a specific course according to its different degree 
of ‘spiritual refinement’. the simplest food is prepared for those who still 
have to die from their sins and consists of the ‘broken and crucified body 
of the Lord’. Souls that are raised from ‘mystical death’ can then enjoy the 
second course, that is to say, Christ’s paradisiacal body and its powerful 
nature. once any sinful mark has been removed and a pure spiritual body 
has been obtained, the regenerated souls are finally carried away into the 
new Jerusalem and are fed Christ’s glorified body, which represents the 
third and fourth courses of the Lord’s banquet. Believers are filled with 
all the ‘fullness of God’ and introduced to the nuptial day, when the holy 
trinity descends to celebrate the marriage with the Lamb.45 regenerated 
Christians become part of the glorified person of Christ and are gifted with 
the ‘generating power of the holy Ghost to go forth for the replenishing 
of the new heavens and earth’.46
in Lead’s thinking, this image of a four-course Supper corresponds 
to both a four-stage process of spiritual growth, and to four different 
steps on Jacob’s ladder (Genesis 28). this ladder enables souls to ascend 
gradually, according to their stage of maturity. its initial step consists of 
‘Mystical death’, which dissolves the threefold captivity that characterizes 
postlapsarian human nature.47 Satan not only introduced the ‘original venom 
of sin’ by corrupting adam and eve in eden, but he still tempts believers 
and prevents their regeneration by oppressing their souls and harming 
their outward bodies with sickness, sorrow and death.48 the restitution 
of the relapsed creation, therefore, requires the complete dissolution of 
corrupted nature. Citing romans 6–7, Lead invites readers to enter the 
‘passage gate of death’, to let Christ direct the ‘Sacrificing Knife’ upon the 
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‘viperous Body of the Sin’, in order to destroy it and restore instead ‘that 
pure angelical image, in which the most holy one took such delight to 
see his own Similitude in’.49
in The Heavenly Cloud the restoration of the imago Dei in the human 
soul requires the imitation of Christ’s death, which is intended as a ‘living 
type and example […] to follow’, not as a mere imputative sacrifice. 
it, therefore, implies personal engagement, as well as ‘conformity and 
fellowship with him in his death’ in order to kill postlapsarian sinful 
nature.50 Christ offered his ‘personal Body’ to his Father and suffered the 
sacrifice. true believers must ‘intervert’ their life into Christ, offering it 
as a voluntary sacrifice and enduring the ‘dying agonies’ with the Spirit’s 
support.51 in this way, believers will be able to cut off ‘every Member in the 
Body of Sin’. at the same time, this passage into total death requires God’s 
intervention, since humans cannot overcome all weakness and temptation. 
regarding this, Lead stresses how the Savior slowly introduces souls into 
this distressing process, showing them the necessity of the crucifixion on 
the one hand, and revealing the final goal, that is to say, the restoration of 
original glory, on the other.
Behind this first mystical process of self-denial, Lead offers a more 
detailed description of ‘inward death’ and distinguishes three domains 
for its application. apart from animal life—the ‘more gross and right- 
down earthly Life, consisting of a beastly nature’52—the rational part of 
the human being also deserves to be crucified. although reason is usually 
regarded as a wise controlling force upon the wild movements of the soul, 
it is not completely free from sin. only those who are properly ‘enlightened 
and well-instructed’ by God can easily recognize this truth.
Lead introduces three arguments to support her thesis. First, she takes 
into account daily experience: human reason is so closely connected to 
earthly interests that, despite its godly appearance, if forced to choose 
between material and spiritual advantage, humans opt for the former. 
turning to Scripture, reason is then clearly a feature of postlapsarian 
nature. in Lead’s interpretation of Genesis, adam had no rationality 
before his fall, since in his perfection ‘he had no occasion to use subtilty or 
craft, all things were provided to his hand. So now in the way of our return 
to the more transcendent Liberty and Glory, for which the holy Ghost, 
operating in the power of Faith to perfect, will admit to have nothing 
contributed from the rational Spirit.’53 Moreover—and this is the third 
argument—human reason is incompatible with the ‘Spirit of Faith’: it 
constantly raises questions and doubts concerning God’s promises and 
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his revelations and consequently prevents the resurrection of souls, which 
have, on the contrary, put themselves completely into God’s hands.54 in 
conclusion, even if Lead acknowledges the positive role of human reason 
in governing and tempering the impulses of fallen animal life, intellective 
faculties come from ‘the womb of fallen time’ and are, therefore, not only 
worthless, but also dangerous for the souls that try to ascend the spiritual 
ladder.55
the middle position of reason is also reproduced in sensual life, which 
is divided in three ‘branches’: exterior, bodily and interior senses. the first 
two have to be killed without hesitation because exterior senses (above 
all human will) are corrupted by a depraved sensual desire that pursues 
its own delight and satisfaction rather than God’s teaching, and natural 
senses reflect the essence of the mortal body and its corruption and 
represent therefore the greatest impediment to any experience.56 But the 
interior senses also imply a hard spiritual struggle. they are, in fact, strictly 
connected to reason and the postlapsarian condition. even if they can be in 
part renewed and enlightened (enabling the comprehension of immortal 
and divine things), they are constantly confronted with the human sinful 
essence, so that they always try in vain to escape mortal nature and fly 
up to heaven, causing the interior struggle of which many saints gave 
testimony.57 it is at the climax of this interior struggle and mystical self- 
denial that true believers finally reach the ‘cessation from senses’ and the 
‘eternal nothingness’,58 which opens the door to a clearer knowledge of 
God and to a new paradisiacal state.59
 the resurrection of (the new) adam
the metaphor of mystical death and of the nothingness of souls illustrates 
the killing of the old adam in analogy with Christ’s passion. according 
to Lead, souls that have accomplished this process of self-denial are finally 
reunited with Christ’s dead body. they are buried with the Lord. however, 
this means that the following step is that of the resurrection, since there 
can be no doubt that ‘the same Spirit which raised him [Christ], must and 
will raise up such as are dead in him’.60
it is in this connection that Lead introduces the problem of the physical 
transmutation of believers. even if the perfect restitution of original—both 
spiritual and physical—perfection cannot be completely attained before 
the end of the world, the risen soul is already dressed with ‘the fine robe 
of the resurrection’ during earthly life.61 Lead argues that according 
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to the godly mysteries, a ‘new adam’ comes to life as soon as one takes 
the ‘resurrection-step’. reborn believers live from that moment on in a 
dual state: the godly seeds grow up inwardly, even if they are still fastened 
to their carnal body, which now represents only an impediment to the 
regenerated souls. this dual state corresponds to a dual substance or 
corporeal reality.
the birth of the new spiritual man is a pivotal theme in Lead’s teaching. 
in the beginning, the new adam is hidden, growing up inwardly, so slowly 
that sometimes the soul itself cannot discern him.62 he can be compared 
to the restored imago Dei as a principle of divine animation, yet is not an 
abstract reality, since in accordance with Boehme’s teaching no spirit can 
subsist without a body.63 to explain this mystery, Lead uses a metaphor: 
as a child in a natural womb lies passive and contributes nothing to its 
own life, so the new adam receives his new substance from his creator by 
a superior and incorruptible action. this continues until a ‘new body’ is 
fashioned in human souls as in the ‘gross bodily Figure’, but of a different 
consistency, the new creature being ‘airy, thin, and of a transparent 
purity’.64 the difference between body and soul is progressively dissolved 
into the new adam, whose substance is compared to the angelic essence, 
consisting of ‘one pure element, which can swallow up the visible gross 
substance of Flesh.’65
Christians are now fed with the second course of the nuptial banquet, 
namely Christ’s resurrected body, which means that the new creature, 
which arose in the regenerated soul, participates in Christ’s flesh and 
mutates according to the different realities that Christ assumed from his 
crucifixion to his glorification. the old adam was killed and laid in the 
grave during the process of mystical death, so Jesus was crucified and 
buried; the new adam is now risen, so Christ is resurrected and appears 
again to his disciples.66 however, the simile between Christ’s and the new 
creature’s resurrected body is not symbolic. rather it implies a bodily 
transmutation: the new adam is the real Christus in nos, the effective 
and concrete presence of the Lord in human beings. this new spiritual 
body in believers’ souls is part of Christ’s universal body, sharing the same 
heavenly substance.
here, Lead’s teaching shows signs of the doctrine of the celestial 
flesh, which Boehme also inherited from the radical reformation and in 
particular from Caspar Schwenckfeld.67 the idea that human physical bodies 
could be transformed into heavenly substance was widespread in england 
among platonist and Behmenist groups that interpreted the concept of 
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the unio mystica as a cosmic principle. in their opinion, the whole of 
creation runs to the re-establishment of prehistoric harmony, and its 
universal restoration requires the complete assimilation and transfiguration 
of all creatures into God, therefore assuring an ontological continuum 
between them.68 Lead shares this doctrine and interprets the process of 
purification and regeneration of the soul as a gradual incorporation of the 
believers in the divine life and substance.
this process is, at the beginning, still incomplete. the ‘spiritual body 
of the resurrection’ cannot immediately subjugate the ‘visible and vile’ 
mortal body, but it subsists, relying on Christ’s promise to turn it into 
its paradisiacal essence again.69 even if the ‘frail mortal Body of Flesh’ 
still remains as the Kingdom of ‘the Beast and dragon’, the new spiritual 
‘Magical body’ is not inactive.70 on the contrary, even before the full and 
total resurrection and transfiguration into the glorious body of the glorified 
Christ, the new spiritual ‘Magical body’ represents an ‘advance […] beyond 
the Life of Faith’ since it is the ‘medium’ through which true believers have 
visions and representations of heavenly realities.71 the spiritual body of the 
resurrection ‘sees in the Light of God’s eye, as being translated into that 
principle, where one perpetual everlasting day doth shine, where it doth 
behold greatness, goodness, and purity, as being entered into the same.’72 
the spiritual body of the new adam, although only inward, therefore 
enables reborn Christians to participate in the eternal Worlds, in the divine 
essence. at the same time, the spiritual body discloses their dramatic 
situation, exacerbating both their suffering for beings still imprisoned in 
the postlapsarian state and their longing for the final transfiguration.
Before the definitive and everlasting ‘correspondency with God, and 
Christ, and all the heavenly Family’ could be attained,73 an inward struggle 
characterizes those regenerated Christians who have taken the resurrection 
step, but have still not reached the following one, namely ascension. Lead 
describes it as a ‘probation-time’, in which the risen soul should be ‘very 
cautious, to keep up to the Celestial region, improving all those sublime 
Faculties’ of the new adam.74 they should become unconcerned with 
all worldly affairs, with all sinful desires and relationships, with all bodily 
necessities and live as a stranger among mortals. ‘their home is properly 
with the Lord’, and they can visit it, since they ‘can with their invisible 
Spirit and Body, pass through divers unknown Spheres, some times more 
immediate with the deity; and other times with the orders of glorified 
angels, and Saints of high degree, […] and then again return to be seen 
and known of such as are in this lower orb’.75
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to conclude, according to Lead, regenerated Christians live a twofold 
corporality similar to Christ who appeared with a mortal body after his 
resurrection and before his ascension. they keep their material body, 
struggling to avoid all its postlapsarian impulses and to reduce it to a shell 
from which they will escape as soon as they are completely transfigured into 
paradisiacal perfection. despite all mortal and terrestrial appearances, they 
are already able to move in and out, to ascend and descend the heavenly 
ladder, not only to fulfil their transmutation, but also to act as Christ’s 
delegates and messengers, to witness that the Lord is raised in them and 
to carry out ‘God’s great wonders upon the visible Stage of this World’.76
as long as the ‘resurrection-Flock’ lives in the mortal body, it is 
exposed to risks, temptations and attacks from evil spirits, as Lead shows 
through reports of her personal experiences.77 yet only this refinement 
process ascertains the ‘resurrection-Mark’ while living in the earthly body, 
by being welcomed into the paradisiacal region even if one departs mortal 
life without having completely put on Christ (Galatians 3:27). however, 
a further step on the heavenly ladder can be taken on entering the ‘Gate 
for ascension’.
 ascension and glorification in the marriage feast
Lead also extends the birth and generation metaphor to divine Wisdom, 
which represents an eschatological mediator of salvation on earth, preceding 
and preparing the final union with the Lord. Scholars have highlighted this 
point, showing how the figure of Sophia in Lead’s writings contributed 
to the gender definition and deeply influenced the self-representation of 
many female mystical writers.78 it is known that Lead’s Sophiology is highly 
indebted to Boehme, yet some studies have also pointed out its originality, 
referring above all to a tendency to ‘individualize and anthropomorphize 
the Sophia concept’,79 transforming God’s Wisdom from a cosmic-
ontological principle to a personified interlocutor in Lead’s visions and 
mystical experiences. this shift in interpreting the role of Wisdom also 
influenced the doctrine of the spiritual body, connecting the birth of the 
‘new adam’ in human souls with Sophia’s maternal role.
Lead’s writings suggest that Wisdom was originally God’s eternal 
essence, hidden in the Father, and was produced, alias manifested, during 
the time of the creation.80 Like Boehme, Lead also argues that this ‘heavenly 
virgin’ allowed adam’s magical reproduction before his fall, assuring 
him of the ‘Generation force’ by imagination. yet according to Lead, 
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Sophia keeps her maternal role even today. after adam’s fall and the loss 
of original perfection, she still makes believers’ souls ‘fruitful’, introducing 
all Christians to the mystical purification process which represents the 
only way to be born into new life and to enter into the nuptial feast with 
Christ.81
defining Sophia as the ‘perpetual virgin’, the ‘Jerusalem-Bride’ or ‘the 
virgin mother’, Lead highlights again and again the generative force of 
the heavenly Wisdoms, in whose womb the rebirth of human souls takes 
place.82 Behind this metaphor of maternity-rebirth, the association between 
divine Wisdom and the virgin Mary in opposition to eve becomes explicit. 
if the latter gave birth to postlapsarian creatures, Mary and Sophia—the 
new eves—are the mothers of the ‘elected flock’. Like Mary, who was a 
‘Figure of the eternal virgin’, Christ is born in the Flesh, so the souls are 
now generated anew by divine Wisdom.83 according to Lead, it is for this 
reason that Sophia deserves the title of ‘natural Mother’ of a new heavenly 
progeny, whose spiritual body fully corresponds to Christ’s (the archetype 
of the ‘new adam’).84
the maternal role of Sophia also plays a central role in The Heavenly 
Cloud Now Breaking. Lead maintains here that divine Wisdom can 
fulfill her generative task because she is in marriage union with God’s 
omnipotence, so that if God’s omnipotence is the ‘only productive force 
and ground’ the Wisdom is his acting force in the world.85 Sophia creates 
all things anew, she lays her ‘platform in order to the restoring that virgin 
nature, and Godlike Simplicity, that have been deflowered through the 
subtilty of reason’.86 this prehistoric perfection will be fully accorded 
to regenerated souls who have held out against the ‘probation hour’ and 
who then enter the ‘Gate of ascension’ towards final spiritual and physical 
glorification.
the restoration of God’s eternal and pure nature in the regenerate 
souls now has to be completed for the mystical wedding with the heavenly 
Bridegroom. While divine Wisdom is the ‘mother’ of the new creature 
in the believers’ souls, Christ himself refines the restitution of spiritual 
and physical paradisiacal perfection. using nuptial imagery Lead often 
describes her personal union with the ‘eternal spiritual husband’ in her 
diary as a restoration of the ‘lost virginity’ and the incarnation of Christ’s 
virginal body within her.87 a ‘full and perfect Change into […] a spiritual 
Corporiety, in which the offence of Sin might altogether cease’ is in fact 
essential because ‘the Lamb, the Bridegroom can take no other into the 
Marriage-Bond of inflamed Love with him, but an immaculate Bride, all 
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Fair and Serene’.88 that is why reborn souls have to put Christ’s Mystical 
Body on and depart—at least mystically and spiritually—from earth.
the complete transfiguration will take place only at the end of time. yet, 
although still living in the mortal body, the new spiritual creature can start 
its ascent into heaven. or better still, only the spiritual body generated in 
the resurrection-step can move and soar to the highest heavenly regions, 
where it will be rewarded with the promised transfiguration by means 
of Christ’s intervention. these last steps of the mystical ladder—the 
ascension and the Glorification—cannot be perceived by mortal senses, 
nor understood by rational knowledge, but only experienced by the ‘elect 
Flock’.89 the twofold state of reborn believers is therefore radicalised: their 
‘visible Figure may be seen by Mortals, while their inward transformed 
Spirit, Soul and Body are translated out sight, and are taken into the 
heavens.’90
Focusing on the transmutation which occurs at this stage, Lead argues 
that regenerated human beings are readmitted into the heavenly regions, 
from where they had been banished after adam’s fall. if adam corrupted 
humankind by eating the fruit of the forbidden tree, now true Christians 
can be confirmed in eternal life by eating from the tree of Life.91 thanks 
to the Bridegroom’s priestly mediation, ‘as adam’s angelical and 
paradisiacal Body was changed into that which was mortal and vile; so 
by virtue of feeding upon this tree of Life, we shall again reassume a 
pure and unfadable Body, far more transparent that he had in that first 
Creation-state’.92
the transfigured body of regenerated souls therefore appears not only 
like the prehistoric body –androgynous and made of divine essence—but 
the finest. Lead lists in the conclusion of her tract its 12 main properties. 
the new spiritual body is, first of all, immortal and has both a ‘christaline 
sight’ to contemplate without any medium all celestial glories, and a 
‘supernatural hearing’ to understand the ‘heavenly Language’ of the 
creation. third, God’s Wisdom is fully restored in its essence, so that 
all earthly understanding and knowledge are replaced.93 Moreover, the 
new spiritual creature enjoys all heavenly rewards, immunities and gifts: 
a perfect and everlasting righteousness, a delightful pleasure and joy, a 
‘flowing torrent of Love’ towards all divine essences and creatures, a free 
will in perfect accordance with God’s, the ‘Balsam tincture’ of godly 
mercifulness and the ‘sweet-scented odours and perfumes’ of the tree of 
Life as an ‘antidote against all putrefaction of Sin’; and finally, all heavenly 
‘riches and honour’ in opposition to such earthly ones.94
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Lead’s doctrine reinterprets Boehme’s ‘soteriological narrative’ and 
particularly highlights the mystical process of human regeneration. above 
all Lead faces the thorny problem of the physical transmutation of reborn 
believers. First, she maintains that the postlaparian nature is incompatible with 
the regenerated souls. old adam and new adam are antipodes; therefore, 
rebirth necessarily implies the dissolution of both the animal senses as the 
rational part of the human beings. Lead regards the nothingness of the 
creatural state as a precondition to the gradual incorporation of the souls in 
the divine substance and states that regenerated believers must become part 
of Christ’s body. Focusing on the essence of the new adam and assuming 
that no spiritual reality can subsist without a ‘body’, Lead maintains that the 
new spiritual creature within reborn souls has a heavenly essence. the more 
the ‘new adam’ grows in souls, the more its ‘spiritual body’ gains substance 
in the perfect union with God. thus Lead describes the ‘new creature’ as a 
part of Christ’s glorified body, with whom it is united in mystical marriage. 
in truth, this does not imply a complete and instantaneous transmutation 
of physical corporeality. paradisiacal perfection of the reborn will be refined 
gradually and completed only with Christ’s second coming, when the 
new ‘magical body’ will completely ‘swallow up’ the mortal one. in the 
meantime, the final resolution of the conflict between these two natures 
can be foretasted only by the elect in their mystical visions.95
this gives new insights into Lead’s idea of corporality. especially 
concerning the coexistence of the spiritual and material body, as well 
as Sophia’s maternal role. elected Christians are forced to live in a 
twofold state: they still endure postlapsarian corporeality—although they 
have reduced it to a mere ‘figure’—while they inwardly experience the 
paradisiacal life of their new angelical nature. they can finally recognize 
each other on account of their spiritual senses, remaining concealed to all 
mortal sight and rational understanding. this coexistence of a physical 
and spiritual body in reborn Christians represents a temporary situation, 
whose resolution is not clearly fixed, but is only described as ‘forthcoming’ 
in Lead’s works. yet, with chiliastic expectation mounting, Lead’s ideal 
of the restitution of ‘adam’s angelical and paradisiacal Body’ became a 
reference point for many, especially radical pietists, who attempted to put 
Lead’s mystical process into effect by urging real physical transmutation. 
indeed, her doctrine of twofold corporality may have contributed to 
similar debates in radical pietism, offering new arguments to individual 
thinkers and groups who tried to explain the soteriological process as a 
physical restitution of the original paradisiacal perfection.
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Chapter 8
Mystics throughout the ages, not least in the early modern period, have 
somehow managed to find an awful lot to say, and indeed write, about the 
ineffable. But the process of translating spiritual experience and mystical 
knowledge into text has always, naturally enough, been a problematic one, 
testing the boundaries between metaphor and reality. Spiritual writers after 
pseudo-Dionysius wrestled self-consciously and often creatively with the 
challenge of apophasis, or unsaying; preferring to allude to divine presence 
or divine personality by analogy, or indeed by negation, rather than by 
positive assertions using known categories.1 the problem is heightened 
when mystical knowledge is regarded not universally as incommunicable, 
but as inaccessible except to a practised elite. Jane Lead and her circle wrote 
in a prophetic idiom, but also a mystical one, combining paradoxically 
the visionary boldness of seventeenth-century millenarianism, claiming 
special revelation on the public stage, with the secrecy of esoteric and 
alchemical discourses, and with Dionysian apophatic theology. as a result 
of this paradox, what literary critics call the ‘topos of ineffability’ fostered 
vividly imaginative writing among the Behmenists and philadelphians, and 
a curious ambivalence about producing text and making it public.
It might be argued that the epistemological and linguistic challenges 
of writing ineffable experience were diminished in the case of female 
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 visionaries. Women embodied the ‘unknowing’, the absence of intellectual 
illusions and interfering images that was so highly prized in mystical 
theology, and that encouraged in theory if not in practice the veneration 
of fools, madmen and virgins.2 they might, as vessels of revelation 
highly idealized and even fetishized in their purity (as the elderly Jane 
Lead undoubtedly was), act as the virginal, chastening ‘Other’ of worldly 
masculine wisdom. In a period famous for the more public appearance of 
female authorship in england, the most prominent voices were visionary 
ones, and the most powerful defences of women’s writing were made by 
the male mentors or associates of these mystics. One such advocate was 
the Welsh Benedictine augustine Baker (1575–1641), who collected the 
works of Gertrude More (1606–1633), a nun of Cambrai, later published 
with the subtitle ‘the sainctly ideots devotion’. her devotions were 
conceived by and properly set forth for ‘ideots’, wrote Baker:
because they are for such as feruently and simply with all their affections, 
desire to aspire after God in the Cloud of faith and feelings of Loue 
without troubleinge themselues with busye and impertinent operations 
of the vnderstandinge, commonly called Meditations or discourses of the 
vnderstandinge, to move & excite the will, which in the case of these deuine 
& Seraphicke Ideots, are superfluous, they beinge alreadye sufficiently, yea 
aboundantly excited and bent to loue God, and practise vertue, through 
their light of Faith, which telleth and assureth them, that all is vanitye of 
Vanities, but. Only to Loue and serue God[.]3
the ‘ideot’, who ‘to others seemes ignorant, and foolish; to you is 
knowingly ignorant, and wisely vnlearned’, with ‘more … satisfactorie 
knowledge then all the subtile Scholasticks, and suttle politicks put 
together could haue done’.4 Baker had observed that ‘in these latter 
times God hath as freely (and perhaps more commonly) communicated 
the Divine Lights and Graces proper to a Contemplative life to simple 
women, endued with lesser & more contemptible Gifts of Judgment, but 
yet enriched with stronger Wills and more fervent affections unto him, 
then the ablest men’.5 along similar lines, the Scottish Jacobite mystic 
George Garden (1649–1733) wrote an extensive Apology for the ‘innocent 
virgin’ antoinette Bourignon (1616–1680), whose ingenuous writings 
confronted a fruitless and ‘speculative Knowledge of Divine things’, 
humiliating mere ‘humane Wisdom’, which, ‘is directly opposite to the 
Wisdom of the holy Spirit which descends only into humble Souls’.6 
Bourignon herself is said to have observed that ‘Men are now less dispos’d 
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to receive his Divine Light than Women, since their hearts are blown up 
with pride’.7
the philadelphians were, of course, followers and interpreters of 
Jacob Boehme (1575–1624), the inspired cobbler of Görlitz, whose own 
writings were notoriously abstruse but, for those who believed in his 
inspiration, unmistakeably stamped with the divine imprimatur precisely 
because of his ‘illiterate’ and untrained persona.8 his writings provided 
the seventeenth- century template for the visionary expression of the 
ignorant sage. they were designed to be obstructive and exclusive, to 
foster an experimental rather than an abstractive reading. his english 
translators in the 1640s and 1650s insisted that Boehme’s texts were 
precisely not to be approached as normal theological texts, by the light 
of reason, for Boehme had ‘not received his Knowledge from men, or 
from the imperfect fallible principles of the Schools, but from the true 
fountain of Wisdom and Knowledg’.
nor did he write, as most do, by transcription out of other men’s Books; 
nor were his Dictates neither, the products of his own fancy, but by Divine 
influence; and (as is his own expression) out of his Three-leav’d Book, which 
the hand of God had opened in him: wherein he found the Knowledge, 
not only of all that Moses, the prophets, Christ and the apostles taught 
in Sacred Scripture, but of all Mysteries also in heaven and earth, as he 
himself affirms in his Epistles, and many other of his writings.9
as another translator put it, ‘herein lieth that simple child-like way 
to the highest Wisdome, which no sharp reason, or worldly learning 
can reach unto; nay it is foolishness unto reason, … the wiselings of this 
world, have alwaies trampled it under foot with scorn and contempt, and 
have called it enthusiasm, madness, melancholy, &c’.10
arguments for the special disposition of women and fools to receive 
spiritual impressions were not new of course, but the conventional distinction 
between proud reason and holy humility took on a freshly oppositional 
character in the polemics of anti-popery and Counter-reformation, and 
in the post-revolutionary outpouring of anti-enthusiasm and its own 
counterpart, radical spiritualism. Such oppositions can be found developed 
in Catholic defences of medieval and Counter-reformation female mystics 
after the restoration, and in Quaker justifications of women’s speaking. 
however, its more powerful expression is to be found in the censorious 
writings of the anti-enthusiasts, for whom ‘simple women’ were rather 
more likely to be ‘led captive’ (1 timothy 3.6) by their own delusions and 
melancholy than to be anointed with extraordinary revelations. In a hostile 
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environment for mystical religion—hostile not least because of the 
association with female prophets and preachers—women’s visionary 
writing confronted dominant discourses. female leadership and social and 
political disorder were closely linked, a consequence of the civil wars which 
cast a long shadow, and shaped responses to women’s visionary activity for 
generations. In a letter dated 1702, anthony ashley-Cooper (1671–1713), 
the third earl of Shaftesbury, described his encounter with an ‘angelick 
Sect’, presided over by ‘adept ladys’ and one female visionary in particular, 
dressed like a Quaker. the resemblance to the philadelphian Society (apart 
from the distinctive costume) is striking. the members of the sect boasted 
of ‘the Wonders and Miracles which God had wrought in, and by her [the 
female prophet]; such as were of greater Certainty than either of the old or 
new testament’. the ‘Grand Sybill, and Soverain Instructess’ then herself 
held forth, in ‘empiricall astrologicall Bombastick Strains’ and began to 
recall ‘the Manner of her first Salutation by the angell of God’, speaking 
of the angel ‘allways as a She-one; using the terms she, and Her: which … 
was to shew us the authority of her Sex in heaven’. Shaftesbury concluded 
his letter with a diatribe on:
the burning fury and rage, the Dreadfull ravage and Destruction of that 
greatest Incendiary of the earth enthOUSIaSMe; which is not only able 
(as we see) to destroy private persons and whole familyes; but which getting 
head, and rising at first from Small Beginnings, has so far reduc’d even to 
ashes and Desart the most flourishing Cityes and Countryes, ‘orethrown 
establish’d Churches, violated the most lawfull rites, revers’d all that 
is sacred, prophan’d religion with Blood and Crueltyes, and in a word, 
confounded all things Divine and human.11
there could be no more powerful inducement to quietism among 
female visionaries.
Much attention has been paid among literary scholars in past decades 
to manuscript writings by early modern women, a reaction against 
the exclusive focus on female authors who chose to publish in print.12 
Manuscript culture has come to the foreground in the scholarly field devoted 
to english women’s writing, as it has become increasingly clear that scribal 
publication was an alternative mode of distribution and the most common 
means of disseminating women’s writing. harold Love’s observation 
that ‘the stigma of print bore particularly hard on women writers, as 
they themselves pointed out’ remains influential.13 elaine hobby has 
estimated that among the printed works by english women between 1649 
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and 1688, more than half were in fact prophecies.14 prophetic words were 
naturally the most ‘sayable’ for women in the public sphere, for obvious 
reasons: they were ventriloquized divinity, authenticated by the very 
weakness of the vessel. an interesting counterpoint to this trend is the 
case of Grace Cary, a prophetic petitioner whose (apparently genuine) 
resistance to print publication has been investigated by Margaret ezell.15 
Cary’s dramatic experiences of 1639, which included a disturbingly 
prescient vision of Charles I’s disembodied head, led her to seek an 
audience at court. nonetheless, she felt that it was ‘very unfit, that such 
diuine & miraculous truth should be made common in these times wherin 
so manie falasies and false printed papers are set fourth’; it would ‘eclipse 
the truth’ of her visions by exposing them to vulgar interpreters.16 Despite 
her political message and the undoubted circulation of her visions in 
manuscript prior to their eventual publication in 1646, Cary was possibly 
prudent to exercise restraint in a febrile environment in which other female 
prophets were vilified, but there is perhaps also some substance to her fear 
that ‘divine and miraculous’ experiences might fall into the wrong hands in 
the burgeoning print culture of the 1640s, with its vulnerability to profane 
appropriations and hostile, gendered readings.17 as ezell writes, for Cary, 
‘print seems to be the province of man-made, artificial intelligence, false 
stories made up by men for their own dangerous purposes, or perhaps the 
formulaic language of religion she had abandoned with her first ecstatic 
experience’.18
Cary’s grounds for hesitation were intensified for female visionaries 
writing in the exhausted wake of the revolutionary period, with all the 
dangers of raising their heads amid the sharp, satirical daggers hurled 
by restoration polemicists. female visionaries and the masculine public 
sphere stood implacably opposed. Jane Lead and anne Bathurst, from the 
1670s part of the close circle of mystics and prophets which had its origins 
in the household of the Interregnum heresiarch John pordage, chose 
initially at least to keep a private record of their experiences, journals of 
visions or meditations quite different in tone and purpose from the printed 
jeremiad. for them, writing was a spiritual exercise first of all, and the 
texts that were produced in the course of this ascent were understood to 
be problematic and subjective. this could not be like ordinary, scholastic 
theological writing, an effortful process burdened with erudition and 
linguistic precision; there must be something prophetic and instrumental 
in the act itself. It was reported that antoinette Bourignon wrote fluently 
and without errors, like a secretary taking dictation: ‘when she put pen 
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to paper she wrote as fast as her hand could gide the pen, and what was 
once written, was written without blotting out or Change … She needed 
not, it seems, the Buckets of Study and Meditation, wherewith to draw 
out of the broken Cisterns of others; but she had within her a fountain 
of living Water, still springing up to everlasting Life’.19 Jane Lead’s own 
Fountain of Gardens flowed forth spontaneously and, like Bourignon, 
she seems at first to have considered her visionary activity to be chiefly 
private, without thought of publication. In the first printed edition of her 
diary (1697), she claimed that she had recorded her privileged insights 
into ‘the Deep things of GOD: Which are only Knowable to that holy 
Spirit’, over 30 years:
keeping a private recollection to her self, as they did from time to time 
open, and come down as a Burning Shower; not knowing whether they 
should have been made publick in her age, but thinking rather they might 
be kept as a Garden enclosed, and as a fountain Sealed.20
this is a reference to Song of Songs 4.12 (KJV): ‘a garden inclosed is 
my sister, my spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed’. It also evokes 
the tradition of the Virgin Mary as the hortus conclusus, and makes the 
statement that Lead’s writing was itself essentially virginal and innocent, 
too chaste to be prematurely exposed to public view, and a maidenly 
 contrast to the promiscuous print culture of her age.21 however, the time 
for public consummation/consumption had come; Lead rejoiced that 
God had finally ‘put into the hands of a Good-willer to these Divine 
Mysteries’ (possibly her prussian patron, Baron Dodo von Knyphausen, 
but more probably her son-in-law, francis Lee), ‘to bring forth into the 
publick, what might otherwise have been left in Oblivion and Secresie’.22
this might very well be thought to be disingenuous, but for other 
evidence presented for the first time here which suggests that Lead was not 
only secretive in her habits, but also seems to have recorded and kept her 
visions haphazardly, without an eye to wider circulation and preservation 
for posterity. In letters to richard roach, she was certainly remarkably 
guarded about the activities of the philadelphians even after they had 
‘gone public’. roach was under pressure from the ecclesiastical authorities 
in august 1697, not least because of the dominance of Lead and other 
women in their meetings, and he was warned by Lee that ‘the Spies are 
many, and of serious kinds’. roach was even cautioned against revealing 
too much to von Knyphausen, although he had shown himself to be ‘of a 
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very good disposition’, adding that he was ‘a stranger to all our affairs’.23 
Lee, who assembled and edited her writings, supported the account 
Lead gave of her private diary-keeping, recalling her writing habits in his 
correspondence with the scholar and high churchman henry Dodwell, 
who had expressed doubts that a woman could have composed anything 
so complicated that consisted ‘of many Latin terms, of terms of art, 
of the old platonic mystical divinity, of all the modern enthusiasts, of 
JaCOB BehMe, of the judicial astrologers, of the magic oracles, of the 
alchymists’.24 John pordage, he thought, must be the true author of her 
visions. Lee answered that ‘it was the constant course of my mother to 
write down with her own hand day by day, all her own experiences and 
discoveries, with several memorandums also relating to her external as 
well as internal life’. there were many works left unpublished, he claimed, 
which she had ‘described in secrecy with her own pen’.25 he confirmed 
that it was pordage who collected her diary, written on ‘loose slips of 
paper, like the Sibilline leaves’, transcribing them ‘for his own private use, 
without any thoughts of their publication: whence in haste he frequently 
copied the very grammatical errors, and false orthography, leaving void 
spaces for the words he could not read’.26
the impression Lee gives of an unsystematic approach to visionary 
writing is confirmed by the discovery of two manuscript fragments which I 
suggest can be attributed to Lead. the first is a small sample of those ‘sibilline 
leaves’, a series of seven journal entries from november 1676, the second 
year after Lead’s installation at the household of John pordage. these 
can be found bound together with other loose notes and short mystical 
reflections in a volume among the British Library Sloane manuscripts, 
MS 2569. this intriguing little volume includes legal papers belonging 
to thomas Lamb, the General Baptist and cloth merchant, a man who 
renounced his Independency after the restoration and nearly converted 
to Catholicism; a Life of St Mary of egypt, which depicts precisely the sort 
of encounter between a learned priest and a simple holy woman which 
might vindicate female prophecy; a vision of the pietist prophet hans 
engelbrecht; and some curious ‘private ejaculations’, with a treatise dated 
June 1697 ‘Concerning Man’s eternall-forme and what it is Like’ which 
concludes that men and women would be reunited with their true marriage 
partners in heaven, regardless of whether or not they were united in life. 
the manuscript journal entries contained in the book were not published 
in A Fountain of Gardens, but comparison with nearly-dated entries 
clearly indicate that they are by the same author. their absence from the 
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printed text suggests not so much censorship (there is nothing particularly 
contentious or remarkable about them), but rather either ignorance of their 
existence or selective omission by the editors; the entries in Fountain of 
Gardens are the edited highlights, as it were. the two passages reproduced 
in appendix a at the end of the chapter show in bold the resemblances in 
content and language between an entry from the printed first volume of 
A Fountain of Gardens, dated 9th november 1676, and one from Sloane 
MS 2569, dated 10th november 1676. even without the corroborating 
journal entry from Fountain of Gardens, dated the very day before the 
manuscript fragment, the Behmenist and astrological content of the 
passage is so characteristic of Lead that it would be perfectly reasonable 
to attribute it to her on that basis. If further proof were needed, there is a 
reference in another vision dated 19 november 1676 to a dream in which 
‘Dr John’ was driving ‘a coach travelling very swiftly’ across a flood, to 
arrive at the shores of a land where all were ‘the Virgin Spouses of the 
Lamb’.27
the content of these entries is perhaps not as illuminating as the very 
fact of their existence, which is indicative of Lead’s undisciplined, or at 
least unself-conscious, habits of writing and collection. the preservation 
of her work, she apparently did leave to pordage and perhaps even other 
associates; the survival of these random and unpublished pages, one of 
which is merely a fragment in which text is broken off mid-sentence, may 
point to the involvement of another collector of her writings altogether. 
another new source of philadelphian writing is a volume containing 
‘Visions’ in several hands in the rawlinson manuscript collections 
(Bodleian, MS rawlinson C. 266). the revelations include, once again, 
a ‘a short account of ye wonderfull life and visions of hans engelbrecht, 
taken out of a large treatise writ by himselfe in ye German tongue’ (this 
is not the translation published as The German Lazarus in 1707), which 
tells the story of a madman or depressive, his near-death experience and 
miraculous recovery.28 there are also two diary entries which I think may 
be attributed to Lead, dated December 3rd 1678 and november 12th 
1679, though it is more difficult in this case to rule out other members of 
the circle, anne Bathurst for instance, as possible authors. their themes and 
ecstatic style are strongly evocative of Lead, especially when juxtaposed to 
a series of diary entries in a different hand and clearly not by the same author 
also bound in the volume (dating between 1681 and 1682), which contain 
relatively unsophisticated apocalyptic prophecies amounting to little more 
than crude paraphrases of the book of revelation.29 their scruffiness also 
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suggests that they may in fact be autograph. the second of the two diary 
entries is reproduced in full as appendix B at the end of this chapter.
One cannot be quite as confident about the attribution as one can in 
identifying the fragments in BL Sloane MS 2569, but some additional 
clues suggest that the entry for november 1679 may have been recorded 
around the time that Lead began to write her Revelation of Revelations, 
published finally in 1683. the third volume of her Fountain of Gardens 
contains a very brief entry for that month, merely mentioning a vision 
in which ‘the New Jerusalem City descended out of the heavens, and 
the manner of its future Manifestation upon the earth was Marvelously 
exhibited’, with references to the published version. In the manuscript 
diary entry, it is envisioned that Christ ‘is coming through clouds now to 
apear to his people and to marry them to himself, in the most intemate 
Joyes of the new Jerusalem’ (fol. 12v). there is also a clear account of 
the ‘express efects of this vitall tranceport and over shadowing visitation 
of the Lord Jesus’ (fol. 13r). Jane Lead frequently, though of course not 
uniquely, used the terms ‘transport’ and ‘visitation’ for her visions. the 
effects include ‘the renewall of the heavenly Body my spirrituall senses 
were allso renewed, & partickularly my inward hearing seeing and feeling’ 
(fol. 14r). In Revelation of Revelations, she describes the opening of all 
of her spiritual ‘faculties’: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and feeling.30 
this is not definitive evidence, but all these small coincidences chime with 
the general redolence of the diary entry to anyone familiar with Lead’s 
writings; the reference to communion with other saints, to a divine 
penetration of the spirit, to universal charity and resignation as the fruits 
of contemplation.
the theme in this short manuscript vision which is of most relevance to 
the present discussion is that of the vexed interplay between writing and 
experience. Jane Lead (we shall assume it is she) concludes:
thus have I Briefly described and set down the heads of what som others 
would Dilate into many sheets and of which I mite write a volume but if 
I should, I could not express, but in a meer shadye representation what I 
then most intimately distinctly and feelingly enjoyed which Like the white 
stone and new name, can be known to none but those that have it but for it 
Blessed be the Great name of the Lord for ever, and for that ineffable Love 
and eternall sweetness I felt transfused into my hart by the holy spirrit whilst 
I wrote this, and at this Instant whilst I think of it for which thrice Blessed 
Be the Liveing God in trinity forevermore. (fol. 15r–v)
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Writing here is described as its own reward, and as in a circular fashion 
reproducing the experience: a sweetness is supernaturally transfused 
into the heart through its narration. But it is also a process fraught with 
difficulty, so that Lead is economical in her language, reluctant to elaborate 
a ‘meer shady representation’ of the feeling. It is telling that elsewhere 
in the published journal, Lead reports that she has periods in which she 
comes to ‘a stop as to the Writing’, especially when she lacks ‘privacy and 
Suitableness’, and that she is instructed by God to write for the most part 
‘upon a private account, for my own Memorandums, and not to Divulge 
it, but to the Believing Seekers and Waiters, who in unity of Love and Life 
do with me walk, and feel some Savour of Life from my other Writings, 
which sent out for publick Benefit are to be’.31
Why, then, did Lead choose to publish? In Revelation of Revelations, 
she admits the same reclusive impulse: ‘It was in my purpose to have 
suspended, as yet, any further manifestation of the revelation that still 
followed me, and would have hid the golden talent … but Christ, the 
bright Banner of Glory stood before me, and said, Keep in Record the 
Journal of the now raised Life … go on, and forbear not writing; for it shall be 
as the unclouding of the present dark Day’.32 She sends forth her revelation 
into print with the prayer: ‘though in the form of a dead Letter, yet O 
God, as the auther hereof, did in the writing meet with a mighty flow of 
the anointing presence; so let the same out-flowing Spring accompany 
such whom thou hast ordained to be taken into this holy priestly Order’.33 
the manuscript fragment might just give us a new insight into that flow 
of inspiration. Lead believed that her writing heralded an age of the Spirit, 
a ‘mystical dispensation’, in which inspired speech would be the only 
intelligible text. She wrote in her preface to A Fountain of Gardens:
I think my self obliged to publish for these ends, what can be recovered 
of the process and Diary of my Life, since I have been under these Love- 
Visitations from the Spirit of my Lord. … for it is the Morning-Watch and 
Day-break of the Spirit, that is to spread forth its Light and Glory, whereby 
is to be enlightned the Dark Ignorant State of the World, who have sat in 
the region of traditional and Literal Knowledge, according to the rational 
Wisdom of Man, which through the Innundation of the Spirit must all be 
drowned[.]34
this is printed text that actively aims to subvert—to ‘drown’—the 
culture in which it intervenes, encouraging readers to turn away from the 
‘dead Letter’, the ‘visible teachings of men’, and apply themselves instead 
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to God’s inward teachings, the ‘Book written within thee’ by eternal 
Wisdom.35
the visions and meditations of anne Bathurst, by contrast, only ever 
circulated in manuscript. a number of extracts from and copies of her 
ecstatic diary are known to be extant, several of which have been discovered 
in the past decade: fair copies and fragments in the rawlinson collections in 
the Bodleian; extracts among the Deskford papers in the national archives 
of Scotland; a volume in Chetham’s Library, Manchester; and two volumes 
in the Library of the russian academy of Sciences in St petersburg, 
originally obtained by Baron Metternich, an aristocratic German mystic 
connected to Scottish Jacobite visionaries and the french Quietists.36 
Of these, the Chetham’s manuscript appears to be the earliest (possibly 
autograph) and contains the most interesting material, some of which was 
censored by Bathurst’s copyists, such as references to her suicidal thoughts, 
and to the visitations of her own private angel. In a retrospective account 
of the philadelphian Society, richard roach mentioned the leading role 
of ‘Mrs anne Bathurst; who has also left her Works in Manuscript’, 
commenting that these works were ‘too highly tinctur’d in the Seraphick 
Love for this rougher age to bear’: they are ‘reserv’d … for their time’.37 
the judgement that they were texts too sensitive for a wide contemporary 
audience was born out by the response of her readers. One of the recipients 
of the petersburg fair copy, a Moravian, professed that he could not 
understand the style; and a note made by the nineteenth-century Bishop 
of Moray on one of her manuscripts indicates the limits of its appeal: ‘all 
gross, raving enthusiasm’, he wrote. ‘Who can read it through?’38
Like Lead’s, anne Bathurst’s diary attests to an ambivalence about 
recording her ecstasies by means of the written word, though as Julie hirst 
has argued she ‘clearly made the connection between the act of  writing 
and divine inspiration’.39 She can express her experience only under 
considerable pressure, and it is a form of expression that is at odds with 
worldly communication. Like Lead, her writing is deeply self-referential, 
interpreting itself continually. Bathurst describes writing as the outcome of 
the mystical process of self-annihilation, and a kind of intoxication which, 
in her words:
at last constraines me to write that which I long time doe but first mutter 
to myself, saying; how can I write? I am Goded with God! has he inrobed 
himself in me? and am I any other then he? feel I myself all him? What then 
must I write? and how shall I utter, seeing I am not to be silent, but express. 
O my friends! I ascribe not this to myself, as if I were better, and had merited 
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this state, O no! But only to express a little what God is in his Saints. and 
what I write is but to declare to you that such honour have all the Saints.40
In the height of ecstasy, ‘eternity opens’, and her inhibitions about 
writing cease: her spirit is ‘out of time … & dips its pen in eternity … & 
here I am without limits to write large folios of eternity’.41 elsewhere, she 
describes how ‘when the excess or extasie of the revelation is over, for 
sometime after, it may be dayes, nay weeks before I can read what I have 
writ, for the great spirit of Love-wine and heavenly tincture is annext to 
it’. after the intensity has subsided, she reports, ‘then I can chew the 
Cudd, and see & behold with a remained strength: for he or Shee that 
so serves at the altar, lives on the altar’ (an interesting comment, which 
resonates with the potent eucharistic imagery in her evocation of divine 
presence).42 experimentation with form characterizes Bathurst’s regime of 
mystical writing. Like some female visionaries of the revolutionary period, 
she sang her experiences as well as writing them, and the ‘extempore 
hymns by Madam Bathurst’ from her journal were collected in 1713 by a 
Scottish episcopalian reader.43 this is not sophisticated poetry: a typical 
verse couples ‘this Love sets all my heart on fire’ with ‘I’m almost ready 
to expire’.44 the formlessness of the verse has an authentically spontaneous 
feel; not only are the rhymes obvious or strained, there is no effort to 
avoid repetition or to produce verse with a consistent rhythm. Sometimes 
the songs are as brief as three lines: ‘tis his Loving heart/ Is placed within 
my breast/ and like a dove hath made its nest’.45 this artless singing is a 
more immediate, sensual expression of the incommunicable rapture, but 
it does also ultimately produce a text, a sacramental sign of the heavenly 
‘written word / Which in our hearts we still may find’.46
the self-consciously artless and possessed quality of the visions of 
Jane Lead and anne Bathurst links them to the mystical discourse of 
medieval women, which opposed corrupted, worldly reason with Virgin 
Wisdom, divinely apprehended. however, as representatives of this sacred 
innocence they were faced with the fresh difficulty of participating in the 
public sphere: could the printed prophetic word, exposed to the world, 
be truly chaste? Lead and Bathurst, under the more or less controlling 
guidance of their male mentors, adopted different attitudes to publication, 
while sharing a vocation as spiritual writers. as a result, Bathurst, who felt 
compelled to ‘attend to my Inward teachings, and not to Look out after 
national Concerns, or the publick affairs of the world’, has been more 
or less obscure until rediscovered in the twentieth century, while Lead 
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has exercised a modest, intermittent influence on pietism and charismatic 
protestant sects until the twentieth-century pentecostal movement.47 What 
made the difference between them? In part, of course, there is a difference 
in the content and style of their visions. Lead’s are opaquely allegorical 
and often narrative; Bathurst’s are ejaculations so passionately affective 
that they embarrass the contemporary reader, and the reception by a 
polite eighteenth-century audience is easy to imagine. Lead’s inspiration 
is in a sense intellectual, the opening of the imagination, her spiritual 
sense of sight: Bathurst’s is sensible, an opening of the bowels. perhaps 
their writing embodies something of the tension between prophecy and 
mysticism. nonetheless, in their writing both sought not only to express 
but also to generate (for themselves and others) spiritual experience. 
these were in a sense apologetic texts, demonstrating the reality of God 
in three  dimensions in a sceptical age: not through reasoned argument, 
the discredited masculine way, but by mystery speaking to mystery.
Appendix A: diAry entries from november 1676
Printed Version: Jane Lead, A Fountain of Gardens  
(London, 1696), pp. 433–34 November the 9th. 1676
Then was shewed me an Engraving like a Seal, with the emblem of an 
Olive-tree with three branches, and it was said to me, When ye are Sealed 
with this living print, you then shall know a fixed Life. these Winds can 
no more hurt, if once they may but stop, till ye are feelingly impressed 
with this Olive-tree. this is another manner of Life, then what is subject 
unto Mutability. for what is greater then for the Life of the holy trinity, 
to be appropriated penetratingly by way of Sealing? now for this great 
preparation thereto, is required the one pure unleavened Lump, all 
passive without Life, to receive the Impression. Which accordingly was 
performed, by the overshadowing of the Dove, that gave the living Witness 
of being Baptized into the name of the father, Son, and holy Ghost. By 
which the Contrary Winds were restrained, that they could not blow up the 
dark Mists and fogs any more. So from hence feeling in me a pure Serene 
Calmness, the powers of the eternal World did let fall sweet pleasant Dews, 
from which the fruitful Sharon did spring, to entertain the trinity, within 
the circumference of this holy Ground, which is now so strongly enclosed, 
and fortified, that nothing common or unclean can pass hereunto: for the 
pure Winds from the Heavenly Element gave forth a new fresh Air, all 
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clear and bright; so that in the Light thereof, liberty was given for holy 
Walks, as in a Supercelestial region, there to take up the Souls true Central 
rest. even so sweet Jesus, never let me venture out, lest those perilous 
Winds should me overtake; to unfix me out of the even temperature, 
wherein all stability will the Mind most safely and securely fix.
Manuscript Version [Unpublished]: British Library,  
Sloane MS 2569, fols. 87r–87v November 10th, 1676
the Cry of the seale was still in my eares, the voice saying where and 
upon whom shall this be fastened, but upon the new Lumpe, that hath 
beene kept from the old Leaven. Behold, and so a new mould is prepared 
for the Spirits formation in you. turn yor eye in, and you may se the holy 
matter, that is sifted frm that wch is mortal and evill. this being preserved 
from all those hurtfull winds, that would blow up such heavy mountaine 
sands upon it Let it but have its allowed time, for every high ingredient so 
comingle proportionably, acceeding to the measure of every part, through 
an unknowne conveying center. Wch addeth and contributeth hereunto, 
according as the evill Spirit entring into that abysicall deepe, from whence 
this pure thing doth spring wch is the foundation matter, for the Life 
Seale to worke upon. Oh thou eternall Spirit of might, who is not yet 
come to fathom thy are not being as a restored lumpe, made up of that 
leaven Composition, of wch is the Invisible Element. Wch also must be 
sustained, through all its growing degrees, that so being come up unto the 
number of three times seaven as the full age of him, whoe here by may 
give prooffe, he ever lives to raise his body againe, wch is the new created 
similitude of ye exalted Jesus. these sayings being somewhat obstruse 
[sic] that I could not well sound the matter of the new mould, I earnestly 
sought a more cleare making of it out, so as I might comprehend it, wch 
through grace I obtained. ffirst seing as sometimes before, a sparkleing 
light, suddainely rose as an auray, and againe passe away, with this word, 
following saying, there is no end of revelation, because it proceedes from 
that infinite, generating being, that still casteth up new treasury out of the 
unknowne Magia from whence this holy Lumpe doe proceede, and will be 
fed and nourished by a source, as its deepe from beneath, in conjunction 
with the celestiall planetts, ruling from that one element. ffrom whence the 
life quickning riseth as an Eternal breath of pure ayre, wch is altogeather 
free from mingling with any of those grosse and polluted Elements. 
this pure Lumpe must be secure in a pure Virgin wombe, wr unto I have 
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elected mine eye, that if possibly such an other unmixed wonderfull birth 
may be brought forth, as was visibly, but hereunto high chastity, with great 
humility is required. ffor on this wise the mould is all of holy matter, as well 
for to be as that Lumpe into wch it is cast for sublime fashioning. ffor after 
this manner ye Lord Jesus conception and birth were, deriving his life Spirit 
from that ever and unchangeable pure Spirit, that constituted him into that 
unparalelled composition of spirit, in order to all the sealing power of ye 
holy ghost, wch was effected accordingly, in the most naturall flowing out 
of all actings powers from this magick birth roote, wch was in him.
Appendix b: diAry entry of november 1697
(Bodleian MS rawlinson C. 266, fols. 10v–15v)
Being in serious contemplation of the spirituall world, I enjoyed Great 
communion with the spirit of one of the saints, and felt a divine penetration 
of Life, vertue and power with a Mutuall reciprocation of most vivid 
substantiall holy influence, being a short preludium, of that communion 
of saints which is in heaven and will Last forever nothing of this world is 
Like unto it, this being far more excellent, makeing me feel the power of 
that petition that they all may be one as thou father art in me and I in thee 
that they also may be one in us.
But through this I ascended into a deep perseption and communion with 
the spirit and person of Christ from whom had such an over shadowing 
and penitration of Life and Love that neither words nor Imaginations 
could reach it, it was really part of the supper of the Lamb and of the 
eternall marriage: for it was an ineffable enjoyment in my whole inward 
man into which the very outward seemed for a while absent also, I felt 
the highest sweetness Goodness Life, Love drawing out all my faculties 
and Imploying them upon this Blessed object the sonne of God, whom I 
felt diffuseing his Life quite through mee: with the Idea of his Glorifyed 
person being fixed in my mind I felt such Inexpressable Love, to his sacred 
majesty, and such a neer and Close fruition of his essentiall profound 
Goodness and sweetness that it seemd heaven its selfe and that nothing 
could bee Beeyond it, for in it I had a vitall perseption of the eternall 
Deity penitrating, Imbibing, and comprehending my inward man, with 
the most sacred Joyes of eternall Love, soe that my whole man could 
desire nothing more: for he brought me into his banqueting hous and his 
Banner over me was Love which with other scriptures (representing the 
signall Love of Christ) to the Church, I then felt reallised and witnessed 
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by a powerfull and vital sensation and they rose in me with still Ideas of 
a divine sound penitrateing my spirit with an harmonious sweetness far 
transcending all the efects of vocall or Instrumentall musick soe that in a 
divine harmonious power such scripture Ideas emerged, in my mind his 
name is Like ointment powered forth therfore doe the vergins Love him, 
Let him kisse me with the kisses of his mouth for his Love is better then wine.
In the opening of which Idea I felt ineffable sweetness even a deep central 
enjoyment inexpressable beyound the ammors of this world or any thing 
Immaginable in it, after that of John was sounded in me, I am the way the 
truth and the Life, that soe it was Like those that sing silently coming with 
a most still musicall aire that Life divine power and breathing were in spoken 
and transfused into my whole inward man, then that of the romans rose from 
amongst internall words and Images to be spirit and life, yee are become dead 
to the Law by the body of Christ, that ye may be Married to another, even to 
him who is raised from the dead whom I signally felt to be a quickening spirrit 
and that in that attrebute he is coming through clouds now to apear to his 
people and to marry them to himself, in the most intemate Joyes of the new 
Jerusalem, more over a midst these things I had a dear and deep perception of 
that most transcendent Love Jesus hath and ever had to his Church, where he 
followed and came down after them into flesh for the Chilldren being made 
pertakers of flesh and blood he himself took part with them and this from 
the most intimate dear Love and conjugall afection whence he came down 
to seeke his Lost sheep or spouse which Love he Longs to exhibitt and 
over shadow us with, as Josephs bowels earned to make himself known to 
his Brethren but our unfittness generally Impeads the fruition of this most 
Meet supersensuall bliss with which the hart of Christ is full and which we 
shall all feed of as we are purified for it and tis to fitt us for this that he soe 
mercyfully dispenseth such various chastisements that being Lost, he may 
find us, being sick he may heale us, being falne he may cement us, being 
emtied of all the Irregular Images of the Cretures, he may fill us with himself 
and with the indearing Loves of his fathers bosome where from all eternitie 
he hath dwelt and whence he proceeded to deliver us and make us pertakers 
of his own never failling Joyes.
and now I shall briefly write the express efects of this vitall tranceport 
and over shadowing visitation of the Lord Jesus.
 1. then I found new degrees of Love excited to the mediatour, with 
a strong perception of his most profound Love and afection to all 
his people
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 2. new degrees of divine Charity or Brotherly Love to all the saints ye 
of universall Charity and mercy to all men
 3. a great meekness, or meet sweetness opening in my soule, with a 
strong sence of our Great exemplar Christ as the meek Lamb of God.
 4. an humble prostrateing my selfe before the throne of Grace with a 
renewed oblation of my whole man Body and soule and spirit to 
the Lord.
 5. a wonderful still silent fram of spirit attended with humillity 
introvertion and deep resignation.
 6. Out of which arose an universall vigor throughout my whole 
Inward man, by which and some other certain indications, I felt 
and clearly perceived that I then put on the Divine body in some 
new degrees, by which my very outward became more lively and 
was freed from an illness which three Dayes had hung upon me.
 7. Out of the renewall of the heavenly Body my spirrituall senses were 
allso renewed, & partickularly my inward hearing seeing and 
feeling but I shall instance only in the first, though I could in all, as 
to my hearing then I perceved most unutrable still harmonious 
sounds, as though my whole head were turned into harmony by 
the Living touches of the eternall Logos, or word of God.
 8. the power of prophesy was vigorously renewed in me, and I felt 
a mighty power Impelling me to pray and utter the Glorious 
truths of the everlasting Gospel, so that at that season I wanted 
auditors and opportunity to ease my soule of its most weighty yet 
sweet burthen of evangellicall prophecies.
 9. My faith was much strengthened in the Lord Jesus by reflecting of 
his amazeing Goodness and condesention which afforded me 
Great Boldness and more fixed reliance upon his future asistances.
 10. I found Great Courage in me to suffer for our Deare emanuell and 
to press through all difficulties to be neerer and with him, whose 
inefable Love I found and perceved soe redy to receive us, and to 
conclude I found soe Great a sweetness and still resignedness in my 
whole man that my Joy was unutterable Manifestly perceaveing the 
whole Image of God renewed in me with a perticular tenderness 
towards my Greatest enimies for whom I most hartyly prayed that 
the paine I felt mite open in them soe then we should be one.
thus have I Briefly described and set down the heads of what som 
others would Dilate into many sheets and of which I mite write a volume 
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but if I should, I could not express, but in a meer shadye representation 
what I then most intimately distinctly and feelingly enjoyed which Like 
the white stone and new name, can be known to none but those that have 
it but for it Blessed be the Great name of the Lord for ever, and for that 
ineffable Love and eternall sweetness I felt transfused into my hart by the 
holy spirrit whilst I wrote this, and at this Instant whilst I think of it for 
which thrice Blessed Be the Liveing God in trinity forevermore.
amen
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Chapter 9
‘God’s Strange providence’: Jane Lead 
in the Correspondence of Johann  
Georg Gichtel
Lucinda Martin
how else did unholy pietism arise in our churches, except through 
the testimonies, raptures, and enthusiasm of the little women […]? 
how else has it made its progress, except through the enthusiastic 
maidens […]? and how else is it still now being discussed, but 
precisely through all sorts of suspicious books by women […]?*
this is the question posed by the German historian Johann Feustking 
in his 1704 book, History and Description of false Prophets, Quakeresses, 
Fanatics and other sectarian and enthusiastic Women. Writing against 
the tradition of early modern catalogues of learned women, Feustking 
compiled a kind of anti-catalogue, based on the premise that women 
were responsible for the heterodoxy of the day. he listed over 175 
‘seductive and suspicious women’, among them Jane Lead and a number 
of German women who became associated with her. Feustking saw Lead 
as an adherent of the Quietism of the Spanish mystic Miguel de Molinos 
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(1628–1697) and of the ‘cobbler-theology’ of Jacob Boehme. Feustking 
cited contemporary religious literature arguing both for and against Lead 
to prove that the englishwoman was attempting to ‘introduce a devilish 
theology’ into Germany.1
it was not only critics of pietism who commented on Lead’s influence 
in Germany. in the mid-1690s, Lead became a lightning rod figure among 
religious dissidents on the continent. Some, such as the pietist historian 
Gottfried arnold, believed that she and other women prophets were 
fulfilling Biblical passages about the ‘last days’, while other pietists saw her as 
a fraud, or even an instrument of the devil.2 Depending on their viewpoint, 
authors of polemical texts either lauded or condemned Lead, taking stands 
both on her specific teachings and on her status as a female prophet. the 
literary debate about Lead helps explain why, as late as the mid-eighteenth 
century, a German lexicon of learned women still remembered her as an 
‘english Quakeress’, who had made herself famous through her ‘writings 
filled with fanatical, chiliastic, Quietist and Behmenist enthusiasm’.3
Despite Lead’s acknowledged influence in Germany as a religious writer, 
much remains unknown about the spread and import of her thought. 
how were her texts published in German translation? Who distributed 
them? Which tenets were appealing or controversial for contemporaries? 
how were her writings interpreted and transformed by German readers? 
in this chapter i hope to partially answer some of these questions by 
analysing the discussion of Lead in the correspondence of a key player in 
continental nonconformist circles—Johann Georg Gichtel.4 as the  ‘self- 
appointed Grail Keeper of Boehme’s legacy’,5 Gichtel saw it as his duty 
to judge other interpreters of Boehme and to promote or denounce them 
within the dissenting religious community.
‘PhiladelPhia’ in Germany
near the end of the seventeenth century, Lead was at the centre of a group 
based in London known as the philadelphian Society. the circle took much 
of their inspiration from english translations of the writings of the German 
theosophist Jacob Boehme. For a time, Boehme’s writings were available 
more readily to english readers than to Germans. British nonconformists 
such as the group surrounding Lead thus debated Boehme’s ideas and 
incorporated aspects of his thought into their own theologies.
Yet Boehme’s writings were censored and often difficult to obtain in his 
German homeland. although some of his works had been published from 
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the 1630s in amsterdam, these editions were scarce, so that continental 
devotees of the ‘teutonicus philosophus’ relied mainly on hand-written 
copies of his texts that they exchanged underground. that situation began 
to change when Johann Georg Gichtel edited and published Boehme’s 
complete theosophical writings in a 15-volume edition at amsterdam in 
1682–83.6
through Gichtel’s edition, Boehme’s writings soon reached more 
people than had previously been possible, spurring debate in German 
pietist circles and beyond. Yet it was english Behmenists and their German 
allies who brought many of Boehme’s ideas to a broader German-speaking 
public. indeed, the philadelphians were much more influential in German 
territories than in the British isles.7 philadelphian-inspired works by 
Gottfried arnold, the petersens and others were among the best-sellers 
of their day and went into multiple editions.8 to be sure, these writers 
interpreted and transformed Boehme’s thought, so that it was often 
something quite different from what Boehme had himself intended.
as Warren Johnston discusses in Chap. 6, the circle around Lead 
combined Boehme’s thought with their own chiliastic expectations to 
conceive of ‘philadelphia’ as a union of true believers in all confessions that 
would come together before the Final Judgement (revelation 2 and 3:7–
13). Boehme had not written explicitly of ‘philadelphia’, but already in the 
first generation after his death, some of his German followers had associated 
the idea with Boehme.9 although the concept had long circulated among 
German-speaking dissenters, the translated writings of Lead and her co- 
religionist John pordage (1607–1681) inspired German pietists to try out 
new forms of community in an effort to enact ‘philadelphia’.
Most of Lead’s texts were published in German translation between 
1694 and 1705. they made an immediate impact, but pietists understood 
and implemented them in a variety of ways. Soon, the ‘radical’ wing of 
pietism was saturated with philadelphian ideas10: the notion of a supra- 
confessional philadelphian community; a chiliastic understanding of 
history according to the Book of revelation; the doctrine of universal 
salvation (apokatastasis); a Melchizedek order of ‘chosen’ priests; the belief 
in a female element in the godhead (Sophia); and the idea that God—and 
thus humanity in its original form—is androgynous. Debates about these 
tenets led to many of the alliances and divisions in the pietist movement.
these ideas reached German speakers above all through the writings 
of the prominent pietist couple Johann Wilhelm petersen and Johanna 
eleonora Merlau petersen.11 histories of the influence of Jane Lead and 
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the philadelphians in Germany thus centre on the petersens.12 through 
their prolific publishing, the couple popularized philadelphian thought 
and through their extensive correspondence and travels, they built up a 
network of like-minded cohorts.
in her autobiography, Merlau petersen described how in 1695 ‘a 
distinguished gentleman’ gave her and her husband a manuscript copy 
of Jane Lead’s tract Eight Worlds asking them to comment on it.13 the 
work unleashed an intense experience in Merlau petersen, who thereafter 
became convinced of the doctrine of universal salvation, called in German 
‘the return of all things’ or ‘the return of all Creatures’.14
in his autobiography, Johann Wilhelm petersen revealed that it was Baron 
Dodo von Knyphausen, a patron of religious nonconformists, who gave the 
couple the text.15 the petersens initially worried that Lead relied too much on 
her own visions without having biblical citations to back them up. however, 
they soon became convinced that the work was of great value and needed 
only to be adjusted on a few minor points. Searching the scriptures, they were 
able to find precedent for Lead’s ideas and even to correct certain ‘errors’.16 
Merlau petersen initiated a correspondence with Lead and in the following 
years the petersens would write dozens of tracts on philadelphian themes, 
without however associating themselves formally with the english movement.
although the account beginning with the petersens’ receiving Eight 
Worlds in 1695 is the starting point for most histories of the philadelphians 
on the continent, there is evidence of even earlier pietist engagement with 
her texts. indeed, the preface to Eight Worlds, penned by Francis Lee, 
remarks on the great success of Lead’s previous works in the netherlands.17
merlau’s dutch connection
in the late seventeenth century, amsterdam became a refuge for sectarians 
and religious free thinkers, many of them exiles from German territories. 
Like their brethren back home, nonconformist Germans living in the 
netherlands discussed Jane Lead and took a range of positions on her 
writings. For example, the Boehme enthusiast Friedrich Breckling rejected 
her as a charlatan (he did not believe that women should speak out on 
religion), even as Quirinus Kuhlmann and others saw Lead and other 
women prophets as harbingers of the ‘new Jerusalem’.18
Yet Lead’s texts met with most interest in the circles surrounding Johann 
Georg Gichtel. a German exile living at amsterdam, Gichtel led a celibate 
household of ‘angelic Brethren’, so called because they strove to achieve 
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the purity of angels (Matthew 22:30). in 1682–83 Gichtel published his 
monumental edition of the theosophical writings of Jacob Boehme, and 
through a vast correspondence, he spread his interpretations of Boehme 
to a web of ‘Friends in Christ’ dispersed throughout much of europe.
in 1700 Gichtel began publishing selected letters from his 
correspondence. these eventually culminated in the massive seven-volume 
Theosophia Practica, but gaps make clear that the collection is far from 
comprehensive.19 in their letters, Gichtel and his correspondents debated 
religious issues, exchanged news on other radicals and sent one another 
texts, money and gifts.
More than 40 letters from Gichtel to Merlau petersen (her letters have 
been lost) survive in Gichtel’s published correspondence.20 the first letters 
are from the years 1677–79, before Merlau married, while a second phase 
in the correspondence begins in 1691 after a break of more than 10 years. 
During the first phase (1677–79), Merlau lived in Frankfurt, the centre 
of early pietism in Germany. She was good friends with the pietist leader 
philipp Jacob Spener, but because Spener did not allow women to speak 
in his churchly conventicle, Merlau began to host an alternate meeting 
where women and those of all social ranks could speak and interpret 
the Bible.21
it is unclear how Merlau first made contact with Gichtel, but they 
associated with many of the same people. Merlau was well integrated into 
international nonconformist networks. She corresponded with anna Maria 
van Schurman, antoinette Bourignon and William penn—the latter visited 
her conventicle in Frankfurt. Merlau’s spiritual advisor, the Frankfurt 
attorney Johann Jakob Schütz, knew several members of Gichtel’s circle. 
Furthermore, Johann Wilhelm Überfeld, one of Gichtel’s closest followers 
and his successor in leading the angelic Brethren after Gichtel’s death, 
participated in William penn’s so-called ‘Frankfurt Company’ of investors 
in pennsylvania, as did Merlau.22
as ruth albrecht has previously studied the Merlau–Gichtel 
correspondence more broadly, i focus here primarily on aspects relevant 
to Lead.23 Four letters from Gichtel to Merlau are preserved for the years 
1677–79.24 in these early letters, Merlau and Gichtel discuss a range of 
religious topics—practical matters, such as how to live as Christians in 
the world, and the ideas of other reformers. From Gichtel’s responses, 
it is clear that Merlau wrote of humility and the mystical experience, 
while Gichtel was most interested in the workings of the devil and the 
individual’s struggle to defeat Satan in silent, inner prayer.
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in the letters Gichtel presents himself as a role model and advisor 
to Merlau, but the two had different conceptions about how to live as 
Christians. Merlau participated in and even hosted conventicles. She 
thought that the ‘born again’ should reach out and teach others whenever 
possible, while Gichtel makes clear that the only correct way to live as a 
Christian is in ‘sacrifice’, isolating oneself from others as much as possible 
and living in continuous prayer.25
in 1680 Merlau and her new husband, Johann Wilhelm petersen, 
travelled to amsterdam. Since Merlau corresponded with Gichtel between 
1677 and 1679, it would have been customary for the couple to pay 
Gichtel a visit. Yet in their autobiographies the petersens do not list Gichtel 
as one of the people they met. however, in a letter from 1693, Gichtel 
recalls them visiting him in amsterdam and finding him ill.26 there are no 
surviving letters between the two from the years 1680–90. Did something 
happen during the petersens’ visit in amsterdam that led to the 10-year 
gap in their correspondence? or was Gichtel’s claim that he had to ‘live 
like the dead’ for his spiritual struggle the real reason?27
it may be that their different understandings of the correct Christian 
lifestyle were simply too great to bridge. When Merlau decided to marry 
Johann Wilhelm petersen, she reversed her earlier decision to remain 
celibate and devote herself to a ‘career in Christ’. Gichtel broke with 
Gottfried arnold and others over the marriage issue, advocating celibate 
‘spiritual’ marriage between friends, rather than a marriage of ‘flesh’. 
Furthermore, in 1680 the petersens still saw a role for the institutional 
church, which Gichtel dismissed as ‘Babylon’. Yet the gap in the letters 
may not be the result of a disagreement but could simply be due to one of 
Gichtel’s many periods of withdrawal to live in ‘stillness’.
at any rate, Gichtel apologized for the hiatus when he renewed the 
correspondence in January of 1691, attributing it to his need ‘to be silent, 
to suffer and to place myself in God’s will’. in the meantime, the petersens 
had moved to the forefront of pietist debates, especially in the discussion 
about the possibility of post-Biblical prophecy, and Gichtel writes to them 
wanting to know more about events in Germany.
in these later letters—now often addressed to both husband and wife—
Gichtel discusses themes such as the priesthood of believers, but mostly he 
is concerned with how contemporary apocalyptic visions fit into biblical 
prophecies. in contrast to the earlier letters, Gichtel now discusses the role 
of the divine Sophia and he cites Boehme often.28 evidently, he trusts the 
petersens enough to raise controversial subjects. he thus warns Merlau 
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petersen to take care his letters do not fall into the wrong hands.29 he 
affirms that he and the petersens are pursuing the same goals and offers 
them moral support for the persecution they are suffering.30
While there are only four letters from 1692, the correspondence 
increases in 1693, with 16 letters to Merlau petersen alone or to both 
petersens.31 in January 1693, Gichtel and Merlau petersen began 
discussing a theme that would have far-reaching consequences, not 
just for their friendship but for the pietist movement more generally—
namely, the problem of how a loving God could punish sinners with 
eternal damnation.32
Merlau petersen apparently believed that she had found concrete 
answers to the problem in certain scriptural passages. Gichtel encouraged 
her investigation, but remained ambivalent about any conclusions, 
warning her not to look for references to specific persons and dates, since 
the Scriptures can be interpreted spiritually. Whenever there is doubt 
about dense passages, he recommends reading Boehme.33 Yet Gichtel did 
believe in the possibility of ‘renewal’ for those who die unconverted if 
the ‘born again’ pray for them enough.34 in his biography, Gichtel even 
claimed that he was able through prayer to free a man from hell who had 
committed suicide.35
in 1694 Gichtel and Merlau petersen often exchanged news about 
those active in the dissenting religious community, especially their fraternal 
visits and confrontations with authorities.36 the two continued to discuss 
signs of the coming apocalypse and issues related to universal salvation. 
Gichtel believed that all humans, including Jews and heathens would be 
saved, but tied this to the effectiveness of the priesthood of believers. For 
Gichtel, however, the priesthood consisted in selected ‘chosen’ priests 
who have access to secret knowledge, while Merlau petersen believed 
that all Christians are called to minister to one another.37 Gichtel made 
clear that ‘the saints will judge the godless and rule over the devil, death 
and hell, and [they will] have the power to lessen or increase pain, to 
accept grace or [let them] stay in the purifying fire longer’.38 Merlau 
petersen would come to believe that God’s unlimited love had to result in 
universal salvation, but for Gichtel it was certain elite ‘saints’ or ‘angels’ 
like himself who had the power to control the conditions and length of 
damnation.
in September 1694, that is, immediately upon its printing, Gichtel sent 
the petersens a copy of Jane Lead’s Himmlische Wolcke (the translation of 
Heavenly Cloud). in his study of the philadelphians, nils thune noted 
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that Jane Lead was mentioned in Gichtel’s letters in 1695, but based on 
Gichtel’s published correspondence this must be antedated to at least 
1694.39 it is true that Gichtel did not yet name Lead, but it is clear who 
was being discussed when he sent the petersens a new tract by a female 
author. at this point, Gichtel had nothing but praise for Lead. he saw her 
as a fellow disciple of Boehme and was anxious to help spread her texts. 
addressing J.W. petersen, Gichtel wrote:
Your honor [petersen] should already have been provided a copy, more 
from this already-mentioned author should follow soon, the content will 
not be unpleasant … it gives good instruction … especially in those other 
tracts that are underway: She alone describes the path exactly and witnesses 
powerfully that none can enter Christ’s kingdom who has not struggled 
here with Christ and become like his image … and has not experienced the 
 purification of the soul.40
in their later autobiographies, the petersens underscore that Baron 
Knyphausen gave them a Lead manuscript in 1695, but Gichtel’s letter 
from September 1694 reveals that they were already familiar with her 
writings. Furthermore, in the context of relating how Knyphausen had 
asked them to comment on the Lead manuscript, J.W. petersen referred 
to Lead in his autobiography as a ‘dear friend’.41 this indicates that the 
petersens and Lead must have been in contact when they received the 
manuscript from Knyphausen in 1695.
Gichtel’s letters also raise a question about the origins and development 
of the doctrine of universal salvation in these circles. in 1694 neither Gichtel 
nor Merlau petersen seems to have found Lead’s position remarkable. the 
letters further show that Merlau petersen was concerned with the concept 
of universal salvation as early as 1693, since she and Gichtel discussed the 
subject on several occasions. it is thus not clear who first initiated discussion 
on this subject—Merlau petersen, Gichtel, Lead, or others.
in May 1695 Gichtel sent the petersens three more Lead tracts (again 
without specifically mentioning her name), and he and Merlau petersen 
discussed them in their correspondence.42 in a letter dated 21 June 
1695, Gichtel referred to a discussion with J.W.  petersen about Lead’s 
Offenbahrung der Offenbahrungen, this time mentioning both author and 
text by name.43 Gichtel approved of Lead’s ‘discreet’ way of interpreting 
Scripture, that is, metaphorically instead of literally.44 he discussed the 
content at length, revealing more about his role in the production of these 
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texts: ‘the englishwoman Lead has written about this, our and all true 
disciples’ faith struggle and process, which has moved us to translate it into 
our mother-tongue […] yes, even our opponents here, who consider us to 
be vagrants and gossipers have cried out and have changed their minds […], 
because they now see that our teachings and our efforts are justified’.45
in august 1695, Gichtel wrote a long letter regarding Lead. pleased 
that Merlau petersen enjoyed a Lead book, Gichtel related details of Lead’s 
biography, from her birth in a ‘noble house’ to her conversion experience 
in 1665, to the theological ideas in her writings. Gichtel stressed the 
difference between the superficial ‘letter’ and the deeper ‘magical’ sense of 
scripture that can be apprehended only through ‘inner spiritual eyes’. he 
ended the letter by declaring, ‘it is God’s strange providence that Lead’s 
writings have come to light in our language’. Gichtel feared however that 
some would follow her writings at first, but when they saw that light and 
darkness cannot mix, they would begin to despise her.46
Gichtel’s turn away from lead:  
the fischer letters
Yet other letters preserved in Gichtel’s correspondence help explain how 
Gichtel and Lead—two of Boehme’s most influential interpreters—came 
to part ways. Some of Gichtel’s most revealing missives concerning Lead 
were written to Loth Fischer, a German radical from nuremburg who 
had been in the netherlands since the 1680s. at first, Fischer frequented 
Gichtel’s circle, but he eventually broke with Gichtel to devote himself 
to the english philadelphians. it was Fischer who translated Lead’s texts 
into German.
only five letters to Fischer appear in Gichtel’s published correspondence. 
in the earliest two letters from 1683, Gichtel does not name Lead, but he 
does resentfully mention that the German radical Quirinus Kuhlmann has 
been incommunicado in London for some time.47 Gichtel complains that 
if he had wanted to build up a new ‘sect’ in Germany, he could easily have 
done so. this is an early indication of the jealousy that would develop 
between Gichtel and other radicals, especially those who saw themselves 
as spiritual descendants of Boehme.48
after the letters from 1683, the next letter from Gichtel to Fischer is 
from 1695. although the Theosophia practica presents a 12-year gap in 
the correspondence, it is clear that the two were in close contact during 
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this period. Gichtel and his associates chose to include those letters that 
they deemed most valuable for their readers in distinguishing Gichtel’s 
thought from that of other religious thinkers. thus, the Gichtel–Fischer 
correspondence picks up again right after the publication of Lead’s texts 
in Germany and deals intensively with conflicts between her thought and 
Gichtel’s.
in a letter to Fischer from 1695, Gichtel cited Lead to back up his own 
views on the ‘inner and outer mirror’ and the ‘virginal birth’ in the first 
human being.49 as in his letters to Merlau petersen, Gichtel saw Lead as 
a kindred spirit. Yet, in the very next letter to Fischer, Gichtel began to 
criticize Lead for her conception of the devil and the role of evil in God’s 
universal plan. in this long, detailed letter dated 3 october 1696, Gichtel 
explained how Lead’s version of events would contradict the divine 
principles underlying the cosmos as described by Boehme.50
Between 1695 and 1696 Lead’s views had evidently gained traction 
in pietist circles, because Gichtel complained that he had heard Fischer’s 
objections from others. Gichtel saw Lead’s writings as a sign of God’s 
revelation, but believed that she was still at an early stage of development. 
Yet he lamented that some would set her writings up as infallible 
commandments to be followed blindly. Gichtel found this demand unjust, 
since he was ‘set ablaze’ by God and had passed through ‘fiery trials’ long 
before he or Fischer had heard of Lead. Gichtel argued that God had sent 
the heavenly Sophia to Lead, so that his disciples could see with their own 
eyes and not be ‘blown about by the winds of doctrine’ (ephesians 4:14). 
Yet many had sent Gichtel letters asking him to justify Boehme’s writings 
with ‘this new doctrine’.51
Gichtel recounted how these requests prompted him to pray, seeking 
answers, so that he would not be brought to a ‘foreign opinion’ and 
would not ‘push Christ and his believers from the throne and place the 
devil on it’. according to Gichtel, Lead correctly saw that God forgiving 
the devil would not undo Lucifer’s fall, any more than it would undo 
adam’s, and therefore she presupposed the creation of the devil. But 
Gichtel maintained that God did not create the devil; rather, it was Lucifer 
who chose evil over good.
For Gichtel, there was also an anthropological component to this 
debate. he claimed that the angelic Lucifer took on a serpent body; when 
he chose evil. Jesus had to take on a human body in order to atone for 
human sin, but if God had intended for Lucifer to be evil, then Jesus 
(and his believers) would have to take on a monstrous ‘serpent body’ like 
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Lucifer in order to atone the world’s sin. Gichtel saw this as an abomination 
and an impossibility that would contradict both physical laws (‘the light 
of nature’) and the divine revelation that Gichtel himself had received 
through his long spiritual battle.52 Gichtel concluded that he did not want 
to argue further with Fischer, since the most important issue, that of the 
inner spiritual struggle, must be ‘learned from another book’, because 
‘Lead does not mention these things’.53
Critical of Fischer, Gichtel argued that the heavenly Sophia does not 
trust someone who has not learned to recognize the ‘ground’ in himself. 
Gichtel grumbled that he had suffered a great deal because he could not 
get along with those who constantly change their alliances.54 he wished 
that Fischer could borrow his eyes, so that he could see Gichtel ‘in all three 
principles’. then he would see, perceive and know that Gichtel cannot 
favour any ‘despicable spirit that raises itself above other talents’—a clear 
reference to Lead.
Gichtel compared the behaviour of Fischer and others who follow 
‘sects’ to the movements of heavenly bodies, drawn to one another by 
invisible forces. Just as gravity can pull a planet into a new orbit, so too can 
people follow erroneous doctrines if they do not make an effort to turn 
away quickly: ‘the soul tosses about in the body like the outer planets in 
the heavens and takes no note of the divisive effects of the third principle, 
combining first with this one, then with that one and in the end stays true 
to none’.55
according to Gichtel, Fischer could not see his own fault because he 
was ‘in opposition’ to Gichtel and his followers; Fischer was in a ‘new 
conjunction’ with Lead, and carried her in love ‘because of the opposition 
of your astral bodies and their reflective light’.56 Gichtel cautioned that 
everything must be taken into the ‘centrum’ and tested against God’s 
will, so that one does not fly away with every new ‘astrum’; even a ‘good- 
meaning astral body’ can divert a seeker from his goals. For Gichtel, all 
the contemporary religious divisions were caused by this and only serve 
the devil. Gichtel thus begged Fischer not to interpret his brotherly love in 
anger. he then reiterated in great detail his theological arguments against 
Lead’s understanding of the devil and universal salvation.57
Gichtel’s next letter to Fischer, from June 1697, repeats some of these 
arguments but also brings new ones to bear.58 Gichtel was worried about 
a particular ‘K’ who wanted to be part of Gichtel’s community but could 
not let go of the ‘dark kingdom of fantasy’. Gichtel remarked sarcastically 
that he himself is no prophet, yet he can already see that K will end up 
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joining those in London so that he can live according to ‘imagination and 
reason’, as opposed to the spiritual work of the inner battle. K will ‘reach 
his own self-set goals, but not those of God’.59
Gichtel commented that since Lead’s diary has been published, new 
problems in her writings had come to light.60 he remarked that only 
another ‘female mind’ (weiblicher Geist) who was following the same path 
could possibly profit from her text: ‘no spirit can take root in us that is not 
free of the feminine matrix and that has its imagination purely in Sophia’. 
he added that the ‘feminine tincture’ is volatile; it can ignite the masculine 
tincture quickly and easily, but is weak and quickly extinguished. K needed 
to learn through spiritual struggle how dangerous it was to keep company 
with women who ‘hunger after the male limbo’.61
Gichtel’s biography—volume seven of the Theosophia practica—repeats 
this theme in less astrological terms: men can easily be led astray by women 
and should avoid them whenever possible. Gichtel thus emphasized to 
Fischer that God wants his disciples to live from ‘heavenly bread’, shunning 
women and rejecting the desires of the physical body, including not just 
sexuality, but also the desire for sleep and social companionship. Gichtel 
stressed solitary prayer and vigilant suffering as the true path to God. 
Strangely, he cited Lead in this context—despite her ‘feminine matrix’—to 
support his argument: ‘as Lead also explains in detail in her tract on the 
Revelations, which, next to the Clouds is still the best tract that aims for 
our goal and to shore up our transformation’.62
at the end of this last letter to Fischer, Gichtel added a note claiming 
that he wrote but did not send the letter, believing that it might have 
pushed K into joining a sect. Yet another postscript adds that K died ‘in 
dark melancholy in London soon thereafter’. K supposedly stopped praying, 
gave up the spiritual battle and began to have visions.
Gichtel consistently differentiated between visions and his own ‘inward 
seeing’ as the result of inner spiritual struggle. in his letters, Gichtel 
describes the vivid images that he saw ‘inwardly’—perhaps hallucinations 
induced by fasting and sleep deprivation—but then contrasts these with 
uncertain ‘appearances from without’.63 he warns against reliance on 
‘outer visions’ such as Lead’s, which can deceive.
he thus maintained that Lead wrote of the inner struggle but had not 
fought it herself.64 Gichtel blamed Lead for K’s turn away from silent 
prayer to ‘visions’ and thus made her culpable for the man’s death.65 in a 
letter to yet another correspondent about this same K, Gichtel wrote that 
K was put under a spell by a woman with whom he prayed alone, and that 
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he had complained greatly of having to fight the struggles of ‘venus’ to 
resist the woman’s charms.66
Gichtel’s Version of eVents
Between 1695 and 1696, Lead’s views spread, both through her own 
writings and through those of the petersens, Gottfried arnold and others 
who adopted and transformed aspects of her thought. Loth Fischer may 
have been the first to challenge Gichtel about discrepancies between 
Lead’s writings and Gichtel’s own interpretations of Boehme, but Gichtel 
was soon inundated with inquiries from his correspondents. Gichtel 
repeated the explanations that he had given Fischer, but over time refined 
and added new elements to them.
in 1697 one of Gichtel’s closest allies, an ‘angel Brother’ named Johann 
Gottfried pronner, wrote to Gichtel asking how Lead’s writings on the devil 
could be reconciled with Boehme’s.67 Gichtel replied that Boehme addressed 
the issue in his last theosophical question and that Lead’s explanation 
diverged. Gichtel claimed that he posed a series of questions through Loth 
Fischer, prompting Lead to write her Everlasting Gospel to address his 
concerns.68 Gichtel was, however, dissatisfied with Lead’s answers to his 
queries. indeed, both his correspondence and biography contend not only 
that Lead wrote her Everlasting Gospel in answer to his concerns, but that 
she changed her earlier stance to incorporate his insights.69 Gichtel declared 
that it was this sudden change that made him mistrust her visions and realize 
that they were mere opinions and not anything divine. Gichtel claimed that 
he was worried about the devil’s eternal damnation long before Lead, but 
that after much seeking he understood that the problem was not that God 
will not forgive the devil, but that the devil does not want to change.
a number of correspondents wrote to Gichtel asking his advice on Lead 
and on other leading figures in nonconformist circles. Gichtel remarked 
that he knew little of pordage and that Lead was ‘weak’. he found 
contemporary books generally unsatisfactory and could only recommend 
Boehme. he underscored that Lead’s writings relied on her visions 
and that visions can deceive, especially where egoism played a role. he 
professed that Boehme had already refuted origen’s opinion about the 
devil’s conversion, but that Lead was ‘warming it up’ again.70
on the other hand, Gichtel complained that J.W.  petersen and 
Gottfried arnold—the most respected theologians on the ‘radical’ wing 
of pietism—relied too much on reason and scholarship.71 in his earlier 
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correspondence, Gichtel had happily agreed with Lead, the petersens 
and arnold on a variety of points and had used their writings to back 
up his own arguments. But over time he came to see the ‘inner struggle’ 
as something different from both Lead’s visions and the petersens’ and 
arnold’s biblical interpretation.
in a letter from 1706, Gichtel gave his own version of the history of his 
acquaintanceship with Lead. he declared that her writings were a trap laid 
by the devil for the angelic Brethren. he recalled that it all began when 
two of Lead’s ‘little books’ fell into the hands of the impressionable Loth 
Fischer.72 ‘now, since i didn’t understand any english, he talked up the 
english woman. how such a weak tool is walking our manly path. if these 
texts would go public, how our secret faith path would become more known. 
Under this pretense, they got printed’.73 in his biography, Gichtel supplied 
further details, claiming that when he first presented the books to the angelic 
Brethren, Fischer pretended Jane Lead was a man. each day Fischer translated 
some passages out of Lead’s Revelations into German for the brothers, who 
were enthusiastic about the writings, since they seemed to confirm the faith 
path of the angelic Brethren. only Brother Überfeld was suspicious that 
something might be amiss.74 Yet Gichtel thought that they should wait until 
the texts appeared in German before making a final judgement.
Gichtel made clear that Loth Fischer had ‘sown Lead’s writings in 
Germany’, but admitted that he was at first deceived because Lead wrote 
of divine revelation. according to Gichtel, it was only after her texts were 
published that Fischer’s true goal was revealed: ‘he sought a following 
and money’.75 Gichtel related that Fischer wrote to him, promising that 
if his group would support Lead, then Baron von K. [Knyphausen] would 
give them money, just as he had given money to Herrn P. [J.W. petersen]. 
indeed, after he was dismissed from his post as a Lutheran pastor, petersen 
and his wife lived from the charity of sympathetic supporters, including 
Knyphausen.76 as Gichtel tells it, he and his followers refused to accept ‘that 
woman’ (diese Braut), so Brother Überfeld replied to Fischer that they did 
not ‘follow Christ for money’. Fischer then became their ‘worst opponent 
and persecutor’. Dr petersen then composed a theological defence of Lead’s 
ideas on the devil, ‘and proved his opinion, but not the truth’.77
Believing that God would provide for his disciples, Gichtel opposed 
paid work. he and the angelic Brethren thus lived from the support of 
patrons. Yet Gichtel was highly critical of Lead for soliciting donations, 
because she was not using them to live in silent prayer, but to publish her 
texts.78 he asserted that any illuminated reader who read Lead’s diaries 
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would see that her ideas were not deep and had no power. Furthermore, 
Germany did not need these writings and had much nobler texts of its 
own—notably those of Boehme. Gichtel was vexed that others were angry 
with him because he disagreed with Lead, although he believed anyone 
could see that she had shifted her opinion in response to his criticisms.79 
Gichtel complained bitterly that, ‘if B.K. [Baron Knyphausen] had not 
contributed so generously and given L.F. [Loth Fischer] 400 Reichstaler 
yearly, then L.F. would have gotten stuck with his translation’. Gichtel 
consoled himself in the knowledge that ‘God will topple Babylon’.80
in yet another letter, Gichtel claimed that he even helped to correct 
Lead’s German texts. he only became wary when he learned that she 
was planning on using contributions not for her livelihood, since she had 
enough to live on, but for publishing costs instead. Gichtel asked Fischer 
about it and the two got into an argument. in the end, Fischer himself 
paid the costs to get the ‘tracts with the diaries, etc.’ printed in Utrecht 
and broke off communication with the angelic Brethren.81 according 
to Gichtel, Fischer edited Lead’s writings and became her disciple, not 
because he wanted to grow in love but rather because he wanted to ‘help 
build the tower of Babylon’. he accused the philadelphians of condemning 
to hell those who did not accept Lead’s visions.82
Gichtel’s 1722 biography is softer in its judgement of Lead, but all 
the more devastating in its portrayal of Fischer. it depicts Lead as an 
unknowing and simple woman who was manipulated by Fischer: ‘L.F. is 
about to find out what it means to play with spirits; since he made himself 
into a devil and poisoned the Lead woman and made her an accomplice, 
though she was actually innocent, and knew nothing of the affair. thus 
her lamp was extinguished … her society in england has since been 
scattered’.83 Gichtel presents Lead as well-meaning but harmless, while 
Fischer, who betrayed his loyalty, is nothing short of evil.
Gichtel’s collected correspondence ends with an additional appendix of 
letters written by Gichtel and two ‘true servants’. Significantly, these final 
letters address Lead and her influence. Gichtel and his ‘servants’ claim that 
her writings were suspect to them from the beginning, even before they 
were public. they ‘taste sweet, but give no sustenance’.84
Furthermore, there is even an appendix discussing Lead attached 
to Gichtel’s biography—in essence the final word of the seven-volume 
 collection: ‘We thank God in Jesus Christ that our oracle is not born of Lead, 
but rather of our inward man. this is more certain for us than all the visions 
of Lead, which will not be able to protect dear L.F. in the fire … i really wish 
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him the true living power of faith in his heart. how would this good woman 
have known that there is a Gichtel in the world if she had not been informed 
so by L.F.?’85
the dissolution of PhiladelPhia
Between 1695 and 1699 Gichtel began to criticize but not break from 
Lead. after 1701, however, he broke completely and publicly with both the 
petersens and Lead. Since the published correspondence between Gichtel 
and the petersens ends abruptly in the mid-1690s, it is likely that it actually 
continued for some time, and that a later decision was made not to print 
these letters.86 if so, we can assume that they would have been discussing—
and arguing over—Lead’s writings, just as Gichtel did with Fischer. at any 
rate, a subsequent desire to distance themselves from one another led both 
the petersens and Gichtel to obscure their earlier friendship.
in later years, the petersens and Gichtel became openly hostile to one 
another. in his Theosophia Practica, Gichtel had essentially accused the 
petersens of selling out when they accepted Baron Knyphausen’s financial 
assistance. the petersens defended themselves aggressively against these 
charges. in his autobiography, J.W. petersen openly questioned whether 
Loth Fischer would have offered Gichtel a bribe from Knyphausen to 
follow Lead, thus implying that Gichtel lied about the affair. petersen 
argued that it was rather Gichtel and his angelic Brethren who dealt 
fraudulently with funds.87
in this context, petersen portrayed Gichtel as a hypocrite for accusing 
others of building sects. he pointed out that Gichtel and his angelic 
Brethren had sought followers far and wide, despite their criticism of the 
philadelphians for doing the same. as far as sect-like qualities go, petersen 
accused the group of giving Boehme the same authority as the Bible.
petersen also tried to set the record straight on the issue of universal 
salvation—ostensibly the reason for Gichtel’s rejection of Lead and the 
petersens. to prove that Gichtel had originally believed in the ‘return of all 
things’, petersen published a letter from Gichtel to another correspondent 
in which Gichtel discussed biblical passages that might pertain to universal 
salvation. the same letter is printed in Gichtel’s published correspondence 
and demonstrates that Gichtel found scriptural support for the doctrine. 
nonetheless, Gichtel left the matter open, concluding, ‘as far as the 
punishment of the fallen angels goes, a new, future time or century will 
make [this question] clearer to us’.88
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in his account, petersen ventures that Gichtel retreated from his earlier 
position because he had exaggerated the tenet. petersen cited yet another 
letter in which Gichtel allegedly went so far as to ‘call the devil his brother 
during prayer’.89 no such letter is printed in Gichtel’s Theosophia Practica, 
although it is easy to see why he would have chosen not to print it—if 
indeed it ever existed.
in fact, Gichtel’s own published correspondence makes his objections 
about universal salvation seem like an afterthought, since he did not 
initially object. it may well be that Gichtel only became aware of a potential 
conflict between Lead’s thought and that of Boehme when others wrote 
to him, pointing out discrepancies and asking him to take a stand. as in 
many other cases, Lead and the philadelphians went beyond Boehme with 
the doctrine of universal salvation. When in doubt, Gichtel always took 
Boehme as his authority.
although J.W. petersen was a renowned theologian, it was his wife, 
J.e. Merlau petersen, who took the lead in developing and publicizing the 
couple’s views on the controversial doctrine of universal salvation. their 
first publication on the subject was Merlau petersen’s Ewiges Evangelium 
of 1698, a tract inspired by Lead’s similarly-titled work that was being 
attacked by Gichtel and others.90 although published anonymously, 
contemporaries knew that one or both petersens were responsible for the 
text.91 Merlau petersen’s Evangelium drew enormous attention, not only 
from pietists, who took a variety of positions, but also from outraged 
Lutheran orthodoxy, and from territorial rulers who censored the work.92 
the tract went into three editions, provoking dozens of other tracts 
supporting or opposing it.93
these debates go beyond the bounds of this chapter, but the 
petersens’ goals are relevant: as with Lead’s Eight Worlds, the petersens 
found theological argumentation to back up Lead’s revelations and to 
refute her opponents’ objections. Despite their conviction that Lead 
relied too much on her visions, they did not deny their authenticity, 
but rather sought to verify them. and although they never officially 
joined Lead’s philadelphian Society, the couple considered themselves 
to be members of ‘philadelphia’. the title page of Merlau petersen’s 
Evangelium thus includes a cryptogram, giving the author as a ‘member 
of the philadelphian  congregation’.94 Unlike Gichtel, the petersens were 
able to tolerate disagreement about the exact form ‘philadelphia’ should 
take. they were thus able to correspond with Lead as late as 1703, the 
year before her death.95
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While Lead claimed divine inspiration and the petersens pointed 
to biblical authority, Gichtel fought the literary battle through his 
correspondence. Because of Gichtel’s break with Lead and the petersens, 
there are substantial differences between the 1710 and 1722 editions of 
Gichtel’s published letters. in the 1710 edition Gichtel praised Lead and 
distributed her texts within his network. in the later 1722 edition, the 
many positive references to Lead in Gichtel’s letters to Merlau disappear.96 
instead there is sharp criticism of Lead, especially in the letters to Loth 
Fischer that had not appeared in the earlier edition.
Despite an obvious attempt to distance Gichtel from Lead, the later 
edition provides far more details about Gichtel’s role in the translation and 
publishing of Lead’s texts. apparently the relationship between Gichtel, 
Lead and the petersens was such a matter of public speculation that 
Gichtel and his followers felt compelled to tell their version of the story 
by printing the letters to Fischer. the Fischer letters are crucial because 
they reveal how, after being an early promoter of Lead, Gichtel became 
disenchanted with her.
Gichtel believed that the spiritual struggle was an individual one and 
he was even against conventicles.97 While the petersens and Lead believed 
in publicizing their insights, Gichtel wanted to keep divine mysteries 
secret.98 although he advised an extensive network of correspondents, 
Gichtel did not see the angelic Brethren as a ‘sect’, and indeed it was only 
under the leadership of his successor, Johann Wilhelm Überfeld, that the 
angelic Brethren developed into something more cohesive than a loose 
association.
Beyond these concerns, Gichtel may have simply felt threatened by 
Lead. he was incensed that Lead’s writings were receiving more attention 
than those of the great Jacob Boehme. one reason for their different 
reception among German speakers was surely social rank: critics referred 
to Boehme derisively as a ‘cobbler-theologian’, and Gichtel was seen as a 
strange ne’er-do-well, while Lead was known for stemming from a ‘noble 
house’ (as was Merlau).99
Gichtel’s letters to Fischer also reveal that Gichtel was disturbed at Lead’s 
ability to garner patronage. he even accused the petersens of prostituting 
themselves for her cause when they accepted Baron Knyphausen’s financial 
assistance. however, the Baron aided nonconformists with a wide range 
of views and there is no evidence that he ever demanded adherence to 
particular doctrines. it is more likely that Gichtel was jealous of this 
support. Far from the ideal of a philadelphian brotherhood of Christians 
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from different backgrounds, Gichtel and others competed for funding 
and followers from the same limited pool of people interested in 
nonconformist religion. in other letters that he chose not to reprint in his 
published correspondence, but that remain preserved in archives, Gichtel 
urged potential patrons not to fund Quakers and others who, according 
to Gichtel, were well-meaning but wrong-headed.100
it was thus not only a ‘devilish theology’, but also psychological 
and practical factors at the root of Gichtel’s break with Lead and the 
petersens—jealousy over who would be Boehme’s rightful ‘heir’, friction 
over religious forms, and competition for patronage.
conclusion
When the 1710 edition of Gichtel’s letters was published, the Lutheran 
periodical, Unschuldige Nachrichten (‘innocent Messages’) reacted 
with glee that Lead, Gichtel and the petersens were all fighting among 
themselves rather than living in ‘philadelphia’.101 the mouthpiece of the 
Lutheran state church had long treated the three as part of the same camp, 
and indeed, Gichtel’s letters reveal that for a time, they had all worked 
together toward a common cause. in its review, the journal wrote of 
Gichtel, ‘he did indeed translate Lead’s writings, but afterward they left a 
bad taste in his mouth’.102
it was, of course, not Gichtel himself, but a member of his community, 
Loth Fischer, who translated the texts, apparently with Gichtel’s approval 
and under his guidance. Gichtel’s support for the project was enthusiastic 
and multifaceted, from reading correction to distributing the texts within 
his network, and—if Gichtel is to be believed—even to stimulating Lead to 
produce a new text. it appears that Gichtel’s probing questions contributed 
to Lead’s controversial Everlasting Gospel (Ewiges Evangelium) and that 
this work in turn fed into Merlau petersen’s influential Ewiges Evangelium. 
Both works created shock waves in pietist circles.
Beyond Gichtel’s role in the publishing and distribution of Lead’s texts, 
his correspondence suggests that Gichtel may have influenced Lead as much 
as Lead influenced him. Gichtel, Merlau and Lead were exchanging views 
on the divine Sophia, universal salvation and other tenets.103 thus, it may 
be more accurate to speak of a multi-party conversation than a dialogue. 
Furthermore, Gichtel’s lack of fluency in english and Lead’s lack of fluency 
in German made both of them reliant on Loth Fischer and others to translate 
and defend their ideas, adding yet another layer to these discussions.
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the published correspondence of Johann Georg Gichtel reveals that 
Jane Lead’s history on the continent began earlier and is more complex 
than is usually reflected in accounts that reduce her influence largely to 
one manuscript that fell into the petersens’ hands in 1695. the notion 
of a one-way transfer of ideas from Lead to the petersens is also overly 
simplistic. historians have long taken eighteenth-century spin control for 
fact. the petersens’ and Gichtel’s own attempts to distance themselves 
from one another in the public eye have obscured Gichtel’s role as a 
medium, transformer—and stimulant—of the thought of Jane Lead.
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Chapter 10
 IntroductIon
the philadelphian Society is often assumed to have collapsed at the death of 
their matriarchal leader Jane Lead in 1704.1 the loss of a charismatic leader 
typically entails that of a clear spiritual guidance and consequently opens 
room for internal rivalries and divisions. Many of Lead’s most prominent 
followers actually outlived her by an entire generation and remained 
spiritually active both within and outside the remains of the philadelphian 
Society, a period that has received little attention thus far. this chapter, 
therefore, aims to shed some light upon this comparatively lesser known 
period through close examination of the philadelphians’ involvement with 
the millenarian movement of the notorious French prophets. It picks up 
from the end of ariel hessayon’s Chap. 4 to explore their union with the 
prophets at Baldwin’s Gardens in 1707 and then traces that relationship 
after their separation until richard roach’s death in 1730. Based on new 
archival and prosopographical research, it seeks to give a better sense of 
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who the philadelphians actually were. overall, this chapter argues that the 
philadelphians joined the Camisards as part of their celebrations of the 
Union act and that the two societies mutually influenced one another in 
preparation for Christ’s Second Coming.
 PhIladelPhIa In ruIns
the philadelphian Society for the advancement of Divine philosophy, 
named after the sixth church of revelation 3:7–13, was founded as a 
private religious society and subsequently became a public movement. Yet 
by 1703, one year before Lead’s death, the Society was already dormant, 
having failed to fulfil its original promises. ever since its inception, the 
Society had aimed to reconcile english protestant denominations into 
a Universal Church ahead of Christ’s Second Coming, which thomas 
Beverley had predicted would begin in 1697.2 as they opened to the 
public that year, the philadelphians proclaimed their irenic mission to 
the wider world: ‘this Spirit is Catholick: and thence the Church must 
also be Catholick […] the Design of our assembling is not to Divide, 
but to Unite; Not to set up for a New religion, or Church, but to keep 
warm the Spirit of Love towards those of all religions and Churches; […] 
Catholick Love and apostolical Faith, are the two Grand pillars of our 
Society’.3 although using ‘catholic’ in its etymological sense of ‘universal’ 
here, the untimeliness of such terminology within years of the Glorious 
revolution could not but spark immediate hostility. Not only was William 
III at war against France and the fear of a universal monarchy, but the 
philadelphians had strong continental support. Some key members like 
Francis Lee were even nonjurors.4 the Society’s public assemblies, its 
Theosophical Transactions, the works by Lead and others, clearly failed to 
debunk accusations of  separatism. Consequently the philadelphians were 
largely dismissed as antinomian Sweet Singers of Israel, Familists or radical 
Quakers and sectarians.5
Despite six years of prolific public activity, the philadelphians never 
formed a cohesive movement, their Society being plagued by internal 
tensions from the beginning. Lead herself was no stranger to these tensions. 
a prominent matriarchal figure for some, Lead proved more controversial 
for others. Indeed, most philadelphians refused to support Lead’s public 
testimony in 1697.6 according to richard roach, one of the few with Lee 
who followed her to hoxton, the Society subsequently divided between 
four millenarian ethe or ‘talents’: those focusing on love and charity ahead 
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of the Second Coming were based at Baldwin’s Gardens in the parish of St 
andrew’s, holborn. a second, more dispersed group celebrated the passive 
power of the Gospel and worked on reviving primitive Christianity through 
the gift of inspiration. Some of these held public meetings in hungerford 
Market, but closed after six months due to popular protests and violence. 
the Bow Lane group proved more radical, in the etymological sense of 
the term, that is they ‘stemmed from a harsher root’—i.e., Quakers—
but their ardour had been moderated and improved by their exposure to 
the other three talents. the fourth and last group had followed Lead to 
Westmoreland house, twisters alley, Loriners’ hall and finally hoxton. 
they were more contemplative and concentrated on the advent of the 
Virgin Sophia, God’s bride and the mother of all, who would usher in 
the restitution of all things. thus, the philadelphian Society already faced 
severe divisions as soon as it opened itself to the public in 1697. the 
failure of their irenic experiment was rapidly mocked in the press.7
If hoxton was the mother group and public face of the Society, the 
houses of anne Bathurst and Joanna oxenbridge in Baldwin’s Gardens 
remained the most dynamic, albeit private, nodes.8 philadelphians 
assembled separately thereafter, but continued to communicate. efforts 
were repeatedly made on both sides to reconcile the Society into united 
assemblies, especially after the death of Dr Murray, which was perceived as 
‘a Lamb of sacrifice for ye Division & Contentions of those among whom 
he stood in a peaceful reconciling Spirit’.9 roach seemed particularly 
concerned about unity and reconciliation, and portrayed himself as the 
middle man between the remaining philadelphian branches. he offered 
with Lee’s support to leave aside contentious issues to concentrate instead 
on the fraternal beliefs and values shared by all.10 his efforts, however, did 
not pay off.
on 9 June 1703, as they entered their seventh year of public existence, 
Lead announced to her disciples that the time had come to withdraw from 
public engagement to celebrate their Sabbath.11 the hoxton group ceased 
their activities three days later. the following year, in June 1704, Caleb 
Gilman, Mr pitkin and Mr Forester invited roach to return to Baldwin’s 
Gardens but the latter refused because their outreach excluded the 
remaining hoxton brethren.12 the philadelphians had lost prominent irenic 
figures such as Dr Murray, Dr Gilman and anne Bathurst in the preceding 
months. Lead’s death in august 1704 effectively left philadelphia in ruins. 
roach was ordered by the Spirit to pursue her mission, at which point he 
left hoxton and moved to Joanna oxenbridge’s in Baldwin’s Gardens.
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If Lead’s death sealed the philadelphians’ first and chaotic ministry, the 
Society nevertheless expected its glorious revival in 1707. the period of 
silence or ‘mystical death’ ordered by Lead in June 1703 was to last three 
and a half years and therefore placed considerable hopes for the beginning 
of 1707. Lead’s prediction was based on the resurrection of the two 
witnesses (revelation 11:3) and their ascension to heaven. It proclaimed 
an age of peace and unity to be brought forward by a resurrected 
philadelphian Society. Yet the philadelphians’ mystical resurrection also 
depended upon favourable conjunctures. Central to these was the political 
context in england and more generally the balance of power in europe. In 
the early 1700s, virtually the whole of europe was engaged in the War of 
the Spanish Succession (1701–14). the allies, led by a protestant, anglo- 
Dutch coalition, were united against Louis XIV’s expansionist policy and 
his support of a Jacobite restoration in england. attempts for a deeper 
political integration between england and Scotland became a priority 
under Queen anne. Negotiations officially began in 1705 and resulted 
in the Union act of 1707, which gave birth to Great Britain and was to 
prove fundamental to the rapprochement between the philadelphians and 
the Camisards.13
 the camIsards In london
Meanwhile, three prophets had arrived in London from southern France 
in the summer of 1706, just as the philadelphians in Baldwin’s Gardens 
prepared for their mystical resurrection. Durand Fage (fl. 1681–1717), 
Jean Cavalier (fl. 1686–1740) and elie Marion (1678–1713) were 
refugees from the Camisard rebellion (1702–1710) in Languedoc, which 
broke out at the beginning of the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–
1714). the Camisards were radical Calvinist peasants fighting for the 
restoration of the edict of Nantes and freedom of worship after decades 
of state persecution. trapped in the Cévennes mountains and reluctant to 
flee their homeland, the Camisards had embraced the belief in martyrdom 
and taken up arms to fight the final battle against rome, the ‘Whore of 
Babylon’. they claimed to be directly inspired by the holy Ghost and 
insisted on that basis that their leaders were also their most charismatic 
prophets.14 the three refugees may have been second-rank Camisard 
prophets, but they nevertheless gave birth to a small religious circle in 
england, prophesying the end of the temporal world in violent agitations 
just months before the philadelphian rebirth.
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two parallel millenarian movements, one english, one French, were 
thus about to emerge at the beginning of 1707. the Camisards had been 
causing great controversy within the London huguenot community 
in the preceding months.15 they were more active and public in their 
approach and probably also perceived as more threatening to the social 
order. they first came to the attention of the philadelphians on 17 January 
1707, and were discussed at greater length in Baldwin’s Gardens 10 days 
later.16 although there is no evidence that the philadelphians attended 
the Camisards’ assemblies before the spring, earlier contacts seem very 
likely. how the two movements came into contact is unclear, but several 
hypotheses can nevertheless be formulated.
Nicolas Fatio de Duillier (1664–1753), one of the Camisards’ earliest 
and most prominent supporters, almost certainly played a pivotal role in 
this transnational millenarian encounter. as a Swiss national and a Fellow 
of the royal Society, Fatio had navigated between huguenot and english 
circles since his arrival in england in 1687 and also maintained numerous 
contacts with the continent. he corresponded on religious matters with his 
relatives the hubers, a Swiss pietist family based in Lyon who had hosted 
the Camisard Durand Fage on his way to London, and he tutored among 
the huguenot neighbourhood of Spitalfields.17 Fatio also knew Sir richard 
Bulkeley (1660–1710), the first anglophone follower of the Camisards, 
from the royal Society and he stayed at Dr James Keith’s on red Lion 
Square in holborn in June 1706, only a short walk to Baldwin’s Gardens.18
Keith (d. 1726) became a member of the royal College of physicians 
three months later and, as a Scottish Quietist, may likewise have introduced 
the Camisards to the philadelphians. Indeed, Keith had maintained 
religious ties with the continent, corresponding with Mme Guyon and 
acting as pierre poiret’s main contact for the distribution of the works of 
the Flemish mystic antoinette Bourignon (1616–1680) in england.19 he 
visited roach in January 1707 and his medical colleagues James Craven 
and Daniel Critchlow were prominent figures within the philadelphian 
Society. Moreover, Keith had been John Lacy’s family physician since 
1705, shortly before the latter became the most notorious member of the 
French prophets.20 Lacy himself had joined the Camisards towards the 
end of 1706. It was consequently no coincidence if, along with Lacy and 
Bulkeley, Keith was among the first British targets of the huguenot rioters 
protesting against the French prophets on 25 april 1707.21
François-Maximilien Misson (c.1650–1722), the travel writer of 
international fame for his Nouveau voyage d’Italie (1691), may have been 
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the third connection between the Camisards and the philadelphians. he 
shared with roach a common friendship with the German pietist minister 
heinrich Wilhelm Ludolf (1655–1712), court chaplain in London since 
1705, who incidentally had provided the first known foreign account 
of pneumatic inspirations in the Cévennes before the outbreak of the 
rebellion.22 Misson started collecting the testimonies of refugees from 
Languedoc and Dauphiné in September 1706  in order to accredit the 
existence of supernatural manifestations during the Camisards’ rebellion. 
he compiled these testimonies throughout the winter of 1706–07 and had 
them simultaneously translated into english by Lacy. their collaboration 
appeared in april as Le Théâtre sacré des Cévennes and A Cry from the 
Desart, which sparked the public outcry against those who became known 
as ‘French prophets’.23
all of these figures were acquainted by 1706 prior to the Camisards’ 
arrival in London, whose private assemblies seemed to prefigure the 
philadelphians’ resurrection. although roach himself did not meet the 
prophet elie Marion until 7 March 1707, the Camisards were already 
attracting attention among philadelphians before that date.24 their 
emergence in england three and a half years or so after the suspension 
of the philadelphians’ public ministry in hoxton and the concurrence of 
favourable astrological and political conjunctures only seemed to reinforce 
the philadelphians in their imminent mystical resurrection. on 21 January 
1707, roach witnessed Scottish Mps coming to pass the Union act; he 
noted the presence of several Jews on that occasion and discussed the 
Camisard prophets with Charles Bridges in favourable terms over dinner 
that evening.25
 mystIcal unIon
the Union act came into effect on 1 May 1707 and was celebrated by the 
philadelphians as a temporal sanction of their mystical resurrection. after 
a first testimony in ‘Saccloth & ashes, in Suffering & Contempt’, the 
time for love and reconciliation had now arrived.26 their first meeting was 
held in roach’s chamber in James Jackson’s house in Baldwin’s Gardens 
on 6 april 1707 in the presence of James Craven, Jackson, William Clere 
(or Clare), Sarah Wiltshire and roach’s niece Mary Laughton. the venue 
itself reflected this ecumenical outreach: roach, anglican minister and self- 
proclaimed mediator between the four philadelphian ‘talents’ described 
above, hosted the meeting with his Quaker landlord Jackson. With the 
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collapse of the hoxton meetings and Francis Lee’s subsequent 
disengagement from the group, Baldwin’s Gardens became the heart 
of the new philadelphian assemblies.27 participants fasted, shared their 
dreams and visions, and above all sang hymns; they also discussed the 
Camisards’ ministries and freshly published writings.28
a few weeks later, on 28 May, the widow rebecca Critchlow opened her 
house, also in Baldwin’s Gardens, where many philadelphians attended on 
that occasion.29 More Quakers—possibly of the Bow Lane group—joined 
the meetings over the following days, but it was not until 3 June that the 
resurrected philadelphians—richard roach, his mother and his cousin, 
Mrs Cook and her two daughters, Mrs ashley, William King, Mrs Wells 
and Mr Kemp—and the Camisards held their foundational assembly. the 
choice of Whit Sunday for the opening of their joint ministry was in itself 
highly symbolical: it nourished hopes that their union would become even 
greater than Britain’s. as a sign of fraternal love, the French prophet Jean 
allut was ordered by the holy Spirit to embrace his philadelphian brethren 
one by one.30 For a year or so, Camisards and philadelphians celebrated 
their union, which they understood as preliminary to the Second Coming. 
Further assemblies were held in hoxton, probably at roach’s mother’s, 
anne, with whom the Camisards seemed keen to engage, but the houses 
of abraham Whitrow, thomas Dutton, peter Cuff and Francis Moult in 
hatton Garden became prime locations for their meetings.31 Situated a 
stone’s throw from Baldwin’s Gardens, these assemblies provided the 
Camisards with a steady influx of British mystics who soon represented 
the majority of their followers; their binational, ecumenical movement 
became known as the ‘French prophets’ in reference to their origins rather 
than composition.
the rise and energy of the French prophets was perceived as a powerful 
new force in Baldwin’s Gardens, especially as the former engaged in 
miraculous cures from the summer 1707. the practice of healing proved 
equally important to both societies, albeit for different reasons. the 
former emphasised miraculous cures as evidence of the Spirit’s presence 
among them and a sign of the imminent Second Coming. the latter, on 
the other hand, valued healings for its compassionate, apokatastic nature 
insofar as it restored the body to its original state of creation. Wonders 
were, therefore, expected from both sides. the philadelphian Mrs Wells 
declared she had been cured upon leaving the foundational meeting with 
the Camisards on Whit Sunday; John Lacy allegedly removed a tumour 
from the throat of the young philadelphian prophetess elizabeth Gray in 
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august; James Jackson recovered from his blindness in November and Mr 
Spong was likewise healed in December.32 Several philadelphians—Mary 
Laughton, Mrs Kemp, elizabeth Blandford’s eldest granddaughter and 
Mr Bondelin (or Bondeling)—all became inspired by the Spirit in the 
summer 1707.33 Laughton and peter Cuff even experienced the notorious 
agitations of the Camisards, much to the admiration of the philadelphians, 
who saw in these ecstatic trances a natural expression of joy instilled by 
God.34 the two religious societies continued to celebrate their union 
in music and harmony in a typically philadelphian fashion, henceforth 
singing in both French and english for the opening of Sophia’s gates.35
If the Camisards’ arrival proved timely and promising at first sight 
for the philadelphians’ second testimony, the two societies nonetheless 
diverged in their millenarian aspirations. the former were refugees from 
the last French war of religion; they had taken up arms against Catholic 
oppression and had seen thousands of their brethren suffer martyrdom 
to defend their faith. they understood their persecution as a divine trial 
in the latter days, hence their strong emphasis on repentance ahead of 
God’s Judgement. their original intent when reaching england had been 
to raise an army of huguenot refugees to resume the war in the Cévennes. 
the philadelphians, by contrast, united oxford-educated men with female 
mystics and showed little interest in the temporal world. they reached out 
to other denominations to promote a spirit of brotherly love, peace and 
charity across Christendom. Despite their diverging aspirations, these two 
millenarian world views were by no means mutually exclusive, but instead 
complementary.36 although they may not have realised it at first, the 
Camisards proved indispensable to the fulfilment of the philadelphians’ 
resurrection. roach and his brethren of Baldwin’s Gardens originally 
anticipated the return of the prophet elias as a prerequisite for Christ’s 
Second Coming. elias—elijah in hebrew—was the harbinger of the 
Messiah (Malachi 4:5); he warned against the severity of the Lord’s 
judgement, but also promised his forgiveness and miracles, and symbolised 
for this reason the transition from the Camisards’ punitive warnings to the 
philadelphians’ merciful outreach. Just as he had preceded the physical 
Christ through the ministry of John the Baptist, elias was expected to return 
before the parousia.37 John Mason and thomas Moor both proclaimed 
themselves to embody this second elias in 1694 and 1697, when the 
philadelphian Society opened to the public.38 Yet it was not till 1707 
that the philadelphians of Baldwin’s Gardens found in the Camisard elie 
Marion the true elias blowing the seventh trumpet of God’s wrath, based 
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on his first name and in accordance with Lead’s prediction. Marion himself 
made no such claim, even though he exhorted his audience to repent and 
reached out to Jews and heathens to convert them to Christianity ahead 
of the parousia. Both societies fulfilled, in roach’s view, a complementary 
ministry, with the Camisards brandishing the threat of Christ’s imminent, 
punitive Judgement and the philadelphians emphasising his eternal 
mercifulness. By their own admission, they saw in the Camisards an 
outward medium for the expression of their inward inspirations. Yet it was 
also clear to roach that their ministry was meant to disappear in order to 
give way to the advent of the philadelphian reign.39
Beyond the immediate union of two societies of complementary 
ministries, it was the ultimate apokatastic promise that the philadelphians 
were aspiring to. For the fulfilment of Christ’s Second Coming required the 
conversion of the Jews and the reconciliation of Christian denominations 
into a universal Church. If Marion brandished the threat of a punitive 
God to coerce Jews and infidels into Christianity as the new elias, the 
philadelphians’ irenic message offered a merciful counterpart to the 
French prophets’ ecumenical outreach. this extended first and foremost 
to the Quakers, as well as to presbyterians and even the disciples of John 
Mason, among whom roach recognised some presence of the Spirit.40 
Under the philadelphians’ influence, the Camisards began to attract a 
wider, heterogeneous audience. on 2 January 1709, the French prophets 
gathered 200 people from seven denominations in Jackson’s house in 
Baldwin’s Gardens, possibly in commemoration of the seven Churches of 
revelation.41
Such was the philadelphians’ dedication to the Camisards that roach 
attempted to defend elie Marion and his two scribes—Nicolas Fatio and 
Jean Daudé—before the Queen’s Bench when they were charged with 
blasphemy and seditious libel following the publication of Marion’s 
Prophetical Warnings in april 1707.42 From the very beginning of 
their transnational union, Camisards and philadelphians faced temporal 
obstacles to their mystical ambitions. For if the two societies embraced a 
different millenarian ethos, it made no doubt to roach that the Camisards 
represented the first step toward the resurrection of the philadelphian 
society as a whole and ultimately for the advent of the Virgin Sophia. they 
provided in other words the cement needed to rebuild upon the ruins of 
philadelphia. roach’s remaining hoxton coreligionists—Lee, Mr Knight 
and Mr Woodruff—warned him on the contrary that the judgement 
would soon fall upon the philadelphians if they did not pray.43 But 
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roach wrote to Lord chief justice John holt on 24 May 1707 and met 
with Marion the same evening. he considered defending him and his two 
scribes in court, but instead gave his instructions to Sergeant John hooke 
(1655–1712) and attended the verdict on 4 July. Marion blessed him a 
few weeks later but, despite roach’s efforts, the three men were found 
guilty and were exposed on the scaffold on 1 and 2 December 1707.44
roach saw in the Camisards’ ordeal a sacrifice that further substantiated 
the philadelphians’ anticipation of the new elias at the time the temporal 
opposition to the French prophets reached its climax. Undeterred by what 
they had accepted as a divine trial, the prophets entered a new phase by 
the beginning of 1708 under the impetus of their english members. the 
Socinian-turned-French prophet and physician Dr thomas emes had 
died on 22 December 1707, and was buried on Christmas Day; soon 
afterwards his brethren had announced through the mouth of John potter 
that he would rise from the dead five months later, on 25 May 1708. 
that Marion, Fage, Daudé and Fatio stayed away from such predictions 
already prefigured the growing national divide between the Camisards 
and their english followers. only the latter (i.e., Lacy, potter, Gray, King, 
Whitrow) engaged without restraint in promoting the miracle, with Lacy 
at the forefront healing the sick and poor in the meantime. Still, the Spirit 
speaking through Whitrow designated the old French philadelphian Mary 
Sterrell to ‘accompany the Body of my servant emes who now sleepeth, 
even to his own Door’.45 For roach, the beginning of 1708 therefore 
marked the foundation of the universal church; philadelphians, Camisards 
and some Quakers celebrated their union in a spirit of love, reconciliation 
and harmony ahead of Christ’s imminent Second Coming.46
the philadelphians’ commitment in favour of the Camisards also 
reflected the shifting political situation in europe. Beside the recent union 
between england and Scotland and that of the two east India Companies 
the following year, philadelphians had their eyes turned towards France 
like the rest of their fellow countrymen.47 roach in particular celebrated 
the recent victories of the Duke of Marlborough—Blenheim (1704), 
ramillies (1706)—and heinsius’s progress against France in his diary.48 
Yet his proximity to the Camisards also raised Francis Lee’s suspicions that 
the prophets might be disguised papists, even though roach insisted that 
their messianism had nothing to do with Louis XIV’s universal monarchy.49 
on the contrary, as an avid reader of Jacob Boehme’s theosophy, roach 
saw in the heraldic symbolism of the lily a sign that France was the chosen 
country for the restoration of all things, which Marion had  accordingly 
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been designated to initiate as the new elias. France represented in his view 
‘ye Kindom of ye Lily. Female. effeminate. talkative. Free in Love […] 
therefore France […] opens ye present Disp[ensation]’.50 In Behmenist 
terms, the lily was a symbol of revival and wholesomeness; it also featured 
as the saviour against the holy roman empire in the visions of Mikulás 
Drabik (1588–1671) during the thirty Years War, which roach also 
believed would soon be fulfilled.51
another sign of the restorative nature of the French prophets’ 
movement can be found in the gender balance between the followers. 
If their leading figures hitherto mentioned were all male, some of their 
most charismatic members were indeed women. With the exception of 
Jeanne Cavalier (née Verduron), henriette allut and Jeanne raoux (who 
had found refuge in england before the rebellion in the Cévennes), the 
majority of these charismatic prophetesses were actually english and close 
to Baldwin’s Gardens. Central to Boehme’s doctrine of the apokatastasis 
was the rehabilitation of the female condition before the restitution of all 
things to their prelapsarian state. Signs of female redemption were read 
by some in england’s recent political history: the Glorious revolution 
had not only replaced the Catholic king with a protestant one, but had 
also introduced the dual reign of William and Mary. Moreover, england’s 
political union with Scotland meant Britain was now governed by a female 
monarch, Queen anne.52 In addition to praising France as an effeminate 
nation due to restore the female condition through elias, roach believed 
the ‘Mystery of ye Lily’ once announced by Lead herself prefigured ‘the 
Day of ye Mother’ before ‘the Second Birth of Christ’. he traced the 
rise of a female embassy in the philadelphians’ genealogy right from 
the beginning with the widow Mary Freeman, whom John pordage 
had married for her exceptional spiritual gifts. after her death pordage 
had opened his house to Jane Lead, who embodied the philadelphian 
matriarch 30 years later. other prominent women emerged in their 
movement around that time, such as anne Bathurst, Joanna oxenbridge 
and rebecca Critchlow.53 Unlike Lead, who depended upon the financial 
support of pordage and Baron Dodo von Knyphausen, they provided 
material structure and stability to their community by hosting assemblies 
in their houses in Baldwin’s Gardens. they acted in this respect like the 
‘mothers in Israel’ among Quakers; that is a well-established matriarchal 
figure nurturing the community.54 Whatever their role, all these women 
were or became widows relatively early after joining the philadelphians and 
embodied to some extent the female emancipation from male authority.
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a similar pattern of charismatic female ministry can be observed among 
the French prophets from the summer 1707, when the Camisards merged 
with the Baldwin’s Gardens philadelphians and some Quakers. Five of 
these prophetesses even claimed to be the woman clothed with the sun 
from revelation 12:1.55 teenage girls and young women such as elizabeth 
Gray, ann topham, Mary turner and Mary Keimer were known to 
vocalise the holy Spirit and enact Biblical allegories. Gray, for example, 
performed the fall of the whore of Babylon by exposing her naked body 
on the altar of the Catholic chapel of Duke Street in November 1707, 
while Keimer trod on a woman’s body to crush the wicked as part of 
the same performance.56 Both were promised a glorious future among 
the prophets: Gray later had children with Lacy anticipating to give birth 
to the second messiah; Keimer was designated to deliver a warning to 
Louis XIV in Versailles and later led a prophetic mission to pennsylvania.57 
If Keimer’s association with the philadelphians remains unclear, Gray’s 
was established by 1702 while others’ leave little doubt. Sarah Wiltshire, 
possibly a widow, became a charismatic figure among the French prophets, 
while Dinah Stoddart, another widow, proclaimed herself the ‘Saviour of 
Womankind’.58 More controversial was rebecca Cuff, wife of the Baldwin’s 
Gardens prophet peter Cuff, who was notorious for roaring warnings and 
kissing men under inspiration during public assemblies.59 But by far the 
most outward manifestation of female authority lay in the case of Dorothy 
harling—yet another widow—who presented herself as the ‘permanent 
Spring’. her notorious performances effectively conflated the punitive 
and the restorative into an explicit position of sadistic and scatological 
domination: ‘permanent Spring’ demanded public confessions from her 
brethren, whereupon she allegedly flogged them ‘with a Whip knotted, 
with sharp Needles or pins fastned thereto’, then lifted her skirt screaming 
‘Come in Christ, come in,—Come in Christ, come in’ before urinating 
on their wounds to purify them. an early candidate for such punishment 
was the philadelphian William Spong, who suffered harling’s domination 
after confessing his adultery. Similarly, Mary Sterrell, an old French 
widow, former Quaker and early philadelphian figure, ‘was so  unmercifully 
whipp’d, that she could not sit for a long time after’. Such displays of 
licentious or deviant behaviour may stem from what roach presented as 
the third, radical philadelphian talent in Bow Lane and was not unlike those 
of Mother eva von Buttlar’s community in Germany.60 the Sweet 
Singers of Israel, whom Sarah apetrei was able to trace in London until 
1707, had a similar scandalous reputation and likely contributed to such 
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controversial rituals because of their proximity with the philadelphians, 
who remained publicly regarded as Familists in 1710.61 Still, the French 
prophets allowed no room for philadelphian claims to female emancipation. 
harling was excluded on 27 July 1709, but nevertheless continued her 
rituals of female domination with her own followers. In fact, she may 
have been the Mrs harling who visited richard roach in 1722.62 Sterrell, 
Wiltshire and Stoddart were likewise excluded from the prophets around 
the same time. as John Lacy once put it: ‘Womens preaching as ordinary 
Ministers is one thing, and God speaking in his own name through their 
organs is another.’63
the intense, albeit ephemeral, union of the Camisards with Baldwin’s 
Gardens raises the question of the numbers of active philadelphians in 
the post-Lead era. paula McDowell claimed the philadelphian Society 
counted around 100 followers in London.64 While this number seems 
plausible, it remains unsubstantiated. Indeed, the lack of biographical 
and prosopographical information complicates matters. the list presented 
in the appendix, based on roach’s papers, the French prophets’ records 
and contemporary accounts, suggests that some 70 philadelphians joined 
or at least interacted with the prophets during their second testimony 
prophesied by Lead. of these more than a third were women, including 
many widows. Several prominent philadelphian families like the Cravens, 
Critchlows, Cuffs, Gilmans, Maddoxes, Spongs and Whitrows also joined 
the French prophets early in summer 1707.65 these philadelphians were 
often blessed by the French prophets during their joint assemblies in 1707 
and 1708 as a sign of their election.
the number and frequency of public blessings was proportional to 
the status, rank and wealth of the participants. Unsurprisingly, blessings 
tended to fall upon men and were often delivered by women, though 
not systematically. two in particular deserve our attention: Francis Moult 
(d.1733) and hall reason. the former was a wealthy chemist in hatton 
Garden who had built his fortune by extracting the epsom salts; he was 
one of the French prophets’ most generous supporters and received their 
public blessing on 15 occasions between January 1708 and June 1709. 
although his relationship with his philadelphian neighbours in Baldwin’s 
Gardens remains unclear, Moult was a reader of Jacob Boehme and 
maintained contact with richard roach until the latter’s death in 1730.66 
reason remains a more enigmatic figure. Yet his enduring proximity with 
roach’s entourage, the fact that he was publicly blessed a record of 23 
times by the French prophets—mostly in the first half of 1708 at the peak 
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of their ecumenical symbiosis—and that the Spirit promised to make him 
‘a pillar in my Jerusalem’ suggests that he may have been an architect of 
the rapprochement between the two societies.67
the participation of such powerful figures came at a turning point in 
the French prophets’ history. the group as a whole had been publicly 
discredited by the spectacular failure of thomas emes’s resurrection in 
front 20,000 people on 25 May 1708. the prophets designated 160 
followers to join their 12 missionary tribes due to disperse across europe to 
announce the millennium. although the tribes were conjointly named by 
elie Marion and Jeanne raoux based on revelation 7:4–8 and 21:12, they 
may in fact have been inspired by the philadelphians. Indeed roach and 
Mr hammond were discussing emes’s resurrection alongside missionary 
activities on 14 March and interpreted the philadelphian Society as the 
tribe of Joseph. roach may not have influenced Marion on the formation 
of their international millenarian network, but it worth noting that at least 
19 philadelphians featured in the prophets’ list of tribes in 1709.68
 mystIcal dIvorce
By 1708, the prophets had entered a new phase in the history of their 
movement. after their union with the Baldwin’s Gardens philadelphians 
and a series of alleged miraculous healings, the spectacular failure of emes’s 
resurrection forced the community to purge a number of followers who 
were henceforth accused of being animated by their personal ambition 
rather than the holy Spirit. Scepticism had indeed grown among the 
prophets—including roach—in the months preceding the miracles, on 
which Lacy blamed the failure of the prediction.69 the purge reasserted 
to a large extent the punitive tone of the Camisards, who may have felt 
manipulated by the philadelphians as a springboard for their resurrection. 
It may not be a coincidence if the expellees—over 30 in total between 1708 
and 1715—were almost without exception english. aside from the overly 
charismatic prophetesses mentioned above, the philadelphian abraham 
Whitrow was also excluded in the summer of 1708; the prophets declared 
his ‘Doctrine of Levelling’ to be inspired by the antichrist as he began 
promoting the redistribution of wealth in favour of the most necessitous 
members. his departure caused the first schism within the group.70
It is precisely on the eve of this purge, when the group awaited emes’s 
imminent resurrection that on 1 april 1708 roach began encrypting his 
diary in shorthand. the manuscript alternates in form from this point 
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onwards, indicating the author’s desire for secrecy rather than stenographic 
efficiency or speed. roach’s diary was almost entirely encrypted from early 
June until 1716 and contains significant chronological gaps in between.71 
a look at the Camisards’ records can fortunately shed some light upon this 
obscure period that effectively marked a growing separation between the 
two societies. around the same time, both Camisards and philadelphians 
received simultaneous inspirations from the Spirit ordering them to 
keep their distance. French and english prophets now held separate 
assemblies, but continued to meet on a regular basis, albeit in a more 
confrontational manner. If they remained theologically complimentary 
to the philadelphians, the Camisards continued to reassert the primacy 
of God’s judgement over his mercy. Warnings against philadelphian 
teachings were first voiced as a result in this period, starting with the Swiss 
philadelphian Mr Bondelin in March 1708.72 this growing confrontation 
may have been partly fuelled by the visit of abraham Mazel in London. 
the charismatic and first Camisard leader had been staying with Marion 
since February 1708 and delivered apocalyptic warnings and divine orders 
to the group. he sought to revive the insurrection in the Cévennes and 
Vivarais with the help of huguenot soldiers; he departed for the South of 
France in august and was killed two years later.73
the prophets’ publication of warnings increased in this period and even 
key philadelphian figures like peter Cuff and Caleb Gilman embraced their 
menacing millenarian style.74 Yet the persistence of the prophets’ punitive 
ministry and calls for repentance despite the failure of the apocalyptic 
predictions became increasingly resented by some philadelphians as an 
obstacle to the advent of their third dispensation. roach had on several 
occasions interrupted the French prophets assemblies to preach against 
the primacy of judgement and emphasise instead the triumph of love and 
mercy to the audience. eventually the tensions climaxed in a pneumatic 
confrontation during the public assembly on 1 June 1710. roach and 
Mary Keimer, both under divine inspiration, argued:
M. K.—Who sent thee?
r. r.—the God of Love.
K.—By what dost thou know?
r.—By the Witness of his Spirit with Me, in his Love.
K.—take thou Care, lest a False peace have possess’d thy Soul, & thou 
Goest on Believing thou art sent from God, when thou art not sent from 
him.
r.—‘tis more than a peace in ye Soul; ‘tis a testimony.
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K.—take heed: God is ye same. he manifests not himself in many things, 
nay in very many which thou blindly believest he does. For, he can in no 
wise, not in any case Contradict himself. has he not already declar’d, 
that this is not his Word? how darest thou then resume in this Manner to 
appear declaring that it is the Voice of God when it is not?
r.—how knowest thou that this is not ye Voice of God? or by what Spirit 
speakest thou? Speakest thou by ye eternal Love, or speakest thou in part 
from ye eternal Justice?
K.—Consider thou o Man! I will confound thee […] Who art thou o 
Man that exaltest thyself? […] I can this Moment, strike thee Dead. What 
are thou? I can with ye Breath of my nostrils blow thee into Dust. […] For 
Quickly & Judgements shal be usher’d in. then wilt thou know Who has 
spoken & who Now does Speak. ‘tis the GoD of LoVe […] therefore, be 
patient, be vigilant. […] acknowledge thy Fault, & thou shal find yt I am 
a GoD of LoVe; […] I am not that God as thou tak’st me to be, in this 
appearance: No! For, I do in each Dispensation manifest myself; yes in ye 
dispensations of LoVe & Mercy, and in ye Dispensing of my Judgements.75
Despite his continuous efforts to reconcile the Camisards with the 
philadelphians of Baldwin’s Gardens, the French prophets never accepted 
roach as one of theirs. Worse even, after blessing him several times for his 
support during their trial, they declared him to be possessed by the same 
evil spirit as abraham Whitrow.76 Sarah Wiltshire, a close disciple of roach, 
endeavoured to bridge the widening gap between the two societies, but 
her irenic efforts only infuriated the prophets, who multiplied warnings 
against the imminent fall of Babylon and the antichrist.77 John Glover 
warned roach for taking Wiltshire’s defence in July:
I will that thou, roch, desist from vindicateing this Spirit; For, if thou stil 
goest on to vindicate that whish I have condemn’d, thou shalt feel the 
weight of my hand: whish, I have said, shal be imploy’d in punishing. […] 
and thou, Wiltshire, forbear thy Claim: For, thou shalt know, to thy utter 
Confusion, that I have not sent thee.78
It was not long before Glover’s warning was literally put to practice. at an 
assembly held on 24 September 1710, where Lacy prophesied ‘threatning 
Judgements particularly to ye City London speedily, for Disregarding ye 
Voice of ye L[or]d sent’em’, Wiltshire announced under inspiration the 
failure of such predictions and called instead for a better balance between 
the spirit of Judgment and that of Love—for which she was violently beaten 
up by the prophet Louis Joineau.79 Further warnings were subsequently 
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issued against Wiltshire and roach, with henrietta Irwin calling for a 
separation of the wheat from the chaff in an assembly at Francis Moult’s 
in June 1712. the location and host of this gathering may not have been 
coincidental, for Moult had by then been appointed ‘ruler in Israel’ as 
the prophets’ network expanded across europe in 1713.80 It was again in 
Moult’s house in hatton Garden that roach was publicly condemned by 
John Lacy as a blasphemer in November of the same year for promoting 
the ‘Universal Salvation of wicked men & Devils also: (according to 
origen’s Doctrine.)’ in his preface to Jeremiah White’s The Restoration 
of All Things (1712). While Universalists themselves, the French prophets 
considered that roach—and indirectly Lead herself—had crossed a red 
soteriological line in defending God’s boundless mercy towards mankind 
over the constant need for repentance. Universal and unconditional 
salvation remained highly contentious among the philadelphians and 
there is good reason to think that most of the Baldwin’s Gardens brethren 
in fact rejected it.81
Most of these events are either encrypted or missing altogether 
from roach’s diary. other sources nevertheless suggest the resurrected 
philadelphian Society remained deeply scarred by its brief union with 
the French prophets, with roach and Wiltshire continuously mediating 
between both sides, as well as between the four philadelphian branches. 
one divisive issue among the group remained the practice and authenticity 
of miraculous cures. Since January 1711, the case of the young Mary 
heath, daughter of the philadelphian rev. heath the rector of Bathwick, 
had crystallized the gaping theological divergences among the Society. 
heath had been suffering from a lame leg and from melancholy, and had 
even been confined for some time in Bedlam. Sarah Wilshire had predicted 
her miraculous recovery on 18 october 1710 and her case had in the 
meantime been submitted to the philadelphians’ friends at the University 
of halle, where a new spirit was rising. Mary Laughton begged her uncle 
richard roach to pray for her niece, who was instantly cured from her 
mental illness upon his visit. a month later, Sarah Wiltshire joined roach 
and Laughton in songs and prayers and touched heath’s leg; heath 
recovered from her lameness and was able to walk again two days later.82 
the miraculous nature of heath’s double recovery under the dual action of 
a male and female ministry was much debated among the philadelphians. 
If the main protagonists all testified in its favour, others proved far more 
sceptical. roach, Wiltshire and Laughton requested the medical expertise 
of their philadelphian brethren John Coughen, Francis Lee and James 
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Keith, three members of the royal College of physicians, in an attempt 
to preserve the remains of philadelphia. the three physicians did not 
question the sincerity of their Baldwin’s Gardens brethren, but they 
denied the miracle conjointly on 10 December 1713 after concluding to 
a lack of tangible evidence.83 roach, Wiltshire and Laughton thus failed 
to convince their hoxton co-religionists of the miracle and remained 
somewhat isolated within the philadelphian Society thereafter.
around the same time it was noted that the Camisards were also 
silenced.84 this may have had to do with Marion’s death in Livorno in 
November 1713, towards the end of a two-year mission that took the 
prophets to Stockholm, halle, Constantinople and finally rome.85 Gaps 
and encryptions in roach’s diary cast some shadow over the state and 
activities of the philadelphian Society beyond that date. he maintained 
regular contact with some of his brethren—John Coughen, James 
Keith, Francis Lee, the Cravens and the Critchlows—but also developed 
other relationships between 1716 and 1726. among these should be 
mentioned the anglican theologian and mathematician William Whiston; 
the origenist writer William Freke, who had proclaimed himself the new 
elias in 1709; anne Walthoe, whose quasi-anagram—anne Wealth—
was celebrated as a sign of fortune; and the mysterious hall reason. 
their meetings still involved singing hymns and playing the organ, but 
also drawing and breathing experiments such as puffing.86 No contact 
was maintained, however, with the Bow Lane society, which imploded 
between 1712 and 1715 as a result of theological tensions between Mr 
pitkin and Dionysius andreas Freher (1649–1728).87 Despite roach’s 
irenic efforts to put differences aside, the last philadelphians remained 
largely divided and had lost key members—Caleb Gilman, John Giles—to 
the French prophets. their harmonious assemblies were often plagued 
by their internal disagreements and sometimes ended in physical fights.88
Despite years of destructive divergences, during which he had publicly 
mocked Lacy and many followers, roach never really turned his back on 
the French prophets and his philadelphian brethren who stayed among 
them.89 In fact, he kept an eye on their activities thanks to an entente cordiale 
with some of their members. he noted for example that the prophets 
were still prevailing and engaged in a mission to Lyon in 1717. he also 
received the prophet Guy Nutt to discuss their activities in May 1721; 
wrote that Cuff prophesied seven years of famine; admired hall reason’s 
£30 donation to charity; and had a friendly meeting with Fatio and Moult 
in September 1722.90 It was with the latter that roach appears to have 
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maintained the most contact, whether by correspondence, personal 
encounter or exchange of books. Looking back at the prophets, roach 
showed no sign of anger or resentment towards them some 20 years later. 
Instead, he located their dispensation within the reformation alongside 
John Wycliffe, Jan hus and Jerome of prague or Luther, as well as the 
philadelphians, Quakers, presbyterians, ranters and Fifth-Monarchists, 
‘each bearing still a testimony & some neglected truth of Ch[ristianity]’. 
all of them played a role in the restoration of the true Church and 
formed, in roach’s Behmenist view, the ‘all G[od] v[s] p[ar]tG[od] (as 
teutonic)’.91 Significantly, roach finally conceded in a letter to Francis 
Moult in october 1728 that the Lord was ‘Judge as well as Bridegroom’, 
after his addressee had helped his neighbour Mrs Freeman, whose house 
had burnt down. Based on this late revelation, roach planned to visit 
Moult a few days later and formulated once again hopes of reconciling the 
philadelphians and French prophets’ ministries into a new, powerful and 
united society.92
 conclusIon
all in all, the philadelphians’ encounter with the Camisards proved more 
than incidental and should not be underestimated for that reason. Not 
only does this episode reveal the state of the philadelphian Society in the 
aftermath of Lead’s death, but it also sheds a different light on her place 
and legacy within their movement. our perception of Lead as a prominent 
matriarchal figure is largely shaped by roach’s papers and his contribution 
to the Society’s publications with Francis Lee. Yet this should not occlude 
the fact that most philadelphians refused to take part in the hoxton 
meetings and thus submit to her authority. a re-examination of roach’s 
papers and diary suggests that Lead had left behind a chaotic community 
quartered between four societies and that the philadelphians no longer 
constituted a cohesive movement. If hoxton had been the Society’s public 
face, Baldwin’s Gardens remained its beating heart beyond 1704. It should 
come as no surprise, in this context, that despite the participation of many 
philadelphians in their millenarian assemblies and a majority of english 
followers, neither Lead nor her works were ever mentioned at any point in 
the French prophets’ records and publications.
Still, the Camisards’ arrival in england appealed to the remaining 
philadelphians because it seemed to corroborate Lead’s prediction of 
their long-awaited second testimony. as the Union act came into effect, 
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the public emergence of the French prophets marked the union of 
two opposite, yet complementary millenarian ethe. the Camisards and 
philadelphians respectively embodied judgement and mercy, outward 
and inner religious experience, war and peace; a union between two 
otherwise enemy nations encouraged by favourable political conjunctures. 
this symbiotic union only lasted a few years, but a degree of spiritual 
cross- fertilisation nonetheless survived from their ecumenical enterprise. 
Born in the purest Calvinist tradition, Marion eventually addressed the 
restitution of all things and the Camisards became increasingly recognised 
as Behmenist prophets by 1711.93 Conversely, they imposed the fear of 
judgement among some philadelphians and eventually upon richard 
roach himself. although both societies still existed in 1730 it was then 
too late for their reunion into a Universal Church.
lIst of PhIladelPhIans and assocIates Known 
to have JoIned or Interacted wIth the french 
ProPhets In england94
?Unconfirmed philadelphian, but close to them
†appears in the French prophets’ list of tribes95
*apostasy
 1. arChDaLe, Mr (fl. 1707)
 2. BaSIN/BaZIN, John (fl. 1707)
 3. BLaNDForD, elizabeth (fl. 1707)†
 4. BoDIN, Mrs (fl. 1707–1717)?
 5. BoNDeLIN, Mr (fl. 1707–1708)
 6. BrIDGeS, Charles (1670–1747), educator
 7. BULL, richard? (fl. 1708–1721)?
 8. CaLVerLeY, Mary (1631–1714), Lady, Widow?
 9. CaSe, Mary? (fl. 1708–1711)?
 10. CLere/CLare, William (fl. 1707–1709), Minister†
 11. CoCK, John (fl. 1708–1716), Clockmaker?†
 12. CoUGheN, John (fl. 1708–1713), physician
 13. CraVeN, elizabeth (fl. 1638–1713)
 14. CraVeN, James (fl. 1707–1722), Chemist
 15. CrItChLoW, Daniel (fl. 1707–1724), Chemist, surgeon†
 16. CrItChLoW, Mary (fl. 1708–1709)†
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 17. CrItChLoW, rebecca (fl. 1707–1710), Widow
 18. CrItChLoW, Sarah (fl. 1707–1712)
 19. CUFF, peter (fl. 1676–1722), Watchmaker†
 20. CUFF, rebecca (fl. 1675–1722)?
 21. DoWNING, Mr (1676–1734)?
 22. DUttoN, thomas (fl. 1679–1741), Lawyer†
 23. eaStMaN, Susannah (fl. 1707–1712)?†
 24. eYreS, Daniel (fl. 1707)
 25. ForeSter, Mr (fl. 1707–1712)
 26. GILeS, John (fl. 1707–1721), Merchant?†
 27. GILMaN, Caleb (fl. 1670–1722)
 28. GILMaN, Mrs (fl. 1708–1712)
 29.  GraY, elizabeth aka ‘Betty’ (fl. 1692–1729), Candle-snuffer in a 
playhouse
 30. haMMoND, Mr/Dr (fl. 1707–1722)?
 31. haMMoND, Mrs (fl. 1708)?
 32. harrYS/harrIS, timothy† (fl. 1708)
 33. hartLaND, John (fl. 1707–1712)†*
 34. hoFFMaN, Francis (fl. 1707–1712), engraver
 35. hoLLIS, Isaac (1699–1774), Gentleman
 36. hUMphreYS, William (fl. 1708–1709)?†
 37. INGLIS, James (fl. 1710), Minister
 38. JaCKSoN, Benjamin (fl. 1707–1722), Inventor?†
 39. JohNSoN, elizabeth (fl. 1708–1712)?
 40. JohNSoN, George (fl. 1708)?
 41. KeIth, James (fl. 1684–1726), physician
 42. KeMp, John (1665–1717), antiquarian
 43. KeMp, M. (fl. 1707)?
 44. KING, William (fl. 1707–1709), tallow chandler†
 45. KNIGht, Mr (fl. 1707)
 46. LaUGhtoN, Mary (fl. 1707–1729), richard roach’s niece
 47. LeSter, Mrs (fl. 1707)?
 48. MaDDoX, Mrs (fl. 1708–1712)?
 49. MaNWaYrING, Mrs (fl. 1712–1721), housekeeper?
 50. oXeNBrIDGe, Joanna (fl. 1687–1708), Widow
 51. peNNY, Mrs (fl. 1707)
 52. pItKIN, Mr (fl. 1704–1708)
 53. reaSoN, hall (fl. 1683–1728)?†
 54. rICharDSoN, robert (fl. 1707–1732)†
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 55. roaCh, anne (fl. 1662–1708)?
 56. roaCh, richard (1662–1730), Minister†*
 57. SpoNG, rebecca (fl. 1708)?
 58. SpoNG, William (fl. 1707–1725)†
 59. SteeLe, Benjamin (fl. 1680–1744), Watchmaker
 60. SterreLL, Mary (fl. 1693–1712), Widow†*
 61. SteVeNSoN, Mr (fl. 1708)?
 62. SteVeNSoN, Mrs (fl. 1708)?
 63. StoDDart, Dinah (fl. 1707–1708)?*
 64. taYLor, Mr (fl. 1707)?
 65. WarD, Catherine (fl. 1707–1722)
 66. WeLLS, Mrs (fl. 1707)
 67. WhItroW, abraham (fl. 1689–1714), Woolcomber*
 68. WhItroW, Deborah (fl. 1707)?*
 69. WIDoWS, anthony (fl. 1706–1707)?
 70. WILtShIre, Sarah (fl. 1707–1710), Widow?*
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prophecies die hard in millennial cultures. Visionary and vocal experiences 
set down by one generation, and received at the time as imminent 
prophecy, may be recalled and redistributed by later generations enthused 
by similar eschatological expectations or millennial mentalities. In this way, 
prophetic figures who attracted followers in one period can experience a 
prophetic ‘afterlife’ through the recognition of their written revelations 
in another.
Some prophetic traditions have undergone periods of prophetic 
‘silence’—when the perceived voice of God is no longer heard—before 
resuming.1 the separatist pietist tradition of the Community of true 
Inspiration, better known as the amana colonies in modern-day Iowa, 
experienced one such silence between the death of the last of their 
original Werkzeuge (instruments), Johann Friedrich rock, in 1749 and 
‘the reawakening’—the emergence of new Werkzeuge among surviving 
congregations in 1817. In this community, the revelations of the founding 
Werkzeuge were picked up and set beside new prophecies in a conscious 
continuity.2
In the case of Jane Lead, the philadelphian Society formed during her 
lifetime underwent no equivalent ‘reawakening’ decades after her death 
in 1704.3 Lead nevertheless experienced an extensive prophetic  afterlife. 
Jane Lead’s prophetic afterlife 
in the Nineteenth-Century english atlantic
Philip Lockley
p. Lockley (*) 
Cranmer hall, Durham University, Durham, UK
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original seventeenth-century printings were carefully preserved, and may 
be traced in the private libraries of figures with prophetic interests in 
Britain in the 1790s.4 German translations of Lead remained influential 
among radical pietist traditions in europe across much the same period, 
and were probably first taken to america by such groups, which included 
Johannes Kelpius and his followers, and the Neu-Teufer, or German Baptist 
Brethren.5 In the nineteenth century, Lead is recognised to have been read 
by two english-speaking prophetic traditions with a transatlantic reach—
namely the Shakers and the Mormons. In the twentieth century, as Chap. 
12 in this volume shows, Jane Lead’s prophetic afterlife persisted among 
two distinctive millennial groups in North america—Mary’s City of David 
in Benton harbor and the Latter rain movement. even today, Lead’s 
writings are made available to a global readership through competing 
committed websites.6
tracing the roots, extent and intellectual basis for a prophetic afterlife is 
a hazardous historical exercise. assumptions about influence in the  history 
of ideas –tracings of cause and effect within processes of thought and 
communication—are notoriously hard to prove positively when a paper 
trail of reader responses, citations, and explicit references is rarely to hand. 
Despite the predominance of ‘print culture’ within the world of popular 
prophecies, which can allow the historical trajectory of some writings to be 
traced through the dates, places, and numbered editions of its re- publication, 
the actual social, intellectual and (pertinent to this discussion) theological 
resonance of the prophecies themselves may remain indecipherable. the 
subsequent millennial cultures within which past prophets can come to 
experience an afterlife are not always open about how, when and why they 
recognised the inspiration of preceding traditions. It can be hard to know 
whether correspondences in theological ideas across centuries stem from a 
long-standing direct influence or whether it was interpretative coincidence 
that led future groups to notice their forerunners.
the cases of the two best-known religious traditions to notice Jane 
Lead’s prophecies in the nineteenth century illustrate these challenges 
well. the Shakers—or the ‘United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second 
appearance’—originated in a distinctive religious milieu in the North of 
england only a few decades after the demise of the philadelphian Society. 
as ‘Shaking Quakers’ it is commonly assumed that they inherited much 
of their early theology and practice from radical Quakers and the ‘French 
prophets’, from whom a link is drawn back to the philadelphians and so 
to Lead.7 recently, Susan Juster has even termed ann Lee, the Shaker 
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founder and second messiah, ‘the direct heir of Jane Lead’.8 yet, neither 
manuscript nor print evidence for this supposed inheritance is available 
until the height of Shakerism’s presence in the United States in the middle 
of the nineteenth century. this was the ‘era of manifestations’ in Shaker 
history—a time of spiritualistic revivals and ecstatic experiences from the 
1830s to the 1850s. In this period, the tradition was especially attentive 
to forms of prophetic inspiration. Shaker manuscript collections from this 
time include hand-written copies labelled ‘Different Kinds of Inspiration, 
With Jane Leeds [sic] own experience—Between the years 1676–1701’ 
and ‘the prophecy of Jane Leeds (1676)’.9 While theories of an unbroken 
Shaker oral tradition back to Lead continue to be posited, scholars must 
confront the meagre evidential basis for this scenario. the earliest print 
edition of Lead’s prophecies in Shaker archives was published in 1830 in 
england.10 this implies that Lead was really only noticed alongside other 
claimants to prophetic inspiration when Shakers were specifically seeking 
to understand the varieties of visionary experience among their second or 
third generation.
In the case of the Mormons—the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints—a uniquely exhaustive research project has recently explored the 
cultural environment of the tradition’s origins between 1820 and 1850, 
and specifically identified numerous Mormon theological themes in Jane 
Lead’s prophecies—as they appear at least in the same 1830 re-print also in 
the Shakers’ possession.11 researchers have identified themes occurring in 
both Lead’s writings and Joseph Smith Jr’s theology as general (innocuous, 
even) as the ‘City of Zion’, ‘New Jerusalem’, and ‘preparation of the earth 
and preceding events [to the Second Coming]’.12 Significant flaws in the 
methodology of this project leaves its utility for tracking the influence 
of one prophetic tradition on another severely limited. No account was 
taken, for instance, as to whether any early Mormons were ever anywhere 
near the books in question.13 Nineteenth-century Mormons undoubtedly 
read Jane Lead, and were struck by the parallels between her visions and 
their own beliefs. however, the earliest evidence for this occurs in Britain 
in February 1858. passages from an 1807 German edition of Lead’s 
Revelation of Revelations, encountered in either Britain or europe, were 
translated back into english for the Mormon missionary newspaper, The 
Millennial Star.14 the editor, Samuel richards, enthused on the way 
Lead’s revelations were ‘pointed or expressive of the Latter-day Work’, so 
demonstrating how ‘those who are spiritually minded, according to the 
light and advantages they have, can seek after God and learn of his ways’, 
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even before the inspiration of ‘the prophet Joseph’.15 all further Mormon 
interest in Jane Lead dates well after this.
Jane Lead enjoyed other prophetic afterlives in the nineteenth-
century english atlantic world beyond these problematic examples. the 
most extensive programme of reprinting Lead’s writings in english was 
undertaken late in the century by the Glasgow publisher John thomson, 
who also reissued works by Boehme, Madam Guyon, and other esoteric 
traditions to serve a growing contemporary interest in higher thought and 
mysticism.16 thomson secured an international market for his reprints, 
yet his readership is largely difficult to trace, and leaves, once again, little 
evidence of either how Lead’s prophecies were read or the responses they 
provoked.
one further afterlife took place among yet another millennial 
movement: the Southcottians, or the followers of Joanna Southcott. 
this was arguably the most significant in the transatlantic journey of Jane 
Lead’s english prophetic writings. In the twentieth century this tradition 
would produce the Michigan-based Mary’s City of David, one of the two 
groups identified as resurrecting interest in Jane Lead in modern america. 
In their nineteenth-century guises—including during the transfer of their 
own beliefs and writings to North america—the evolving ‘Southcottian’ 
tradition repeatedly found itself either provoking comparisons and 
associations with Jane Lead among interested outsiders, or appropriating 
Lead’s prophecies for its own purposes.
Southcottian groups lay behind the 1830 edition of Lead’s prophecies 
picked up by the Shakers. Much of the scope, cause and degree of 
interchange in ideas of this particular prophetic afterlife may be sifted 
from the printed record and pieced together from scattered sources. 
tracing such an afterlife is found to reveal the pliability of past prophecies 
in the hands of modern millennial cultures—not just ancient traditions. 
It further shows how even a single prophetic tradition can appropriate 
earlier revelations in different ways and to different degrees across time 
and space—spanning both an ocean and a century.
 I
Joanna Southcott (1750–1814) was, like Jane Lead, an english female 
prophet whose religious experiences secured her notice, influence, and 
adherents beyond the gendered cultural norms of her day. Southcott 
claimed to receive revelations in dreams and through hearing a divine 
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‘voice’ during the 1790s, while living in exeter (Devon). Southcott 
published her first book of prophecies in 1801, which invoked the 
revelation figure of ‘the woman clothed with the sun’ and declared the 
millennial age to be close at hand.17 Further parallels with Lead’s own 
claims and career are apparent in Southcott’s subsequent 14 years as a 
prophet with a national reputation. Southcott gained the support of a small 
group of anglican clerics, and was assisted in publishing an extensive series 
of prophetic writings. Many of Southcott’s recorded ‘communications’ 
bear particular comparison in style with Lead’s spiritual diary, A Fountain 
of Gardens (written from 1670; published 1696–1701). In both works, 
apparently everyday events or incidents in an english woman’s life and 
times are revealed—through inspiration—to have a deeper spiritual 
meaning. In addition, Southcott’s theology was strongly anti-Calvinist, 
and essentially looked towards universal salvation—a position comparable 
with the theme of restoration in Lead’s own later writings.18
Southcott certainly secured a wider readership and audience for her 
prophecies while alive than Lead did. a conservative estimate of Southcott 
works in circulation in england during her lifetime is 108,000.19 a reliable 
register of convinced ‘Southcottians’—that is committed followers ‘sealed’ 
as members of her popular movement—by her death in 1814 is over 
12,000.20 Like Lead again, Southcott declared herself a loyal daughter of 
the Church of england, and was likewise wary of separatist inclinations 
among her supporters. eventually, however, Southcott allowed her 
followers to establish in her name a national chapel network around 1811, 
often called ‘Millennium Chapels’, where preaching, hymn-singing, and a 
form of communion took place.
after Southcott died in December 1814—notoriously expecting to give 
birth to a messiah called ‘Shiloh’—this prior Southcottian embrace of the 
spatial and devotional forms of popular protestant Dissent was resumed by 
many, and maintained for decades. a discernible ‘Southcottian tradition’ 
persisted as a variety of english nineteenth-century nonconformity, despite 
a tendency to division and theological divergence. In due course, branches 
of Southcottianism adopted the outlook and mission techniques of more 
mainstream revivalist dissent such as Methodism, and successfully spread 
to the United States and Canada, as well as australia, New Zealand and, 
briefly, South africa.21
Scholarly links between Jane Lead and Joanna Southcott have been 
drawn before.22 Most commonly the two are twinned as fellow ‘women 
of revelation’ within the english religious culture of the long eighteenth 
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century—a label which denotes not only their corresponding claims to 
prophetic experience, but also, specifically, their respective evocation of 
the enigmatic female figure ‘clothed with the sun’ in revelation 12.23 
Sylvia Bowerbank has even suggested, in a relatively recent summary of 
her long-term influence, that ‘traces’ of Lead’s ideas may be found ‘in the 
writings of Joanna Southcott’.24
there is in fact no evidence within Southcott’s 65 volumes of writings 
of any direct Lead influence, and certainly no mention of her name. 
Southcott did not appreciate rivals, and denied reading any prophetic work 
besides the Bible.25 Despite—or indeed because of—inheriting a significant 
proportion of her early followers from the incarcerated prophet of the 
1790s richard Brothers (1757–1824), Southcott insisted her adherents 
recognise her inspiration alone.26 She eschewed any comparison with 
other writings or prophets. In the aftermath of Southcott’s death, several 
leading Southcottians further attempted to elevate her inspiration above 
all others, including successor claimants.27 Southcott’s writings and ‘holy 
mission’—together with the now-assumed ‘spiritual’ child, Shiloh—came 
to be endowed with a unique, cosmic significance.
Nevertheless, sifting the evidence of several Southcottians’ papers, 
and the broader publishing context of her career and its aftermath, does 
reveal that Southcott’s efforts to acquire the unalloyed attention of 
readers and supporters were unsuccessful. the period’s expansive culture 
of prophetic interests won out, and clearly encouraged contemporaries 
to set Southcott’s claims and message beside a notable predecessor: Jane 
Lead.
the key moment when Lead and Southcott were linked was the final 
dramatic year of Southcott’s life—1814—and the gathering momentum 
towards the anticipated birth of the Shiloh and its aftermath. Southcott 
had publically identified herself with the ‘woman clothed with the sun’ of 
revelation 12 for the previous 13 years. even so, it was the announcement 
in a work of March 1814 that Southcott would literally fulfil the role of this 
biblical figure, by bringing forth ‘a man-child who was to rule all nations’, 
that appears to have precipitated the comparison in the minds of interested 
parties.28 Jane Lead’s prophetic writings had notably argued counter to 
traditional Christian interpretations of the ‘woman of revelation’ figure 
as referring to Mary, and the man-child being Jesus. as Lead’s response 
to a vision in 1676 declared, ‘this Woman that is certified of by John in 
the revelations hath not had its fulfilling prophesie to this day, therefore 
[is] yet to come’.29 Southcott argued likewise.30 When, aged 64 and a 
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virgin, Southcott indeed began to show signs of pregnancy, and several 
respected doctors concurred, the story became a national sensation. From 
this time on, both Southcott’s committed believers and observers with a 
prior knowledge of Jane Lead’s writings noted the connection.
In october 1814, a book entitled The Holy of Holies Unveiled was 
published in London.31 this 110-page work sought to explain the figures 
and emblems ‘which adorn the Superb Bible for Shiloh’—Southcott’s 
awaited child. however, the book was apparently not directly affiliated 
to the Southcottian movement, only sympathetic. the title, the author’s 
pseudonym—‘philadelphus’—and much of its subject matter, indicate it 
was written by someone who considered themselves primarily a follower 
of Jacob Boehme and Jane Lead.32 the principal argument of the 
work nevertheless linked Lead’s prophecy to the contemporary figure 
of Southcott and the messianic child anticipated to be born, and drew 
attention to further shared themes in their theology.
philadelphus employed extensive quotes from ‘a prophecy from the 
Diary of the sublime, divinely inspired Mrs Jane Lead’ to link Southcott’s 
claim to be the woman of revelation 12 with Lead’s vision of ‘the Virgin 
Woman, who should be impregnated with the most holy seed of God’—
the woman ‘certified of by John in the revelations’.33 this link appeared 
within a broader discussion of the Boehme-derived theme of the ultimate 
return of a perfected adam beside an interpretation of a passage in Genesis 
3. this was when God promised, in response to the Fall, that the woman’s 
seed shall one-day ‘bruise the serpent’s head’. Such a linking of revelation 
12 and Genesis 3 was also a prominent theme in Southcott’s own millennial 
theology: that the Fall would only be overcome by the fulfilment of God’s 
promise to the first woman, and through the specific figure of the woman 
of revelation.34 philadelphus, in turn, declared:
[t]his virgin-woman I conceive, to be eve herself returned; and that she has 
been manifested for the express purpose of claiming the promise made at the 
fall, and also to bring forth the Seed promised to her, which in my opinion, 
is no other that the child born of Joanna Southcott, which man-child I am 
fully persuaded, will have in due time, the same dominion given to it, as was 
given to adam in paradise.35
Continuing in the same line of argument, philadelphus explicitly linked 
the figure of eve returned with Southcott: ‘adam has, in the latter part of 
the sixth chiliad or day, been born of eve, who is now called “Joanna”…’.36 
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he then drew the distinctive adam and eve themes together towards the 
fulfilment of revelation 20—the realising of the millennial age:
therefore I humbly conceive, that the child born of Joanna Southcott, is 
adam returned; and that he will prove to be the angel John saw with a great 
chain, who actually shall command Satan to withdraw from this earth, and 
will also have power to chain him down to the bottomless pit, and there to 
remain till the thousand years are expired … the Millennium.37
Little more is known of ‘philadelphus’, and it is unclear how influential 
The Holy of Holies Unveiled was among Southcott’s close supporters.38 even 
so, it is evident that some were conscious of Lead’s past prophecies, and 
reflected on the resonances with their contemporary prophet’s claims. the 
revd thomas Foley, anglican rector of oldswinford, Worcestershire, was 
one of Southcott’s earliest and most prominent supporters.39 among his 
letters prior to Southcott’s death survives a hand-written manuscript, marked 
as an ‘extract from Jane Lead’s book call’d the fountain of gardens Dec 7 
1676’.40 Lead’s particular vision on this date explained the significance of ‘a 
hand all over spread upon me, with an influence of great heat’. this ‘heat’ 
was reported ‘to fix the life’s impregnancy’, with a further elaboration on a 
‘renewing birth’, on a coming messiah ‘restoring a new world, from which 
the curse will fly’, and details of the work of the spirit in achieving ‘the 
most perfect restoration’.41 Foley likely copied this extract from a surviving 
original edition of A Fountain of Gardens from a hundred years before. only 
one reprint of Lead’s writings appeared in english in Southcott’s lifetime: 
an 1804 edition of The Revelation of Revelations, which likely marked the 
centenary of Lead’s death, and did not feature Lead’s spiritual diary.42
Within two years of Southcott’s death, however, passages from A 
Fountain of Gardens were in print: in 1816, The Wars of David and the 
Peaceable reign of Solomon was republished, including ‘several extracts’ 
from the diary which, coincidentally or not, were those previously cross- 
compared with Southcott.43 No direct link between this edition and the 
Southcottian movement has been traced.44 yet on 6 March 1817, another 
Southcottian, William Clark, made a hand copy of ‘Jane Lead’s prophecy 
Dec 13, 1676’ (a few pages on from the vision Foley had recorded), and 
included in The Wars of David. this was Lead’s dramatic experience of ‘a 
bright shine all about my bed’, a light that should:
be as a covering Flame to cloath the Virgin Woman, who should be 
impregnated with the Birth of the most holy Seed of God. then queried I, who  
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this Woman should be? It was said, the Name was known, and written in 
one,—that was to be of a perfect heart … this Woman that is certified of 
by John in the revelations hath not had its fulfilling prophesie to this day, 
therefore yet to come, as it was in Spirit said to me …45
Clark annotated his copy of the prophecy, noting it to be a ‘confirmation 
of the third Book of Wonders’—Southcott’s prophetic book which 
first announced the coming of Shiloh. two years on from Southcott’s 
death, Clark still hoped that the Shiloh child would somehow return. 
he wrote further: ‘the fulfilment of which will be indeed a wonder of 
wonders’.46
 II
During the 1820s, the Southcottian movement remained extensive within 
england, and began to spread into Scotland and Wales. While several 
rival figures claimed to be Southcott’s successor as prophet, and led their 
followers in new theological directions, the coming Shiloh himself still 
haunted the dreams of most Southcottians. the arrival of Shiloh was 
viewed as being the ultimate vindication of Southcott’s prophetic claims: 
if Shiloh was found among them, the woman clothed with the sun would 
be seen to have produced her man-child, and the scene in revelation 12 
consequently fulfilled.
over time, several of the prophetic successors, including John Wroe 
(1782–1863), a Bradford wool-comber, and Mary Boon, a shoemaker’s 
wife from Devon, attempted to steer their supporters in the North and 
West Country away from an imminent expectation of a Shiloh messiah.47 In 
promoting their own prophecies of the millennium, an earlier Southcottian 
theology was adapted and altered by these prophets, with some normative 
interpretations pushed to the sidelines, including that Shiloh would appear 
as a small child. at the same time, however, a proportion of Southcottians 
continued to recognise no new prophet after Southcott, and set greatest 
store by her surviving writings. among this group, often located in the 
Midlands, Southcott’s prophecies were read and discussed over and over, 
and their fulfilment looked for in present events, especially the coming of 
Shiloh.
In 1828, all such Southcottians eagerly expecting Shiloh were confronted 
with a claimant: John Ward (1781–1837), a London shoemaker and 
Southcottian convert from 1814, who announced that he was now the 
Shiloh. Within three years, Ward had persuaded a notable proportion 
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of surviving Southcottians of his messianic status, perhaps around 2,000, 
mostly from among Southcottians in the Midlands.48
Ward’s promotional literature and preaching came to feature numerous 
references to Jane Lead. Indeed, Lead was probably the source of prophecies 
that Ward referred to most, after Southcott and the Bible, across his 
messianic career. In 1830, Ward and his followers in Nottingham arranged 
for a new collection of Lead’s writings to be printed, given the title Divine 
Revelations and Prophecies. this was the precise edition eventually found 
in Shaker and modern Mormon hands. Letters between Ward and his 
followers indicate that ‘Jane Lead’s prophesies [sic]’ were then read aloud 
in their Birmingham chapel meetings, and volumes of ‘Jane Lead’s Books’ 
circulated among other interested ‘Shilohite’ congregations.49 Ward, 
therefore, acknowledged Lead’s prophecies in a strikingly more open and 
direct way than earlier Southcottians or sympathisers like philadelphus. 
among Ward’s Southcottians, references to Lead were not hidden away in 
manuscripts, or found in works beyond the boundaries of the  movement, 
but were publicised by the leading figure himself, with his blessing and 
oversight. Furthermore, Ward and his followers not only recognised the 
previous links drawn between the Southcottian movement and Lead’s 
prophecies, but now forged new connections.
as the Shiloh, Ward claimed to be not simply a completion of Southcott’s 
prophecies; he was also a fulfilment of the entire Bible and other divine 
communications. Ward wrote: ‘to fulfil the Scriptures, and all other 
prophecies that have been given to men (who prophesied of the end), … 
[God] fixes his standard in one, which is the spiritual man-child brought 
forth by Joanna Southcott’.50 ‘Let no one say that he bears record of himself’, 
Ward continued, ‘but shows that the Scriptures, in union with Joanna’s 
writings, and her writings in union with the Bible, declare plainly, that 
such a one must arise in this day’.51 From this insistence that the Scriptures 
must be ‘fulfilled in one man’, Ward reached what e.p. thompson called 
a ‘surrealist solipsism’ of believing that ‘the true meaning of the Word of 
God’ was himself—that he, Ward was the Christ and many other figures in 
the Bible, including places such as ‘Zion’.52 this latter name he liked so 
much he adopted it, becoming ‘Zion Ward’—a personified fulfilment of 
a visionary place, as well as being Shiloh.53 Ward denied the historicity of 
the Bible, but turned it entirely into an allegory of himself—a plethora of 
‘types and shadows’ pointing only towards his own coming. ‘the Scriptures 
were given by inspiration of God’, Ward insisted, ‘but from Genesis to 
revelation they are not history, but figures of what is to come’.54
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the logic of Ward’s claim ‘to fulfil … all other prophecies that have 
been given to men’ led him to draw attention to the predictions of a range 
of other prophetic works and figures. In a monthly journal issued in 1831, 
Ward cited in support of his claims passages from The Prophetic Messenger 
of 1828, sayings of the legendary medieval figure, robert Nixon, and 
a recent edition of Moore’s Almanack.55 In one edition, Ward further 
claimed to detect a passage of his own personal history in the ‘the sublime 
prophesies [sic] of that highly-inspired woman, Jane Lead, who wrote by 
inspiration, prophesying and foretelling of this great work, a vast number 
of years ago’.56 Ward’s journal then reproduced, with his own annotations, 
Lead’s visionary poem beginning ‘o england! hear thy genius loudly 
call’, from the first volume of A Fountain of Gardens.57
passages from A Fountain of Gardens had featured in the Divine 
Revelations and Prophecies edition of Jane Lead’s writings issued the previous 
year. this collection further reproduced, in a largely idiosyncratic order, 
passages from Heavenly Cloud Now Breaking (1681), The Wonders of God’s 
Creation manifested (1695), and The Wars of David and the Peaceable reign of 
Solomon (1700). While the latter work had been reprinted in 1816, including 
additional parts of Fountain of Gardens, there is no evidence that the other 
works had appeared in english since Lead’s lifetime. Ward and his Southcottian 
followers must therefore have had access to at least some seventeenth-century 
editions, or manuscript copies passed between generations. It is unclear 
how directly Ward was involved in the editing exercise which led to Divine 
Revelations and Prophecies, but he certainly approved the initiative. Ward’s 
letters and publications reveal that he had commissioned the printer, h. Wild 
in rutland Street, on several previous occasions.58
From the first page of Divine Revelations and Prophecies, the basis for 
the earlier associations between Southcott and Lead was reiterated: the 
text opened with Lead’s vision of 13 December 1676, from A Fountain 
of Gardens, of ‘a bright shine all about my bed’, and ‘a covering Flame 
to cloath the VIrGIN WoMaN, who ShoULD Be IMpreGNateD 
WIth the BIrth oF the MoSt hoLy SeeD oF GoD’.59 these 
particular lines from the vision, cited by both philadelphus and William 
Clark, notably reproduced capitalised words from the 1816 edition, not 
capitalised in the 1696 original (and added further capitals). this suggests 
an intention to emphasise particular lines for a contemporary audience.
elsewhere in the edition it is clear that Ward and his followers wished 
to draw attention to ideas present in Lead’s writings which related to the 
nature of his own claims to be Shiloh, beyond the existing Southcottian 
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themes that linked Genesis 3 with revelation 12. Lead’s understanding 
of the ‘Virgin Wisdom’ or ‘Sophia’ as a dimension of God is present 
elsewhere in the edition, including in further passages from A Fountain of 
Gardens.60 Lead’s prophecies looked for the coming of ‘another adam’—a 
production of Wisdom’s own ‘Virgin-Nature’—in a more complex 
reading of the Genesis passage only hinted at in philadelphus’ references 
to Southcott in The Holy of Holies Unveiled.61 Believing that Wisdom had 
left adam and eve at the time of the Fall, but would return when the Fall 
was overcome in the millennial age, Lead essentially looked for the ‘return 
of Sophia’ in parallel with the return of Christ. Understood as a spirit 
form, Sophia/Wisdom would imbue humanity with the changes necessary 
to bring about the millennium. a new Church would form recognising 
this spirit, producing a new spiritual generation which would realise the 
New Jerusalem—the symbol of union with God through divine wisdom.
Ward’s primary idea was that Shiloh was not a person but a spirit—a 
spirit always intended to descend on one living individual, who would then 
impart the knowledge and peace needed to realise the millennium. Ward 
understood himself to be the first receiver of this particular spirit, and, 
as its vessel, to have, therefore, become ‘Joanna’s child’—Shiloh. Ward 
declared that he was only the first to be changed into a new creation; in 
time, the spiritual ‘man-child’ would be channelled among all humanity. 
Much of this claim and conception of the ‘man-child’ and Shiloh spirit 
bore direct comparison with the depiction of Sophia/Wisdom in Lead’s 
prophecies reprinted in Divine Revelations and Prophecies. Indeed, Ward’s 
writings reveal him readily appropriating the terms ‘Wisdom’ and even 
‘Sophia’ to himself, just as he did ‘Christ’ and ‘Zion’. Further references 
in Lead’s writings to a ‘three-fold coming of Christ’ likewise fitted Ward’s 
malleable conception of himself as Christ come again. By the 1830s, 
Ward commonly defined his body of ‘Shilohite’ adherents as the spiritual 
generation that would realise the New Jerusalem.
 III
Zion Ward died in 1837. Few if any committed ‘Shilohites’ were previously 
unfamiliar with the Southcottian tradition. this failure to recruit beyond 
Southcottian circles was not for want of trying: Ward sought to secure as 
wide a preaching audience and readership as possible, making maximum 
use of the public and print notoriety and sense of spectacle that his 
messianic claims provoked in 1830s england.62
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one non-Southcottian figure intrigued by Ward was James pierrepont 
Greaves, a mystic with eclectic interests in spiritual inspiration, including 
his own.63 Greaves was a devoted reader of Boehme. he and Ward met in 
1834, while the Shiloh was preaching in yorkshire. the pair held extensive 
discussions over several months on the nature of spiritual experience. 
each probably believed they could convert the other. Greaves essentially 
believed that ‘the Spirit’ acted through him when he lived an appropriately 
ascetic life, and looked to the gradual realisation of the millennial 
age—a renewing of the world and overcoming of sin—through celibate 
intentional communities and the creative education of children. Ward, 
meanwhile, rejected all ‘ceremonies’ and religious disciplines, insisting 
on his own essential embodiment of the divine spirit, and primacy as a 
religious teacher.64 after achieving no real consensus between their views, 
Greaves and Ward went their separate ways, persisting in their own circles 
of devoted supporters.
Ward’s encounter with Greaves—and Greaves’ eclectic interest in 
Southcottian inspiration alongside other historic prophetic movements—
very likely lay behind the earliest transatlantic journey of Jane Lead’s english 
prophecies. Copies of Lead’s writings entered american intellectual circles 
in the 1840s through Greaves’ influence, and specifically in the company 
of Southcottian works once owned by him. Strikingly, by the early 1850s, 
traceable americans were still comparing Lead and Southcott, or noting 
Lead’s similarities to the Southcottian tradition, as an outworking of this 
original transatlantic journey.
Until his death in 1842, Greaves was the leading figure among english 
transcendentalists—a smaller and culturally far less significant group than 
their New england counterparts led by ralph Waldo emerson. the two 
groups were nonetheless linked through correspondence, reading each 
other’s works, and personal visits. Greaves’ community at ham Common 
in Surrey was named alcott house, after a. Bronson alcott, a leading 
Boston transcendentalist.65
Bronson alcott himself visited the Surrey community for several 
months, just after Greaves had died. at the end of his stay, alcott was 
accompanied back to Boston by Charles Lane, Greaves’ closest follower. 
the pair intended to establish a community in New england on an ascetic 
and mystical model similar to alcott house.66 With a library in mind for 
their community, alcott and Lane took Greaves’ own book collection (left 
in Lane’s trust) and transported a further range of works either received or 
bought by alcott while in england. It was probably alcott himself, once 
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back in the United States in 1843, who declared that the close to a thousand 
volumes were ‘undoubtedly a richer collection of mystical writers than any 
other library in this country’. the titles of perhaps a fifth of this collection 
were listed in an edition of The Dial—the transcendentalist journal. 
among the works appear ‘tracts, by Jane Lead’ and ‘Southcott’s tracts’.67
the fate of every work in this library cannot be entirely accounted for 
today: alcott and Lane’s ‘Fruitlands’ community was dysfunctional, and 
soon broke up acrimoniously. alcott retained possession of many books—
almost certainly those he purchased or was given. Most of Greaves’ remained 
with Charles Lane, or were handed over to their mutual friend emerson 
for safe-keeping. alcott’s books and the titles of those held by emerson 
may be traced. emerson kept ‘Southcott’s tracts’—four volumes from 
1801 to 1806—as well as an early volume of the Southcottian prophet, 
John Wroe’s communications.68 alcott does not appear to have owned the 
Lead ‘tracts’.69 this strongly suggests that Lane held on to the latter—
an instructive insight, as Charles Lane joined a group of Massachusetts 
Shakers in 1844.70 It is, therefore, through a line of succession of Ward, 
Greaves, and Lane that the broader Shaker movement in america may 
very well have been introduced to Jane Lead’s prophecies.71
By 1852, there is alternative evidence that within american 
transcendentalist circles interests in the spiritual experiences of Shakers, 
Lead, and Southcott were intersecting. Maria Macdaniel, a former member 
of another transcendentalist community, Brook Farm, wrote from 
New  york to the London-based journalist, and one-time Southcottian, 
James Smith (1801–1857).72 During the 1840s, Smith and Macdaniel had 
both been ‘Fourierist’ socialists.73 they were part of a largely forgotten 
element in early transatlantic socialism that combined spiritual interests 
with socialist politics and women’s rights. In 1852 Macdaniel sent Smith 
a volume of Shaker writings, assuming Smith would be interested in the 
Shakers ‘as they fully accept the woman as an equal, and treat her as such’.74 
Macdaniel further wished to know Smith’s view on the following question:
What is woman’s mission in this age, and more especially has [sic] Joanna 
Southcott and Jane Lead … given a key to [it], in the purity of the woman 
crushing the head of the serpent, by living up to the Levitical law, or to the 
transcendental idea?75
While this evidence is fleeting (and the question obscure), it would 
seem that by 1852, in New york at least, the figures of Lead and Southcott 
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were not only each linked to ‘the woman question’, in the earliest years of 
first-wave feminism, but linked together—their theologies in some sense 
merged by a new culture intrigued by how their prophecies might relate 
to new political purposes.
the following year, 1853, american Southcottians were themselves 
encountering Jane Lead, seemingly independently of their past tradition. 
By this date, John Wroe’s distinctive branch of Southcottians had 
established themselves in the United States through missionary efforts in 
New york, providence and Boston.76 In June 1853, Joseph h. Moses, a 
Boston convert, wrote to Wroe in Britain confessing to ‘being drawn after 
other messengers’, listing the examples of ‘Jane Leeds [sic], a. McDonald 
of Scotland’ alongside ‘considerable different authors’.77 Moses’ miss- 
spelling of Lead’s name in this re-printed letter is significant, as this 
matches Shaker manuscripts of this period, but no printed volume.78 this 
may imply that Moses came across Lead’s prophecies himself, through 
Massachusetts Shaker circles (nine years after Lane joined them). It is 
unclear at this juncture how Joseph Moses compared Lead’s prophecies 
with his newly-adopted Southcottianism. however, the distinct 
theological track followed by John Wroe, while differing markedly from 
either Southcott’s or Ward’s ideas, actually offered Moses many new 
points of comparison.
 IV
In the second half of the nineteenth century, both american and British 
followers of John Wroe—and especially of his successor, James Jezreel—
adopted a theology with yet further parallels to Lead’s prophecies. Besides 
comparative views of the ‘virgin woman’, the child of the woman of 
revelation, and conceptions of Shiloh as a descending spirit, ‘Wroeite’ 
and ‘Jezreelite’ Southcottians evolved particular understandings of both 
bodily life in the millennium and a feminine ‘Jerusalem’ in the godhead 
which also correlated strikingly with other Lead beliefs. By 1900, this 
correlation was increasingly conscious, and lay the groundwork for a newly- 
open appreciation for Lead’s prophetic afterlife in the twentieth-century 
Southcottian tradition.
John Wroe assumed the prophetic leadership of a significant section of 
Southcottians between 1823 and 1863. During this 40-year ministry—
which oversaw the spread of the tradition across the english-speaking 
world—a substantial evolution in many Southcottians’ millennial  theology 
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and religious practices took place.79 During the 1820s, Wroe had 
persuaded his followers to adopt the old testament Laws of Moses and to 
think of themselves now as ‘Israelites’. Behind these directives lay a distinct 
understanding of both an ancestral identity as hebrew tribes, and a reading 
of revelation where those sealed to enter the millennium were ‘the tribes 
of the children of Israel’. For a period, Wroeite Southcottians probably 
expected to see the physical New Jerusalem realised in their lifetimes, and 
adopted various communal practices to foreshadow this moment.80
In time, Wroe’s prophetic writings indicate a gradual shift in the 
theological explanation for keeping the Mosaic Law, and developing ideas 
about the bodily nature of millennial life. In essence, the rigour of keeping 
the Laws of Moses was conceived as a means of purifying the believer’s 
body, to prepare it for the immortal state of the millennium. a distinctive 
teaching thus emerged emphasising the attainment of a ‘millennial body’ 
prepared for a mysterious transfiguration into immortality at the arrival of 
the millennium.
a related concept to evolve within Wroe’s prophetic theology was 
‘Jerusalem’. From the late-1830s, Wroe’s writings employed this term less 
as a place name (with a ‘new’ epithet linked to the book of revelation), 
but increasingly referred to ‘Jerusalem above’ as variously ‘the Spirit 
of God’, ‘the immortal Bride’, and ‘the immortal Spirit’.81 During the 
1840s, Wroe’s communications discussed ‘Jerusalem above’ with ever 
greater frequency. While a female connotation of ‘Jerusalem above’ may be 
drawn from the New testament—as Galatians briefly refers to this being 
‘the mother of us all’—Wroe’s use of the phrase reached beyond this. It 
characterised ‘Jerusalem above’ as a divine spirit given to the woman to 
drive out Satan from the man.82 Wroe linked this idea to the anticipation 
of men and women attaining an incorruptible, immortal body:
Jerusalem above … will cleanse both their bodies and make them like the 
immortal body of Jesus Christ; but, it must first come to the woman to 
cleanse her, before she can cleanse the body of the man, to bring him into 
that everlasting kingdom.83
Wroe’s several volumes of prophecies make no mention of how 
these new ideas drew Southcottian beliefs yet closer to prominent 
themes in Jane Lead’s prophetic works. It is possible to speculate on an 
underlying—unacknowledged—influence of Lead’s ideas on Wroe, given 
the earlier Southcottian links to Lead. however, there is scant evidence to 
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 substantiate such speculation. Joseph h. Moses’ letter of 1853 is the only 
reference to Lead in the entire ‘Wroeite’ corpus up to the prophet’s death 
in 1863.
From 1875, however, a new Southcottian prophet, James Jershom 
Jezreel (alias James rowland White), who persuaded many Wroeite- 
Southcottians in Britain and North america to join his ‘New and Latter 
house of Israel’, continued to develop these specific themes of ‘Jerusalem 
above’ and the immortality of the body in his own prophecies.84 and 
evidence survives from this period indicating that Jane Lead’s writings 
were indeed circulating among Jezreel’s followers.
Jezreel’s theology was not a major departure from Wroe’s later teachings. 
From its opening pages, Jezreel’s printed Extracts from the Flying Roll 
refers to ‘Jerusalem above’ as ‘the female Immortal Spirit’, describing this 
as the spirit which ‘withdrew from the mortal woman in the beginning’, 
and would now, as ‘the Divine plan’ stood ready to be fulfilled, ‘hand to 
man the good wine of the tree of Life’—so returning humankind to their 
immortal condition before the Fall.85 In an ensuing, extensive explanation 
of the creation and fall, the adam figure is notably described as ‘two spirits 
male and female in one body’, yet at the point of eve’s creation, ‘Christ, 
who is the resurrection, and Jerusalem … withdrew from adam, and he 
slept’.86 as a consequence, ‘the female immortal spirit Jerusalem above’ 
was set to return only at ‘the time that man and woman agree to seek for 
that evil … to be taken away; − for as they agreed in the fall, so they must 
agree to seek for the restoration’.87 Such an agreement and restoration 
was explicitly linked to the attaining of immortality, or of ‘mortal bodies 
[that] shall not perish’.88 elsewhere in The Flying Roll, the need to be 
‘born again of water and the Spirit’ was directly linked to being ‘born of 
Jerusalem above’.89 and those ‘being born of the new birth—of water and 
the Spirit … suck the breasts of their Mother Jerusalem above—for she 
feeds them from the tree of life’.90
Unlike Wroe and Southcott before him, yet like Zion Ward, Jezreel 
is reported to have ‘approved and recommended to believers in his 
mission’ the reading of Jane Lead—specifically her ‘Sixty propositions to 
the philadelphian Church’.91 a manuscript copy of this work circulated 
among Jezreelites in the early to mid-1880s.92 Numerous ‘propositions’ 
among Lead’s original writings bear striking resemblances to Jezreel’s 
teachings, and elements of Wroe’s before him. proposition 43 declared: 
‘there may be some at present living who may come to be … fully and 
totally redeemed … having another body put on them’.93 Subsequent 
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 propositions indicated that this ‘anointed body’ would in some sense come 
from a process of ‘refining work … searching every part within us, until 
all be pure and clear’, ultimately leading to a people ‘whose descent is not 
to be counted in the genealogy of that creation which is under the Fall; 
but in another genealogy which is from the restoration’.94 In the final 
propositions, spirits ‘purely begotten and born of God’ were described 
as being able to ascend and descend ‘to Jerusalem above’, so becoming 
‘members of the firstborn of Jerusalem above, our Mother’.95
the extent of circulation of copies of this manuscript within the 
transatlantic Southcottian movement formed by the late nineteenth 
century remains unknown. Circulation is likely, however. as Wroe did 
before him, Jezreel encouraged the spread of the Southcottian tradition in 
North america, touring the ohio and Michigan region in person in 1882, 
when he preached to crowds in a big tent or the open-air. In each location, 
Jezreel and his supporters hoped to leave a small group of converts to begin 
a congregation. Links between Jezreel’s Kent headquarters in england and 
the american Midwest were maintained by letter and parcels of printed 
works for years, even after Jezreel’s death in 1885. explicit notice of 
Lead’s writings made by Jezreel on the english side of the atlantic would, 
therefore, have resulted in their attention among american followers. By 
1900, Lead’s prophecies were an inherited point of reference for many of 
the american Southcottians who would go on to form the Benton harbor 
communities—the Israelite house of David and Mary’s City of David—in 
the ensuing century.
the question remains whether we can reach beyond the comparative 
theologies and manuscript notice of Jane Lead by Southcottians by 1900, 
and trace what it was that Jezreel reportedly ‘approved and recommended’ 
within them. a few Southcott readers earlier in the century had linked 
Lead’s visions of a ‘Virgin Woman’ and the promises of Genesis 3 and 
revelation 12 with Southcott, and read them as prophecies being fulfilled 
in her. Ward had likewise promoted Lead’s writings as past prophecy 
realised in himself. transcendentalists and their associates, viewing Lead 
and Southcott as comparable female mystics, read them for insights from 
a divine spirit. and yet Maria Macdaniel’s questioning whether Southcott 
and Lead had ‘given a key’ to ‘woman’s mission in this age’ implies its own 
sense of connection between their original revelations and a fulfilment in 
Macdaniel’s present.
a view of how a Jezreelite Southcottian read Jane Lead at the turn of 
the twentieth century is provided in 1906 by William D. Forsyth, leader 
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of a British branch of post-Jezreel Southcottians called ‘the outcasts of 
Israel’.96 Forsyth was responsible for a series of tracts in the early 1900s, 
among which was a new edition of Lead’s Ascent to the Mount of Vision.97 
In his introduction to this work (apparently the first english re-print since 
1699), Forsyth made the clearest statement yet of how Southcottians had 
come to view Lead by this date. ‘It is evident’, Forsyth wrote, ‘that the 
author wrote by the Spirit of divine prophesy [sic]: as we see her words run 
parallel with Israel’s [Southcottians’] Faith, hope, and Standard published 
before her works came into our possession’.98 By running ‘parallel’, Forsyth 
insisted there had been no cross-fertilising; the correlations resulted from 
Lead’s inspiration being from the same divine source.
two centuries on from Lead’s original visionary experiences, Forsyth 
now confidently declared that ‘God’s word’ through Lead was surely 
receiving its realisation in the ‘Last Days’ she spoke of, and which Jezreel 
had so recently confirmed. While this can suggest a reading of Lead’s 
prophecies, like earlier Southcottians, as looking for their fulfilment in 
their prophetic figure, Forsyth actually meant something more. Forsyth 
reiterated elements of a Jezreel-derived understanding of God as ‘Father, 
Mother and Son’—of God, Christ, and the Mother Jerusalem Wisdom 
or Sophia.99 this was a ‘perfect truth unfolded of all ages’, implying this 
nature of God had been revealed gradually, from Lead’s past prophecies 
onwards, yet could only come to full light in Jezreel.100 Jezreel himself was 
not the fulfilment of Lead’s prophecies; it was his prophecies, and those 
of Wroe and Southcott before him that completed hers. In this way, Jane 
Lead was not just appropriated by but incorporated into the Southcottian 
tradition’s sense of its own prophetic history by the early twentieth 
century. Jane Lead’s inspiration was no longer to be simply recalled and 
redistributed by Southcottians in the english atlantic world; it was to 
be interpreted beside and before that of their own prophets. Jane Lead’s 
prophecies were thus redefined by another millennial culture, not as an 
afterlife but as prophetic prologue.
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Chapter 12
In 1895, an obscure american religious movement headed by then-jailed 
‘prince Michael’ Mills printed a version of the philadelphian Society’s 
‘Sixty propositions’ in its newspaper. an offshoot of the now nearly as 
obscure Jezreelite movement, Mills’ Detroit-based group is noted for 
converting a young american couple, Benjamin and Mary purnell, to 
their faith.1 Benjamin and Mary became famous in the first half of the 
twentieth century as the founders of the Israelite house of David, the 
most successful american Southcottian communal group, best known for 
its traveling baseball team, jazz bands, amusement park (which was said 
to have inspired Disneyland), and most visually distinctive to ‘Gentile’ 
outsiders, the uncut hair and beards of the Israelite men. Like several other 
american communal society leaders of the late nineteenth through early 
twentieth centuries, including his predecessor Mills, Benjamin purnell 
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was accused of running a fraudulent cult and was charged with sexually 
assaulting women in the group.2 although purnell was never found guilty 
of rape, rather ‘immoral and illegal practices and teachings’,3 the colony 
was placed into receivership and he died of tuberculosis soon afterwards. 
Under terms of the receivership and subsequent settlement decree, his 
widow Mary and her followers were forced to leave the original colony 
setting up a new colony one block away in 1930. the original colony 
maintained ownership of its successful tourist enterprises, while Mary’s 
group, the ‘City of David’, was focused on printing and disseminating 
Mary’s prophetic declarations, which increasingly became infused with 
Jane Lead’s philadelphian theosophy.
Mary’s City of David retained a copy of Mills’ ‘Sixty propositions’,4 
and included it with the new colony’s reprint of Lead’s The Ascent to 
the Mount of Vision in 1932, two years after the split. actually entitled 
Jane Lead on the cover, the inside cover page is titled The Ascent to 
the Mount of Vision and this is typically how it is referred to by colony 
members in print and in manuscript.5 It contains the entire Mount of 
Vision and ‘Sixty propositions’, as well as extracts from Signs of the 
Times. this version, along with several of Mary’s own works which either 
directly quoted or closely paraphrased Lead’s work, was in active print 
circulation when a pentecostal version of ‘Sixty propositions’ appeared 
in one of the better known american ‘healing Movement’ magazines, 
Golden Grain, in 1949. While the pentecostal edition did not mirror 
Mary’s City of David’s version, it does bear striking similarities to earlier 
Jezreelite versions that had not previously appeared elsewhere in print. 
Distinctive features include the wrong date (1619) and anonymous 
authorship, both of which Mary’s City of David ‘fixed’ later, but which 
earlier pentecostal publishers (notably those from the contemporaneous 
Latter rain movement) did not.
Several scholars, including Sarah apetrei, Donald Durnbaugh and Nigel 
Smith have commented on the present-day popular revival of philadelphian 
Society texts, which is often centered around ‘Sixty propositions’. Current 
popular North american reception of this text can be largely traced to these 
two printed sources circulating in the mid- to late-twentieth century—the 
more ‘faithful’ and typographically consistent, yet distinctive Mary’s City of 
David edition, and the progressively more ‘edited’ version(s) disseminated 
within the cross-denominational pentecostal Latter rain movement. Both 
appear to trace their print genealogy through earlier Jezreelite renditions, 
not directly to the ‘original’ 1697 Theosophical Transactions text.
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Mary’s City of David members believed that ‘Sixty propositions’ as 
well as Lead’s other works as they encountered and disseminated them in 
print were divinely inspired, and that they were the chosen caretakers of 
Jane Lead’s printed oracular legacy. although they made several changes 
to Mills, once it was committed to print they remained faithful to their 
revised edition. In addition, ‘Sixty propositions’ was just the first of an 
ever widening canon of Lead works acquired by the group in the 1930s 
and 1940s, which eventually encompassed most of her extant printed 
works in english. they were all reproduced for colony use and carefully 
typed, proofread, and certified by group leaders. Mary purnell as the 
co-seventh messenger was the only one in the group who paraphrased 
or altered Lead’s text in any way in her own writings, and once Mary’s 
versions entered print they also remained static.
the Latter rain movement, which spread within North american 
pentecostalism post-World War II, instead privileged the present-day 
prophetic declarations of its leaders as God’s ‘rhema’ word over the ‘logos’ 
or printed scriptural and historical texts. according to richard riss’s 
history of the Latter rain, which emerged as a distinct religious movement 
in the late 1940s, the gift of prophecy was a ‘major distinguishing mark’ as 
compared to the healing and earlier pentecostal movements from which 
the Latter rain was descended.6 One of the original Latter rain elders, 
James Watt, split from the nascent movement in 1949 in part because it 
privileged the ‘rhema’ or oral/spoken words of prophecy over the ‘logos’ 
or written/printed Biblical scripture, rather than testing its ‘agreement’ 
with the printed text.7 Consistent with these beliefs, Latter rain versions 
of ‘Sixty propositions’ feature additional textual changes and omissions 
beyond those made by the Jezreelites; in one case where the text becomes 
barely recognizable from the source. two of the three earlier Latter rain 
print versions also added an emergence myth attributed to a well-known 
pentecostal healing evangelist, although the actual connection was tenuous 
at best. In contrast to Mary’s City of David where a revised, yet static 
edition of ‘Sixty propositions’ became a centerpiece of its printed theology, 
contemporary Latter rain utterances appeared to direct additional editorial 
changes to the text and/or the contexts in which it appeared, resulting 
in a dynamically changing text that reflected the movement’s equally 
dynamic, non-print based beliefs. ‘Sixty propositions’ was one utterance 
of many, oral and written, which legitimized the movement as the end- 
time fulfillment of prophecy. there also seemed to be little interest among 
Latter rain writers in reading other philadelphian Society texts until the 
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very late twentieth century, in contrast to Mary’s City of David which 
systematically acquired as many of Lead’s works as possible. however, 
while the two groups diverged in their treatment of ‘Sixty propositions’, 
both appeared to have co-opted it in support of their similarly embattled 
movements.
 Mary’s City of DaviD: froM southCottian seCt 
to MoDern Day PhilaDelPhian soCiety?
prior to the 1930 split of the Israelite house of David, only a limited 
number of Jane Lead’s works were known and read by most Southcottian 
groups through the end of the nineteenth century. these groups recognize 
a ‘third testimony’ announcing the imminent return of Christ through a 
series of seven or eight prophetic ‘messengers’ in a ‘visitation’ which began 
with Joanna Southcott in the early nineteenth century. Most Southcottian 
groups believe there are (or will be) seven angelic messengers mirroring 
the seven angels announcing the apocalypse in the Book of revelation. 
the english panacea Society is the most notable exception: its leader, 
Mabel Barltrop, renamed herself ‘Octavia’ to reflect its belief that she 
was the eighth and final messenger. however, the more typical prophetic 
line includes Joanna Southcott, richard Brothers, George turner and 
John Wroe, with subsequent groups claiming James Jershom Jezreel (the 
Jezreelites), Benjamin and Mary purnell, and/or Octavia.
J.f.C.  harrison implied in his seminal work on eighteenth and 
nineteenth century english millenarianism, The Second Coming, that the 
Southcottians were influenced by Lead’s ideas as subsumed into english 
millenarian subculture rather than directly through print. however, 
subsequent scholarship has uncovered little evidence that Lead’s printed 
works were an integral part of early Southcottian print culture. as explored 
in more detail in Chap. 11 in this volume, while Southcott certainly 
echoes Lead, she did not directly cite or quote Lead; certainly not to 
the extent as later found among Mary’s City of David, even if Southcott 
was aware of her or her prophecies as circulating in english millenarian 
subculture. e.p. thompson noted that there was a ‘revival of interest 
in Jane Lead’ in the late eighteenth century and that William Blake’s 
acquaintance p.J.  Loutherbourg—recognizable among Lead scholars as 
several of the Lead volumes in the British Library bear his inscription—was 
also a follower of Southcott’s predecessor, richard Brothers.8 however, 
since Loutherbourg traveled in several other theosophical circles during 
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this period this bit of circumstantial evidence does not prove that either 
Brothers or Southcott were avid readers of Lead, nor that Lead’s works 
were included in early Southcottian print culture. the only other anecdotal 
evidence that Southcott might have been aware of Lead’s works (notably 
her spiritual diary, Fountain of Gardens) was in rachel fox’s Early Dawn 
of the Great Prophetical Visitation to England, where she claimed she 
found one ‘extract’ from 7 December 1676 as the ‘only extraneous matter 
amid some hundreds of Joanna’s Writings’ within a ‘large box of Joanna 
Southcott MSS’.9 however, it is unclear from fox’s text whether Southcott 
had this in her possession or it was added by other (or later) Southcottian 
followers, particularly since ‘extracts from the fountain of Gardens’, 
including this entry, had been appended to both the 1816 edition of 
Lead’s Wars of David and John ‘Zion’ Ward’s 1830 Lead compilation, 
Divine Revelations and Prophecies.10 fox has conversely stated elsewhere 
that she found no evidence that Southcott had read Lead.11
While John ‘Zion’ Ward’s Divine Revelations and Prophecies collection 
of Lead’s works was originally intended to help confirm Ward’s legitimacy 
among Southcottians (it failed miserably),12 print and manuscript evidence 
instead shows that Lead was not claimed by Southcottians until the end of 
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries when they began 
to graft her and/or her works into their prophetic tradition and therefore 
onto Southcott’s prophetic persona. While Divine Revelations and 
Prophecies circulated widely among non-Southcottian circles (most notably 
among the american Shakers), among Southcottians Lead faded back into 
obscurity until ‘Sixty propositions’ was rediscovered by James Jershom 
Jezreel and his followers in the late nineteenth century.13 Benjamin purnell 
stated that ‘Sixty propositions … has been published in the former house, 
under Jezreel’, and one of Jezreel’s followers and prospective successors, 
William forsyth, similarly claimed that ‘[Lead’s] “Sixty propositions 
to the philadelphian Church” … was all we possessed of the author’s 
works till 1899’,14 which was when the Jezreelites encountered a widely 
disseminated, but little studied series of cyclostyle reprints of her works by 
the Scottish ‘new life’ publisher, John thomson.
published between 1885 and 1905, thomson reproduced at least ten 
of Lead’s works, which were hand copied in cyclostyle from originals held 
in the British Museum and possibly also in other libraries. During this 
same period, thomson also printed conventional movable typeset and 
bound reprints of works by well-known theosophers with whom Lead 
is often grouped, including Jacob Boehme and emmanuel Swedenborg, 
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as well as the lesser-known neo-Swedenborgian thomas Lake harris, 
with whom thomson was affiliated. however, very few of these more 
durable, conventional volumes survive, unlike the cheap paperboard 
cyclostyles which, while still rare, are readily accessible in several academic 
libraries across North america and england.15 Occupying a unique place 
between  conventional print and manuscript cultures, the Jane Lead 
cyclostyle reprints may comprise the most disseminated collection of 
commercially cyclostyled works extant in world libraries. they appear in 
major Southcottian collections as well. three of these cyclostyles added 
by panacea Society members are the only Lead-related materials in the 
expansive Joanna Southcott collection in the University of texas at austin, 
undermining the widely held belief among latter day Southcottians that 
Joanna Southcott ‘referred to’, read or cited Lead directly.
William forsyth’s 1906 edition of Ascent to the Mount of Vision is derived 
from the 1905 thomson cyclostyle version. foreshadowing Mary’s City 
of David’s later attempts to balance devotion to the historic text against 
their belief that their leaders were jointly the seventh messenger, forsyth 
claimed that his edition of Ascent to the Mount of Vision ‘followed close 
to the language of the author on this subject as far as possible’,16 while 
conversely making editorial changes, adding context and commentary, 
and typographically emphasizing Jezreelite keywords like ‘branch’ and 
‘flying roll’, thus leveraging the text in support of Jezreel’s legitimacy as 
the sixth messenger. While the Israelite house of David and later Mary’s 
City of David did not acquire forsyth’s edition, they too had the 1905 
cyclostyle edition, indicating that the cyclostyle circulated more widely 
among Jezreelite circles beyond the forsyth-led group in england.
aside from the 1895 Michael Mills edition of ‘Sixty propositions’ and 
one or two more of the thomson cyclostyles, much of Mary’s City of 
David’s initial knowledge of Lead also came through several publications 
of their english Southcottian contemporaries, the panacea Society, whose 
works Mary’s City of David owned and specifically referred to in their own 
reclamation of Lead’s print works, and which they had in their possession 
no later than the 1930s. page references from the panacea Society’s Lead 
volume, Early Dawn of the Great Prophetical Visitation to England indicate 
that this group in turn took their extracts from the thomson cyclostyles, 
not from earlier editions.17 as noted earlier, panacea Society members 
searched for Lead’s multi-volume spiritual diary Fountain of Gardens—
which thomson did not reprint—and included one entry rachel fox 
claimed she found in a collection of Southcott manuscripts. fox also 
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included several of the ‘Sixty propositions to the philadelphian Society, 
whithersoever dispersed as the Israel of God’, which was not included 
in any of the thomson cyclostyles but instead closely followed the Mills 
edition titling and text, possibly indicating a common Jezreelite lineage. 
prefiguring Mary’s City of David’s current position on Lead, Octavia 
(Mabel Barltrop) and rachel fox came very close to claiming Lead as 
the first messenger, stating that God’s end time plan was presented first 
‘(a)s a prophetic whole by Jane Lead’ which was then ‘(s)plit up into the 
seven prismatic colors’ by the subsequent messengers.18 however, they 
also stated that ‘ann Lee had a whole revelation, so did Jane Lead’ before 
it was ‘split up into seven parts’,19 and in an early pre-panacea Society 
book The Mystery of God in Woman, fox claimed that Guillaume postel 
and St. theresa of avila also received the same ‘mystery’, indicating that 
this group’s leaders did not necessarily believe that Lead was the only ‘early 
dawn’ of the visitation.20
But more importantly in this discussion of how and where Lead’s works 
were circulated, read, and interpreted among Southcottian groups, Mary’s 
City of David had several of the panacea Society works dealing with Lead 
in its possession, including the extracts and catalog of Lead’s major works 
in Early Dawn, as well as the additional Lead references in Extracts of 
the Sacred Roll of Ann Lee’s Visitation, Healing for All, and How We 
Built Jerusalem in England’s Green and Pleasant Land.21 they shared 
the panacea Society’s belief that ‘[b]y means of the press, God protects 
the essential utterances of his prophets, causing them to be revived in 
later centuries when their witness is required’,22 and that by acquiring 
and recirculating Lead’s texts they were reviving her divine witness. While 
Lead’s works were not consistently part of their print cultures until well 
after Southcott’s death, Southcottian groups, including Mary’s City 
of David and its predecessor, the Israelite house of David, had always 
placed great emphasis on writing and print, and believed that producing 
written works was a key signifier of the ‘visitation’.23 according to ron 
taylor, Benjamin’s and Mary’s corpus of printed works was critical in their 
ability to gain new converts particularly from the australian Christian 
Israelite (Wroeite) Church, which was awaiting the sixth and seventh 
messengers. their print works were, according to taylor, whose ancestors 
were australian converts, viewed as the primary sign that they were the 
seventh messengers (and Jezreel the sixth), not their oral preaching, 
although both Benjamin and Mary were reportedly charismatic preachers 
as well.24 In his biography of Benjamin purnell, Clare adkin also found 
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that a ‘written message tended to secure the claims of a messenger’, 
which set purnell apart from Michael Mills who ‘overlooked the written 
message’.25 It is no wonder that Mary purnell’s new group re-devoted 
itself to the written word rather than to the famous (yet fading) tourist 
enterprises that marked the house of David’s success. Within this context, 
Lead’s printed works were seen as similar evidence of the ‘visitation’ 
brought to its completion within the purnells’ works.
While it is difficult to ascertain exactly how many Lead works Mary’s 
City of David leaders had before or at the time of its split from the house 
of David, or whether they had acquired any of the Lead-related panacea 
Society texts before 1930, there is clear evidence they had at least the Mills 
‘Sixty propositions’, and one additional thomson cyclostyle, The Signs of 
the Times Forerunning the Kingdom of Christ and Evidencing When it is 
Come (no later than 1925), in addition to the previously mentioned 1905 
cyclostyle edition of Mount of Vision.26 all three works are included in total 
or in part in Mary’s City of David Jane Lead pamphlet in 1932, which is still 
distributed today as it was originally typeset.27 the pamphlet closes with 
‘Sixty propositions’ followed by Benjamin purnell’s pronouncement that 
while ‘little was fulfilled’ of ‘Sixty propositions’ in the Jezreelite church, 
the ‘greater and almost all, pointed down to this Seventh Church, or 
Israelite house of David, now having its accomplishment’.28 Mary’s City 
of David indicated by printing this after Benjamin purnell’s death that the 
new colony under Mary’s leadership was the ‘philadelphian church spoken 
of’ by Jane Lead, James Jershom Jezreel, and Benjamin purnell, as they 
saw prophesied in ‘Sixty propositions’. While this was presumably written 
before the colony’s split, commentary like, ‘[t]his philadelphia church 
is spoken of as coming out of the wilderness’29 could just as plausibly 
have elicited recent memories of Mary and her followers’ exile from the 
original colony, leveraging ‘Sixty propositions’ specifically in support of 
Mary’s City of David rather than the more general ‘ingathering’ at Benton 
harbor claimed by both colonies.
While Mary’s City of David pamphlet was, when compared to the 
forsyth edition, much closer to the source text and free from much 
commentary or paratext until Benjamin purnell’s closing essay, ‘Sixty 
propositions’ features several textual variants unique to the Mary’s City 
of David edition.30 first, the date is ‘corrected’ from 1619—the incorrect 
date found in Mills—to a much more plausible but still incorrect date, 
1699, more than likely extrapolated from Mount of Vision. Mary’s City of 
David kept some Mills variants: an obvious one is ‘full redemption through 
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Christ’ rather than ‘by Christ’ in proposition one. however, it added 
several more references than Mills to the ‘ingathering of [the 144,000 
of] Israel’, and added ‘aliens and strangers’ to proposition 31. these 
alterations further amplified Mary’s City of David’s stance as a small, 
faithful, yet persecuted group as they saw themselves reflected through 
‘Sixty propositions’. they also ‘corrected’ proposition 14 from ‘stem of 
David’ to ‘stem of Jesse’ which more directly quotes Isaiah 11:1, and 
made several other minor grammatical and editorial changes which were 
not necessarily theological or explanatory (see table 12.1).
Changes like these reflect a belief that while ‘Sixty propositions’ was 
divinely inspired, prior to the subsequent messengers reprinting it for 
current and prospective followers, they too were divinely inspired to 
amplify and alter the text.
however, once Mary’s City of David’s edition of ‘Sixty propositions’ 
was committed to print, the group remained faithful to their revised 
version of the text, even after they accumulated and based on archival 
evidence close read an impressive array of other Lead texts in subsequent 
Table 12.1 Versions of the ‘sixty propositions’
Original 1697 version 1895 Michael Mills 1932 Mary’s City of David
proposition 7:
In order to which the  
Ark of the testimony in 
heaven, shall be open’d 
before the end of this 
World, and the Living 
testimony which is  
therein contain’d, shall  
be Unsealed
In order to which the ark of 
the testimony in heaven shall 
be opened before the end of 
this world, and the living 
testimony which is therein 
contained shall be unsealed 
[modernized language only]
In order to which, the ark (of 
God’s testimony in heaven shall 
be opened). Before the end of 
the world (age) and the living 
(144,000) testimony which is 
herein contained be unsealed 
[parenthetical amplifications 
added with other wording 
changes]
proposition 14:
Of the stem of David…
Of the stem of David… [left 
unchanged from original]
Of the stem of Jesse… 
[changed to more directly 
quote Isaiah 11:1]
proposition 31:
then it will go on to 
Multiply and propagate  
it self Universally; not  
only to the Number of  
the First-born; but also to 
the Remnant of the Seed: 
against which the Dragon 
shall make continual War
then will it go on to multiply 
and propagate itself universally, 
not only to the number of the 
first born (which is 144,000), 
but also to the remnant of the 
seed, against whom the  
Dragon shall make continual  
war [modernized language;  
one parenthetical addition]
then it will go on to multiply 
and propagate itself universally, 
not only as to the number of 
the firstborn (144,000), but 
also to the remnant of the seed 
(aliens), and strangers, against 
whom the dragon shall make 
war [added ‘aliens’ and 
‘strangers’ to amplify text]
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years. By Mary’s death they had acquired 12 of Lead’s works, including 
several more thomson cyclostyles, a rare 1804 reprint of Revelation of 
Revelations, and a selection of photostats they requested from the British 
Museum  during the height of German bombing in 1939–41.31 the group 
did not print any more of Lead’s other works in separate volumes until 
long after Mary’s death in the 1990s, but Mary quoted and paraphrased 
all of Lead’s works they had in their possession frequently in the colony 
newspaper as well as in her last Comforter book, The Book of Paradise. each 
Lead text was also retyped and bound into books and commonplaces for 
internal colony use.32 Mary’s ‘lieutenant’ francis thorpe, who assumed 
leadership over the colony after her death, proofread and certified all the 
typed Lead texts, and even made corrections in the 1804 Revelation of 
Revelations reprint after the colony acquired a photostat of the original 
1683 edition. No other texts or authors read by the colony received 
this treatment, not even Southcott’s or any of the other previous six 
messengers. It could be argued that if one looks past their non-scholarly, 
devotional treatment of Lead, Mary and her closest followers were 
certainly more familiar with her works than most literary or religious 
scholars of their period or indeed even ours. ‘Sixty propositions’—as 
the colony printed it—became a stable centerpiece of the colony’s print 
culture, as reflected within its later donation of a complete set of archival 
and print materials to the Communal Society Collection at hamilton 
College in upstate New york. Indeed,  several copies and editions of ‘Sixty 
propositions’ anchor this collection. In addition, Mary’s own printed 
prophetic utterances—including innumerable direct quotes, paraphrases 
and allusions from Jane Lead’s works—provided documented evidence of 
both Mary purnell’s and Jane Lead’s prophetic authority. aside from the 
purnells’ own writings, by the end of Mary’s life the group’s print culture 
revolved more around Jane Lead than around any of the Southcottian line 
of messengers.
 ‘a ProPheCy froM the Past’: the latter rain 
MoveMent’s transforMations of ‘sixty ProPositions’
In contrast to Mary’s City of David, which placed great emphasis on 
writing and print, and believed that producing written works was a key 
signifier of the ‘visitation’, North american pentecostal movements of the 
twentieth century valued dynamic oral preaching and communal exercise 
of the ‘gifts of the spirit’ more highly, including speaking in tongues, 
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healing, spiritual song and personal prophecy. While the pentecostal 
and parallel healing and Latter rain movements certainly developed a 
voluminous print culture, notably in the many magazines and newspapers 
devoted to its ministers’ traveling revivals, print served a different role. 
among the Mary’s City of David’s members, the printed word itself 
was considered divine (as marked with a dove signifying a word from 
God). however, print in the pentecostal and healing movements was 
used more often as a vehicle to proclaim God’s great end-time works but 
was not usually considered divine in itself. Divine visitations occurred 
in revivals and in other corporate gatherings, not in print. as a result, 
print could announce a sign of inspiration through the stories told of 
miraculous healings or prophecy come to pass, but was not itself the divine 
signified. Voice of Healing, perhaps the most famous healing Movement 
magazine became, according to pentecostal scholar David harrell, ‘a 
central advertising bureau for evangelists with proven ministries’.33 their 
ministries ‘lived and died with the charisma of the evangelist’,34 not with 
their print message. Some of the other healing movement magazines, 
notably Golden Grain which was edited by prominent healing evangelist 
Charles price, also printed articles that were originally given orally as 
sermons. Golden Grain continued to reprint price’s sermons after his 
death in 1947 until it ceased publication 10 years later, in addition to 
printing letters from readers and news about the ‘full gospel’ revivals 
continued by his successors, including evelyn Carvell, a former assistant 
who also assumed editorship of the magazine.
In the august 1949 issue of Golden Grain appeared ‘theological 
Gleanings from an Unknown pen of the Seventeenth Century’—an 
unattributed, un-numbered, and oddly paragraphed version of ‘Sixty 
propositions’.35 In addition to transcribed sermons, Golden Grain often 
featured devotional poetry, including work by well-known authors, but not 
historic texts like this one presented as prophecy. Contextually, it appeared 
immediately after ‘the Gathering Storm’, a millenarian sermon that had 
recently been given in Canada by Lorne fox, another of the Charles price 
traveling ministers. typical of many other evangelical and pentecostal 
preachers of the period, fox viewed current world events, particularly 
World Wars I and II, advances in weapons technology, the ascendency of 
Soviet-style Communism, and especially the re-establishment of Israel as 
a nation through a chiliastic lens, predicting that the next world conflict 
had to be armageddon. and prefiguring later pronouncements by Latter 
rain elders that the healing evangelists of fox’s generation, notably 
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price and Smith Wigglesworth, had prophesied the Latter rain revival,36 
fox proclaimed:
following World War I, God began to speak to humanity again by means 
of spiritual awakening and revivals all over the world. God raised up the 
greatest revivalists of the century, among them … Smith Wigglesworth …, 
Dr. Charles S. price …, and many others, to carry the full gospel to the 
nations.37
In this context, it would have been very difficult for Golden Grain 
subscribers to read ‘theological Gleanings’, i.e., ‘Sixty propositions’, as 
anything but an end-time prophecy in the midst of being fulfilled before their 
very eyes, from another time when God was also ‘speaking to humanity’. 
and although the text did not come from price’s personal papers as later 
Latter rain ministers would claim—editor evelyn Carvell instead explained 
at the end of this issue that a ‘good sister’ in Oakland, Ca gave it to her—it 
is certainly understandable that it would have been attributed to price given 
its original pentecostal print context following fox’s sermon.
the text itself appeared, at least on the surface, unlike any previous 
printed edition of the text. all other printed versions to this point had 
been numbered. Indeed, even surviving manuscript versions—notably 
the ones that Shaker women copied out of the 1830 edition of Divine 
Revelations and Prophecies—were numbered. While one might guess that 
the Golden Grain version might have been derived from the only other 
North american version in active print circulation during this period, 
particularly since the close of the opening sentence, ‘written 330 years 
ago’38 mirrors the Mary’s City of David version, close examination of the 
two versions shows that the body of the text had to have been derived from 
an earlier or at least different source, since it does not contain any of the 
unique editorial changes made by Mary’s City of David, or even some of 
the ones from their 1895 Mills source. Instead, it conformed most closely 
to the 1882 Jezreelite manuscript edition from which Mills was likely 
also derived. editorial anomalies like ‘abstracted’ instead of ‘obstructed’39 
are found in the Jezreelite handwritten manuscript, not in other printed 
editions. Like Mills and the Jezreelite manuscript, ‘theological Gleanings’ 
was anonymous, dated ‘a.D. 1619’, and similarly subtitled ‘to the 
philadelphia Society whithersoever dispersed as the Israel of God’.40 In 
fact, beyond its paragraphed style and systematic omission of the word 
‘catholic’ (not surprising since this was targeted to a North american 
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protestant audience which no longer understood the late seventeenth 
century meaning of the word), it conformed more closely to Jezreelite 
and even earlier editions than Mary’s City of David’s which mirrored 
the 1697 and 1816 numbered format but not necessarily text. another 
possible factor that might point to the Jezreelites being the primary source 
was that evelyn Carvell was closely associated with Myrtle Beall, a Detroit 
assemblies of God pastor who had become associated with the Latter 
rain during a visit to Vancouver in 1949, and whose church then spread 
the Canadian Latter rain revival throughout the United States.41 Some 
of the Jezreelites’ most successful outreaches in the United States were in 
the upper Midwest, particularly in Michigan, and not all these Jezreelites 
later joined with Mills or the purnells. Did a Jezreelite version of ‘Sixty 
propositions’  circulate among pentecostal believers in Michigan, and 
then make its way via Beall’s networks to Oakland and then to Carvell? 
Was Beall or one of her parishioners really the ‘good sister’ who gave 
it to Carvell? Since there isn’t any archival or print evidence definitively 
linking ‘theological Gleanings’ to Beall it is impossible to do more than 
conjecture. however, ‘theological Gleanings’ so closely matches the 
Jezreelite manuscript in Strood, Kent (more so than any other printed or 
manuscript edition found to date),42 that some sort of Jezreelite origin is 
not just possible but likely.
One can make an even stronger case that the anonymous 1949 
‘theological Gleanings’ then became the source for three subsequent 
Latter rain versions, appearing in the pamphlets and booklets by founding 
Latter rain elder George hawtin, and two early second generation Latter 
rain ministers, royal Cronquist and Bill Britton, all of whom networked 
extensively within the wider pentecostal movement and then the later 
Charismatic movement of the 1960s and 1970s.43 the Latter rain 
movement, sometimes also called the Latter rain revival or New Order of 
the Latter rain, was a millenarian offshoot of mainstream North american 
pentecostalism which began at the Sharon Bible College in North 
Battleford, Saskatchewan in 1948, and quickly spread across North america 
through well-established pentecostal and healing movement networks. 
In contrast to classical pentecostals who ‘tarried’ in prayer awaiting the 
manifested gifts of the holy Spirit, the Latter rain emphasized receiving 
spiritual gifts of tongues, personal prophecy, and ministerial offices 
through the laying on of hands.44 taken from ephesians 4:11, these offices 
were apostles, prophets (in Latter rain ecclesiology these two offices have 
governmental leadership over both the church and the millennial earth), 
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evangelists, pastors and teachers. according to the movement’s theology, 
these offices had been allowed to lapse but were being restored through 
the last days revival in preparation for the victorious church’s millennial 
reign over earth. the Latter rain also de-emphasized popular notions of 
the ‘rapture’. they instead believed that this final ‘latter rain’ of spiritual 
gifts imparted by anointed spiritual leaders would empower the church to 
join in perfect unity and facilitate Christ’s imminent return. this would 
occur when the unified ‘manifest sons of God’ corporately embodied 
the spirit of Christ, who would then rule and reign over earth—not 
unlike Lead’s philadelphian ideal. Several Latter rain leaders also, like 
Lead, advocated universal reconciliation. far from achieving unity, the 
Latter rain movement caused serious rifts in several major pentecostal 
denominations, especially the pentecostal assemblies of Canada, the 
pentecostal holiness Church, and the assemblies of God (USa) which 
officially denounced the key doctrines of the Latter rain in 1949. In this 
context, ‘Sixty propositions’ could be viewed as historic and prophetic 
justification for the embattled movement, particularly as the years passed 
and it continued to be shunned by mainstream pentecostal denominations, 
while key participants exerted their influence on the budding Charismatic 
movement. there was an ongoing need to legitimize itself as a true ‘move 
of God’ to the mainline pentecostal and evangelical subcultures in North 
america from whom it continued to draw converts.45
While extant Latter rain versions of ‘Sixty propositions’ are undated, 
one can estimate that hawtin’s was first, followed by Britton’s and 
Cronquist’s, based on the years they were active in ministry as well as 
on internal textual and contextual evidence. hawtin’s version of ‘Sixty 
propositions’ was republished in his 33 volume Treasures of Truth booklet 
series of the 1980s, which were based on his articles and sermons in The 
Page magazine which began publication in 1961.46 royal Cronquist also 
stated that the ‘anonymous 1619 prophecy’ first ‘came into my hands by 
a stranger when I was only six months old in Christ’, which also dates it 
to approximately 1961.47 among these sources it is possible to conjecture 
that it was circulating in Latter rain ministerial networks by at least 
the early 1960s, if not much earlier. J.  preston eby, who first became 
connected with the Latter rain in the early 1950s and who later read and 
taught on some of Lead’s other works including Revelation of Revelations, 
stated that he first learned of Lead through his ‘association with brethren 
in the Latter rain movement … Bill Britton, George hawtin, etc.’,48 
which also dates it within this general period, although it was not until 
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much later that ‘Sixty propositions’ was attributed to Lead by name in 
print.
‘Sixty propositions’ closes one of hawtin’s treatises entitled, Here is 
the Mind That Hath Wisdom, which is not as overtly apocalyptic as ‘the 
Gathering Storm’, but certainly deals with chiliastic themes consistent 
with Lead’s own work three centuries earlier—the restoration of edenic 
paradise on earth through devotion to Godly wisdom, the attainment of 
divine ‘sonship’ through becoming unified with the Godhead through 
Christ, and a rejection of all ‘worldly’ things, including those found in 
the institutional church, without becoming sectarian.49 there are some 
key differences between hawtin’s and Lead’s theology, particularly in that 
Wisdom here is not personified, certainly not female or even close to being 
a discrete member of the Godhead, but is more generally identified as 
the (male) mind of the father and Son. the apocalypse here is gradual, 
echoing Lead more than the instant ‘rapture’ popularly associated with 
North american evangelicals and pentecostals: ‘Unto this high realm 
many are now proceeding, and from it the world will be filled with the 
knowledge and government of the Lord’.50 hawtin concludes, ‘the 
following remarkable prophecy, given in the year 1619, forcefully confirms 
the truths written above’,51 authorizing both his teaching as well as the 
‘anonymous’ prophecy. the implication is, since they both agree, they 
must be true and hence from God.
Like ‘theological Gleanings’ hawtin’s version of the text is unnumbered 
and paragraphed. Based on comparing idiosyncrasies shared between 
the two, Golden Grain was more than likely hawtin’s source. however, 
hawtin’s version features modernized grammar and syntax, as well as 
systematic removal of any reference to ‘philadelphia’, ‘philadelphian’, 
or ‘philadelphian Society’. the name ‘Jesus’ is also omitted, which may 
reflect ‘manifest sons of God’ or ‘sonship’ theology in which Jesus Christ 
would not return as an individual, but as the Spirit of Christ within an 
elite group of united ‘overcomers’. the ‘philadelphian church’ is renamed 
the ‘virgin church’,52 and denominational or sectarian references are 
deleted or changed. this is especially apparent at the end of the text, 
which in its earlier forms described the philadelphian Society as dispersed 
within existing sects in preparation of the later ‘philadelphian Church’ 
described in most of ‘Sixty propositions’; this meaning is deleted from the 
hawtin edition, and ‘ought’ becomes ‘must’, implying that the ‘virgin 
church’ has already come to fruition within the movement: ‘all true 
waiters of his kingdom in Spirit must be numbered among the virgin spirits 
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to whom this message appertains’.53 also, in contrast to earlier versions 
that addressed the philadelphians in the third person, and assumed 
both believing and skeptical readers, the second person address, ‘Be 
watchful and quicken your pace’54 targets this specifically to sympathizers 
of a marginalized movement that by this time had been ostracized by 
denominational pentecostals.
Bill Britton’s tri-fold pamphlet edition is undated but, based on its 
apparently being typed on an IBM Selectric auto-justifying typewriter, is 
probably from the 1970s—prior to widespread use of pCs and laser or ink 
jet printers.55 the text closely resembles hawtin’s, although Britton likely 
also had access to the earlier Golden Grain version as one of hawtin’s 
changes is reverted back to the previous version. the cover fold, entitled 
‘a prophecy out of the past’ (sic), features a hand drawing of a medieval 
castle, emphasizing the mysterious historicity of the text. Britton includes 
no other commentary or much paratext, except the tentatively worded 
conclusion, ‘a prophecy reportedly given in the year of 1619, and said 
to be found among the papers of Dr. Chas. price’.56 Britton’s treatment 
produces a text that is vaguely historical, and which may (or may not) have 
passed through the hands of the famous evangelist.
In contrast, royal Cronquist, another second generation Latter rain 
leader who came out of a branch closely associated with Manifest Sons of 
God teachings,57 was anything but tentative in his version of the Charles 
price source legend: ‘the following prophetic word came by the Spirit 
anonymously, in the year 1619. It was found in Charles S. price’s papers 
after his death’.58 he stated that he took ‘the liberty to insert the scriptures, 
wherever necessary, to validate the two-three witness principal’,59 but the 
text itself is so heavily edited that it is almost a paraphrase of any earlier 
printed edition. Cronquist’s three editions of the text even diverge greatly 
from each other, in contrast to Mary’s City of David’s edition which 
remained static after the group first committed it to print.60 Cronquist’s 
three versions of the story, all last edited in the 1990s before his death 
have some inconsistencies; in the two referring to the ‘anonymous 1619 
prophecy’ he claimed to have been ‘in Christ’ for 35 years but had been 
studying the text for 25.61 In the fourth edition of Epistles of the Kingdom 
Unto Royal by the Holy Spirit, perhaps Cronquist’s best known text, he 
called it the ‘1679 prophecy’ written by ‘Scribe-prophetess’ Jane Lead(e)62; 
this corresponds with the advent of the Internet in the mid-to late-1990s 
when some Latter rain ministers including Larry hodges and J. preston 
eby had discovered Lead’s connection to the text and ‘ corrected’ the date 
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to 1679, matching the typographical error in the 1816 Wars of David 
edition.63
however, this should not necessarily be read as lack of fidelity to the 
printed text, as it might be viewed from a Mary’s City of David perspective 
demanding a single, ‘authentic’ printed text, but as Cronquist’s greater 
concern with seeking new, dynamic and deeper understandings of what 
he described as the ‘rhema’ or spirit word embedded within subsequent 
readings of ‘Sixty propositions’.64 this results in new or different printed 
words as well as multiple coexisting editions of a single text. he even 
added dated ‘update[s]’ to ‘Sixty propositions’ from the ‘spirit of the 
Lord’, decades after he claimed he first encountered it, emphasizing Latter 
rain and Manifest Sons of God tenets he found implicit in the text, and 
presented similar in format to Lead’s printed journal entries:
presently, this day of December 29, 1992, there are NOt eNOUGh 
COrreCtLy dedicated and committed, prOperLy motivated and 
contending earnestly saints, preSSING for perfection, believers, in the earth 
… who I can QUaLIfy for being My Bride-Overcoming-Brethren-Sons …
therefore, in order to fill up the ranks of My Bride-firstfruits number …, 
at the soon coming fullness of the feast of trumpets …, I will have to take 
out of My Cloud of Witnesses those spirits of just men made perfect …, 
causing them to descend … and receive their glorified bodies, whereby I can 
complete My Bride-Sons number.65
In contrast to Mary’s City of David, where the text was edited once, 
remained stable, and was still recognizable from the original, here we only 
see echoes of ‘Sixty propositions’, reflecting a parallel but male- gendered 
theology when compared to that of both the philadelphian Society and 
of Mary’s City of David. the Bride or ‘Universal Body of Christ’ of 
Cronquist’s text is comprised of sons, and the ‘I’, the ‘Spirit of the Lord 
Jesus’ is also unequivocally male. even the Wisdom as mind of God in 
hawtin’s text has disappeared entirely. the text has been transformed 
through Cronquist’s theological lens into a completely new text.
Later Latter rain ministers, notably Larry and Betty hodges,66 
attempted to learn something more about Jane Lead as the source of the 
prophecy, and even acquired some of her other works, although not nearly 
to the same extent as the Mary’s City of David in which ‘Sixty propositions’ 
was just the first of many texts the leadership systematically acquired over 
several decades in an effort to read more of Lead’s prophetic print voice. 
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however, among the earlier Latter rain leaders who reproduced ‘Sixty 
propositions’, hawtin, Britton and especially Cronquist, there seemed to 
be little or no interest in doing more than gleaning and disseminating every 
bit of insight they could out of this one work, and in adding (or detracting) 
whatever ‘rhema’ word they or their readers received through personal 
meditation, study and reflection. In their hands, ‘Sixty propositions’ was 
not a fixed text by an inspired prophetic author, but an anonymous voice 
to which they could add their own voices proclaiming the second advent 
of Christ within a united body of ‘Bride-Overcoming- Brethren-Sons’. 
to a movement which was ostracized yet influential, marginalized yet 
mainstreamed, the anonymous voice in these three ministers’ versions of 
‘Sixty propositions’ was prophetic agreement ‘out of the past’.
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